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A b s t r a c t
This research aims ultimately to develop objective hearing models that can predict the 
attributes of sound in a similar way to how listeners actually perceive and evaluate it. The 
research reported in this thesis seeks to determine the nature of head movements in the analysis 
of spatial impression and to incorporate these into a system for measuring, in a perceptually 
accurate and appropriate manner, the acoustic parameters which contribute to spatial impression 
-  interaural time and level differences (ITD and ILD), and interaural cross-correlation 
coefficient (IACC).
A  review of previous work showed that head movements are known to be used in and 
beneficial to judgments of source location, but that no information exists yet about head 
movements in judgments of spatial impression. A  consequent experiment showed that the 
amount of head movement was larger in the evaluation of spatial impression than in localisation 
and in timbre judgment. In addition, the range of ear orientations was found to form a sloped 
area, higher to the rear and lower to the front. These findings led to the design of a binaural 
signal capture and measurement technique using a sphere with multiple microphones which, in 
comparison to a rotating Head And Torso Simulator (HATS), had the potential for improved 
measurement speed and the capability to measure time varying systems, potentially at the 
expense of some accuracy.
Performance comparisons between the sphere model, initially with two microphones, and 
the HATS revealed that differences in ITD and ILD were not perceptually negligible but that 
differences in IACC were. Suitable post-processing, however, made the sphere with a torso 
attached valid as a prediction model of both source direction and spatial impression. Reliable 
derivation of ITD, ILD and IACC at any required ear position was shown to be possible with a 
limited number of microphones through an appropriate interpolation and calculation technique. 
A  measurement system using a sphere with torso, with 21 omnidirectional microphones on each 
side placed 10° apart from each other over the sloped ear coverage area, w ill enable perceptually 
reliable ITD, ILD and IACC measurements or interpolation for frequencies up to approximately 
1 kHz.
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Introduction
C h a p t e r  0  I n t r o d u c t i o n
This chapter briefly introduces the fundamental motivation and aim of this research, and 
describes the overall structure of this thesis.
0.1 Overall m otivation and aim o f research
Evaluation of the perceived sound characteristics of a given acoustical space or sound 
reproduction system often involves subjective listening tests. These tests can easily become 
laborious and time consuming, considering the number of listeners required to allow statistical 
analyses in order to generalise the results to a wider population. Therefore it has been one of the 
main research areas of psychoacoustics, to investigate the relationship between the physical 
attributes of sound signals and the perceived sound quality, and to develop an accurate 
predictive model that eventually can potentially replace the subjective evaluation. An efficient 
way of developing this model is to examine the mechanism or behaviour of actual human beings 
in their perception and evaluation of the attributes of sound, and to mimic it. This research 
adopts this approach towards development of an objective evaluation model of spatial 
impression, which is known as one of the major attributes used to evaluate the acoustical quality 
of a listening space (Ando 1985).
Previous related studies have resulted in the development of binaural hearing models that 
could successfully predict some attributes related to spatial impression, such as source location 
and width, in a rather controlled measurement environment in terms of source type or frequency 
range of interest for example. These models commonly assume that the head is static. In an 
attempt to extend the range of application of the model, this research investigates the nature and
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potential importance of head movement in the analysis of spatial impression. It is known that 
humans naturally make head movements in listening activities, and that the ability to determine 
the perceived location of sound sources can be reinforced by doing so (Begault 1994; Blauert 
1997). Therefore, in the expectation that this will also be the case in judging spatial impression, 
the nature of head movements related to the perception and evaluation of spatial impression will 
be investigated and incorporated in the development of an enhanced objective measurement 
system.
To achieve this, it is necessary to firstly find out the details of head movements when 
listeners evaluate spatial impression. Since little has been known about the nature of head 
movements in the evaluation of spatial impression, a good starting point is to gather knowledge 
from previous findings of head movements in other known listening activities, such as source 
localisation. The concept of spatial impression should be clarified as well, so that one can 
distinguish it from, or relate it to other acoustical attributes that might involve head movements. 
Then through actual listening tests, it is possible to investigate how listeners make head 
movements when evaluating spatial impression, in comparison to other known attributes.
Secondly, an objective measurement system needs to be designed, taking the above into 
consideration. Again, it is worthwhile to collect information from previous studies of hearing 
models which make objective measurements of acoustic parameters, which attempt to mimic 
human listening and which can potentially incorporate head movements. The developed system 
should be able to measure, as accurately as possible and in a manner relevant to how human 
listeners move their heads, parameters that can indicate the perceived spatial impression.
2
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0.2 Outline o f thesis
This thesis will introduce and discuss the findings from previous related studies and the 
results of new experimental investigations towards the aims stated above, in the following 
stages.
0 . 2 . 1  T h e  n a t u r e  a n d  e f f e c t s  o f  h e a d  m o v e m e n t  a n d  t h e  
c o n c e p t  o f  s p a t i a l  i m p r e s s i o n
In Chapter 1, as a background, previous studies will be introduced that are related to the 
fundamental topics of this research -  head movement and spatial impression. Firstly, the 
previous investigations on the nature and effects of head movements, known in general to help 
source localisation, will be described. From this review, the most dominant and effective pattern 
of movement can be found, from which in turn it can be investigated whether the tendency 
remains when evaluating spatial impression. Secondly, the concept and elements of spatial 
impression will be introduced in detail from the previous works. The clarification of its concept 
and understanding of the physical parameters related to its perception will play an important 
role in establishing a robust measure from the developed model.
0 . 2 . 2  A n  i n v e s t i g a t i o n  o f  h e a d  m o v e m e n t s  m a d e  w h e n  
e v a l u a t i n g  v a r i o u s  a t t r i b u t e s  o f  s o u n d
Since head movements have been known to be mainly effective in source localisation but 
little has been found about the nature of head movements in the evaluation of spatial impression, 
it is worthwhile to investigate the head movements made, if any, when evaluating spatial
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impression in particular. In Chapter 2, therefore, a set of subjective tests will be described, 
focusing on revealing the characteristics of head movements in the evaluation of spatial 
impression in comparison to other attributes of sound, such as source location and timbre. From 
the results, more specific guidelines can be made for the design of a signal capture model which 
will be used in the objective measurement of spatial impression in particular.
0 . 2 . 3  S o u n d  c a p t u r e  t e c h n i q u e  f o r  t h e  a n a l y s i s  o f  
s p a t i a l  i m p r e s s i o n  c o n s i d e r i n g  h e a d  m o v e m e n t
In Chapter 3, previous studies will be reviewed that relate to binaural capture techniques 
already developed. As well as the basic mechanism, more advanced ones that take head 
movement into consideration will be introduced. The relative advantages and disadvantages of 
these advanced techniques will be discussed in terms of the accuracy and practicality of 
measurement. The first one is to use a rotating head and torso simulator (HATS) with two 
microphones at the ear positions, which is known to have superiority in the accuracy of 
measurement, but suffers from the amount of measurement time and the inappropriateness of 
use for time varying systems. The second one is to use a simplified sphere model with multiple 
microphones at various corresponding ear positions, known to be more efficient in measurement 
time and appropriate for time varying systems but less accurate compared to actual human 
perception. The discussion will then be extended to the issues regarding comparison of the 
introduced capture techniques in a perceptually valid manner. In order to relate the accuracy of 
the measurements to perception, the just noticeable differences (JNDs) of the parameters that 
can potentially indicate spatial impression are investigated. In addition, the design issues of the 
capture models will be introduced and discussed, such as the number and distribution of 
capturing microphones required to efficiently account for head movement. Based on the
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findings from these discussions along with the results from Chapter 2, the actual binaural 
capture models will be designed for use in the experiments and for the performance comparison.
0 . 2 . 4  I n i t i a l  i n v e s t i g a t i o n  o f  s i g n a l  c a p t u r e  t e c h n i q u e s  
f o r  o b j e c t i v e  m e a s u r e m e n t  o f  s p a t i a l  i m p r e s s i o n  
c o n s i d e r i n g  h e a d  m o v e m e n t
In Chapter 4, the two forms of binaural signal capture techniques introduced in Chapter 3 
that take into account head movement will be compared to each other in terms of the measured 
parameters related to spatial impression. As a preliminary step, an experiment will be conducted 
where the parameters measured with the HATS are compared to those measured with a sphere 
having two microphones in the corresponding ear positions, at the same orientation. The effects 
of body parts such as the torso, pinnae, and nose missing from the sphere model will also be 
examined, by introducing these individually and quantifying the differences caused. The 
differences in the parameters will be compared to the measurement tolerances determined from 
their JNDs found in Chapter 3. The results will show whether the differences between these two 
models are perceptually negligible, and thus whether the sphere model can successfully be used 
in place of the HATS for the objective evaluation system of spatial impression. Possible reasons 
for the differences and solutions to minimise them will be discussed accordingly, before 
implementation of the sphere model using multiple microphones.
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0 . 2 . 5  I n v e s t i g a t i o n  o f  m i c r o p h o n e  s p a c i n g  a n d  
i n t e r p o l a t i o n  t e c h n i q u e s  f o r  d e v e l o p m e n t  o f  m u l t i p l e -  
m i c r o p h o n e  s p h e r e  m o d e l
In Chapter 5, it will be investigated how one should place microphones for the objective 
measurement model of spatial impression, effectively incorporating the nature of head 
movements in the non-rotating sphere model. Since the final evaluation system needs to be 
practical in its implementation as well as accurate in terms of predicting the perceived spatial 
impression, a solution will be sought that enables perceptually reliable measurements of 
physical parameters related to spatial impression, with the fewest microphones possible. To 
achieve this goal, various microphone spacing intervals will firstly be introduced. Then the 
accuracy of approximating the parameters at intermediate spots from those measured at the pairs 
of microphones in various intervals will be tested. A range of calculation and interpolation 
techniques for the approximation will also be introduced and tested for various source settings, 
towards practical but accurate measurements of the parameters at all possible ear positions. The 
approximation accuracy will be evaluated in terms of whether the errors would be perceivable 
or not, by comparing the difference between the interpolated and the measured parameters to the 
measurement tolerance determined from the JND. The findings from this experiment will lead 
to the suggestion of a prototype evaluation system using the sphere with multiple microphones 
corresponding to head movement, and with appropriate calculation and interpolation techniques 
that enable the most accurate approximation of the binaural parameters indicating perceived 
spatial impression.
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0 . 2 . 6  S u m m a r y  a n d  c o n c l u s i o n s
Chapter 6 will summarise and draw conclusions from the research and findings contained 
in the previous chapters. Starting from the motivation and aim of this research, the key points 
leading to the final conclusions in each chapter are recapitulated. Then the final conclusions will 
be listed, summarising the findings about the nature of head movements in the analyses of 
spatial impression, and suggesting a prototype of objective evaluation system of spatial 
impression considering head movement. Additionally, further research questions that arise from 
this work and could complement the findings will be listed.
0.3 Contributions to knowledge
The novelty of this research and its contributions to knowledge can be listed as follows:
• Head movements, which have previously only been considered as connected to source 
localisation ability, were investigated in specific relation to the perception of spatial 
impression for the first time.
• The observed nature of head movements enabled the design of a novel signal Gapture model, 
which practically takes into account the corresponding ear positions rather than all the areas 
over the head. The capture model was designed in the form of a simple sphere on a torso 
with multiple microphones, instead of a typical dummy head.
• It was demonstrated that the new model was capable of perceptually accurate measurement 
of the binaural parameters related to perceived spatial impression as well as source direction, 
simultaneously at multiple ear positions to save the measurement time and to enable
7
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C h a p t e r  1  T h e  n a t u r e  a n d  e f f e c t s  o f  
h e a d  m o v e m e n t  a n d  t h e  c o n c e p t  o f  
s p a t i a l  i m p r e s s i o n
Investigations into the role of head movement in the analysis of spatial impression require 
consideration of two fundamental factors: 1) what head movements we make when listening, 
and 2) what we mean by spatial impression and how it can be measured and analysed. 
Accordingly, in this chapter, previous studies are categorised into two groups and discussed -  
those related to head movements and those related to the terminology and analysis of spatial 
impression.
Firstly, previous research on the pattern of head movements and their effects is 
introduced and discussed. It is expected that some common factors can be found from the 
previous works, regarding the dominant types of movements, and what kind of auditory 
perception is affected by head movements. Secondly, previous research regarding spatial 
impression is introduced and discussed. The terminology that has been used to define or specify 
spatial impression and its attributes is introduced, followed by the studies that have investigated 
what can be measured or what affects the perception of spatial impression. The findings will 
lead to a discussion on the specific ranges of dominant head movements, on whether the 
tendency can be maintained in the perception of any acoustic attribute that could be termed as 
spatial impression, and on what more needs to be revealed to effectively consider head 
movement towards the development and enhancement of objective measurement model of
9
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spatial impression.
1.1 Studies on head m ovem ent in listening  
activities
The activity of listening is normally reinforced by other senses or movements to draw 
sufficient information from the surroundings. For example, in the case of determining the 
characteristics of an acoustic source, being able to see it helps one to be more accurate in terms 
of estimating its location or size. Additionally, humans naturally make various movements in 
usual listening circumstances, which are also known to provide us with spatial cues of the 
acoustic sources (Begault 1994). This section introduces previous studies related to the specifics 
of the movements or their benefits to listening.
1 . 1 . 1  E a r ly  s t u d i e s  o f  h e a d  m o v e m e n t  in  t h e  1 9 3 0 s
Young’s work (1931) was one of the first pieces of research to investigate the role of 
head movements on sound perception (Wightman and Kistler 1999). He conducted subjective 
experiments where a pair of “hard-rubber sound-receiving trumpets” as “artificial pinnae” were 
introduced and connected to the ears through rubber tubes and ear pieces. By this arrangement 
he tried to create a condition in which head and body movements could not provide any effect 
that might be considered as localisation cues. When the signals were presented at various 
positions around the artificial pinnae which were separated from the actual ears by a thick wall, 
the results of apparent source positions showed general inaccuracy in localisation except for 
right-left discrimination, e.g., there was more chance of front-back confusion, and poor 
perception of elevation. Therefore he suggested that the lack of binaural cues, which could have
10
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been provided by head movement, resulted in disability of the auditory system to discriminate 
“up, down, front, and back.” However, other possible factors that might have affected the results 
were not considered. For example, the absence of pinnae, or the use of long rubber tubes as well 
as the trumpets, might have introduced additional filtering effects to the perceived signals. 
Nevertheless, the results were presented without comparison with the corresponding listening 
conditions (with the pinnae present, or without the additional devices), as this would not have 
been possible at the time.
Wallach (1938) also conducted early studies in this field (Blauert 1997; Perrett and Noble 
1997a; Perrett and Noble 1997b; Wightman and Kistler 1999), investigating the function of 
head movements to extract more information from the cone of confusion. Here he defined the 
angular distance of the sound source from the axis of the ears as the “lateral angle”, and argued 
that the changes in perceived lateral angles, as one moved the head, should provide the 
information needed to determine the source direction more precisely. For example, according to 
his hypotheses, the direction of change in the (perceived) lateral angle should help to resolve the 
front-back confusion, and the rate of change in the lateral angle, with respect to the angular 
displacement of the ear axis, should give the information of the elevation angle of the source. To 
verify the hypotheses, he attempted to generate perceptual images of sound sources around the 
listeners by means of a switching loudspeaker array controlled by the listeners’ head movements. 
Specifically, the switch was set amongst the loudspeakers such that only a certain intended one 
played in accordance with the head rotation angle. By arbitrarily controlling the angular 
distances of the loudspeakers to be switched for a certain rotation angle, it was possible to make 
the listeners feel that the auditory event occurred at various elevation angles, even though the 
loudspeakers were arranged in front.
He further argued that under natural listening circumstances head movement should
11
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involve more than a single stable axis, especially to localise the sound with smaller elevations 
more successfully. Therefore, analogous experiments were carried out with the whole 
equipment shifted about the ear axis by 90°, and then set back again to the horizontal plane. 
Here attempts were made to generate certain elevation angles (close to the horizontal plane) of 
the perceived auditory events, by adjusting the loudspeaker spacing in relation to the “tilting” 
motion of the listeners - defined as rolling the head to the left or right without changing the 
facing direction. The overall results showed that the head movements helped the listeners 
determine the location of auditory events. However, some errors present in the results implied 
that another static localisation cue might have hindered the perception while attempting to 
generate the perceptual location only by utilising head movement. That is, in order for the 
localisation to be more accurate another cue might need to be provided, other than mere 
positional change of the signals. It was referred to as the effect of the pinnae, which he expected 
to be helpful in the front-back discrimination and the elevation detection as well as head 
movement. As the evidence, he pointed out the ability of human to discriminate front and back, 
and different elevations to a certain extent, without moving the head. He mentioned it as 
affected by “the selective sound shadow of the pinnae”. The occasional failure in his 
experiments was reported due to this ability, functioning together with the interpretation of head 
movement cues.
1 . 1 . 2  I n v e s t i g a t i o n s  o f  h e a d  m o v e m e n t  p a t t e r n s  a n d  
t h e i r  e f f e c t s  d u r i n g  s o u n d  lo c a l i s a t i o n
Further in-depth research supporting Wallach’s theory includes the study of Thurlow et al. 
(1967). They tried to draw quantitative information on the nature and magnitude of rotational 
head movements through subjective tests where the head movements of the listeners were
12
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recorded while they tried to locate the sound source. Ten loudspeakers were distributed at 
various horizontal and vertical angular positions around the listener in an anechoic room. Five 
of them were driven by low-pass filtered noise, and the other five by high-pass filtered noise.
Here the types of head movements were categorized into the following three: “rotation”, 
“pivot, and “tip”. By the term “rotation” they meant the rotation in azimuth only. Pivoting was 
defined as rolling the head to the left 01* right without changing the facing direction (this was 
referred to as “tilting” by Wallach above). Tipping indicated facing upwards or downwards, 
which is equivalent to nodding. Figure 1-1 describes the directions of these three movement 
types more clearly.
(R o ta te ) (P ivot) (Tip)
Figure 1-1. Description of the directions of the three types of head movement categorised in 
(Thurlow et ai. 1967). Their term “rotation” was defined as in terms of azimuth angle (seen from 
above), “pivot" in terms of roll angle (seen from behind), and “tip” in terms of elevation angle 
(seen from right).
From the recorded results, they made a list of how frequently single or combined head 
movements happened. Some tendencies were found, for both the high and low frequency 
signals: rotation was the most frequent of all single movement types amongst the three, and the 
combination of rotation and tipping was the most frequent of all (including single and combined 
movements). In general, combinations of movements including rotation happened more
13
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frequently than the others. Therefore they concluded that rotation plays the most significant role 
in sound localising ‘attempts’ . It is worth noting that the attempts should be stressed rather than 
localisation itself, since the accuracy of localisation for the above movement patterns was not 
evaluated in their experiments, as the authors mentioned in their paper.
Additionally, the maximum size of the three single movement types was also extracted 
from the results. With large individual differences, it was found that the average maximal angle 
of rotation movement was larger than that of the others. Especially, the maximal rotation was 
found to be considerably greater for the low frequency signals than for the high frequency 
signals, which seems to imply the greater difficulty in localising sound sources of low 
frequencies. Further analyses of the directions of the movements showed a tendency of the 
listeners to make maximal rotation and tip movements toward the source directions. Reversals 
in the directions of the head movements, toward the starting positions, were also observed. This 
tendency was seen in all the three types of movements, but the rotation reversals were again the 
largest of all.
This study was meaningful in that the patterns of general head movement were 
categorised and analysed. However, information about how much each pattern actually 
contributed to the accuracy of localisation would have been a useful addition. For example, a 
smaller amplitude of tipping motion than rotation could have an equivalent effect on localisation 
accuracy to that of larger rotation, and the reversals in movement might not have had a 
significant contribution to the accuracy. This problem was investigated in another piece of 
research by Thurlow and Runge (1967).
Here they attempted to examine the effects of head movement on localisation. 
Experiments were carried out in a similar setting to the above in an anechoic chamber, with
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slightly different number and distribution of the loudspeakers. However, in addition to the low 
and high frequency noise, equivalently filtered pulses of short duration were also introduced as 
the source signals. Moreover, the listeners were asked to localise the sources in different 
listening conditions, where head movement was “induced” by a guiding device. Four motion 
conditions (rotate, pivot, rotate-pivot, and tip) and finally free movement condition were used, 
whose effects in terms of localisation error were compared with those with no head movement 
allowed. The errors in degrees were recorded for each loudspeaker and each movement 
condition, and plotted as in Figure 1-2 and Figure 1-3, excluding the case of tipping motion 
which showed no significant effect. For the high-band stimuli the loudspeaker numbers on the 
plots correspond to the following combinations of horizontal (the + sign means to the right from 
0° straight ahead) and vertical (the + sign means above the horizontal plane through the ears) 
direction angles: 1(-1°, +41°), 2(-120°, -22°), 3(-124°, +33°), 4(-60°, +35°), 5(+58°, -23°), 
6(+55°, +33°), 7(+87°, -26°); and for the low-band stimuli, 1(-10°, +41°), 2(-126°, -22°), 3(- 
129°, +31°), 4(-55°, +32°), 5(+51°, -21°), 6(+49°, +30°), 7(+94°, -26°). The results showed that 
the horizontal localisation errors were significantly reduced by the induced head movement 
including rotation, regardless of the signal type. Reduction in vertical localisation errors, 
however, was not as significant. Additional discussions of the results concluded that free 
movement did not show such a great improvement in localisation, compared with simple 
induced rotation, and that for high frequency noise signals head movement was not necessary in 
estimating the elevation. Although the experiments involved only a few fixed spots of the sound 
sources and a few restricted movement conditions, this work established the guidelines for 
future research, especially by ascertaining the importance of rotation amongst all possible head 
movement types.
The terminology used above to define the three types of head movement -  rotation, pivot, 
and tip -  will be used hereon in this chapter, for the purpose of understanding the reproduced
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figures, and maintaining consistency in case the introduced contents of this chapter are to be 
compared to the referred works.
(a) (b)
(c) (d)
Figure 1-2. Horizontal and vertical angular localisation errors observed in the study of Thurlow 
and Runge (1967), for various loudspeaker positions, (reproduced from (Thurlow and Runge 
1967)) Low and high band noise was used as the source. The four movement conditions 
introduced are: NM(No Motion), R(Rotation), P(Pivot), and RP(Rotate-Pivot). For (a) and (b) the 
"front" error is to the right of the source, and “back” to the left. For (c) and (d) the errors were 
measured from the true positions of the loudspeakers with respect to the horizontal plane 
through the listener’s ears, and the words “front” and “back” need to be replaced with 
“equatorward” and “poleward” which indicate the direction of errors.
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(a) (b)
(c) (d)
Figure 1-3. Horizontal and vertical angular localisation errors observed in the study of Thurlow 
and Runge, for various loudspeaker positions (reproduced from (Thurlow and Runge 1967)). 
Click signals were used as the sources. The four movement conditions introduced are: NM(No 
Motion), R(Rotation), P(Pivot), and RP(Rotate-Pivot). For (a) and (b) the "front" error is to the 
right of the source, and “back” to the left. For (c) and (d) the errors were measured from the true 
positions of the loudspeakers with respect to the horizontal plane through the listener’s ears, 
and the words “front” and “back” need to be replaced with “equatorward” and “poleward” which 
indicate the direction of errors.
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1 . 1 . 3  D e b a t e s  o n  t h e  e f f e c t s  o f  h e a d  m o v e m e n t
Contrary to the above viewpoints, there have also been sceptical arguments about the role 
of head movements. For example, Pollack and Rose (1967) argued that head movement was not 
helpful in sound localisation, except for some specific listening conditions. A series of 
experiments were conducted in various types of listening space, with 19 loudspeakers 
distributed around the listener along a semicircular arc. Signals of various types and duration 
were used, from clicks of 15ms to white noise of 3 seconds. The listeners were asked to 
“identify the activated loudspeaker,” in a number of different moving or non-moving conditions. 
The non-moving listening conditions included various body positions -  ahead, 90 degrees to the 
left and to the right, for example - with the head oriented straight ahead. The moving conditions 
included mainly rotation, sometimes controlled in terms of direction and speed by a pacing and 
playback toggling system, or sometimes unconstrained. When short clicks were used and the 
movement was controlled externally, the results even showed degradation of the judgements 
with head movements. The average error decreased in another experiment where free movement 
was allowed with a longer source signal of 1 second. However, additional tests showed 
inconsistent results, with a range of signal lengths and with two of the subjects who had 
previously shown improvement with free head movement. That is, for the length of the signal 
from 0.03 to 3 seconds, the results with head movements showed no enhancement. The last 
experiment involved two new subjects and introduced initial offset of the head direction from 
the centre. Here again the free movement condition showed reduction of localisation errors, and 
the effect was greater as more offset was applied.
From these findings they concluded that for head movement to be advantageous some 
conditions should be satisfied. Firstly, the sound should be sustained long enough to allow the 
ears to move during localisation. Secondly, the source should be outside of the central area in
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front of the listener. The first statement seems reasonable, since the signals they used for the 
experiments were very short in general, especially in the first few, compared with those of the 
previous studies. For example, Thurlow and Runge (1967) used signals of 5 seconds. Too short 
a duration of the signals, such as 15ms in these experiments, might not have been enough to 
cause any detectable change of binaural cues as the head moved, and might have even caused 
more confusion than when the head was stationary. The second statement was based on the 
results of the last experiment. However, the increasing offset, which made the non-moving 
condition increasingly worse for localisation, might not have been equivalent to having the 
sources off centre. When the offset was applied, the listener’s head was turned to the 
corresponding angle with respect to the body. This uncomfortable initial displacement could 
have affected the localisation ability in a different way from when the head was straight ahead 
and the sources were equivalently off centre. In addition, their general doubt about the effects of 
head movement could have been made more persuasive by introducing more subjects. Only 
three subjects at most were present for each experiment set, though the number of observations 
for each subject reached up to a few hundred presumably in compensation. The inconsistency of 
the results obtained for the same subjects, as described above in the cases of 1 second and 0.03 
to 3 second signal durations, makes one wonder what the results would have been if more 
subjects had been introduced. ^
1 . 1 . 4  R e c e n t  s t u d i e s  s i n c e  t h e  1 9 9 0 s
More recently, Perrett and Noble (1997a; 1997b) carried out experiments to test 
Wallach’s ideas of the role of head movement in front-back discrimination and elevation 
detection. The loudspeakers were distributed on the horizontal plane, the lateral vertical plane, 
or the median vertical plane around the listener who was asked to locate the sound source in 
various conditions including “no motion”, “free movement”, and “rotation only” . Broadband,
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low-pass and high-pass noise was used as the signals, and the case of “distorted pinna function” 
was introduced additionally, where the listener wore open plastic tubes inserted in the ear canals 
to exclude the filtering effects of the pinnae. It was observed that the front-back confusion, 
which was prevalent in motionless conditions, was almost eliminated in rotation conditions. 
This tendency in rotation conditions was found regardless of whether the pinnae were included 
or not, though the distortion-motionless condition showed significantly more front-back 
confusions than the normal-motionless condition for broadband and high-pass signals. The 
elevation judgement was also more accurate with rotation allowed, especially for the sources in 
the upper hemisphere region. However, for the high-pass signals above 2kHz, the normal- 
motionless condition showed almost the same accuracy. Additionally, though the distorted- 
motionless condition gave the worst results in general, the distorted-rotation condition was not 
very effective for signals above 2kHz. For the sources below the horizon the effect of rotation 
was not significant. From these results they concluded that acoustic energy below 2kHz was 
required for head rotation to be effective in vertical localisation, and that the benefit from 
rotation was the greatest when the source was oriented in the front vertical plane. These gave 
support not only to Wallach’s argument, but also Thurlow and Runge’s, about the role of 
rotation in sound localisation and its effectiveness with regard to various conditions such as the 
source orientation and the frequency characteristics.
Wightman and Kistler (1999), in succession, also carried out similar experiments to 
explore further Wallach’s ideas. In this case, in addition to real sound sources located around 
the listener as in the previous experiments, virtual sources were also introduced, which were 
produced by means of head tracking and individualised head-related transfer functions (HRTFs, 
the alteration of binaural signals specified as transfer functions, caused by the acoustical path 
from the sound source to the ears) and presented over headphones. White Gaussian noise was 
used as the signals. Firstly, the listeners were asked to localise the stationary sources in three
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conditions: no movement, free movement, and orienting movement attempting to face the 
apparent source position. Then the sources (both real and virtual) were set to move during the 
experiments and the listeners were asked to locate the starting position without head movement. 
It was observed from the results that the front-back confusions were substantially reduced when 
free movement was possible, and that it was not as effective for elevation judgements, both of 
which were in accordance with the findings of previous studies. In addition, the analysis of head 
movement trajectories showed a tendency of the listeners to orient toward the expected source 
location when allowed to move freely. It was also suggested that the necessary information for 
localisation could be extracted not only by the listener’s movement but also by the source 
movement, as long as the listener had control over the direction of the source movement.
A recent study of Bradter and Hobohm (2005), once again presented an objection to the 
conventional viewpoints. They followed procedures similar to those of the previous research, to 
observe and systemise the head movement patterns, and to reconfirm the role of head movement 
in sound localisation. Twelve loudspeakers were distributed horizontally around the listener, 
who made judgements of the source directions with the head movement recorded by a head 
tracker. Speech, pink noise bursts of 50ms, and music pieces were introduced as real signal 
sources, and some phantom sources were generated as well, by distributing the signals to 
different pairs of loudspeakers with various level differences applied. From the results of 
localisation experiments they claimed that head movements did not make the localisation as 
accurate as they had expected. They also found out, from the experiments with the phantom 
sources, that there were large individual differences in the judgments of the subjects.
However, it is worth noting that in these experiments the object for comparison was not 
clarified. In other words, they seemed to expect ‘exactness’ rather than ‘enhancement compared 
to motionless condition’ . Although the results did not show accuracy, those without head
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movement might have been worse, which did not seem to have been investigated. Additionally, 
with the data obtained from the head tracker, they derived various parameters to quantify head 
movement. Firstly, they distinguished between small ear movements that happened in short time 
periods and large ear movements (as the offsets) in longer periods, out of the chronological data 
set gathered for each direction. The covered distance was defined as “the distance which the ear 
moves during a stimulus period,” or a portion of the period. It was calculated to show the extent 
of ear movement for various types and locations of stimuli. The frequencies of different distance 
values were derived accordingly and showed how many times a subject made a movement of a 
certain covered distance. The covered angle was then similarly defined and calculated for each 
rotational axis. Specific motion patterns during various periods of time were detected and 
counted from the results, each of which consisted of “a departure and a return to near the point 
of departure.” There they tried to examine how many times each small or large rotational 
movement happened around each axis. Finally, they attempted to find if some particular 
movement patterns had appeared temporally in response to any attributes of sound, e.g. the 
bursts or peaks of the signals, by matching the occurrences of the movement patterns with the 
spectrogram and waveform of the stimuli. Unfortunately, the results did not show consistency 
despite the novelty of their methodology in this quantification.
1 . 1 . 5  S u m m a r y  a n d  d i s c u s s i o n
Throughout these previous studies it has been argued that head movement helps the 
listener to locate the source, and amongst the three possible types of angular movements 
suggested by Thurlow and his colleagues, rotation plays the most important role. There have 
also been contrary opinions as suggested by Pollack and Rose, and Bradter and Hobohm. 
However, even Pollack and Rose admitted that head movement can be useful at least in specific 
signal conditions and listening circumstances, and in Bradter and Hobohm’s arguments the
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localisation performance without head movement was not presented, which made their work 
less persuasive.
Since the introduced studies generally related head movement to source localisation 
through experiments, it can be questioned and considered whether the head movement patterns 
will be similar in other types of listening activities and circumstances, for example with 
different sound reproduction systems, in alternative environments such as concert halls, and 
with different listening tasks. Another questionable factor is whether head movement can help 
the listener perceive any other attribute of sound source than its location, such as source width 
and reverberation. Although the fundamental nature and effects of head movement have been 
revealed from the previous work, these questions still remain to be resolved through further 
research.
1.2 Studies on the concept of spatial 
impression and its m easurem ent
In order to develop an objective measurement system that can evaluate auditory spatial 
impression, it is necessary to understand what attributes of spatial impression have been found 
and how, if ever, they are related to any measurable parameters. Numerous pieces of previous 
research have dealt with this subject, especially in the field of concert hall acoustics. They 
generally attempted to find a connection between the results of subjective evaluation of spatial 
impression in a given listening environment and various characteristics of sound, which can be 
objectively measured or calculated. The following research questions address the factors to be 
investigated to help the development of an objective evaluation system of spatial impression:
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• What attributes do listeners use to describe aspects of spatial impression?
• What can one physically measure to predict subjective judgements of the perceived 
attributes of spatial impression?
The following subsections discuss previous studies related to these questions individually.
1 . 2 . 1  W h a t  a t t r i b u t e s  d o  l i s t e n e r s  u s e  t o  d e s c r i b e  
a s p e c t s  o f  s p a t i a l  i m p r e s s i o n ?
There are a number of terms to describe the quality of sound, more often than not in an 
enclosed space. The impossibility of universal definitions of the terms regarding sound quality 
amongst a variety of people with different backgrounds has sometimes led to lack of clarity in 
their use (Rumsey 2002). Different aims and methodologies of researchers in their attempts to 
extract the descriptive terms through subjective tests have sometimes resulted in the inconsistent 
terminology (Zacharov and Koivuniemi 2001). Ethnical difference of the vocabulary is another 
example of the causes for the inconsistency. Nevertheless, some common ground has been 
established, especially between the musicians and the acousticians. The work of Beranek has a 
consolidated list of these descriptive terms (Beranek 1996), such as intimacy, liveness, 
spaciousness, clarity, warmth, brilliance, ensemble, and so forth. Amongst these attributes the 
term “spaciousness,” which could be interpreted to be equivalent to spatial impression, is a 
relatively recent one. In this section, various terms and their definitions from previous studies 
will be introduced and discussed, with which many researchers have attempted to describe the 
concept of spatial impression.
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1 .2 .1 .1  Initiation o f  th e  stu d ie s  regarding spatial im p ression
The concept of spatial impression was first discovered and suggested by Marshall (1967) 
(Beranek 1996). He believed that the “reverberant condition”, which previously had been 
accepted widely as a dominant indicator of the sound quality of concert halls, was not enough to 
explain the preference of some “good” ones against others possibly with the same reverberation 
time (Marshall 1967). Thus he suggested an additional quality that could indicate the 
characteristics of the sound source (in terms of loudness), the hall (in terms of the “spatial 
responsiveness to the music”), and the feelings of the listener (sense of envelopment and 
involvement with the sound scene). This was referred to as “spatial responsiveness”, which he 
believed could carry all the ideas and could not be achieved solely by increasing the 
reverberation.
Barron (1971) introduced the idea of source width in his use of the term “spatial 
impression.” He also distinguished this from the impression produced by reverberation, and 
described it as the feeling of the source broadening or the music “beginning to gain body and 
fullness”. In his investigation of early side reflections in concert halls, he tried to find the 
subjective effects they might have. He observed various effects such as level change, 
localisation effects, tone colouration, echo disturbances, and spatial impression, as various 
delays and levels of reflection were introduced in subjective tests. Amongst these attributes, the 
only one that was considered as a positive contribution to sound quality was the change in 
spatial impression. Therefore he suggested this as a possible concert hall designing criterion. 
This term spatial impression was later used by Marshall (1979) in turn, in his design study and 
evaluation of Christchurch Town Hall in New Zealand. He suggested it as one of the main 
acoustical design aims for good subjective evaluation of concert halls, which was not simply 
equivalent to the feeling of reverberation or diffusion. In the description of the overall acoustic
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impression, he mentioned lucidity and reverberance, and related spatial impression to the feeling 
of “envelopment”. Then he concentrated on spatial impression, together with Barron, and 
investigated its determinants exclusively (Barron and Marshall 1981). They conducted 
experiments with various acoustical factors such as reflection delay, direction, level and 
spectrum and thus attempted to develop a physical measure for spatial impression, which they 
believed to be a “critical component of the world’s highest rated concert halls” . They also 
consolidated their findings about spatial impression, by including the ideas of source broadening 
and envelopment in their description of spatial impression.
1 .2 .1 .2  S u p p o rt a n d  d e v e lo p m e n t  o f  th e  c o n c e p t  o f  spatial 
im p ression
Their findings of spatial impression were acknowledged and supported by many other 
researchers, who sometimes mentioned the idea in various ways. Keet (1968) firstly suggested 
the word “ambience,” regarding the apparent broadening of the sound source, and considered it 
to be the same as spatial responsiveness that Barron used. He then related it to an attribute called 
apparent source width (ASW) and attempted to develop an objective measure that could indicate 
this (Barron 1971; Bradley 1983). All of the terms mentioned so far (spatial impression, spatial 
responsiveness, envelopment, and ASW) had been considered equivalent or interchangeable in 
most studies for a long time (Beranek 1996). Blauert (1997) listed a number of German 
researchers of 1970s who used the term “spaciousness” instead of spatial impression, to describe 
the same idea, i.e. perception of auditory events “as being spread out in an extended region of 
space”. He also commented on his book that “ambiance” and “subjective diffusion” had been 
used similarly as well.
Schroeder et al. (1974) carried out a subjective preference evaluation of European concert
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halls and tried to correlate the results with specifically defined objective parameters of the halls 
- such as volume, width, reverberation time, definition, and interaural coherence. In the 
discussion of the preference, they implied a property that could be interpreted as spatial 
impression, as a positive contributor, by mentioning the feeling of “being immersed in the 
sound”. They questioned whether this property was related to sound “diffusion” and expected it 
to be answered by further studies. Ando and Imamura (1979) also conducted preference tests 
but with simulated sound fields using various early reflections and subsequent reverberation, 
instead of the real concert halls. Here they did not mention spatial impression directly but used 
“subjective diffusiveness” instead to describe it (Ando and Kurihara 1986). Kurozumi and 
Ohgushi (1983) introduced another term called “sound image quality” and included the idea of 
source width in it. They actually mentioned and consolidated other notions from the previous 
studies such as subjective diffuseness and spatial impression, but continued to use the term 
sound image quality, and pointed out the feelings of width and distance of the sound as its main 
psychological factors.
Whilst a majority of the authors mentioned so far, except for Barron and Marshall, 
emphasised only one of the aspects in spatial impression, Bradley (1983) referred to Barron and 
Marshall’s idea (1981) and said that spatial impression included “a sense of envelopment in the 
sound, and subjectively perceived source broadening”. He argued that spatial impression, along 
with clarity, overall strength of sound and tone colour, should be measured to predict the 
acoustical quality of auditoria. Although he actually tended to consider the source width 
dominantly in the literature, his work as well as Barron and Marshall’s started to include and 
separately consider the various terms used for spatial impression.
Blauert and Lindemann (1986b) made a further step to make a clearer distinction of the 
attributes of spatial impression. Specifically, they used the two terms “auditory spatial
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impression” and “auditory spaciousness” in a slightly different way. They defined auditory 
spatial impression as “the concept of the type and size of an actual or simulated space at which a 
listener arrives spontaneously,” when he or she is exposed to an appropriate reflective sound 
field. Then they argued that it was formed by two primary factors: reverberance and auditory 
spaciousness, with the latter defined as “a characteristic spatial spreading of the auditory events”, 
which seems to directly indicate the notion of ASW. Yanagawa et al. (1988) made a similar 
categorisation for spatial impression. They mentioned two kinds of spatial impression: “sound 
image spaciousness” and “subjective diffuseness”. Although their terminology was different 
from that of Blauert and Lindemann or that of Barron and Marshall, their intentions, to 
distinguish the feelings of the listener related to the source from those related to the listener 
him/herself, were similar to one another. Tohyama and Suzuki (1989) used the same 
categorization, referring to the studies mentioned above, but named the two aspects “image 
broadening” and “subjective diffuseness 01* envelopment”.
Later on, the two terms ASW and envelopment were gradually settled and widely used by 
many researchers (Bradley 1994; Bradley and Soulodre 1995a; 1995b; Griesinger 1997; Hidaka 
et al. 1992; Morimoto and Iida 1993). Especially, Bradley and Soulodre (1995a; 1995b), 
reinforcing the previous argument of Bradley (1983), separated the two aspects even more 
clearly. Specifically, they called the feeling of envelopment “listener envelopment (LEV)”, and 
argued that ASW and LEV should be two distinct dimensions of spatial impression, caused by 
different physical properties of sound. This idea was adopted by authors such as Hidaka, Okano, 
and Beranek (Beranek 1996; Hidaka et al. 1995; Okano et al. 1998).
1 .2 .1 .3  D iversity in te rm in o lo g ie s  for spatial im p ression
Whilst the two terms ASW and LEV were being increasingly used in the field of concert
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hall acoustics, other opinions about the terminologies and hierarchy also arose. Okano et al. 
(1998) proposed a different hierarchy of the terms they accepted from the previous studies. 
Specifically, they included three subcomponents in the term spatial impression: “spaciousness,” 
“size impression,” and “reverberance.” Then they mentioned ASW and LEV as the two 
subcomponents of spaciousness. Here they defined the two terms of spaciousness: ASW as “the 
apparent auditory width of the sound field created by a performing entity as perceived by a 
listener in the audience area of a concert hall,” and LEV as “the subjective impression by a 
listener that (s)he is enveloped by the sound field.” However, no further explanation was given 
on the other subcomponents of spatial impression or their hierarchy, and there was a slight 
difference in the definition of ASW compared to Beranek’s definition, who is one of the co­
authors. He expressed ASW as “ ...if the music performed appears to the listener to emanate 
from a source wider than the visual width of the actual source,” and LEV as “a listener’s 
impression of the strength and directions from which the reverberant sound seems to arrive 
(Beranek 1996).” It is interesting to note that whilst Beranek solely mentioned the width of the 
source in his definition of ASW, Okano et al. stated the width of “the sound field.”
Griesinger (1997) did a detailed review of these unclear terminologies from a different 
viewpoint. He insisted that ASW was not an equivalent aspect to spaciousness or envelopment 
and therefore should not be used as such. As an example, he argued that whilst the “sonic 
image” of a sound source was sharp, the overall impression of the hall, influenced by 
surrounding reverberation, might be spacious. Furthermore, he distinguished spaciousness from 
spatial impression in terms of their literal meanings. In other words, according to his arguments, 
spaciousness should mean how much the listener perceives him or herself to be in a “large and 
enveloping space”, whilst spatial impression should describe the degree that the listener 
perceives him or herself to be in an “enclosed space”. Therefore high spatial impression might 
not necessarily mean high spaciousness, for example, especially in a small listening space.
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Instead, he considered spaciousness closer in meaning to envelopment and used the two terms 
synonymously.
The confusion in the terminology would be lessened by clearer definitions of the terms 
based upon consensus (Griesinger 1997). For example, if one followed the definition of ASW as 
given above by Olcano et al., which considered the width of sound field rather than the source 
itself as in Beranek’s definition, one could avoid the problem that Griesinger suggested 
regarding the use of ASW. hi other words, if the definition of ASW included the feeling of 
sound field, the “sharp sonic image” would not mean narrow ASW, and ASW might be more 
dependent upon other terms such as spaciousness and envelopment than he argued.
Attempts to resolve this confusion can also be seen in Rumsey’s (2002) recent study, in 
which he suggested a new approach to defining the attributes of spatial quality. Although the 
main concern in this case was reproduced sound, he suggested the general requirements of 
terminology for spatial attributes in terms of their reliability or ability to be duplicated, and of 
their validity or effectiveness of representing the actual perceptions. Then he pointed out that 
the spatial attributes to be evaluated strongly depended on the nature of source material. As an 
example he mentioned the apparent increase of difficulty in spatial evaluation, especially 
regarding the source width, when multiple sources are present in different locations, compared 
with when there is a single source. Therefore he suggested that the auditory “scene” should be 
categorised into different subgroups or elements, which he entitled individual sources, ensemble, 
and environment, and that the spatial attributes be evaluated accordingly. Then he proposed 
definitions of the attributes such as width, depth, distance, and envelopment for each entity, and 
related them to the spatial attributes developed throughout the previous studies, attempting to 
resolve the confusion in the previous terminologies. Though the detailed discussion of this 
scene-based paradigm did not yet reach to a definite solution for every situation, i.e. for example
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the dynamic characteristics of the scene components were initially not accounted for, this 
approach seems reasonable in that it took the variety of source characteristics so thoroughly into 
account as to define the scene component-based spatial attributes, which also yielded clarity in 
their understandings.
1 .2 .1 .4  S u m m a ry
To summarise, amongst many different terms these two -  ASW (Apparent Source Width) 
and LEV (Listener Envelopment) have been accepted most widely up to now as the fundamental 
attributes to describe the spatial impression. It has been seen that the lack of consensus resulted 
in slight differences in the definition or hierarchy of the terms, particularly regarding 
consideration of sound “field” or “scene” with multiple sources in the definition of ASW. 
However, the fundamental concepts of width and envelopment have remained as distinct 
attributes of spatial impression throughout the discussions. Morimoto et al. (2001) gave a visual 
description of these concepts in their recent work, as shown in Figure 1-4, along with a brief 
review on the previous terminologies. Although simplified, it summarises and helps one to 
understand the meanings of ASW and LEV which have been most agreed upon.
M ML&feher
Figure 1-4. Simplified concepts of ASW and LEV (after (Morimoto et al. 2001)).
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1 . 2 . 2  W h a t  c a n  o n e  p h y s i c a l l y  m e a s u r e  t o  p r e d i c t
s u b j e c t i v e  j u d g e m e n t s  o f  t h e  p e r c e i v e d  a t t r i b u t e s  o f  
s p a t i a l  i m p r e s s i o n ?
The human evaluation of any acoustic impression of sound is primarily based upon the 
perception and analyses of binaural signals at the two ears. The category of measures that will 
be introduced here is based upon the characteristics of actual binaural signals that can be 
captured at the ear positions of the listener. The following attributes of binaural signals are 
mostly used to derive the measures: Interaural Time Difference (ITD), Interaural Level 
Difference (ILD, or equivalently Interaural Intensity Difference -  IID), and Interaural Cross­
correlation Coefficient (IACC). Although these parameters indicate different physical 
characteristics, they are all based upon the difference of binaural signals.
1 .2 .2 .1  In trod u ction  o f  IT D  an d  ILD a s  horizontal localisation
c u e s
Studies of ITD and ILD have a long history over a hundred years, and are widespread in 
the discussions of sound localisation. An extensive study by Lord Rayleigh traces to 1907 for 
example (Begault 1994). He developed the so-called “duplex theory”, in which ITD and ILD 
were introduced as two complementary cues of horizontal source localisation, effective in 
different frequency ranges.
More specifically, ILD was introduced as a result of head shadowing in the sound 
propagation to the ears. As the source direction becomes more lateral, the head starts to obstruct 
the sound wave propagating to the farther ear, which creates the level difference, reaching
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maximum when the source is exactly on the left or right of the head. However, this head 
shadowing is only effective for frequencies corresponding to small wavelengths compared to the 
diameter of the head. Lord Rayleigh’s specification of ILD for pure tones was for frequencies 
above 500Hz (Macpherson and Middlebrooks 2002). When the ILD cue is no longer effective 
for horizontal source localisation, he showed that ITD, caused by the path length difference and 
thus arrival time difference of the sound wave reaching the two ears, acts as an alternative cue. 
He found that this difference is detectable in the form of corresponding interaural difference in 
the ongoing phase (Macpherson and Middlebrooks 2002; Perisa et al. 2004). This detection 
mechanism of ITD is effective for frequencies up to about 1.5kHz, above which a phase 
difference cue can correspond to multiple arrival time differences.
1 .2 .2 .2  Later stu d ies  su p p o rtin g  or c o m p le m e n tin g  d u p lex  
th eo ry
Numerous later studies also investigated ITD and ILD cues related to source localisation 
mechanism, and supported or complemented the duplex theory. Woodworth (1938), introducing 
a number of related works published until the 1930s, discussed the importance of ITD and ILD, 
and their relative effectiveness in localisation. He used a simple geometric model of the head as 
a sphere to describe the path length difference from which he mentioned “there result a binaural 
time difference, phase difference, intensity difference, Figure 1-5 describes this geometry, 
when the source is located far enough so that the paths of waves reaching the two ears can be 
considered parallel to each other. From this, the path length difference could be derived in terms 
of the source direction angle as in Eq.( 1.2.1):
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F ro n t
Figure 1-5. (After (Woodworth 1938)) Simplified geometric description of binaural distance 
difference, in the case of a distant source, r denotes the head radius, and 0 the source direction 
(in radians) from the front. The waves to the two ears are considered to move along almost 
parallel lines.
Ds=r(0 + sin0), (1.2.1)
where Ds denotes the path length difference, r denotes the head radius and 0 the source direction 
angle. ITD could then be calculated by dividing Ds by the speed of sound. He also mentioned 
that in case of tonal signal this is equivalent to the phase difference, but that the phase difference 
is a “poor cue of direction,” due to the ambiguity in its detection at high frequencies. ILD in his 
work was described as “binaural intensity ratio” with the same meaning. As in the duplex theory, 
he addressed this as a “promising cue at high frequencies only,” for which the wavelengths 
become small enough for the waves to bend around the head and lose energy at the far end.
Woodworth also introduced various experimental studies attempting to find which cue is 
more effective in localisation, by arbitrarily and separately controlling ITD and ILD, sometimes
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in an unnatural manner (for example same intensity at both ears but a nonzero time difference). 
He found that the two differences can compensate each other - the effect of a time difference 
could be balanced by introducing a corresponding amount of intensity difference, and vice versa. 
This led to a conclusion that both ITD and ILD are important in sound localisation. He 
introduced a study by Stevens and Newman (1936), to explain the frequency dependency of 
their effectiveness. In this study, the ability to localise a loudspeaker emitting tones at various 
frequencies and lateral angles was tested in open space as a part of the experiments. The results 
for frequencies from 60Hz to 10kHz showed that the average localisation error was small and 
relatively constant at low frequencies but increased as the frequency reached 3kHz-4kHz range. 
Then the error decreased again as the frequency increased further from 4kHz to 10kHz and 
became as small as the error at the lowest frequency. They interpreted this finding with a similar 
reasoning as the duplex theory, that at low frequencies the phase difference is most effective in 
localisation and at high frequencies the intensity-effect mainly provides the localisation cues. 
The frequency region around 3kHz where the number of localisation errors was found to be 
larger was appreciated as “intermediate,” for which neither phase nor intensity gave effective 
cues.
Particularly in the case of ITD, the limitation of phase-locking ability of the auditory 
system at high frequencies was repeatedly discussed in later studies, as in (Zwislocki and 
Feldman 1956) for example. They attempted to determine the just noticeable difference of 
interaural phase difference as a function of sensation level and frequency through subjective 
tests using pure tones as stimuli. They found that for frequencies above about 1.3kHz the just 
noticeable phase difference became too big to be measured -  in other words, the sensitivity to 
ITD was only found at frequencies below 1.3kHz (Macpherson and Middlebrooks 2002). This 
frequency boundary was also known to be around 1.5kHz in other studies (Mills 1960; Moore
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2003).
In addition to the pure tones as stimuli, more complex sounds were also introduced in 
investigations into localisation mechanism. In (Wightman and Kistler 1992), Gaussian noise 
was used in the experiments attempting to find the contribution of different localisation cues 
such as those from ITD, ILD and the pinnae. It was found from subjective tests that, even when 
the source direction indicated by ITD was not the same as the cues provided by ILD and the 
pinnae, as long as the low frequency component below 1.5kHz was present, localisation was 
dominated by the ITD cue. Therefore they argued that the low-frequency ITD cue was the most 
important in localising wideband sound sources. When the low frequency component was 
removed from the stimuli, they found that the localisation was mainly dependent upon ILD cues 
and the “spectral shape cues”, the filtering effect by the pinnae.
Macpherson and Middlebrooks (2002) conducted a similar study, to investigate how 
much weighting listeners give to ITD, ILD and spectral cues when localising noise stimuli 
synthesised and presented over headphones at a range of virtual directions. They found that for 
low-pass stimuli (0.5 to 2kHz) high weight was given to ITD cues and low weight to ILD cues. 
For high-pass stimuli (4 to 16kHz), ILD was given high weight and ITD was mostly given low 
weight. For wideband stimuli, the ITD cue dominance was again found over ILD. These 
findings showed general accordance with the previous studies and the duplex theory for stimuli 
more complex than pure tones.
Another supplementary finding to duplex theory is the influence of ITD cues existent at 
high frequencies. As mentioned previously, ILD was known to be negligible in the low 
frequency region compared to the ITD influence because the sound waves with larger 
wavelengths, compared to the dimension of the head, will diffract and reach the further, ear
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without much attenuation. However, it has been found that ITD cues still exist as well as the 
ILD cues in high-frequency complex sound (Begault 1994; Moore 2003). More specifically, 
although the fine details of the ITD cues are lost at high frequencies as stated by the duplex 
theory, the time difference of the amplitude envelopes of the binaural signals can be detected by 
the hearing system (Henning 1974). This form of interaural time difference, presented with 
high-pass filtered stimuli at above 1.5kHz, was also proven to cause displacement of perceived 
source direction (Begault 1994).
1 .2 .2 .3  C alculation m e th o d s  o f  IT D  and ILD
Several methods have been proposed to calculate ITD and ILD from the binaural signals. 
Firstly, for ITD calculation, a conventional way is to use interaural cross-correlation. ICistler and 
Wightman (1992) introduced this method, to generate stimuli with interaural time delays which 
they intended to simulate. They calculated the cross-correlation between a pair of impulse 
responses corresponding to the acoustical transfer functions from the sound source to both ears. 
The time delay between the two signals, for which the cross-correlation is the maximum, gave 
the ITD value. Although not mentioned explicitly in their work, this method is valid for the time 
delay below the value corresponding to the propagation time of sound wave over half the 
circumference of the head, which is the maximum path length difference when the sound source 
is to the right or left of the head. Under this condition, maximum cross-correlation means the 
most similarly corresponding parts of the two signals arrived at the ears with a certain delay, 
hence the ITD can be determined.
For ILD, a simpler method has been suggested by Hartmann and Constan (2002). They 
found from subjective tests that ILD is detected as a time-integrated measure and not dependent 
upon the fine temporal structure of the stimuli, such as the cross-correlation. They named this
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concept the “level-meter model” of ILD interpretation. According to this concept, the ILD could 
be calculated by measuring the sound pressure level at each ear for a given time window and 
frequency band and by subtracting one from the other.
1 .2 .2 .4  S tu d ies  o f  IAC C  a s  a m e a s u r e  fo r spatial im p ression
After Marshall’ s suggestion of spatial impression in the form of spatial responsiveness, 
relevant studies were formed to make attempts to connect it with the interaural cross-correlation. 
Chernyak and Dubrovsky (1968) carried out experiments with the interaural cross-correlation, 
particularly with noise signals, and investigated its influence on the pattern of the perceived 
noise images. It was found that two separate scene components were produced near the ears 
inside the head for uncorrelated noise signals, which then became merged into one broad image 
and kept becoming narrower as the cross-correlation was increased. In this research spatial 
impression was only generated through earphones, and thus the resultant images were expected 
to lie inside the head. However, it was shown that the cross-correlation could cause a difference 
of the perceived image size of the sound source.
Keet (1968) introduced an analysis based on the cross-correlation coefficient for his 
experimental results of perceived ASW. For his experiments he made a short reverberation-free 
orchestral music recording, reproduced it through a single loudspeaker in three German concert 
halls, and binaurally recorded the signals again at four different positions per each hall. Then he 
performed subjective listening tests in an anechoic chamber using two loudspeakers playing the 
binaural signals positioned symmetrically at an angle of 50° from the frontal median plane of 
the listener. He found that signals recorded at different positions in the concert halls also 
resulted in different ASW. To interpret and analyse the result he calculated the short-time cross-
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correlation coefficient at each position which was defined as
V 2 A-Bdt
K'> = . J,‘ , (1.2.2)
JfjA 2dt-j'jB2d
where A and B are the binaural signals, and t\ and t2 specify the integration time in milliseconds. 
He found a linear relationship between ASW scores and the calculated values of /C050, over an 
interval of 0 to 50ms, for each overall listening level. Specifically, ASW increased along with 1- 
K050, from which he implied that the cross-correlation coefficient indicated “the fraction of 
laterally incoherent energy,” and concluded that it could be used as a measure for ASW. 
However, the source signal used in this part of experiment was a short pulse which has different 
characteristics from music, and the integration interval of 0 to 50ms was seemingly chosen 
arbitrarily.
Keet’s idea was later reviewed and supported by Barron (1971). He established the 
relation between 1- K050, suggested by Keet above, and the ratio of lateral to non-lateral early 
sound that he suggested as a possible indicator of spatial impression. He found a monotonic 
relationship between these two parameters, which was similar to that between the lateral to 
direct sound ratio and the degree of spatial impression as he previously derived from the work 
of Reichardt and Schmidt (1967, cited in Barron 1971). Thus he subsequently derived the 
relation between the degree of spatial impression from his own result (adopting Reichardt and 
Schmidt’s ideas), and the values of 1- K0 50 from Keet’s work. The resultant relation was almost 
linear, as found in Keet’s own experimental result. Consequently, Barron concluded that the 
cross-correlation coefficient of the binaural signals could be used as a measure of spatial 
impression.
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1 .2 .2 .5  R esea rch  into th e  relationship  b e tw e e n  IAC C  and
su b je c tiv e  p re fe re n c e
Schroeder et al. (1974) also found that the “interaural coherence” was highly correlated 
with the subjective preference of some European concert halls. The term interaural coherence 
here was defined as “the maximum of the cross-correlation function between the impulse 
responses at the two ears.” Though this result was not directly indicating the degree of spatial 
impression, they suspected its relation to “being immersed in the sound” or “diffusion,” which 
could be a feature of spatial impression as introduced previously. Whilst this finding was a part 
of their investigation where multiple physical parameters were examined, Ando’s later 
investigation focused more on the relation between subjective preference and IACC (Ando 
1977). He firstly expressed the binaural pressures resulting from a source signal p(t) as follows:
f l  ( 0  =  X  *  A nWn 0  -  A tn )  *  K l  ( 0  * and ( 1 -2 '3)n
f r  ( 0  = 2  p (  0  *  A k  V  -  A f )  *  K  ( 0  > ( 1 -2 -4)n
where wn(t) is the impulse response of the reflecting boundaries, A„ and At„ are the pressure 
amplitude and delay time of the nth reflection with n=0 indicating the direct sound (A/0 =0), and 
h„(t) is the impulse response of the free field to the corresponding eardrum (left or right). Then 
he introduced the long-time IACC between f(f) andf(t) as
= C  f l ( ^ f r ( t + T )dt > M < l m s > ( ! - 2 -5)
which is a function of x. As a single parameter, he introduced the maximum absolute value of 
normalised IACC in the presence of discrete reflections. The normalised IACC was expressed
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as follows:
1 Y  (O
„  .   - t o r . 0-2.6)
[ E „
where is the IACC of the nth reflection, and ®»w(0) and <h,,°‘ Y0) are the autocorrelation
functions of the wth reflection at the corresponding ears. These parameters were measured and 
calculated from the binaural dummy head recordings of musical motifs with a single simulated 
reflection through a loudspeaker at a variable angle and with a variable delay time. It was found 
that the magnitude of IACC was the highest with the reflection from the front or from the rear, 
and generally decreased as the angle of reflection became more lateral in front, that is, as the 
angle reached 50° to 60° from the front of the head. In addition, the measured values of IACC 
increased as the delay time approached to zero. He attempted to compare these results with 
those obtained from separate subjective preference tests, where the preference scores were 
recorded instead of IACC values. The results indicated that the value of IACC and the 
preference score were negatively correlated, i.e., the preference score increased as the degree of 
IACC decreased. Although the subjective tests did not directly record spatial impression, the 
attributes that he tested of the reflection seem to be closely related to those causing spatial 
impression, which he himself mentioned as the “subjective diffuseness.” This discussion was 
developed to include multiple reflections by Ando and Gottlob (1979), and confirmed again by 
Ando and Imamura (1979). Experiments with multiple simulated reflections showed similar 
results to the case of a single reflection, in terms of the relation amongst IACC, the 
characteristics of early reflections, and the preference scores.
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1 .2 .2 .6  R esea rch  into th e  d irect relationship  b e tw e e n  IAC C  an d
spatial im p ressio n  in th e  1 9 8 0 s
The direct relationship between the cross-correlation coefficient and the “sound image 
quality,” which included consideration of the distance of the sound image as well as ASW, was 
investigated by Kurozumi and Ohgushi (1983). They attempted to find the perceived change in 
sound image quality caused by changing only the cross-correlation coefficient of the two- 
channel acoustic signals in subjective experiments. They used bandlimited white noises and 
controlled the cross-correlation coefficient of the signals fed to the listener through two 
loudspeakers in an anechoic chamber, by adjusting the amount of noises adequately. Then they 
elicited the psychological factors of sound image quality, the expressions that the listeners 
would use to describe the perception. It was found that the cross-correlation coefficient was 
closely related to the feelings of width and distance of the sound image, which were dominant in 
the extracted psychological factors of sound image quality. The width was found to depend 
upon the absolute value of the cross-correlation coefficient, and the distance upon the 
coefficient itself. Since the cross-correlation coefficient they introduced was a measure of the 
signals sent to each loudspeaker rather than the signals at the ears, they additionally measured 
the interaural cross-correlation functions using the same experimental setting with dummy head 
microphones. Comparison of the results showed the same tendency of IACC as the cross­
correlation coefficient of the input signals. Therefore they could successfully make the 
conclusion regarding the relation between IACC and sound image quality. Whereas the previous 
studies in general controlled other factors, mainly the parameters related to reflection, and 
considered IACC as an indirect indicator of spatial impression, this research seems meaningful 
in that the direct relation between IACC and ASW was clearly revealed.
The usefulness of IACC was proven again by Ando and Kurihara (1986). They basically
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attempted to find the horizontal reflection angles that would be the most effective on spatial 
impression, termed by them as subjective diffuseness. They conducted subjective tests, where 
the frontal direct sound and symmetrical early (i.e. the delay time fixed at 40 and 60ms) lateral 
reflections at various angles were simulated through loudspeakers. Bandpass noise signals of 
various centre frequencies were used as the source, and the subjects were asked to judge the 
diffuseness. IACC values corresponding to the reflection angles were calculated with the 
method which had been suggested previously by Ando (1977) as introduced above, and their 
validity was confirmed by actual measurements. The results firstly showed that the effective 
range of reflection angles from the centre, contributing to the subjective diffuseness, was 
roughly around 55° except for the cases of high frequencies above 2kHz. The effective 
reflection angles could be determined as those which minimised the calculated IACC values. It 
was then shown that the scale values of subjective diffuseness were strongly correlated with the 
IACC values. Therefore they supported their own previous idea of IACC as a measure of spatial 
impression.
Blauert and Lindemann (1986b) carried out experiments somewhat similar to Chernyak 
and Dubrovsky’s (See Section 1.2.2.4), in which the patterns of perceived auditory events were 
investigated in headphone listening condition. Following the previous ideas that interaural 
differences of the ear input signals could cause a source broadening effect, they controlled the 
degree of interaural coherence of binaural noise signals and examined the mapped images of 
auditory events as described by the listeners. The two-channel input signals were created by 
mixing together three independent noise signals. In other words, if the three independent noise 
signals were denoted by Nj, N2 and N3, the input signals to the left and right ears could be 
created as Ni+N2 and N2+N3 respectively. With Fj, V2 and V3 denoting the rms voltages of these 
three signals, and with V\ being equal to V3, the interaural coherence could be defined simply as
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follows:
V 2
k  =  — - 2— 7 , (1.2.7)
Vf+Vf
which had been derived previously by Jeffress and Robinson (1962). By varying the levels of 
the noise signals, the coherence of the two-channel input signals could be adjusted. The results 
in general showed that the auditory event was localised precisely in the middle of the head for 
/c=l, that it was separated into two at the ear positions for /c=0, and that it became broadened and 
in turn separated for the intermediate values of k. This tendency was commonly found when 
both the broadband and band-passed noise signals were used. Further analysis of the results 
revealed a significant correlation between the increase of coherence values and the decrease of 
the mapped image areas, particularly for the bandpass noise signals. In addition, it was found 
that as the centre frequency of the bandpass signals increased, the broadening effect of the 
auditory events became weaker. From these findings the discussions of (Chernyak and 
Dubrovsky 1968) could be confirmed, and the importance of low frequency components in 
creating ASW could also be inferred.
1 .2 .2 .7  D e v e lo p m e n t and  u se  o f  sp ecific  IA C C  ty p e s
As the research on IACC continued further, attempts were made to investigate in detail 
the factors such as frequency that affect the effectiveness of IACC in indicating perceived ASW. 
As a result, specific versions of IACC were introduced considering the influence of these factors. 
Frequently the specific versions of IACC were used in conjunction with other physical 
parameters which are not binaurally obtained but can also partially indicate spatial impression, 
towards better overall matching with the perceived ASW.
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Morimoto and Maekawa (1988) investigated the effects of low frequency components on 
perceived source broadening, which they identified with the word spaciousness. They 
distinguished their research from previous similar works by arguing that the frequency 
component variation had not yet been controlled independently from other factors that might 
influence spatial impression, such as loudness, the ratio of lateral to frontal energy, and IACC. 
Their research involved comparison of the effects of the low frequency components and of 
IACC on perceived spaciousness, whose meaning was close to ASW according to their 
definition. As well as the frequency range of the test signals, the IACC values were varied 
separately in subjective tests in an anechoic chamber with three loudspeakers simulating the 
sound field. For each variation the other potentially interdependent factors were kept constant. It 
was found that the two factors (frequency range and IACC value) contributed to horizontal 
spaciousness independently. For a fixed frequency range, horizontal spaciousness was observed 
to decrease monotonically as IACC increased, which was in agreement with the previous 
findings regarding the relationship between IACC and source width. On the other hand, when 
IACC was kept constant, adding lower frequency components resulted in increased 
spaciousness. Consequently they concluded that IACC could not be used as a unique measure 
without specifying the frequency range of interest.
Okano et al. (1994) made a similar suggestion of using two components -  the low 
frequency gain at the amplifier and IACC -  to measure ASW. They also carried out subjective 
tests with simulated sound fields using multiple loudspeakers in an anechoic chamber. The 
amplifier gain at frequencies below 355Hz, denoted by GL, and IACC values in mid-frequency 
octave bands from 125 to 4000Hz, were used as the parameters. They found from the results 
that large values of GL and small values of IACCE3, which was specified as the average of 
IACCs calculated over the first 80ms after the direct sound in three octave bands of 500, 1000 
and 2000Hz centre frequencies, led to large values of ASW judgements. Therefore they
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concluded that the two parameters could be used jointly, covering a broad frequency range. This 
idea was supported in their later research as well (Okano et al. 1998). In addition to IACCE3, 
they introduced two non-binaural parameters called early lateral fraction and strength factor. 
The early lateral fraction, originally suggested in (Barron and Marshall 1981) as the lateral 
energy fraction was defined as follows:
where pF is the sound pressure measured at the listening position with a figure-of-eight 
microphone with the null pointing at the source, and p0  is the pressure measured with an omni-
where pA(t) is the free-field sound pressure level at a distance of 10m, p(t) is the sound pressure 
level at a point in a hall with an omni-directional source on the stage, and t2 is the measuring 
time from the arrival of the direct sound (Beranek 1996; Okano et al. 1998). They specifically 
used the early lateral fraction LFE in four octave bands with centre frequencies 125, 250, 500 
and 1000Hz, and the strength factor at low frequency octave bands Giow of centre frequencies 
125 and 250Hz, along with IACCE3, as measures of ASW. It was found from subjective tests 
that 1-IACCE3, rather than LFE, and Giow were in general good measures of ASW, indicating the 
perceived effects in low- and high-frequency regions respectively. Though the validity of using 
IACCE3 was supported consistently, the results of their investigation implied that using
(1.2.8)
directional microphone (Barron 1999). Time (in seconds above) when f=0 corresponds to the
arrival of the direct sound. The strength factor was defined as follows:
(1.2.9)
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additional parameters to IACC could make a better measure of spatial impression.
Hidaka et al. (1995) studied the usefulness of IACC in ratings of acoustical quality in 
concert halls, with the measured data and subjective rating results of 34 concert halls around the 
world. Especially, they justified their decision of the frequency range and integration time over 
which IACC could best represent the subjective ratings, as already used above in (Okano et al. 
1994). Firstly, they expected from the research of Blauert et al. (1986) that the four octave 
bands with centre frequencies of 250, 500, 1000 and 2000Hz, in which the auditory 
spaciousness was observed to be meaningful, would be enough to provide the necessary 
information to investigate the effects of IACC. They further reduced the frequency range by 
excluding the first octave band, in which IACC for the same ASW judgement was far higher 
than in the others, making its variation less important for the analysis. Thus they introduced a 
parameter named IACC3, which was simply the average of IACCs in the three octave bands 
centred at 500, 1000 and 2000Hz. Secondly, they specified two types of IACCs in terms of the 
integration interval: IACCE which can be measured from zero to an arbitrary time, and IACCL 
which can be measured from a nonzero starting time to a different arbitrary time. They 
determined that 80ms was sufficient to separate the early reflections from the late ones, quoting 
their own measurement results of IACCs in two of the conceit halls with various integration 
periods, and studies of other researchers that justified the use of 80ms as the boundary. 
Consequently, they defined IACCE3 as the average of IACCs for the three octave bands, with 
the integration period of 0 to 80ms, and IACCL3, of 80 to 750ms. It was found that the values of 
1-IACCe3 obtained in the halls could separate them into different groups as subjectively rated. 
Including the measurement results of GL, the sound pressure level at frequencies below 350Hz, 
they made the same conclusion as Okano et al. that IACCE3 and GL were primarily important in 
the acoustical evaluation of concert halls. Whilst it was questionable whether spatial impression 
was adequately represented in the subjective ratings, the conclusion was the same as when ASW
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was judged in simulated sound fields (Okano et al. 1994), from which it could be inferred that 
spatial impression might be an important factor in overall hall evaluation. Interestingly, they 
added more discussions related to the measurements of IACC, regarding the effects of source 
parameters such as the type and position, the effects of listener’s posture, the effects of 
microphone positions, and so on. In particular, separate measurements of IACC with various 
head and torso directions showed that when the head was aimed at the direct sound, torso 
direction within 30° resulted in only small changes in LACC, but that when the torso was 
constantly facing the direct sound, the angle of head above 15° from the centre resulted in 
significant differences in IACC.
1 .2 .2 .8  In v e stig a tio n s  into IA C C  in relation to  LEV
After LEV was firstly suggested and regarded as a separate aspect of spatial impression 
from ASW, different forms of IACC started to be introduced to account for the influence of late 
arriving reflections. Morimoto and Maekawa (1989), for example, used three types of IACCs: 
the “early part” corresponding to the direct sound and early reflections, the “reverberation part,” 
and the “whole part.” These three types seemingly used different integration periods, but the 
boundaries were not clearly stated. The sound field was simulated with multiple loudspeakers 
that delivered the direct sound (an anechoic recording of a solo violin) in the front, and early 
reflections and reverberation of fixed delay times but at various angles. Subjective tests showed 
that whereas spaciousness was highly correlated (negatively) with IACC of the whole part, 
envelopment was highly correlated with IACC of the reverberation part as well as the whole 
part.
Bradley and Soulodre (1995b) also used different integration periods to derive IACC 
values in their subjective experiments of LEV judgements: IACCgo” and IACCq00, with the
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subscripts and superscripts denoting the lower and upper integration boundaries (in 
milliseconds) respectively. From the results of subjective tests with simulated sound fields 
through loudspeakers, both were found to be strongly related to LEV scores in six octave bands 
with centre frequencies of 125, 250, 500, 1000, 2000, and 4000Hz. This was in good agreement 
with Morimoto and Maekawa’s findings, with IACCgo” corresponding to the “reverberation 
part” and IACCo" to the whole part, though the integration boundaries were not clearly known 
for IACC of the reverberation part.
1 .2 .2 .9  Lim itations o f  IA C C  a n d  a tte m p ts  a t im p ro v e m e n t
Limitations of using IACC were also pointed out by some researchers. Barron (1999) 
included a short discussion on the merits and demerits of IACC, compared with the early lateral 
energy fraction LF that had been suggested by himself and Marshall (Barron and Marshall 
1981). Whilst he admitted the superiority of IACC in that it was based on and thus closer to the 
processing mechanism of the ears, he indicated the lack of unanimity in IACC measurements of 
the previous studies, and the insufficient variation in IACC values at low frequencies, de Vries 
et al. (2001), on the other hand, carried out an intensive study of the variation of LF and IACC 
due to the measurement position in a conceit hall. They calculated the two parameters from the 
impulse responses measured with an array of closely spaced microphones, and found that large 
fluctuations were present at different microphone positions, even with the distances smaller than 
the extent of head movement. They pointed out that the perceived ASW would not fluctuate as 
the parameters did, and that the fluctuations were due to the interference of different 
components of the wave field which was not detectable by human ears. Therefore they argued 
that one local measurement or calculation of either LF or IACC could not indicate actual ASW, 
and that a different approach would be necessary for measurements in the future. However, no 
proper solution could be found, and their suggestion of a modified version of LF based on
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beamforming technique did not seem to sufficiently reduce the fluctuation.
Despite these arguments, the majority of recent research on IACC admitted its plausibility 
and usefulness as a measure of spatial impression, and made attempts to improve its practicality 
by studying various factors that were known thus far to affect the relationship between the two. 
Mason (2002) included detailed considerations of these factors in his research to develop the 
elicitation and measurement method of auditory spatial attributes. For example, the effects of 
stimulus type in terms of the number of sources, frequency, or loudness, and the effects of 
parameter-extracting criteria, i.e., how to determine IACC out of the measurements of many 
different techniques, were discussed.
The problems of using impulsive signals in deriving IACC to evaluate spatial impression 
were indicated in a more recent study of Mason et al. (2005a). They introduced two types of 
source signals: impulsive and continuous narrow band signals, and calculated the IACC values 
over time in simulated listening circumstances of single or multiple reflections. The results 
showed too big a difference between the cases with the two signal types for them to be 
generalised as a single conclusion. They pointed out as the reasons the spectral details and 
duration of the signals, which could affect the interactions amongst the binaural signals caused 
by the direct sound and the reflections. Also pointing out that musical signals were closer in 
terms of characteristics to the continuous tonal signals than the impulsive signals, they 
concluded that using impulsive source signals to predict spatial impression of concert halls, 
where music is normally heard, by means of IACC, was irrelevant.
They also investigated in detail how the relationship between IACC and ASW was 
affected by the frequency of the signal (Mason et al. 2005b). They carried out subjective 
experiments where ASW could be judged with changeable IACC values. Binaural time-
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invariant stimuli were generated and delivered through headphones such that their bandwidths 
were narrow enough to be varied and tested adequately in any frequency range of interest, and 
that their IACC could be varied in small steps without any unwanted variation of other 
perceivable parameters. Firstly, changing the frequency of the stimuli with their IACC fixed at 1 
showed that the perceived ASW varied with frequency. Secondly, when the stimuli were 
modulated such that their IACC was 0 but the IACC of their amplitude envelopes was different, 
it was found that at higher frequencies the fine temporal details becomes lost due to the 
breakdown of phase locking in the ear, resulting in the perceived ASW affected by the envelope 
IACC rather than IACC of the signals themselves. Lastly, intensive investigation of the stimuli 
at low frequencies with an IACC of 0 implied that whilst the variation of IACC was generally 
too small compared with that at higher frequencies, this limitation could be compensated by the 
auditory system through an additional frequency-dependent factor for the relationship between 
IACC and ASW especially at low frequencies. Based on these findings, they suggested a 
modified model to predict the perceived ASW from IACC. Along with the conclusions of their 
previous research, it showed that whereas IACC itself could not be a perfect measure, 
appropriate modelling that considered more realistic listening circumstances and attempted to 
account for the mechanism of human auditory system could enhance its usefulness.
1 .2 .2 .1 0  U se  o f  IT D  an d  ILD in indication o f  spatial im p ression
A different approach to measuring spatial impression, based on ITD and ILD variations 
was firstly introduced and tested by Blauert and Lindemann (1986a). Noting the connection 
between ITD/ILD and localisation of the sound, they made a hypothesis that variations in ITD 
and ILD over time and/or frequency might result in some change in spatial impression, which 
they actually called spaciousness, and considered as a “spatial expansion of the auditory 
events.” Subjective tests with binaural signals with suitable processing to set either the running
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ITD or ILD to zero showed that spaciousness was decreased by both kinds of processing.
Griesinger (1992a; 1992b) later pointed out the limitations of the measures or parameters 
for spatial impression developed thus far -  such as the lateral energy fraction (briefly introduced 
in Section 1.2.2.7 -  see Eq. (1.2.8)) and IACC -  in that they could not in some cases completely 
indicate the changes which were clearly perceptible to human beings. As supplements he 
suggested the fluctuations of interaural level and phase. Specifically, he explained that in the 
presence of reflections, the interaction between them and the direct sound would cause the level 
and phase fluctuations. Then he mentioned that as the fluctuations became out of phase and as 
the modulation frequency increased, the source image as interpreted by the brain would at first 
move back and forth with increasing frequency but would eventually stop with the perception of 
spatial impression.
This was in line with the previous findings of Grantham and Wightman (1978), who had 
investigated how the time-varying interaural temporal differences of sound were detected by the 
listeners. Although they did not directly mention spatial impression as a related parameter, they 
found out that the perception of source movement, caused by varying the interaural temporal 
difference sinusoidally over time, became less accurate as the frequency of variation increased, 
and then was finally replaced by the perception of “image width.”
Griesinger consequently argued that this binaural mechanism could better represent the 
human auditory perception and make better measures of spatial impression. He kept this 
argument as the basis of his later research. His suggestion of the hypothesis that the brain would 
separate incoming sound into foreground and background streams in its analysis of spatial 
impression (Griesinger 1997) was in conjunction with that mechanism, where the ITD and ILD 
fluctuations were supposed to be recognised according to the streams. In his suggestion of the
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diffuse field transfer function as a measure of envelopment especially in small listening spaces 
(Griesinger 1998), he also put into consideration the influence of ITD fluctuation on the 
perception of envelopment, and actually established the measurement and calculation method of 
ITD fluctuation to represent the resultant envelopment.
Mason (2002) also included detailed investigation on the relationship between ITD and 
ILD fluctuations and perceived spatial impression. He confirmed that these fluctuations were 
created by the interaction between the direct sound and reflections, and affected by the 
characteristics of the source signal and the listening environment. Additionally, he found that 
the ITD/ILD fluctuations could be related to IACC, and suspected whether the perceptual 
effects of ITD/ILD fluctuations were generated through the intermediate change in IACC or 
they directly affected the perception of spatial impression. Thus he attempted to reveal their 
detailed relationship through subjective tests deliberately introducing various source 
characteristics and various reproduction techniques to efficiently elicit the effects of ITD 
fluctuations in particular. It was found that ITD fluctuations and IACC were strongly correlated. 
He hypothesised that these parameters - ITD and ILD fluctuations and IACC - could be 
perceived through the same auditory mechanism, developed objective measurement techniques 
by means of both parameters, and compared their performances to represent the subjective 
results. The measurements based on ITD and ILD fluctuations were not found to be superior to 
those based on IACC in terms of performance. Though whether the actual mechanism of human 
auditory system was closer to detecting ITD/ILD fluctuations or to detecting IACC was not 
clearly concluded, it was suggested that using IACC would be more practical, since calculating 
the ILD fluctuations considering the overall instantaneous level and the simultaneous ITD 
would introduce limitation in its ability to represent the intended characteristics (Mason 2002; 
Mason et al. 2005a).
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1 . 2 . 2 . 1 1  S u m m a r y  a n d  d i s c u s s io n
It appears from the literature that the attempts to measure spatial impression by means of 
the characteristics of binaural signals have been based on their interaural differences. ITD and 
ILD have been firstly introduced as the cues of horizontal source location. They were initially 
known to be effective in different frequency ranges - ITD at low frequencies and ILD at high 
frequencies, due to the limitation in interaural phase difference detection and the shadowing 
effect of the head blocking the high-freqeuncy wave propagation respectively. Later studies 
found that ITD still exists in complex sound at high frequencies, since the auditory system can 
detect the time difference between the envelopes of complex binaural signals.
Secondly, IACC has been introduced as a measurable indicator of spatial impression. A 
number of researchers have investigated the significance of IACC in various ways: its relation 
to ASW, preference of conceit halls, or LEV has been studied through subjective tests with 
headphones or loudspeakers delivering recorded or simulated sound fields, or through actual 
measurements of the parameters in concert halls. Various ways to specify IACC in terms of the 
expression for calculation, the integration time, or the frequency ranges of interest have been 
introduced towards closer indication of perceived spatial impression. Some others have 
suggested complementary parameters such as the low-frequency gain or the strength factor to 
compensate the limitation of using IACC alone. Although the diversity in its specification 
sometimes made some researchers such as Barron (1999) sceptical about its usefulness, the 
overall ability of IACC to represent spatial impression has been proved and agreed upon 
throughout the research. Recent approaches to obtaining IACC and establishing the measures in 
circumstances closer to the actual listening activity in concert halls, for instance by considering 
the source characteristics, also show the possibility of enhancement of the IACC-based
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measures considering the various factors that have resulted in their limitations of usage.
Lastly, relatively recent findings have been introduced, of the interconnectedness of 
ITD/ILD-based cues and IACC as the indicator of spatial impression. ITD and ILD fluctuations 
were introduced as separate measures for spatial impression at first, but later studies revealed 
that they are indeed related to IACC. Considering this relationship and additionally that the 
ITD/ILD cues also provide fundamental spatial information of source location, it seems that the 
three parameters ITD, ILD and IACC make the most well-known and widely accepted 
comprehensive set of predictors of perceived spatial impression
1.3 S u m m a r y
This section summarises the findings from the previous studies reviewed in this chapter, 
regarding the nature and effects of head movements, and the concept of spatial impression and 
the parameters related to it.
1.3.1 The nature and effects of head m o v e m e n t  in 
listening activities
Previous research into the nature and effects of head movement was introduced in Section 
1.1. A number of researchers investigated this matter through subjective experiments or 
theoretical reasoning, in the belief that making head movements should allow the listener to 
gain more acoustical information about their environment. It was initially found from the 
experiments that confusion in localising a sound source could be diminished by head movement. 
Following this finding, later studies attempted either to establish a detailed theoretical
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relationship between the extent of head movement and the source location, or to verify the 
finding in more varied experimental situations. Although there have been some contrary 
arguments which seemingly required more evidence, the majority of work showed that head 
movement helped source localisation, especially in the horizontal plane.
Experiments aiming to find the patterns of head movements generally tended to 
categorise them into three types: rotation (in azimuth), pivot (or tilting, in terms of roll angle), 
and tip (or nodding, in terms of facing elevation angle). Amongst these, rotation was found to be 
the most effective for localisation. However, attempts to extract the details of the movement 
patterns such as the extent or direction with regard to the source position have not yet led to a 
successful conclusion. Additionally, since most of the investigations of head movement 
involved the task of localisation, it is not clearly known whether the same conclusion can be 
drawn for other situations where source localisation is not necessary. These problems, therefore, 
were suggested as the next step for the investigation of the relationship between head movement 
and the perception of spatial impression.
It is also worth noting that, even though distinct words were used in the terminology of 
specifying the three types of head movements, pivot and tip can in fact be thought as 
“rotational” movements around different axes. Therefore, it seems clearer to describe them as 
rotational movements in azimuth, elevation, and roll than as rotation, tip, and pivot. This 
describing method will be used from the next chapter.
1.3.2 Spatial impression and related parameters
The definition and terminology of spatial impression, and the related parameters that can 
measure or affect spatial impression were introduced throughout Section 1.2. Firstly, it was seen
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that apparent source width (ASW) and listener envelopment (LEV) are the two most commonly 
investigated attributes of spatial impression. Though the diversity of the research had caused 
confusion in the terminology, most of the terms used to define spatial impression could be 
categorised as identical or similar to ASW or LEV. Further attempts to resolve the confusion 
recently suggested new methods such as the categorisation of the auditory scene into smaller 
components for which the attributes of spatial impression could be individually specified.
Secondly, discussions of physical parameters that can indicate perceived spatial 
impression were introduced, focusing on those based on the binaural signals at the ears. 
Interaural Time and Level Differences (ITD and ILD) were introduced, which have been known 
as important cues to help the perception of sound source location. It was shown that ITD is 
mainly effective in low frequency range but can also be detected at high frequencies in complex 
sound where the auditory phase-locking ability is limited, in the form of the time difference of 
the signal envelopes. ILD was found, on the other hand, to be mainly effective at high 
frequencies where the head dimension is sufficiently large compared to the wavelength and 
attenuates the sound wave reaching to the farther ear. Interaural Cross-correlation Coefficient 
(IACC), as a measure of difference between the binaural signals, was also introduced as an 
effective indicator of spatial impression. Despite the varied calculation methods with regard to 
the integration time or the frequency range, its general usefulness was verified through a 
number of experiments. Additional factors that could affect the efficiency of IACC in 
representing spatial impression were also discussed. These were mainly related to the source 
characteristics, and thus suggested the importance of appropriate source selection with the use 
of IACC to overcome its limitations. Relatively recent research works were lastly introduced, 
which successfully related IACC to ITD and ILD, in terms of their fluctuations.
The findings so far suggest that the nature of head movement be investigated more in
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parameters such as IACC as well as ITD and ILD can be potential objective indicators of spatial 
impression (including source location) which imitate human sound perception.
The nature and effects of head movement and the concept of spatial impression
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Chapter 2 An investigation into 
head movements made when 
evaluating various attributes of 
sound
One of the findings in Chapter 1 was that investigations into head movements have been 
made primarily in relation to localisation of sound sources. In order to develop a head- 
movement-aware system to evaluate spatial impression, it is necessary firstly to quantify the 
head movements which occur when a listener performs spatial listening tasks other than simple 
localisation. This chapter introduces a set of experiments that was designed for this purpose: 
investigating the nature of head movements when listeners evaluate various attributes of sound. 
The evaluated attributes will include source location and factors of spatial impression - source 
width and envelopment as also introduced in Chapter 1 - and timbre, for overall comparison.
2.1 E x p e r i m e n t s
Subjective tests were designed where the listeners could listen to various stimuli 
processed in different ways, and evaluate particular attributes of sound, whilst having their head 
movements automatically recorded. In order to evaluate the effect of the listening task on head 
movements, the listeners were asked to make judgements of four attributes, so there were four 
independent variables - source location, source width, envelopment, and timbre. The listening
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tests were undertaken in a listening room of the Institute of Sound Recording (IoSR) that meets 
the ITU-R BS 1116 standard (1994).
2.1.1 Experimental setup
To create variations in the four attributes, eight Genelec 8020A loudspeakers were set up 
around the listening position, each 2m from the centre and spaced at 45° azimuth from each 
other. Figure 2-1 shows the layout of the loudspeakers and the listening position. The difference 
in the sizes of the loudspeakers in the figure indicates different elevation: the loudspeakers were 
not simply positioned in the same horizontal plane but distributed on three different levels of 
height. This was intended to examine if there would be any influence of source height on the 
head movement patterns.
Figure 2-1. The layout of the loudspeakers and the listening position for the experiments. The 
difference in the sizes of the loudspeakers in the figure indicates different elevation, with small, 
medium and large icons indicating loudspeakers below, on and above the horizontal plane 
respectively.
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The loudspeakers numbered 1, 3, 5, and 7 were on the same horizontal plane as the 
approximate expected head position, 112 centimetres high from the floor. The lower ones, 
numbered 2 and 6, were positioned about 26° below the horizontal plane from the expected 
head position, and the higher ones, numbered 4 and 8, were at about 28° above the horizontal 
plane. These different levels of height were chosen without a specific criterion and determined 
for reasons of practicality and convenience in the experimental setup, since the key intention 
was to introduce a variation in the height rather than its specific values. A chair and a desk were 
located at the listening position. On the desk were an LCD monitor and a mouse as the interface 
that the listeners would use to describe the perceived spatial attributes. The monitor and mouse 
were connected to a PC that was positioned some distance away to limit the noise of the hard 
drive and fans at the listening position. The listening space was surrounded by acoustically 
transparent curtains so that the loudspeaker positions were hidden. A Polhemus Patriot head 
tracking system was used to track the head movements. There were two main components of the 
head tracker to be placed properly to ensure reliable data collection - an electromagnetic 
transmitter and receiver. The receiver was attached to a headband which in turn was attached to 
the listener’s head. The transmitter was positioned at rear left of the chair with a horizontal 
distance of 82 centimetres from the receiver. The height of the transmitter was 79.5 centimetres. 
This leads to a distance of about 88 centimetres from the transmitter to the receiver, which is 
within the useful operation range 152 centimetres of the tracking system (Polhemus 2005).
2.1.2 Stimuli
The stimuli were created with the aim that they should be perceived to be different in 
terms of each of the judgement scales of source location, source width, envelopment and timbre.
Firstly, a total of four sound sources were chosen. Four anechoic recordings were selected
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from the CD for the Archimedes project (Hansen and Munch 1989). An acoustic guitar excerpt 
from Etude No. 6 in E minor by H. Villa Lobos (Track 15), an excerpt from the recording of the 
congas named African Rhythms (Track 28), one short beat of the conga recording, and an 
English male speech excerpt (Track 5) were used. These were chosen to represent a musical 
source, long and short percussive sources, and a speech source. This was to allow for different 
spectral characteristics and durations of stimuli which were known to possibly affect the 
perception of spatial impression (Mason et al. 2005a), and may also affect the effectiveness of 
head movement (Pollack and Rose 1967).
For source location, four directions were introduced. On the layout of Figure 2-1, 
Loudspeakers numbered 1 (azimuth = 0°, elevation = 0°), 3 (azimuth = 90°, elevation = 0°), 4 
(azimuth = 135°, elevation = 28°) and 6 (azimuth = -135°, elevation = -26°) were chosen to 
deliver the direct sound. These deliberately included a range of azimuth and elevation positions 
to examine the effect of these on the resulting head movement. The azimuth angles were again 
arbitrarily chosen without a strict criterion, with the intention of introducing azimuth angles 
which would expectedly involve little, large, and intermediate degrees of head movement.
For source width, three levels named “narrow”, “medium”, and “wide” were created. 
Narrow width meant that the sound source was reproduced through a single loudspeaker. For 
medium width, two more neighbouring loudspeakers were also used which reproduced 
decorrelated versions of the single-channel source signal Generation of the decorrelated speaker 
feeds was as follows. The original signal was passed through random-phase all-pass FIR filters, 
and then mixed with itself in various degrees to create the decorrelated signals in the end. For 
the widest sound, two more channels with decorrelated feeds were added to those for the 
medium level, resulting in one original signal plus four decorrelated versions reproduced
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through neighbouring loudspeakers.
Different levels of envelopment were created by adjusting the characteristics of the 
reverberation. For this purpose, eight uncorrelated impulse responses of a reverberant decay 
were created, whose waveforms are shown in Figure 2-2. Then each of these was convolved 
with the original single-channel signal to generate feeds for up to 8 loudspeakers. Three levels 
of envelopment were defined depending on the numbers and directions of the reverberant 
signals: “low”, “medium”, and “high”. For low envelopment, the reverberation was reproduced 
through the same single loudspeaker that was reproducing the direct sound. For medium 
envelopment, the reverberation was reproduced through five loudspeakers with the one 
reproducing the direct sound at the centre. For high envelopment, the reverberation was 
reproduced through all of the eight loudspeakers. The criteria for different levels of source 
width and envelopment can be seen in the examples of Figure 2-3.
(This space intentionally left blank)
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Figure 2-2. Eight uncorrelated impulse responses of reverberant decay, to be convolved with 
original anechoic source signals for creating various levels of envelopment.
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I Direct Sound ReverberationDecorrelated Versions
(C) (d)
Figure 2-3. Examples of combinations of source width and envelopment in different levels, 
drawn for the frontal direct sound.
Three variations of timbre were also created for each signal: the original plus one low- 
pass and one high-pass filtered version. The filters used were 10th-order Butterworth, each with 
a cut-off frequency of 1kHz
Combinations of the attributes described above were used to generate the stimuli for the 
subjective tests. It was not possible to include all combinations as this would have made the 
experiment impractically long. When, for any of the attributes, it was not practical to use all 
intended levels for the combinations, fewer levels were introduced, such that the expectedly 
perceived effects would be as far apart as possible from each other. For the source localisation
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task, all four source locations and all three timbres were used, but only two combinations of 
source width and envelopment - “narrow” and “low”, and “wide” and “high” - were used. 
Using these combinations for all the four source types gave a total of 96 stimuli for this test. As 
mentioned above, the “medium” levels of expected source width and envelopment were not 
used for the combinations, to set the other expected levels of perceived attributes as far apart as 
possible.
For the source width evaluation, all four source locations, four combinations of source 
width and envelopment - narrow, low; narrow, high; medium, high; and wide, high respectively 
- were used without filtering for all four source types (“medium” envelopment level was not 
used in the combinations). Additionally, a subset of these with different timbres (low pass 
filtered or high pass filtered) was used to make a total of 96 stimuli again.
For the envelopment evaluation, all four source locations, two levels of source width - 
narrow and wide - and all three levels of envelopment were used with all source types. This led 
to further 96 stimuli, without any filtering applied.
Lastly, for the timbre evaluation, all four source locations, two combinations of source 
width and envelopment - narrow, low; and wide, high respectively (again without the 
“medium” levels) - and all three timbres were selected. Using all source types again led to 96 
stimuli. The complete lists of attributes that were combined for the stimuli generation in all four 
tasks are shown in Appendix A.
2.1.3 User interface and test procedure
The user interface for the tests was developed in two main steps. Firstly, an external
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module for Max/MSP to control the head tracker was developed with C++. Then the actual 
interface was made which incorporated this external module within a Max/MSP patch. The 
patch was designed to play the stimuli, to track and record the head movements during the 
playback, and finally to save the answers from the listeners for each of the four attributes 
evaluated: source location, source width, envelopment, and timbre.
The test procedure was as follows. The initial head position was saved when the listener 
was ready, naturally facing forward; this was used as the reference direction. Then at a signal 
from the listener, one of the actual stimului was played after a short delay. The frame data of the 
head tracker were recorded at a frame-rate of 60Hz during the playback, and each frame 
consisted of the frame count and six numbers representing translation and rotation.
Each stimulus was presented once more, mainly to test the repeatability of the results, and 
additionally to collect as large an amount of data as possible. The first playback was followed 
by another short delay and then the second playback of the same stimulus. The initial delay 
before the first playback was introduced to reduce the effect of the user interface on the resu lts, 
e.g. to allow the listener to return to a natural head position if he or she ever had to move the 
head whilst using the mouse and screen to give the initial start signal. Head movement was not 
recorded during this period. The interface was set to show a black blank screen during the 
playback, so that the listener would not be distracted by looking at the screen but concentrate on 
the assigned tasks.
During this overall period of two playbacks, the listener was not given any control over 
the interface, to limit the effect of possible interface-related movements on the recorded tracker 
data. After the two playbacks, the evaluation screen was shown where the listener could indicate 
his/her perception of the attributes. A different graphic interface was designed for each of them.
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Figure 2-4 to Figure 2-7 show the interface for each attribute.
Evaluation: Where do you think the sound was coming from? 
Horizontal [-117 [ Vertical angle |0 |
90 deg above
Horizontal line (0 deg)
90 deg below
Save
answer
Figure 2-4. User interface to describe source location. The arrow on the left hand side can be 
dragged to indicate the azimuth of the source, and the slider on the right hand side can be 
dragged to indicate the elevation of the source.
Evaluation: How wide do you think the sound was?
Edge [49 |
Edge
2
Click Inside the circle to draw a boundary arrow, then add another arrow to Indicate your perception of the source width.
Figure 2-5. User interface to describe source width. The two arrows corresponding to “Edgel” 
and “Edge2” can be dragged to indicate the rightmost and leftmost boundaries of perceived 
source width, around the expected source location, in degrees azimuth.
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Evaluation: How "enveloping" do you think the sound was?
Use the slider below to indicate perceived envelopment.
T
Centre of the sound (not always your front)
sound component
o
Score 100: corresponds to "sound coming from al around"
Please note that the figure DOES NOT mean the sound is always coming from the front. This just shows the amount of envelopment corresponding to your score.
Score 1: corresponds to "no feeling of envelopment"
S a v e
a n s w e r
Figure 2-6. User interface to describe envelopment. A single slider is used to indicate the 
perceived envelopment on a scale of 1 to 100. The interactive diagram on the left hand side 
graphically shows the extent of envelopment a score should mean.
Evaluation: How "bright" do you think the sound was?
Use the slider below to indicate perceived brightness, regardless of the spatial aspects.
Score 100: corresponds to being the "brightest"
Score 1: corresponds to being "not bright" or "dark"
Save
answer
Figure 2-7. User interface to describe timbre. A single scale is used to indicate the brightness of 
sound on a scale of 1 to 100.
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Ten paid subjects, all of which were undergraduate Tonmeister students of the IoSR, 
undertook the experiment. They were instructed to evaluate each of the four attributes, and were 
told to move their heads freely if necessary for the accuracy of the answers. However, the actual 
purpose of the tests was hidden to attempt to limit any unnatural head movements that might 
have been caused if they had been told that the head tracking data would be more important than 
the answers in the experiment. They were instead guided to try to ignore what was attached on 
the head as much as possible and to focus on giving reliable answers. None of the subjects was 
aware of the fundamental topic of the research, and therefore expected to be able to guess the 
hidden purpose of this experiment. The instructions given to the subjects in the test sessions are 
listed in Appendix B.
To avoid listener exhaustion, each judgement type was split over two sessions. Each 
session therefore had 48 stimuli to judge, and there were 8 sessions in total (two sessions for 
each of the four judgement types). Each session lasted approximately 30 minutes. Except for the 
short percussive sounds, each musical extract was 10 seconds long including the reverberant 
decay at the end. Those with the short percussive sound were 2 seconds long, including the 
reverberant decay. To avoid any potential discrepancy that might be caused by differences in 
loudness between stimuli, loudness equalisation was carried out beforehand. The loudness was 
measured at the actual listening position according to the method suggested in (Moore et al. 
1997) for each stimulus. Appropriate gains were applied to the stimuli such that all of them 
would have equal value of loudness without clipping in any channel.
2 .2 R e s u l t s  a n d  a n a l y s e s
The following sections describe the data collection and analysis procedures and then go 
on to analyse: the effects on head movement of individual independent variables and of
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combinations of independent variables; the most common head positions; the ranges of head 
movement; and the listeners’ subjective responses to the stimuli.
2.2.1 Data collection and analyses procedure
As described previously, each listening trial gave an output consisting of the frames of the 
receiver’s position and orientation, each in three dimensions along three orthogonal directions 
of possible movement, recorded at 60Hz during the repeated playback of a stimulus which will 
be referred to as “run” hereafter (i.e. indicating whether it was the first or second time of 
hearing a particular stimulus). Since the receiver was attached to the top of the listener’s head, 
the position coordinates of the captured frames initially indicated the movement of the top of the 
head. These were transformed trigonometrically to indicate the centre of the head, which is 
taken hereafter to be equivalent in height to the centre of the ears. Detailed explanation of the 
discrepancy between the results considering the top of the head and the centre of the head, and 
the procedures for this transformation and calculation can be found in Appendix C.
The coordinates were specified with respect to the reference frame on the electromagnetic 
transmitter of the head tracking system. In particular, the x-, y-, and z- axes were set such that 
the positive x-axis points forward, positive y-axis points to the right, and positive z downward, 
from the viewpoint of the listener. This way, the Euler angles - azimuth, elevation, and roll 
(denoted as A, E and R later in the text) - could be specified such that positive azimuth rotation 
is clockwise, positive elevation rotation is upward, and positive roll rotation is clockwise (seen 
from the rear). Figure 2-8 describes the reference with respect to which the position and 
orientation coordinates should be interpreted. The units for position and orientation coordinates 
are centimetres and degrees respectively.
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Due to the large amount of data gathered from all subjects in all sessions, some 
representative parameters were calculated for analysis. Namely, four parameters were calculated 
- the maximum range of movement, the mean position, and the maximum and mean speed of 
movement. These were calculated over the period of each run, along each of the orthogonal axes 
of translational and rotational movements. This resulted in a total of 24 dependent variables. 
The four parameters were then considered with respect to the condition of each run in terms of 
the subject number, judgement task type, extracted source type, number of trial (the first run or 
the second repetition), and simulated source location, source width, envelopment, and timbre. 
Statistical analyses were carried out in SPSS to find out any trends in or interrelationships 
between the variables. Table 2-1 and Table 2-2 summarise and describe the independent and 
dependent variables used for the analyses.
Figure 2-8. Specifications of the reference frame and the directions of (a) translational 
movement and (b) rotational movement.
+X (Front)
(a) ( b )
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Variable Name Description Values
[ SubjNo Subject Number 1 to 10
Task Judgement Task Type Localisation, Source width judgment, Envelopment judgment, Timbre judgment
ExtractNo Extract Type
1: Guitar 
2: Speech 
3: Percussion 
4: Percussion (short)
SrcLoc Simulated Source Locations Front, R90°, R135°(E28°), L135°(E-26°)
SrcWid Simulated Source Width Narrow, Medium, Wide
Env Simulated Envelopment Low, Medium, High
Tim Timbre by Filtering No filtering, High Pass, Low Pass
RunNo Number or Run 1 or 2
Table 2-1. List of the independent variables for the experiments, as used for the statistical 
analyses.
Variable Name Description Remarks
MaxRange
(XYZAER)
Maximum Range of 
Movement
XYZ coordinates: in centimetres 
AER coordinates: in degrees
MeanPos 
(XYZAER) Mean Position
Azimuth: -180° to 180° 
Elevation: -90° to 90° 
Roll: -180° to 180°
MaxSpd
(XYZAER) Maximum Speed
XYZ coordinates: [cm/s]
AER coordinates: [7s] !
MeanSpd
(XYZAER) Mean Speed
XYZ coordinates: [cm/s] 
AER coordinates: [7s]
Table 2-2. List of the dependent variables - parameters calculated from the recorded head 
movement data, as used for the statistical analyses. Each parameter has six coordinates, 
resulting in a total of 24 dependent variables.
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Multivariate analysis of variance (MANOVA) tests were performed, firstly considering 
the main effects of all individual independent variables on each of the dependent variables, and 
secondly including all the combinational effects of the independent variables 011 each dependent 
variable. Due to the high number of statistically significant combinational effects, the effect 
sizes were additionally calculated. This allowed identification of the combinations whose effects 
were both statistically significant and relatively large (Field 2005). The interactions between the 
independent and dependent variables identified in this way were examined for further analyses.
2.2.2 Effects of individual independent variables
This section describes the findings from the statistical analyses of the effects of individual 
independent variables through one-way MANOVA. The result tables are presented separately in 
Appendix D.
2 . 2 . 2 . 1  D i f f e r e n c e s  b e t w e e n  S u b je c t s
The results in general showed that all the subjects had different tendencies of movements 
from each other. Of all the independent variables the subject number had the largest effects on 
all of the dependent variables. Therefore, it seems reasonable to say that individual subjects 
moved in different ways from each other. Figure 2-9 shows the case of the maximum range of 
elevation movement as an example. Additionally, it was noticed that some of the subjects 
tended to move their heads to a larger extent consistently in all directions, whilst some others 
tended to move within smaller ranges in all directions. For example, in Figure 2-9 it is seen that 
subject 10 moved to the largest extent in terms of elevation, and subject 4 moved less than any 
other. This was in fact the general tendency in other directions of movement.
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Error Bars show 95.0% Cl of Mean
Subject No.
Figure 2-9. Means and associated 95% confidence intervals of the maximum elevation range of 
movements of the subjects. Significant differences are observed in the maximum range 
between subjects.
It is possible that the amount of movement made by an individual listener is indicative of 
their involvement or motivation in the task, or that the smaller amount of movement resulted in 
a different perceived effect. To investigate this, the subjective results of the listeners were 
examined based on the amount of head movement, and this is discussed in Section 2.2.6.5.
In spite of the inter-listener differences, there are still significant trends in the data to 
which all listeners conform. These are examined in the sections which follow.
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2 . 2 . 2 . 2  E f f e c t s  o f  t a s k  t y p e  o n  m a x i m u m  r a n g e  o f  h e a d
m o v e m e n t
A trend across all listeners was found in the dependency of the range of head movement 
on the type of judgement task. Figure 2-10 shows the trend in the forward-backward movement 
range. It can be observed that the subjects moved in wider ranges when they were asked to 
evaluate source width and envelopment, than when asked to evaluate source location and timbre. 
The results were similar along y- and z- axes. Specifically, though source width and 
envelopment judgements did not always have a significant difference from each other, they 
always had significant differences from localisation and timbre judgements. The timbre 
judgement showed the smallest amount of movements along all axes.
Error Bars show 95.0% Cl of Mean
Envelopment Timbre
Judgementtask type (evaluated attribute)
Figure 2-10. Means and associated 95% confidence intervals of the maximum movement range 
along x axis, drawn against the judgement task type. It is seen that the difference in the task 
type resulted in significant difference of the movement range.
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In the case of rotational movements, a similar trend was observed to that of the 
translational movements, except that the difference in roll movement ranges between the 
localisation task and timbre judgement was not significant. Figure 2-11 and Figure 2-12 show 
these findings.
Error Bars show 95.0% Ci of Mean
Envelopment Timbre
Judgement task type (evaluated attribute)
Figure 2-11. Means and associated 95% confidence intervals of the maximum azimuth 
movement range drawn against the judgement task type. It is seen that the ranges of movement 
in azimuth for the evaluation of source width and envelopment are significantly larger than those 
for localisation task and timbre judgement.
The average values of the maximum translational movement range were 12, 10, and 6 
centimetres along x-, y-, and z- axes respectively. The averages of the maximum rotational 
movement range were 70, 24, and 27 degrees for azimuth, elevation, and roll respectively. This 
implies that the subjects generally moved in wider ranges horizontally than vertically.
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Error Bars show 95.0% Cl of Mean
351
t------ 1------ 1------rSource Width Location
Envelopment Timbre
Judgement task type (evaluated attribute)
Figure 2-12. Means and associated 95% confidence intervals of the maximum roll movement 
range drawn against the judgement task type. It is seen that the difference in the range between 
localisation task and timbre judgement is not significant in this case.
2 . 2 . 2 . 3  E f f e c t s  o f  e x t r a c t  t y p e  o n  m a x i m u m  r a n g e  a n d  s p e e d  o f
h e a d  m o v e m e n t
Amongst the four extract types - guitar, speech, and long and short percussive sounds - 
only the short percussive sound produced a significantly different range of movement. Figure 
2-13 shows the result in the case of forward-backward movement. For the other three extract 
types, there is no significant difference. Similar tendencies were observed along the other 
directions as well.
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Error Bars show 95.0% Cl of Mean
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% 12.5“ftoCOm■■O 10.0-
§coLi- to cn i
CUCT)cCOL_ 5.0“
XCO
2 — i------ 1------ 1------ 1--Guitar Percussion Long
Speech Percussion Short
Extract type
Figure 2-13. Means and associated 95% confidence intervals of maximum movement range 
along x axis, against extract type. Only the short percussive sound shows a significant 
difference in the maximum range of movement from the other extract types.
One might expect that the subjects would make quicker movements to gather as much 
information as possible when the signal duration is shorter for a given task. However, the 
limited range of movement in the case of short percussive sound implies that the head 
movements might have been restricted even in terms of speed. If the subjects had moved their 
heads more quickly than for the other extract types, the range of movement could have been 
compensated, and the there would not be such a difference in the results. Still, it is possible that 
the subjects made quicker movements within the narrower ranges. The results of analysis were 
thus examined for the speed of movement. Figure 2-14 shows the effects of extract type on the 
maximum speed of azimuth movement, representative of all the other directions. It would 
appear that the short percussive stimulus did not prompt listeners to move very much at all,
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perhaps because it was over before they had a chance.
Error Bars show 95.0% Cl of Mean
— ■------ 1 1 1--Guitar Percussion LongSpeech Percussion Short
Extract type
Figure 2-14. Means and associated 95% confidence intervals of the maximum speed of azimuth 
movement against extract type. Only the short percussive sound shows a significant difference.
Similar tendencies to the maximum range were found for not only the maximum but also 
the mean speed of movement. The only exception in the case of the mean speed of movement is 
for the azimuth movement, where the difference is not statistically significant, though the trend 
is still similar. These findings are illustrated in Figure 2-15 and Figure 2-16. The averages of the 
mean speed of movement were 4cm/s, 4cm/s, and 3cm/s along x-, y-, and z-axes respectively, 
and 21°/s, 9°/s, and 10°/s for azimuth, elevation, and roll respectively.
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Error Bars show 95.0% Cl of Mean
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Guitar Percussion Long
Speech Percussion Short
Extract type
Figure 2-15. Means and associated 95% confidence intervals of the mean speed of movement
along x axis against extract type.
Since each stimulus was repeated twice during the tests, it is worth examining whether 
there has been any difference in the result between the first and the second runs. It seems 
plausible to think that the subjects might have become familiarised with the stimulus during the 
first run, which could have affected their movements in the second run. However, the number of 
run, on its own, was found to have either non-significant effects, or significant effects with 
effect sizes mostly less than 0.01. Therefore, the combined effects were examined, rather than 
the one-way effects, as will be discussed in the following section.
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Error Bars show 95.0% Cl of Mean
Guitar Percussion LongSpeech Percussion Short
Extract type
Figure 2-16. Means and associated 95% confidence intervals of the mean speed of azimuth 
movement against extract type. The extract type has no significant effect.
2.2.3 Combined effects of independent variables
This section describes the findings from the statistical analyses of the combined effects of 
two different independent variables on the parameters derived as dependent variables, through 
two-way MANOVA test.
2 . 2 . 3 . 1  E f f e c t s  o f  e x t r a c t  t y p e  a n d  n u m b e r  o f  r u n  o n  m a x i m u m
r a n g e  o f  h e a d  m o v e m e n t
The effect of the run number on the trends in the results found in Section 2.2.2 was 
examined. It was found that in most cases the run number did not alter the visible trends, for 
example the trend caused by the extract type on the maximum range of movement was the same
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in both runs. However, some parameters, such as the azimuth movement range, showed 
significant changes between the two runs, for all extract type but the short percussive sound. 
Figure 2-17 shows this result.
Max. range: Azimuth [degrees]
Error Bars show 95.0% Cl of Mean
1st playback 2nd repetition
Guitar Percussion Long Guitar Percussion Long
Speech Percussion Short Speech Percussion Short
Extract type Extract type
Figure 2-17. Means and associated 95% confidence intervals of the maximum azimuth 
movement range against extract type, for each individual run. The second repetition has lower 
values of range for all extract types but the short percussive sound.
It can be inferred in these cases that the subjects became familiarised during the first run, 
and thus moved their heads across a narrower range for the second run. This tendency was 
observed especially for horizontal movements, i.e. along x- and y-axes, and in the azimuth 
direction. This also concurs with the comments from informal interviews with some of the 
subjects after the tests: for instance in localisation tasks, they tended to move their heads in the 
first run to approximate the direction of the sources, and tried to confirm their answers during 
the second run which did not require as wide a range of movements.
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2 . 2 . 3 . 2  E f f e c t s  o f  s o u r c e  l o c a t i o n  o n  m e a n  h e a d  p o s i t i o n  f o r
e a c h  t a s k  t y p e
Two parameters which showed relatively large effects caused by source location were 
observed from the analyses. Firstly, the error bars of mean azimuth angle of movement for each 
source location are shown for each task type in Figure 2-18.
Mean position: Azimuth [degrees]
Error Bars show 95.0% Cl of Mean
Source Width Judgment
40'
20
O'
-20'
-40-
Localisation
Envelopment Judgment
Timbre Judgment
*
* _L_
Source location
Front L135 R135 R90
Source location
Figure 2-18. Means and associated 95% confidence intervals of the mean azimuth angle of 
movement against source location, for each task type. The tendency to face toward the source 
is clearly shown in all cases but the timbre judgement.
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It can be seen that the mean azimuth angles differed for the different source locations, 
except for the case of timbre judgement, where the differences are not statistically significant. 
Comparison of the source locations with the corresponding values of mean azimuth angles 
shows the tendency of the subjects to face forward the sources, not only for localisation but also 
for source width and envelopment judgements. The mean angles are in fact distributed over 
wider ranges, towards the source directions, in the judgments of source width and envelopment 
than in the judgment of source location. This also concurs with the findings from Section 2.2.2.2, 
regarding the maximum range of movement affected by the task type.
Secondly, it is also worth observing the elevation movement, considering that the sources 
differed in elevation as well as azimuth angles. Figure 2-19 shows the differences in the mean 
elevation angles of movement caused by the source locations, for each task type. Here the 
elevation angles of the sources are also indicated for the source locations that are not on the 
horizontal plane. Once again, the timbre judgement does not show any significant difference in 
the mean values with different source locations. Although the differences are not as large as 
those seen for the mean azimuth angles, a tendency can be seen that the mean elevation of the 
head is relatively low for the source below the horizontal plane. This tendency is clearer for the 
localisation task. The little difference, between the elevation angles for the frontal source at 0 
degrees elevation and for the rear right source at 135 degrees azimuth and 28 degrees elevation, 
could be due to the discomfort of facing toward the latter direction. These results are similar to 
those found in (Wightman and Kistler 1999). The results may have been clearer with more 
vertical separation of the loudspeakers. It is interesting to note that the patterns of the mean 
azimuth and elevation angles for the source width and envelopment judgements are similar to 
those for the localisation task, though with a lesser degree of variation.
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Mean position: Elevation [degrees]
Error Bars show 95.0% Cl of Mean 
Source Width Judgment Envelopment Judgment
10i i
5- \
0-
-5-
L135(E-26) R90 L135(E-26) R90
Source location Source location
Figure 2-19. Means and associated 95% confidence intervals of the mean elevation angle of 
movement against source location, for each task type. The expression inside the parentheses 
indicates the elevation angles of the sources other than those at the ear height (0° elevation). 
The tendency to face toward the source can be seen generally in all cases, especially for 
localisation task, but not for the timbre judgement.
2.2.4 Modal analyses
To investigate the rotational movements of the subjects in more detail, modal analyses 
were carried out by means of angular histograms (showing the statistical mode average head 
position). Firstly angular histograms were drawn for the whole head orientation data captured
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from the tracker during the experiment. Then, through statistical analysis, particular independent 
variables were chosen whose effects on the modes of head orientation in three directions 
(azimuth, elevation and roll) were found to be relatively great. The data corresponding to the 
chosen independent variables were used to draw individual histograms.
2 . 2 . 4 . 1  A n g u l a r  h i s t o g r a m  o f  o v e r a l l  d a t a
Angular histograms were drawn from all the collected data for all three directions of 
rotational movements. Figure 2-20 and Figure 2-21 show the result for the 1st and the 2nd runs, 
firstly with a bin size of 5°. The default range for azimuth is -180° to 180° (positive clockwise, 
as seen from above and with 0° as the frontal median plane), -180° to 180° for roll (positive 
clockwise, as seen from behind and with 0° as directly above), and -90° to 90° for elevation 
(positive upward, as seen from the side and with 0° as the horizontal plane). Note that the angles 
can also be displayed using the 360° periodicity, for example -90° is equivalent to 270°, and - 
30° to 330°. Larger sizes of bins were also tried for the histograms: 10° and 20°, to compare 
various views of the distributions. Figure 2-22 and Figure 2-23 show the results from the 1st and 
2nd runs with 10° bin size, and Figure 2-24 and Figure 2-25 with 20° bin size. It is seen from the 
figures that in most cases the subjects stayed within the range of ±20° on each plane. The 
histogram is relatively more evenly distributed in the case of elevation, and there is little 
variation in roll.
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Histogram: Azimuth Angle (1st Run), bin size 5° Positive clockwise from above
0
180 270
(b) (c)
Figure 2-20. Angular histograms of overall rotational head movement data of the 1st run: (a) 
azimuth, (b) roll, and (c) elevation as seen from above, behind, and right respectively. The blue 
solid lines show the histograms with the bin size of 5°.
Histogram: Elevation Angle (1st Run), bin size 5° Positive upwards from right
90 300000
Histogram: Roll Angle (1st Run), bin size 5° Positive clockwise from behind0
400000
90
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Histogram: Azimuth Angle (2nd Run), bin size 5° Positive clockwise from above0
180 270
(b) (c)
Figure 2-21. Angular histograms of overall rotational head movement data of the 2nd run: (a) 
azimuth, (b) roll, and (c) elevation as seen from above, behind, and right respectively. The blue 
solid lines show the histograms with the bin size of 5°.
Histogram: Elevation Angle (2nd Run), bin size 5° Positive upwards from right
90 300000
Histogram Roll Angle (2nd Run), bin size 5° Positive clockwise from behind0
400000
90
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Histogram: Azimuth Angle (1st Run), bin size 10° Positive clockwise from above0
600000
90
(a)
Histogram: Roll Angle (1st Run), bin size 10° Positive clockwise from behindo
800000
90
Histogram: Elevation Angle (1st Run), bin size 10° Positive upwards from right
90 500000
(b) ( c )
Figure 2-22. Angular histograms of overall rotational head movement data of the 1st run: (a) 
azimuth, (b) roll, and (c) elevation as seen from above, behind, and right respectively. The 
purple solid lines show the histograms with the bin size of 10°.
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Histogram: Azimuth Angle (2nd Run), bin size 10° Positive clockwise from above0
180 270
(b) (c)
Figure 2-23. Angular histograms of overall rotational head movement data of the 2nd run: (a) 
azimuth, (b) roll, and (c) elevation as seen from above, behind, and right respectively. The 
purple solid lines show the histograms with the bin size of 10°.
Histogram: Roll Angle (2nd Run), bin size 10° Positive clockwise from behindo
Histogram: Elevation Angle (2nd Run), bin size 10° Positive upwards from right
600000
90
800000
90 180
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Histogram: Azimuth Angle (1st Run), bin size 20° Positive clockwise from aboveo
(a)
800000
90
Histogram: Roll Angle (1st Run), bin size 20° Positive clockwise from be hind
0
Histogram: Elevation Angle (1st Run), bin size 20° Positive upwards from right
(b) (c)
Figure 2-24. Angular histograms of overall rotational head movement data of the 1st run: (a) 
azimuth, (b) roll, and (c) elevation as seen from above, behind, and right respectively. The red 
solid lines show the histograms with the bin size of 20°.
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Histogram: Azimuth Angle (2nd Run), bin size 20° Positive clockwise from above
(a)
Histogram: Roll Angle (2nd Run), bin size 20° Positive clockwise from behindo
(b)
Histogram: Elevation Angle (2nd Run), bin size 20° Positive upwards from right
(C)
Figure 2-25. Angular histograms of overall rotational head movement data of the 2nd run: (a) 
azimuth, (b) roll, and (c) elevation as seen from above, behind, and right respectively. The red 
solid lines show the histograms with the bin size of 20°.
These plots are drawn from the whole data set regardless of the specific characteristics of 
stimuli. Therefore it would be worthwhile to examine the distribution with regard to some
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specific conditions individually. To find out meaningful conditions in terms of their effects, if 
any, on the pattern of head movement during the measurement, statistical analysis was 
conducted using the initially defined independent variables (See Table 2-1 for the list), and the 
modes of orientation data as dependent variables. Relatively more-effective independent 
variables were identified from the results of the analysis. Then their effects on the pattern of the 
head movement were examined individually in detail, by means of angular histograms which 
are introduced in the following section.
2 . 2 . 4 . 2  A n g u l a r  h i s t o g r a m s  f o r  i n d i v i d u a l  i n d e p e n d e n t  v a r i a b l e s
MANOVA was conducted, with the mode of the captured head movement data along 
each direction of rotation, indicating where the head stayed the most during the measurement, as 
dependent variable. The independent variables whose effects on the modes of rotational 
movements were relatively greater, as determined by the partial eta squared value resulting from 
the MANOVA, were identified. These variables were subject number, task type, and source 
location.
Firstly, to examine the difference in the shape of the histogram between subjects, two 
extreme cases were selected. In other words, two subjects who moved the most and the least 
were chosen and the angular histograms were drawn from their individual movement data. 
Subject numbered 7 showed the highest mean values for maximum range of movement in 
azimuth and roll, maximum speed of movement in azimuth and roll, and mean speed of 
movement in azimuth and roll - six out of the nine dependent variables excluding the modes. 
Subject 4 showed the lowest mean values for all dependent variables but the maximum range of 
movement in azimuth, for which subject 9 had slightly lower mean value. The angular 
histograms of subject 4 and subject 7 are compared in Figure 2-26. Only the result from the first
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run is presented, since the histograms for the second run showed a similar tendency to the first 
run. A bin size of 10° was used considering the clarity and the details of view.
Histogram: Azimuth Angle (1st Run) - Subject 4 only Histogram: Azimuth Angle (1st Run) - Subject 7 onlyBin size 10° I Positive clockwise from above Bin size 10° / Positive clockwise from above
0 0
(a) (b)
Histogram: Elevation Angle (1st Run) - Subject 4 only Bin size 10° I Positive upwards from right
100000 60
Histogram: Elevation Angle (1st Run) - Subject 7 only Bin size 10° I Positive upwards from right
50000 60
(c) (d)
(Figure continued on the next page)
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Histogram: Roll Angle (1st Run) - Subject 4 only Histogram: Roll Angle (1st Run) - Subject 7 onlyBin size 10° I Positive clockwise from behind Bin size 10° I Positive clockwise from behind0 0
(e) (f)
Figure 2-26. Angular histograms (with 10° bin size) of rotational movement data of subject 4 
who moved the least (the left hand side) and subject 7 who moved the most (the right hand 
side) for the 1st run: (a)/(b) azimuth, (c)/(d) elevation, and (e)/(f) roll as seen from above, right, 
and behind respectively. Note that the histograms for the two subjects use different scales for 
clearer individual views. From the fact that the total number of recorded frames is the same for 
both subjects, it can be seen that subject 4 tended to orient more towards frontal and upright 
direction than subject 7.
In all three types of rotation, as expected, subject 7 shows more widespread distribution 
of orientation over 10 degrees from the frontal and upright direction than subject 4, whose 
movement seems to be confined mostly within ±10° during the measurements.. Figure 2-27 
gives a magnified view of the histogram for azimuth rotation (Figure 2-26(a)) of Subject 4 as an 
example, where it is seen that although this subject did move outside the ±10° range, the 
number of occurrences of such movement is very small compared to that within the area.
9 6
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Figure 2-27. Magnified view of angular histogram of azimuth rotation data for subject 4 (from 
Figure 2-26(a)). Though subject 4 has moved outside the dominant ±10° range, the number of 
occurrences is very small compared to that within the range.
Secondly, angular histograms were drawn from the data of all subjects again, but for 
individual task types - judgments of source location, source width, envelopment, and timbre. 
Figure 2-28 to Figure 2-31 show the results, all with a 10° bin size.
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Histogram: Azimuth Angle (1st Run) - LOCALISATION only Positive clockwise from above
150000
90
(a)
Histogram: Roll Angie (1st Run) - LOCALISATION only Positive clockwise from behind0
Histogram: Elevation Angle (1st Run) - LOCALISATION only Positive upwards from right
90 150000
(b) (c)
Figure 2-28. Angular histograms of the rotational movement data for localisation only (a) 
azimuth, (b) roll, and (c) elevation as seen from above, behind, and right respectively (bin size
10°).
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Histogram: Azimuth Angle (1st Run) - ASW judgment only Positive clockwise from above
(a)
150000
90
Histogram: Roll Angle (1st Run) - ASW judgment only Positive clockwise from behind
(b)
Histogram: Elevation Angle (1st Run) - ASW judgment only Positive upwards from right
90 150000
(C)
Figure 2-29. Angular histograms of the rotational movement data for source width judgment 
only: (a) azimuth, (b) roll, and (c) elevation as seen from above, behind, and right respectively 
(bin size 10°).
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(b) (c)
Figure 2-30. Angular histograms of the rotational movement data for envelopment judgment 
only: (a) azimuth, (b) roll, and (c) elevation as seen from above, behind, and right respectively 
(bin size 10°).
Histogram: Azimuth Angle (1st Run) - LEV judgment only Positive clockwise from above0
Histogram: Roll Angle (1st Run) - LEV judgment only Positive clockwise from behindo
Histogram: Elevation Angle (1st Run) - LEV judgment only Positive upwards from right
90 150000
150000
90
200000
90
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Histogram: Azimuth Angle (1st Run) - Timbre judgment only Positive clockwise from aboveo
(a)
Histogram: Roll Angle (1st Run) - Timbre judgment only Positive clockwise from behind0
200000
90
Histogram: Elevation Angle (1st Run) - Timbre judgment only Positive upwards from right
90 150000
0
(b) (c)
Figure 2-31. Angular histograms of the rotational movement data for timbre judgment only: (a) 
azimuth, (b) roll, and (c) elevation as seen from above, behind, and right respectively (bin size
10°).
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The histograms of azimuth rotation for source width and envelopment judgment are 
spread more widely outside the frontal area than those for location and timbre judgment. This 
tendency is similar to the findings from the result of statistical analysis in Section 2.22.2, where 
the maximum range of movement for source width and envelopment judgment was larger than 
for location and timbre judgment. In case of elevation and roll, however, it is not as easy to see a 
clear tendency. The patterns of histograms for the second run, though not presented together 
here, showed little change from those of the first run.
Thirdly, Figure 2-32 to Figure 2-35 show the angular histograms drawn individually for 
different source locations. It should be noted that the total number of samples for the histogram 
in this case varies depending on the values of the independent variables, since some specific 
combinations of attributes had been used for certain sessions, to reduce the number of stimuli.
(This space intentionally left blank)
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Histogram: Azimuth Angle (1st Run) - for (0°A, 0°E) src only Positive clockwise seen from above
0
200000
90
iso (1 9 1 8  s tim u li u s e d )
(a)
(b) (c)
Figure 2-32. Angular histograms of the rotational movement data for sources at 0° azimuth, 0° 
elevation only: (a) azimuth, (b) roll, and (c) elevation as seen from above, behind and right 
respectively (bin size 10°).
Histogram: Roll Angle (1st Run) - for (0°A, 0°E) src only Positive clockwise seen from behindo
Histogram: Elevation Angle (1st Run) - for (0°A, 0°E) src only Positive upwards seen from right
90 150000
200000
90
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Histogram: Azimuth Angle (1st Run) - for (90°A 0°E) src only Positive clockwise seen from above0
270
150000
90
(2 0 0 2  s tim u li u s e d )
Histogram: Roll Angle (1st Run) - for (90°A, 0°E) src only Histogram: Elevation Angle (1st Run) - for (90°A, 0°E) src onlyPositive clockwise seen from behind Pos,tlve uPwards seen from ri9ht0
200000
90
150000
100000
50000 1000°?
(b) (c)
Figure 2-33. Angular histograms of the rotational movement data for sources at 90° azimuth, 0° 
elevation only: (a) azimuth, (b) roll, and (c) elevation as seen from above, behind and right 
respectively (bin size 10°).
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Histogram: Azimuth Angle (1st Run) - for (135°A, 28°E) src only Positive clockwise seen from above
150000
90
(1 8 3 2  s tim u li u s e d )
(a)
Histogram Roll Angle (1st Run) - for (135°A, 28°E) src only Positive clockwise seen from behind
Histogram: Elevation Angle (1st Run) - for (135°A, 28°E) src only Positive upwards seen from right
90 150000
(b) (c)
Figure 2-34. Angular histograms of the rotational movement data for sources at 135° azimuth, 
28° elevation only: (a) azimuth, (b) roll, and (c) elevation as seen from above, behind and right 
respectively (bin size 10°).
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Histogram: Azimuth Angle (1st Run) - for (-135°A, -26°E) src only Positive clockwise seen from above0
270
150000
90
iso (1 9 2 8  s tim u li u s e d )
(a)
Histogram: Roll Angle (1st Run) - for (-135°A, -26°E) src only Positive clockwise seen from behindo
200000
90
Histogram: Elevation Angle (1st Run) - for (-135°A, -26°E) src only Positive upwards seen from right
90 150000
(b) (c)
Figure 2-35. Angular histograms of the rotational movement data for sources at -135° azimuth, - 
26° elevation only: (a) azimuth, (b) roll, and (c) elevation as seen from above, behind and right 
respectively (bin size 10°).
The distribution in azimuth indicates that the subjects made movements outside the 
frontal area (approximately -10 to 10 degrees azimuth) to face horizontally towards the source
1 0 6
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direction. However, it is observed that they spent the majority of the capture time facing 
forward in general regardless of the source direction. This implies that even though the subjects 
realised the source direction and oriented towards the source, they did not stay at the 
corresponding position for long. It is possible that the subjects were inclined to look back at the 
screen to input their answers on the interface (although the screen became blank during the 
playback), or felt uncomfortable having to continuously face to the sides, with the chair and thus 
the majority of the body facing forward. The effect on elevation is not as noticeable. However, 
comparison of the red solid lines shows that the distribution for the lowest source (-135° 
azimuth, -26° elevation) has a larger number of occurrences of facing -10 to 0 degrees in 
elevation than facing 0 to 10 degrees. For roll movement, it can be seen that the distribution is 
inclined toward the left hand side when the source is on the right hand side of the listener, and 
toward the right hand side when the source is on the left hand side. This can be explained by the 
nature of head movement that if one turns the head to the right in azimuth, it is easier to roll the 
head to the left at the same time than to the right, or that it is easier to turn the head with it rolled 
to the appropriate side, provided that the torso does not move as much. The overall tendency 
was consistent in both the first and the second runs.
2.2.5 Range of head m o v e m e n t  and ear position
It has been observed in the previous section that the head orientation was generally 
concentrated around the front and upright direction. If the range of head movement away from 
this area is known then this information can guide the development of a signal capturing 
technique suitable for a head-movement-aware binaural analyser (it may not be necessary to 
take all possible directions into account if in practice they never occur). In this section, the range 
of head movement is described in detail in terms of averaged boundaries of the head tracker data, 
not only for the rotational movement but also for the translational movement. Also, the range of
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valid ear positions is derived by means of modal analysis in three dimensions of head 
orientation.
2 . 2 . 5 . 1  A v e r a g e d  b o u n d a r i e s  o f  h e a d  m o v e m e n t  r a n g e
The minimum and maximum values of recorded position and orientation data in all 
directions were found firstly, for each playback of a stimulus. Then the average values were 
taken over the entire minimum and maximum values. Table 2-3 shows these average values, 
separately calculated for each run.
D ir e c t io n X  [c m ] Y  [c m ] Z  [c m ] A  [d e g ] E [d e g ] R  [d e g ]
M in im u m (1 st ru n ) -5 .1 -6 .2 0 .5 -3 1 .5 -9 .4 -1 4 .9
M a x im u m ( 1 st r u n ) 7 .9 5.1 6 .9 4 4 .2 1 5 .5 1 2 .3
(a)
D ir e c t io n X  [c m ] Y  [c m ] Z  [c m ] A  [d e g ] E [d e g ] R  [d e g ]
M in im u m ( 2 nd ru n ) -3 .6 -5 .3 0 .8 -2 3 .9 -8 .7 -14 .1
M a x im u m ( 2 nd ru n ) 7.1 4 .2 6 .4 4 0 .9 1 4 .0 1 2 .0
(b)
Table 2-3. Averages of overall minimum and maximum values of position and orientation data - 
(a) for the 1st runs, and (b) for the 2nd runs.
The same procedures were then followed for each of the task types separately. Table 2-4 to 
Table 2-7 show the calculated average values. Comparison of the tables shows again that the 
range of movement - the difference between the maximum and minimum values - is larger in 
the cases of source width and envelopment judgment than localisation and timbre judgment.
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D ir e c t io n X  [c m ] Y  [c m ] Z  [c m ] A  [d e g j E [d e g ] R  [d e g ]
M in im u m ( 1 st ru n ) -4 .4 -4 .6 -1 .3 -2 8 .6 -5 .4 -12 .1
M a x im u m ( 1 st ru n ) 5 .3 5 .6 4 .0 4 2 .7 2 0 .4 8 .7
(a)
D ir e c t io n X  [c m ] Y  [c m ] Z  [c m ] A  [d e g ] E [d e g ] R  [d e g ]
M in im u m ( 2 nd ru n ) -4 .2 -4 .2 -1 .4 -18 .1 -3 .5 -1 2 .3
M a x im u m ( 2 nc< ru n ) 5.1 5 .3 4 .0 4 3 .2 1 9 .4 8 .0
(b)
Table 2-4. Averages of minimum and maximum values of position and orientation data - (a) for 
the 1st runs, and (b) for the 2nd runs. Localisation task only.
D ir e c t io n X  [c m ] Y  [c m ] Z  [c m ] A  [d e g ] E [d e g ] R  [d e g ]
M in im u m ( 1 st ru n ) -8 .4 -9 .4 -0 .8 -4 0 .5 -1 0 .6 -1 9 .0
M a x im u m ( 1 st ru n ) 1 1 .3 7 .2 8 .2 5 8 .8 1 8 .9 15.1
(a)
D ir e c t io n X  [c m ] Y  [c m ] Z  [c m ] A  [d e g ] E [d e g ] R  [d e g ]
M in im u m ( 2 nd ru n ) -4 .7 -7 .7 0 .2 -3 2 .2 -1 0 .3 -15 .1
M a x im u m ( 2 nd ru n ) 9 .7 5 .4 7.1 4 9 .5 1 4 .7 1 4 .0
(b)
Table 2-5. Averages of minimum and maximum values of position and orientation data - (a) for 
the 1st runs, and (b) for the 2nd runs. Source width judgment only.
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D ir e c t io n X  [c m ] Y  [c m ] Z  [c m ] A  [d e g ] E [d e g ] R  [d e g ]
M in im u m ( 1 st ru n ) -4 .5 -8 .7 -0 .3 -4 5 .7 -9 .4 -1 9 .3
M a x im u m ( 1 st ru n ) 1 2 .8 6 .0 8 .5 5 8 .0 1 9 .6 1 4 .9
(a)
D ir e c t io n X  [c m ] Y  [c m ] Z  [c m ] A  [d e g ] E [d e g ] R  [d e g ]
M in im u m ( 2 nd ru n ) -2 .1 -6 .8 1.1 -3 4 .3 -7 .5 -1 6 .3
M a x im u m ( 2 nd ru n ) 1 0 .8 4 .4 7 .5 5 0 .0 1 8 .0 1 4 .4
(b)
Table 2-6. Averages of minimum and maximum values of position and orientation data - (a) for 
the 1st runs, and (b) for the 2nd runs. Envelopment judgment only.
D ir e c t io n X  [c m ] Y  [c m ] Z  [c m ] A  [d e g ] E [d e g ] R  [d e g ]
M in im u m ( 1 st ru n )
ocd■ - 2 .0 3 .7 -11 .1 -1 2 .2 -9 .2
M a x im u m ( 1 st r u n ) 2 .2 1 .5 6 .7 17 .2 3 .3 1 0 .5
(a)
D ir e c t io n X  [c m ] Y  [c m ] Z  [c m ] A  [d e g ] E [d e g ] R  [d e g ]
M in im u m ( 2 nd ru n ) -3 .3 -2 .6 3 .5 -11 .1 -1 3 .4 -1 2 .9
M a x im u m ( 2 nd ru n ) 2 .8 1 .6 7 .2 2 0 .7 3 .7 1 1 .8  |
(b)
Table 2-7. Averages of minimum and maximum values of position and orientation data - (a) for 
the 1st runs, and (b) for the 2nd runs. Timbre judgment only.
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2 . 2 . 5 . 2  S p h e r i c a l  a n g u l a r  h i s t o g r a m  o f  e a r  p o s i t i o n
c o r r e s p o n d i n g  t o  h e a d  m o v e m e n t
From the collected data of head orientation, the expected positions of the ears were 
derived. Then a three-dimensional modal analysis was conducted to determine the range and 
distribution of ear positions during the listening tests. Spherical angular histograms were drawn 
as the results from all the collected data. Only the orientation data in azimuth and roll were used 
in the analysis, assuming the head is pivoting directly around the ear axis. Figure 2-36 firstly 
shows the result plotted with raw data. The colour at a particular position indicates the number 
of occurrences when the right ear stayed at the corresponding area, with a resolution of 5° in 
azimuth, and 2.5° in roll. The nose is effectively half way up the right hand side in the plots. To 
view the areas with a relatively smaller number of occurrences more clearly, a logarithmic scale 
is used to draw the histogram of Figure 2-37. In addition, a threshold of 3% of the peak is 
applied to exclude the areas of the least occurrences. The threshold was chosen such that the 
boundaries noticed on the histogram match as closely as possible with the averaged boundaries 
listed in Section 2.2.5.1.
(This space intentionally left blank)
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Spherical histogram of right ear orientationceen frnm the rinhf raw Hate
Azimuth angle clockwise from front [degrees]
Figure 2-36. Spherical histogram of right ear orientation corresponding to the head orientation 
data collected from the experiments. Each grid corresponds to 5° angular distance horizontally, 
and 2.5° vertically. View from the right hand side of the head (the nose is effectively half way up 
the right hand side of the sphere). Based on raw data.
As expected from the findings from the angular histograms of rotational head movements, 
it is seen in Figure 2-36 that the ears have remained within a confined area during the subjective 
tests. This provides another indication of the range where the microphones need to cover for 
binaural measurements considering head movements.
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Spherical histogram of right ear orientation seen from the right, 
logarithmic data only exceeding a threshold of 3% of peak
Azmiuth angle clockwise from front [degrees]
Figure 2-37. Spherical histogram of right ear orientation corresponding to the head orientation 
data collected from the experiments. Each grid corresponds to 5° angular distance horizontally, 
and 2.5° vertically. View from the right hand side of the head (the nose is effectively halfway up 
the right hand side of the sphere). Logarithmic data were used. Only data above a threshold of 
3% of the peak are displayed.
The alternative view in Figure 2-37 additionally shows that the pattern of ear positions 
does not follow the median plane. Instead, it appears to follow a ‘sloped’ path which is higher 
towards the rear and lower towards the front. This is likely to be caused by the limited flexibility 
of the neck, and needs to be taken into account when designing a suitable binaural capture 
device.
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2.2.6 Statistical analyses of subjective answers
At this stage, the answers from the subjects in the tests were also considered as dependent 
variables. ANOVA or MANOVA was conducted to examine the effects of the independent 
variables on the subjective answers. Since the format and meaning of the answers vary with the 
task type, the analyses were carried out for individual task types.
2 . 2 . 6 . 1  L o c a l i s a t i o n
The answers consist of two numbers indicating the azimuth and elevation respectively. 
Figure 2-38 shows the relation between the actual source location and the subjective answers.
Error Bars show 95.0% Cl of Mean
Front L135 R135
Source location
(a)
R90
Source location
(b)
Figure 2-38. Means and associated 95% confidence intervals of subjective answers for different 
source locations in (a) azimuth and (b) elevation. In (b) the expression inside the parentheses 
indicates the elevation angles of the sources other than those at the ear height (0° elevation).
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It is observed that the answers are distributed towards the actual source directions both in 
azimuth and in elevation. In Figure 2-3 8(a), the source at the front seems to have been localised 
in azimuth with the smallest average amount of error (4°). However, as the source direction 
becomes farther from the front, the average amount of localisation error in azimuth increases 
(up to 24°). Different tendencies are seen in the subjective answers of localisation in elevation. 
Firstly, all the sources seem to have been perceived to be higher than the actual vertical 
locations, whereas the localisation errors in azimuth are seen in both directions. This bias in 
elevation judgment is similar to that in a previous study of Begault and Wenzel (1993), in which 
the localisation accuracy was examined through subjective tests with speech signals, especially 
filtered by non-individualised HRTFs. (There was an upward bias in the subjective answers of 
about 17 degrees, whose cause they could not clearly specify, though this bias was not seen in a 
later study using noise bursts as sources (Wenzel et al. 1993).) Secondly, the sources supposedly 
at 0° elevation are perceived differently, depending on the horizontal location, and with a larger 
amount of average errors compared to the sources located above or below 0°. This implies that 
the listeners’ ability to judge source elevation is not as good as the ability to judge horizontal 
source direction. This can be expected from the fact that vertical source localisation is primarily 
dependent upon the spectral cues caused by the pinnae, which are not solely due to the actual 
direction of sound source (Begault 1994; Blauert 1997; Ferguson and Cabrera 2005). In other 
words, vertical localisation can be affected solely by the change in the frequency of the signal, 
whereas horizontal localisation is helped by multiple cues that reflect the actual source direction 
more directly.
Another interesting finding in the source localisation task is the effect of filtering on the 
subjective answer for source elevation. As seen from Figure 2-39, the perceived elevation of the 
low pass filtered stimuli is relatively lower than that of the others. Conversely, the high pass 
filtered stimuli seem to have been perceived to be relatively higher than the others, though the
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difference between the high pass filtered and the unfiltered stimuli is not statistically significant. 
This finding concurs with those of previous studies indicating that the perceived source 
direction becomes elevated as the source frequency becomes higher (Blauert 1997; Roffler and 
Butler 1968a; 1968b; Rusconi et al. 2006). The effect of filtering on the perceived azimuth of 
the sources, however, was not statistically significant.
Figure 2-39. Means and associated 95% confidence intervals of subjective answers indicating 
source elevation for different timbre. The low pass filtered stimuli seem to have been perceived 
to be relatively lower than the other types of stimuli, and the high pass filtered ones relatively 
higher than the others.
2 .2 .6 .2  S o u rc e  w idth ju d g m e n t
In this case, the answers initially consisted of two numbers (the angles of the boundaries 
of the perceived source). For each stimulus the angle between these boundaries was calculated 
and used as a single-valued answer indicating the source width. Figure 2-40 shows the relation 
between the levels of intended source width and the subjective answers. Whilst a single
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loudspeaker was used for narrow sources, three were used for medium-wide sources, and five 
for wide sources.
E rro r  B a rs  s h o w  9 5 .0 %  C l o f  M ean
~  * ......
 1-----------------1-----------------1--------
Narrow Medium Wide
Source width
Figure 2-40. Means and associated 95% confidence intervals of subjective answers (perceived 
source width in degrees) for different intended widths of stimuli. “Medium” source width 
corresponds to two adjacent loudspeakers (90°apart) delivering the decorrelated versions of 
direct sound, and “Wide” source width corresponds to four adjacent loudspeakers (the farthest 
ones 180° apart), in addition to the direct sound at the centre of them. The subjective answers 
are distributed relatively towards the intended levels of source width.
Although the widths indicated by the subjective answers are narrower than the actual 
subtended angle of the direct sound in degrees, they are distributed relatively towards the 
intended source widths. Additionally, the effect of source type was observed to be statistically 
significant, as shown in Figure 2-41. It is seen that the short percussive sound was perceived to 
be significantly narrower than the other source types. This implies that the duration of sound 
source can affect the perception of source width.
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E rro r  B a rs  s h o w  9 5 .0 %  C l o f  M ean
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Extract type
Figure 2-41. Means and associated 95% confidence intervals of subjective answers (perceived 
source width in degrees) for different types of stimuli. Short percussive sound seems to have 
been perceived narrower than the others.
2 .2 .6 .3  E n v e lo p m en t ju d g m e n t
The answers for envelopment judgment consist of one number indicating how enveloping 
the sound was perceived to be. The score of 0 corresponds to a sound that is not enveloping at 
all, and 100 corresponds to a totally enveloping sound. Figure 2-42 shows the relation between 
the intended envelopment and the subjective answers. It is seen again that the subjective 
answers relatively follow the intended levels of envelopment, although the scores are generally 
lower than the intended values that would correspond to the spanning angles of the loudspeakers 
being used.
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Figure 2-42. Means and associated 95% confidence intervals of subjective answers indicating
perceived envelopment, for different intended levels of envelopment. “Low” envelopment
corresponds to one loudspeaker delivering the reverberation of direct sound, and “medium” and
“high” envelopment correspond to reverberation through five (intended to be equivalent to 50 in
the score scale) and eight surrounding loudspeakers (intended to be equivalent to 100 in the
scale), respectively. The subjective answers are distributed relatively towards the intended
levels of envelopment.
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The effect of source type was also found to be statistically significant. Figure 2-43 shows 
the finding, in which the short percussive sound was perceived to be the least enveloping of all 
the source types. This is similar to the case of source width judgment. The long percussive 
sound, however, was also perceived as relatively less enveloping than the other two source types. 
It is not yet clear which dominant characteristics of the percussive sounds could have affected 
the perceived envelopment. Still, it is plausible that the duration of stimuli affected the 
subjective answers.
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Figure 2-43. Means and associated 95% confidence intervals of subjective answers indicating
perceived envelopment, for different source types. The short percussive sound seems to have
been perceived the least enveloping.
2 .2 .6 .4  T im b re  ju d g m e n t
The answer for timbre judgment was a single value indicating the brightness o f  stimuli.
The subjective answers for different filtering characteristics are summarised in Figure 2 -44 . It is
observed, as expected, that the high pass filtered stimuli were perceived as brighter than the
others, and that the low pass filtered stimuli were perceived as the least bright. The effect o f
source type is also illustrated in Figure 2 -45 . The stimulus duration again has a significant effect
on the subjective answer, especially for the same percussive sound.
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Figure 2-44. Means and associated 95% confidence intervals of subjective answers indicating 
perceived brightness for different levels of timbre. Low- and high-pass filters of 1kHz cutoff 
frequency were used. The subjective answers are distributed relatively towards the intended 
levels of timbre.
E rro r B ars show  95.0%  C l o f Mean
G u ita r P e rcuss ion  Long
S peech P e rcuss ion S h o rt
E x tra c t  ty p e
Figure 2-45. Means and associated 95% confidence intervals of subjective answers indicating 
perceived brightness for different source types. For the same percussive sound, it is seen that 
the short stimulus was perceived as significantly brighter than the long one.
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2 .2 .6 .5  S u b je c tiv e  a n s w e r s  o f  d ifferen t g ro u p s  o f  s u b je c ts  in 
te rm s  o f  th e  a m o u n t o f  m o v e m e n t
For this analysis, the subjective answers were separated according to the subjects’ amount 
of movement. In other words, the subjects were divided into two groups -  those who made 
relatively large movements, and those with smaller movements. This was to observe their 
difference, if any, in rating the questioned attributes. Subjects 2, 4, and 9 whose overall 
movements were relatively confined were separated and specified as group 2. The rest were 
specified as group 1.
Firstly, Figure 2-46 shows the separated relationship between the subjective answers and 
the intended source locations in azimuth and elevation.
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(b)
Error Bars show 95.0% Cl of Mean Error Bars show 95.0% Cl of Mean
S o u rc e  location  / e levatio n  [degrees ]
(C)
S o u rc e  location  /  e levation  [degrees ]
(d)
Figure 2-46. Means and associated 95% confidence intervals of subjective answers for source 
location in (a)/(b) azimuth and (c)/(d) elevation, (a) and (c) show the results for group 1 (subjects 
with relatively larger amount of movements), and (b) and (d) for group 2 (those with smaller 
amount of movements). The perceived locations for the sources at +135 and +90 degrees 
azimuth are separated more clearly in group 1. In terms of elevation, the perceived locations for 
those at 0 and +28 degrees are separated more clearly in group 1.
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It is seen that though the overall distribution of perceived answers is similar in both 
groups, some perceived source locations were distinguished more clearly in group 1 than in 
group 2. The sources at ±135 degrees azimuth were perceived closer to the actual directions in 
group 1, whilst the sources at +90 and +135 degrees azimuth were not perceived as being 
significantly different in group 2. In terms of elevation, it is seen that group 1 distinguished the 
sources at 0 and 28 degrees more clearly than group 2. These findings imply that the subjects 
who made larger head movements were less confused with source locations.
Secondly, subjective answers of the two groups for perceived source width are displayed 
in Figure 2-47. It is seen that group 2 generally perceived the sources as being wider than group 
1 did.
Error Bars show 95.0% Cl of Mean Error Bars show 95.0% Cl of Mean
S o u rc e  w id th
(a)
100-1
Narrow M edium  W ide
S o u rc e  w id th
(b)
Figure 2-47. Means and associated 95% confidence intervals of subjective answers for source 
width judgement, (a) shows the results for group 1 (subjects with relatively larger amount of 
movements), and (b) for group 2 (those with smaller amount of movements).
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Thirdly, Figure 2-48 shows the separated observations of subjective answers for 
envelopment judgment. The distinction between the three intended envelopment levels is clearer 
in group 2.
Error Bars show 95.0% a of Mean E,ror Bars show 95.0% Cl of Mean
E n v e lo p m e n t E n v e lo p m e n t
(a) (b)
Figure 2-48. Means and associated 95% confidence intervals of subjective answers for 
envelopment judgement, (a) shows the results for group 1 (subjects with relatively larger 
amount of movements), and (b) for group 2 (those with smaller amount of movements).
Lastly, the separated subjective answers of the two groups for timbre judgment are shown 
in Figure 2-49. It is seen again that the perceived levels of timbre are more separated for group 2 
than group 1.
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Error Bars show 95.0% Cl of Mean Error Bars show 95.0% Cl of Mean
T im b re T im b r e
(a) (b)
Figure 2-49. Means and associated 95% confidence intervals of subjective answers for timbre 
judgement, (a) shows the results for group 1 (subjects with relatively larger amount of 
movements), and (b) for group 2 (those with smaller amount of movements).
These results do not seem to indicate any conclusive effect of the extent of head 
movements on the subjective answers. However, in terms of source localisation, it could be 
inferred that making head movements to a larger extent could help resolve confusion both 
horizontally and vertically. This finding is partially in agreement with that of (Bradter and 
Hobohm 2007), where listeners with head movement patterns that covered wider area, 
particularly in terms of rotation rather than translation, showed more successful localisation 
ability of virtual sound sources.
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2 .3  S u m m a ry  a n d  c o n c lu s io n
This section provides a recap of the experiment’s aims and design and then goes on to 
summarise its results. The most common head orientations, the overall range of head positions, 
and the effect of movement range on the listeners’ assessment are summarised first, followed by 
the effects of listening task and source material type on head movement, the repeatability of the 
tests, and the effects of source location combined with listening task type.
2 . 3 . 1  M o t i v a t i o n  a n d  a i m  o f  e x p e r i m e n t
The experiment in this chapter was motivated by the fact that whilst head movements 
have already been investigated with regard to source localisation, little has been revealed 
regarding the characteristics of head movements during other types of listening activities, 
particularly in the evaluation of spatial impression. The aim of the research was thus to examine 
the characteristics of head movements during various sonic-evaluation listening activities, and 
to draw useful conclusions for the development of a binaural measurement model. The 
evaluated attributes included spatial attributes such as source width and envelopment, in 
addition to source location, and timbre as a non-spatial one.
2 . 3 . 2  E x p e r i m e n t  d e s i g n  a n d  p r o c e d u r e
Subjective tests were conducted by playing synthetic stimuli demonstrating the various 
attributes, and by tracking listener head movements during repeated playbacks. Simple 
parameters were derived from the recorded data which represented the characteristics of the 
movements. Statistical analyses of the results in conjunction with the independent variables
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have revealed some useful facts for further steps.
2 . 3 . 3  M o s t  c o m m o n  h e a d  o r i e n t a t i o n  t h r o u g h  m o d a l  
a n a l y s e s
The rotational movements of the subjects have been examined in Section 2.2.4 by means 
of angular histograms which showed the distribution of the subjects’ head orientation. It was 
found that the subjects mostly stayed facing within the frontal area specified approximately by 
±10 degrees in azimuth, elevation, and roll angles. The difference between subjects was firstly 
observed by comparing two extreme cases: the one who moved the most and the one who 
moved the least. The former, as expected, showed more spread distribution of the histogram 
over a wider area of angles outside the frontal area. Then the difference in angular histograms 
caused by listening task types was also observed. It was found that the angular histograms in 
azimuth for source width and envelopment judgment were more spread than the others, 
implying that the listeners moved their heads more frequently over wider ranges whilst 
evaluating source width and envelopment. Lastly, comparison of the histograms for different 
source locations showed that the subjects generally tended to move towards the source direction, 
but did not stay long facing outside the frontal area. Discomfort or bias by the user interface 
position has been discussed as possible reasons.
2 . 3 . 4  R a n g e s  o f  h e a d  m o v e m e n t  a n d  e a r  p o s i t i o n s
From the tracked head movement data, the average minimum and maximum position 
coordinates and orientation angles have been calculated in Section 2.2.5. This was to specify the 
ranges of movement for the development of a capture model where multiple microphones would 
be introduced or two microphones would be rotated to account for various ear positions. For
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example, the leftmost average orientation angle in azimuth was -27.7°, and the rightmost 
average angle was 42.5° over the whole experiment including both the first and the second runs. 
In addition, the range over which the ears stayed during the measurements has been directly 
examined using spherical histograms. The shape of the range was found to be sloped, higher 
towards the rear and lower towards the front. This indicated that it would be more relevant to 
consider covering the sloped area than to simply follow a path along the median plane, for the 
development of a capture model corresponding to a naturally moving human listener.
2 . 3 . 5  S t a t i s t i c a l  a n a l y s e s  o f  s u b j e c t i v e  a n s w e r s
Although the subjective answers of this experiment were not the primary concern, 
additional analyses have been carried out to observe the accuracy of the answers in Section 
2.2.6, which may have been affected by various independent variables as well as the controlled 
attributes. In general, it has been found that the subjective answers were distributed towards the 
intended levels of attributes, though not exactly indicating the intended values.
For source localisation, the answers for the perceived azimuth were relatively closer to 
the actual source directions than was the case for the judgements of perceived elevation. It has 
also been observed that the low pass filtered stimuli were perceived to be lower in elevation 
than the high pass filtered or the unfiltered ones. For the source width judgments, the effect of 
extract type was observed, where the short percussive sound was perceived to be significantly 
narrower than the other types of sources, and the speech extract was perceived to be 
significantly narrower than the guitar extract. This implies that the characteristics of source 
signal can affect the perceived subjective spatial impression and that this needs to be taken 
account in any objective modelling (Mason 2002). A similar tendency was found in the case of 
envelopment judgment: the short percussive sound was perceived to be the least enveloping.
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However the difference in the answers between the guitar and speech extracts was not 
statistically significant. Results for the timbre judgment also showed the effect of the duration of 
the source signal -  there were significant differences in the answers between the two percussive 
sound sources with different durations.
In addition, in order to observe the relationship between the extent of head movement and 
the subjective answers, the listeners were divided into two separate groups: one whose members 
made relatively large head movements and one whose members made relatively small 
movements. Comparison of the two groups did not show any particular effect of the extent of 
movement, except for the case of source localisation, in which the more mobile subjects judged 
the source directions more accurately.
2 . 3 . 6  E f f e c t s  o f  l i s t e n i n g  t a s k  t y p e
It has been found in Section 2222 that the subjects moved their heads in wider ranges 
when they were evaluating spatial impression than when localising sources or when judging 
timbre. The ranges for timbre judgement were the narrowest, with only one exception -  roll -  
for which the difference in range between localisation and timbre judgement was not 
statistically significant. These findings additionally suggest that head movement is important for 
the evaluation of spatial impression, as well as for source localisation.
2 . 3 . 7  E f f e c t s  o f  e x t r a c t  t y p e
The effects of extract type have been investigated in Section 2.2.2.3 with respect to 
various other parameters. In terms of the maximum range of movement, no significant effect has 
been found except for the short percussive sound. Investigations of the maximum and mean
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speed of movement have shown a similar tendency that only the short percussive sound caused 
a statistically significant difference. Observations of the results for the short percussive sound 
have revealed that head movements were restricted for short transient signals. It can be inferred 
from this finding that if subjects are not able to take advantage of head movements because the 
signal is too short, then they tend to not bother moving their heads.
2 . 3 . 8  R e p e a t a b i l i t y  o f  m e a s u r e m e n t s  a n d  e f f e c t s  o f  
s o u r c e  lo c a t i o n  in  e a c h  l i s t e n i n g  t a s k
In Section 2.2.3, the repeatability of measurements has been tested by observing the 
effects of extract type on the maximum range of movement for each run. The overall tendency 
did not change, although the range of movements seemed to decrease for the second run. The 
effects of source location on the mean position have also been examined for different task types. 
The analyses showed that, when assessing spatial attributes, the subjects tended to rotate 
azimuthally toward the source direction. In terms of elevation, though the effects were not as 
significant, a similar tendency was found, confirming the findings from some previous studies.
In the following chapters, further steps will be taken towards actual development of a 
suitable signal capture technique, considering natural head movement in the evaluation of 
spatial impression, incorporating the findings of this chapter.
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C h a p t e r  3  S o u n d  c a p t u r e  t e c h n i q u e  
for t h e  analysis o f  spatial i m p r e s s i o n  
c o n s i d e r i n g  h e a d  m o v e m e n t
From the previous experiment it has been found that the range of head movements made 
by listeners is larger when they are evaluating the perceived source width or envelopment of a 
sound compared to judging the location or timbre. In order to develop a realistic model for the 
evaluation of spatial impression (including source width, envelopment and location), as a 
replacement for actual listeners, it is worthwhile to consider this finding, especially in the design 
of a suitable sound capturing method. Another important finding was that the movement was 
confined to certain areas around the initial listening position and orientation. These ranges of 
movement were examined in two ways: by averaging the maximum and minimum coordinates 
and angles of the head tracker data, and by plotting a spherical angular histogram of ear 
positions corresponding to the tracker data.
The overall aim of the project is to develop a measurement system that can be used to 
predict perceived spatial impression, taking into account common head movements made by 
listeners. The experiment described in the previous chapter investigated the head movements 
made by listeners when undertaking a range of listening tasks. The results can be used to inform 
the development of a binaural capture device, such that the ranges of positions that listeners are 
unlikely to move to are not considered.
In order for a capture model to be developed with head movement taken into account, it
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helps to review previous works, if any, related to the question of how the capture model has 
developed to optimally mimic the way sound reaches human ears. Furthermore, it can also be 
examined how best to incorporate head movements into the design of this capture model, 
balancing the requirements of both accuracy and efficiency.
This chapter therefore introduces and discusses various capture techniques, which have 
been developed originally for realistic reproduction of a given sound field, but can be adapted 
for use in objective evaluation. The discussion is then extended to the actual design issues of the 
capture model, particularly taking into account the ranges of head movement as described above. 
Related previous studies are introduced that would help design experiments with practical 
apparatus and reliable measurement results.
3 .1  P re v io u s  s tu d ie s  o n  s o u n d  c a p tu re  
te c h n iq u e s
This section introduces previous studies and development of binaural capture techniques 
which can be employed for this research. Attempts to incorporate head movements into the 
development are introduced thereafter.
3 . 1 . 1  I n t r o d u c t i o n  o f  b in a u r a l  r e c o r d i n g
Attempts towards realistic reproduction of sound fields, especially in terms of recording, 
led to development of a physical model which resembles the shape of human head and torso. 
The sound to be received at the two ears could be captured by placing microphones at the 
corresponding positions. This binaural capture and measurement technique has the advantage
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that it can inherently approximate the spatially-dependent filtering caused by the human head. 
Due to this, binaural recording has been investigated over a long period of time, with the earliest 
experiments known to trace back to 1880s (Genuit et al. 1990). Many researchers thereafter 
started to introduce and investigate this technique.
For example Sherman (1953) discussed the principles and effects of binaural sound 
recording and reproduction in early formats, such as magnetic tape and flat disk recording, and 
radio broadcasting. His explanation of the “binaural sound transmission system” was rather 
simple, which had two microphones placed 6 to 7 inches apart and connected to separate 
amplifier channels. However, he showed a very optimistic view of this system, exemplifying 
previous demonstrations and the responses of recordings and broadcasting. These included a 
report in 1925 about binaural broadcasting written by someone named Mr. Doolittle who 
operated a radio station, where in particular “the impression of space consciousness” was 
mentioned as one of the perceptual effects.
Snow (1955) also described a binaural recording and reproduction system, in an article 
explaining “stereophonic sound,” which he would distinguish from the binaural system. In 
comparison between the two methods, he described the stereophonic system as one with the 
microphones in front of the pickup area, and with loudspeakers in front of the listening area, 
which provides the “illusion” of sound direction and depth between the loudspeakers. On the 
other hand, the binaural system, using two microphones on an artificial head for recording and 
headphones for reproduction, was said to “duplicate” the effects of normal listening at the 
pickup area at the listener's ears. He expressed this function of binaural system as “transporting 
the listener to the original scene.”
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3 . 1 . 2  L i m i t a t i o n s  o f  b in a u r a l  t e c h n i q u e s
Despite this early introduction followed by affirmative views, the binaural techniques had 
not been studied actively until mid-1970s, because of the unsatisfactory performance due to the 
inaccuracy of the model or the noise inherent in the recordings (Genuit et al. 1990). More 
studies afterwards also pointed out that in spite of its feasibility and closeness to the actual 
human perception, binaural recording and reproduction techniques had some limitations which 
made it less widespread than stereophonic systems using loudspeakers.
Toole (1991) explained these limitations in detail. He firstly admitted the advantages of 
binaural systems in subjective evaluation of sound systems, such as the ease of hiding the visual 
clues of the listening space from the listener whilst keeping the acoustical information, and that 
the effort and cost to adjust or replicate the acoustical setting of the space in experiments with 
the listeners present could be reduced. In his subjective experiments of loudspeaker evaluation 
through direct listening and through a binaural system (involving the use of a dummy head and 
headphones), he even found that the results from listening through the binaural system 
successfully reflected those from direct listening. However, he also described the limitations of 
binaural systems in detail. Firstly, the inevitable difference of physical dimensions between the 
model and individuals was pointed out. Secondly, the influence of the transducers (such as the 
headphones) was mentioned as a cause for unwanted alteration of intended sound characteristics. 
Thirdly, the mismatch between the reproduced sound and the visual space was considered as a 
degrading factor. Fourthly, it was pointed out that the dynamic binaural cues in normal listening 
caused by head movements cannot be applied to the system, resulting in unnatural perception. 
Lastly, the absence of subtle tactile sensations such as vibrations transmitted from surrounding 
objects was indicated as another limitation.
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3 . 1 . 3  A c k n o w l e d g e m e n t  o f  a n d  a t t e m p t s  t o  o v e r c o m e  
t h e  l i m i t a t i o n s
A number of researchers since the 1970s have acknowledged the limitations of binaural 
techniques as described above, and attempted to suggest solutions. Although these solutions did 
not perfectly overcome all the limitations, they contributed to more reliable performance of the 
binaural technique in certain aspects.
Mellert (1972) suggested the importance of the geometry of the head, for binaural sound 
capture and analysis. He firstly measured the audibility thresholds of 17 persons in the 
experiment using a frequency sweeping sine wave generator. Then he developed a dummy head 
whose frequency response he could closely match with the average sensitivity curve derived 
from the measured audibility thresholds. This was achieved by adjusting the geometrical 
characteristics of the dummy head and the pinnae according to their average sizes taken from a 
number of people, and by introducing the eardrums connecting each ear with a microphone. 
This work emphasised the influence of appropriate modelling of the body shape on the quality 
of objective measurement.
Later, an intensive study of the shapes of the torso, head, and pinnae by Burkhard and 
Sachs (1975) resulted in the development of a manikin named KEMAR (Knowles Electronics 
Manikin for Acoustic Research). It was modelled using the median dimensions of human bodies 
as reported in previous surveys they had obtained. Its validity was proved through comparison 
of the measured eardrum sound pressure, caused by a loudspeaker signal, to previous equivalent 
measurement results of human listeners.
The trends of research to enhance the design of the model were summarised in (Genuit et
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al. 1990), an introductory article of a binaural capture system developed by HEAD Acoustics. 
Specifically, the influence of different parts of body was investigated in more detail - including 
the torso and shoulder as well as the outer ear. Consequently, various researchers established 
databases of the geometric data of these elements measured from a number of people, and 
derived the averages to develop representative binaural capture models. The usability of these 
models was also described, such as in transfer function measurement for listening space 
simulations, and for stereo reproduction using loudspeakers. It was discussed that positioning of 
the effective body elements was important for reliable acoustic measurement and reproduction.
Later on, Christensen et al. (2000) pointed out the localisation errors with the existing 
artificial head systems, compared to real life listening, and tried to develop an enhanced model 
with better performance. They particularly focused on the body parts that might have primary 
effects on the shape of HRTF (Head-Related Transfer Function, see Section 1.1.4 for its brief 
description). Thus they decomposed the HRTF into two different parts to examine the influence 
of the pinna separately from the head and torso. Firstly, the HTTF (Head and Torso Transfer 
Function) was defined as “the sound pressure on the surface of the head with no pinna at the 
point of the ear canal opening, divided by the sound pressure at the centre of the head with the 
head absent.” Secondly, the ATF (Auricle Transfer Function) was defined as “the sound 
pressure at the blocked entrance to the ear canal, divided by a reference measurement at the axis 
of the ear canal on the surface of the baffle.” They separately measured these transfer functions 
of 40 people in an anechoic chamber, and designed the head, the body and the ears so that the 
error could be minimised between the measurements on these models and the subjects. Then 
these separate models were assembled, with a suitably adjusted rotation angle of the ear around 
the ear canal axis, as a dummy head model they named VALDEMAR. They later argued 
through subjective evaluation that this new model showed a better performance than some other 
previous ones including KEMAR and those from HEAD Acoustics described above (Minnaar et
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al. 2001), in terms of median plane localisation through binaural recordings.
3 . 1 . 4  C o n s i d e r a t i o n  o f  h e a d  m o v e m e n t  in  b in a u r a l  
t e c h n i q u e s
Another limitation of the binaural systems introduced so far was that the effects of head 
movements in real listening are not naturally reproduced. To resolve this, new systems were 
developed which introduced head tracking devices. Pellegrini (1999) discussed the design issues 
of these systems aiming to present to the listeners a satisfactory binaural reproduction 
incorporating head movement which he called an “auditory virtual environment.” His 
description of these systems involved dynamic convolution of the source signal and binaural 
responses, controlled by the head tracking data, allowing for the possibility of a listener’s 
movement. He introduced two approaches to the realisation of this: data-based and model-based 
simulation.
The data-based simulation was described as a method where the responses in the desired 
space, for all valid combinations of source and listener positions, could be measured or pre- 
processed and stored. The only necessary dynamic processing in this case was the convolution 
of the source with the binaural impulse response corresponding to the tracked listener position. 
This was recommended for simulations involving a limited number of valid source and listener 
positions, since it would enable realisation of complex spaces with relatively high accuracy and 
low average processing power, although large memory capacity would be required.
On the other hand, the model-based simulation required real-time processing of HRTFs 
at any given position, combined with a selectable room model which would then be convolved 
with the source signal. This method was described to have no restriction in selecting the room
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model, HRTF, or the source-listener positions, and to require smaller memory capacity, but to 
need relatively higher and more robust processing power and rather simplified room models. 
For the simulation of more complex spaces and more dynamic situations, a hybrid system 
combining the model-based and data-based methods was recommended. This system was 
described to use the model-based approach for the relatively simpler parts of the sound 
propagation, such as the direct sound or early reflections up to second order, and the data-based 
approach for the more complex parts such as the late reflections and reverberation. He 
suggested that the use of this combined system could balance the processing cost and memory 
cost depending on the need.
Spikofski and Fruhmann’s (2001) Binaural Room Scanning (BRS) system was an 
example of the data-based binaural system described above. Specifically, the BRS processor 
was implemented to store the database of HRTFs, measured on a dummy head from the 
loudspeakers in the room that was to be virtually realised, for various orientation angles varying 
from -42° to 42° (with 6° resolution). For reproduction, the orientation of the listener was firstly 
tracked with a head tracker, and the input signals were convolved with the corresponding 
binaural room impulse responses. The resultant binaural signals were interpolated for 
intermediate orientation angles, and then transmitted through headphones to the listener. They 
reported from the listening tests with the system that the results showed “a high degree of 
authenticity of the virtual display of listening stations.”
Farina and Ayalon (2003) also included a rotating head model in their development of a 
new capture technique to obtain various acoustical characteristics of sound fields in concert 
halls. They attempted to combine three existing capture techniques, known to be suitable for 
different reproduction settings, within a single rotating model. A dummy head with 
microphones at the ears, a pair of cardioid microphones in ORTF (Office de Radiodiffusion
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Television Fran^aise) configuration for 2-channel stereo capture, and a soundfield microphone 
on a boom for B-format ambisonic setting or for Wave Field Synthesis were assembled on a 
rotating table. They measured impulse responses using a frequency sweeping sine wave 
excitation and deconvolution technique, over the 360° rotation range at 10° intervals, in 9 
theatres in Japan and Italy. A dodecahedron loudspeaker was used as an omnidirectional source. 
With the measured impulse responses they derived various spatial acoustical parameters, whose 
polar distributions could be plotted against the rotation angle. Amongst the parameters some 
interesting observations were made in the polar distributions of IACC and LF, the lateral energy 
fraction (Barron and Marshall 1981) described earlier in Chapter 1 (See Section 1.2.2.7). Firstly, 
it was found that the halls with almost the same IACC standard values (measured at a single 
head orientation) could have quite different IACC polar plots. On the other hand, (1-LF) showed 
similar polarity of distribution to that of IACC. However, comparison of the standard values of 
IACC and (1-LF) of different halls resulted in mismatch of the ranking orders derived from the 
two parameters. This problem could be solved by looking at the polar patterns instead. It 
implied that the parameters for spatial impression could be made more reliable if measured at 
various angles, in other words, if head movements could be considered.
3 . 1 . 5  D e v e l o p m e n t  o f  a  s p h e r i c a l  h e a d  m o d e l  w i t h  
m u lt i p l e  m i c r o p h o n e s
The binaural techniques introduced so far used two microphones at the ears of the dummy 
head. In order to simulate head movements, the dummy head could be rotated to capture and 
store relevant responses. However, with this type of technique it is difficult to implement real­
time rendering of a space whose acoustical characteristics are to be copied; in other words, 
signals have to be recorded and stored somehow prior to rendering to the listener. If the relevant
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information corresponding to various head rotation angles were not stored, the change of 
binaural signals caused by the listener’s head movement could not be calculated fast enough. 
This is because the movement of dummy head is not as fast as that of a human being, and the 
real-time movement of the dummy head can cause unexpected problems -  such as noise from 
the motor and vibration transmitted to the microphones. Generating this database of pre­
recorded responses at all possible head orientations would involve a large amount of time. 
Furthermore, the fact that multiple recordings are required means that it would not be possible 
to capture the response of time-varying systems in a range of positions. A different approach, 
introduced by Algazi et al. (2004), tackled and tried to resolve these issues.
Their new technique was named Motion-Tracked Binaural (MTB) recording. The system 
required an array of microphones to capture the sound in a given space at multiple angles 
simultaneously. These could be placed around a sphere or cylinder, in pairs at a certain interval. 
Head movements could be tracked, and by comparison between the tracked ear position and the 
microphone positions, the signals captured by the microphones closest to or at the 
corresponding ear positions were interpolated or directly used and delivered to the listener 
through headphones. They pointed out the difference of the MTB technique from typical 
binaural recording considering head movement. Firstly, the need to physically turn the dummy 
head could be eliminated. Secondly, it was possible to use the captured signals to make 
recordings or to realise remote listening systems. Thirdly, multiple listeners could be connected 
without the need for additional dummy heads.
3 . 1 . 6  L i m i t a t i o n s  o f  a  s p h e r i c a l  h e a d  m o d e l  a s  a  
b in a u r a l  t e c h n i q u e
Some limitations related to the spherical head model were also pointed out in (Algazi et al.
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2004). Specifically, the use of a sphere, instead of a dummy head, and the limited number of 
microphones introduced errors due to sampling and interpolation. Different sampling and 
interpolation methods were then examined for the system, in terms of the errors caused by them 
when 8 microphones were used. They initially found significant errors at frequencies above 
1.25kHz, and attempted to modify the interpolation methods to solve this problem. 
Consequently, they introduced two-band interpolation methods, where the low frequency 
component could be interpolated linearly but the high frequency component could be restored in 
different ways. Amongst these a method called spectral interpolation was found to be the most 
promising in terms of ITD and ILD restoration, and the stability of produced sound image, for a 
smaller number of microphones, though it requires significant processing power. It involved 
interpolating the high-frequency component in the frequency domain, by means of short time 
Fourier transform, from the signals captured by the nearest and the next nearest microphones 
around the point where the binaural signals need to be estimated (Horn et al. 2006). Additional 
discussions towards further enhancement of the MTB technique were also made. For example, 
adjustment of microphone distribution was suggested, according to the nature of application 
(such as the range and direction of head movement). Compensation of the missing pinnae on the 
head model was proposed as well, by applying a notch filter that could approximately mimic the 
effects of the pinnae.
The issue of simplifying the head as a sphere had been investigated in various other ways 
as well. The variation of ILD caused by sound incidence angle for an isolated sphere had been 
discussed in (Blauert 1997), for example. Firstly, by means of the diffraction phenomenon, it 
was explained that the sound pressure at the diametrically opposite point to the incident sound is 
amplified, whilst at the other positions it is generally attenuated as the distance from the source 
increases. Consequently, it was explained that, whilst ILD increases as the sound incidence 
becomes closer to one ear than to the other, it decreases abruptly for the incident angles opposite
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to the other ear. This “bright spot” effect (Duda and Martens 1998) was expected to be 
prominent in the case of an isolated spherical head model which is completely symmetric. 
However, it was mentioned that introduction of the pinnae and torso would reduce this effect, 
since they would change the characteristics of diffraction happening at the opposite ear to the 
source.
Algazi et al. (2001) attempted to find an optimal size of the sphere for binaural capture 
that could represent human listeners. Considering the accuracy of azimuth localisation by ITD 
cues as described in (Biauert 1997), they selected ITD as the measure for comparison between 
the spherical head model and the actual listeners. Especially, they focused on high-frequency 
ITD which was found to be estimated reliably from the difference between the leading edges of 
the impulse responses at the two ears. From previous studies they pointed out that the low- 
frequency ITD could be better estimated from this high-frequency ITD than directly from the 
measurement of HRTFs. Therefore they firstly measured the high-frequency ITDs of listeners 
for the sources at a number of different angles in azimuth and elevation. Then they theoretically 
derived the ITD from the source direction and the radius of the sphere, and optimised the sphere 
radius so that the error between the measured and calculated ITD values could be minimised. 
Through the least-squares minimisation procedure they reached a value of 87mm. However, 
there were still errors in the prediction of source location using the optimised spherical head 
model. They pointed out the absence of pinnae as one of possible reasons. They extended this 
method further to develop a way to optimise the sphere radius for individual listeners by 
measuring the anthropometric parameters from their photographs.
Another weakness of the spherical model was discussed in (Algazi et al. 2002a; Algazi et 
al. 2002b). They pointed out that the lack of pinnae and torso deprived the head model of the 
ability to provide elevation cues. They attempted to compensate this deficiency by introducing a
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simplified torso model, which was spherical or ellipsoidal in shape, in addition to the spherical 
head without pinnae. They investigated the performance of the head and torso models, and 
found that the performance indeed was enhanced, particularly in terms of providing the 
elevation cues.
Tao et al. (2003) investigated the effects of simplifying the shape of head model to 
various degrees. They used KEMAR as the model shape and represented it by means of 
spherical harmonics, in other words with a number of small meshes whose individual location 
and orientation could be described with reference to a specified origin. The pinnae were not 
included in this modelling, which limited the frequency range of interest up to 3kHz where the 
pinnae effect was considered not to be significant. They simulated the sound pressure on the 
surface of the simplified head shape, and examined the errors caused by approximating the 
reference head shape through the use of a smaller number of spherical harmonics. They found 
that the pressure and shape converged very early as the number of coefficients of the spherical 
harmonics increased to describe the shape numerically. For example, increasing the degree of 
approximation (which is related to the number of coefficients) over 14, even in the slowest 
converging region around the nose, made the difference negligible from the reference KEMAR 
shape which was specified to have the degree of 34. From the results they concluded that the 
head shape could be simplified to a certain extent without causing serious errors, although the 
frequency range was limited to below 3kHz.
More recently, Treeby et al. (2007) investigated the effect of acoustical impedance of the 
surface of the spherical head model on ITD and ILD. Starting from an analytical model for 
sound pressure on the surface of a sphere, with the scattering around the sphere considered, they 
derived the expressions for ITD and ILD. Then with various values of surface impedance they 
calculated and compared the resultant sound pressure, ITD and ILD. The results showed that the
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changes caused by the difference in impedances were not negligible in all the three parameters. 
As the next step they calculated the acoustic impedance of actual human hair and applied it to 
the calculation. The changes in ITD and ILD were in the order of 3Ops and 4dB, which they 
found to be not completely exceeding but comparable to their just noticeable differences 
previously known.
3 . 1 . 7  U s e  o f  b in a u r a l  t e c h n i q u e  f o r  e v a l u a t i o n  o f  s p a t i a l  
i m p r e s s i o n
Since the majority of the binaural systems described so far focused on the reproduction 
quality related to source localisation, a question may arise whether it has been attempted to 
apply these systems to the evaluation of other aspects of spatial impression. In fact, the use of 
binaural capture techniques for the evaluation of spatial impression has also been considered in 
previous studies. For example, Conant (1978) pointed out that the previous research on the 
measurement of concert hall acoustics at that time had ignored the feasibility of investigating 
the sound field captured at the listener's ears. Citing a previous study (Hawkes and Douglas 
1971), he argued that laboratory simulations of concert hall acoustics could not reproduce all the 
acoustical features faithfully. However, he also admitted the difficulties in conducting 
subjective experiments to evaluate the acoustics with real orchestra in actual concert halls, in 
terms of maintaining the consistency of the source-listener arrangements throughout various 
halls and orchestras. Consequently he argued that the binaural recording should be "the most 
logical" approach to overcome the difficulties.
He thus developed a system for experiments utilising a manikin with microphones to 
capture the binaural signals and a tape recorder to store the data. Firstly, he used a spark pulse of 
known spectrum as the source, on the stage of concert halls, and captured the binaural signals to
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derive the transfer functions to both ears. From the data he calculated various physical 
parameters such as the reverberation time and cross-correlation coefficient. For subjective tests, 
he used anechoic recordings of orchestral music as the source and recorded the resultant 
binaural signals. These recordings were taken from five different halls, in each of which 25 
different seat locations were selected. Pairwise comparison of ASW (Apparent Source Width) 
was conducted using these recordings delivered through headphones, to investigate the 
relationship between ASW and various parameters such as loudness, seat location, and binaural 
coherence. The manikin for the experiments was shaped to the dimensions of his head, pinnae, 
and torso, which he showed to be “moderate” in dimensions, compared with the average 
measured for the development of KEMAR. A pair of free-field condenser microphones were 
attached in the ears of the manikin.
From the analyses of the results he firstly showed that ASW varied significantly 
depending on the listening level and the cross-correlation between the ears. Secondly, it was 
found that the perceived ASW was larger for the sound sources located on the hall's axis of 
symmetry. Lastly, the short-time running cross-correlation coefficient which he used as a 
physical parameter was found to be strongly related to ASW at the mid- and low frequencies. 
This study was an example of using binaural technique for the investigation of spatial 
impression instead of simulations of reflections and reverberation, or microphone capturing 
settings for stereophony.
3 . 1 . 8  S u m m a r y  a n d  d i s c u s s i o n
Previous research oil binaural capture/recording techniques has been introduced. Whilst it 
may be considered as an intuitive method which resembles human listening, it has not been as 
widespread as stereophonic techniques for loudspeaker reproduction, due to some limitations.
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The individual difference of body shapes was pointed out as one of them. Attempts to overcome 
this limitation by many researchers resulted in investigation of the effects of different body parts 
on the transfer function and measurement of the dimensions of the effective body parts from 
groups of subjects, to develop more representative manikins.
Consideration of head movement was also mentioned as a factor to enhance the 
performance of the system in terms of helping the listener localise the sound with less confusion. 
Firstly, those as used by Spikofski and Fruhmann (2001), 01* Farina and Ayalon (2003) were 
implemented by rotating a dummy head over a range of azimuth angles corresponding to the 
orientation of the head. The response of the listening space for various source-ear positions had 
to be measured and stored prior to any evaluation or simulation. Secondly, a relatively newer 
concept named MTB (Motion-Tracked Binaural) technique was also introduced by Algazi el al. 
(2004), which uses multiple microphones around a simpler spherical head model to capture the 
binaural signals at various head orientations simultaneously. The principles, advantages, and 
limitations of each system have been discussed. Since a dummy head is closer than a sphere in 
shape to a human being, rotating it would enable more accurate measurement. However, using 
multiple microphones on a sphere can not only significantly reduce the time required to capture 
the binaural signals corresponding to the range of head movement, but also be used for time- 
varying sound fields.
The use of binaural techniques in attempts to evaluate spatial impression has also been 
described. The introduced study of Conant (1978) suggested the possibility of using parameters 
measured with a binaural capture model as an indicator of spatial impression. If careful choices 
could be made of the dimensions of the model and the derived parameters, and if the effects of 
head movement could be interpreted and implicated, it would be possible to develop a better
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objective evaluation system.
To take head movement into consideration for the development of a binaural evaluation 
system of spatial impression, either of the two approaches introduced above could be used -  that 
of Farina and Ayalon using a rotating dummy head with two microphones, or that of Algazi et 
al. using multiple microphones equivalent to various head orientation angles. From the findings 
in the previous experiments, it is expected that the range of head movement would be confined 
to a certain area, thus the resolution of measurement in this area could be adjusted efficiently as 
suggested in (Algazi et al. 2004), rather than being set with the same interval over all directions. 
As in (Farina and Ayalon 2003), the polar plots of various parameters of spatial impression 
seem to be useful tools for comparison with subjective evaluations. Since adapting the MTB 
technique to the model could save measurement time, it would be worthwhile to compare the 
parameters obtained from the two methods to observe whether the approach of MTB technique 
would still be valid without exact modelling of the shoulder and the pinnae. Then through 
subjective tests and comparison of the results, it could be revealed whether the parameters 
derived from the selected method could be used as potential indicators of spatial impression.
3 .2  D e r iv a t io n  o f  s u ita b le  th re s h o ld s  o f  
m e a s u re m e n t a c c u ra c y
Two potential methods to capture the binaural signals, considering head movements, have 
been introduced in the previous section -  using a rotating dummy head which, with a torso 
attached, is often referred to as a Head And Torso Simulator (HATS), and using a simplified 
sphere with multiple microphones. In order to develop a reliable and practical objective 
evaluation model of spatial impression in the long run, it is necessary that the two methods
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should be compared to each other in terms of measurement accuracy. This section introduces 
the findings of previous studies which will help to design experiments to compare the two 
capturing techniques.
3 . 2 . 1  J u s t  n o t i c e a b l e  d i f f e r e n c e s
In order to compare the measured results of the HATS and the sphere model in a 
perceptually relevant way, the tolerance of measurement difference can be specified by 
considering the just noticeable differences (JNDs) of the parameters it would be used to measure. 
In other words, if a measurement error or a difference between the above two techniques of a 
measured parameter did not exceed the tolerance, it could be regarded as perceptually negligible. 
In Chapter 1 it has been mentioned that the binaurally measured parameters known to relate to 
spatial impression are ITD, ILD and LACC. Therefore these three will be used as the parameters 
to be compared. The following sections introduce previous studies of the JNDs of ITD, ILD and 
IACC from which measurement tolerances are derived.
3 . 2 . 2  P r e v i o u s  s t u d i e s  o n  I T D  a n d / o r  I L D  J N D s
The early studies on the ITD and ILD JNDs trace back to the 1950s. A number of 
researchers carried out experiments to find out the JNDs of ITD and ILD (or IID). However, 
they reached different results, due to the differences in their specific interests, the characteristics 
of stimuli, and the experimental environments.
In Klumpp and Eady’s measurement (1956) of ITD thresholds, three types of sources 
were used -  band limited random noise with the frequency ranging from 150 to 1700Hz, 1kHz 
tone, and 1ms click. The thresholds found for each source were 9ps, 11 ps, and 28|is respectively.
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The reference ITD for the measurements was Oms (i.e. the variations in ITD were made around 
this reference value). They also found out that in the first case with the random noise source, the 
threshold increased to 29ps and 5Ops when the reference was 43Ops and 790ps respectively.
Mills (1958; 1960) attempted to find the JNDs in two ways. Firstly he used pure tones 
with frequencies from 250Hz to 10kHz, from various azimuth directions from 0° to 90° (and 
hence a range of reference ITD and ELD values), at 50dB sensation level (dB SPL above the 
hearing threshold at given frequency (Stevens and Davis 1938)), to find the minimum audible 
angle from subjective tests. The minimum ITD and IID thresholds calculated from the minimum 
audible angles were lOps and 0.5dB respectively. Afterwards he directly measured the threshold 
of ILD using dichotic tone pulses in the same frequency range. The result was ldB at 1kHz, and 
0.5dB for higher frequencies. He concluded that the actual measured value and the calculated 
value from the minimum audible angle matched well only in 1500 to 6000 Hz frequency range, 
but differed from each other especially in the low frequency range.
In the subjective tests of (Hershkowitz and Durlach 1969), a 500-Hz tone burst of 300ms 
duration was used as the source signal. The JNDs of ITD and ILD were examined, for a range of 
reference ITD and ILD values. The minimum values averaged from two subjects were 11.7ps 
and 0.88dB, around the reference of 0s ITD and OdB ILD, at a sensation level of 50dB which 
they specified to be equivalent to 55dB SPL. The ITD JNDs on average increased as larger 
reference ITD values were used (200 and 400ps), but the largest JND did not exceed 20ps. On 
the other hand, the average ILD JND was almost constant around 0.8dB as the reference ILD 
increased to 10, 20, 30, and to 55dB.
Later, a similar experiment was conducted by Domnitz (1973), using the same source 
signal and the same setting as (Hershkowitz and Durlach 1969). More particularly, the ITD JND
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was examined as a function of reference ITD and ILD. A wider range of reference ITD values 
were introduced than that of (Hershkowitz and Durlach 1969), including 700ps in addition to 0, 
200, and 400ps. With the reference ILD fixed at zero, the ITD JND was found to be 9ps for the 
reference ITD values of 0, 200, and 400ps. When the reference was 700ps, the JND increased to 
26ps. As the possible reason for the difference in the JND values despite the same source setting, 
he mentioned “differences in subjects, training, and psychophysical method.” Although not 
introduced above, Klump and Eady’s (1956) results also included the ITD JND for the 500Hz 
source signal at 65dB SPL with zero reference ITD, which was 17ps (note that Domnitz’s result 
in this condition was 9ps). Domnitz noted this difference and argued that it was due to the 
difference in the experimental “paradigm” which was not thoroughly explained, and that under 
their paradigm the JND values would be doubled. A later work by Domnitz and Colburn (1977) 
used 0, 400, 700 and 1000-ps ITD references in their examination of ITD JND, for which the 
same source signal was also used (500Hz tone burst of 300ms duration). The JND values that 
they found were approximately 9, 12, 22 and 62ps respectively with the reference ILD being 
zero. They again argued that these JND values should be doubled for proper comparison to 
those found by other researchers.
Cohen et al. (1985) measured and compared the ITD JNDs of a tone burst with or without 
noise as background, to examine the influence of the sound pressure level or sensation level of 
stimuli. The frequency of the tone burst was 250, 500, or 1000Hz, and the background noise 
was also controlled in terms of the interaural correlation, level, or signal-to-noise ratio. The ITD 
JNDs varied over too wide a range depending on the experimental condition -  the signal SPL, 
sensation level, or frequency -  to be simply averaged. The highest JND value was found at 
296ps for one of three subjects, when the source was a 500Hz tone burst of lOdB sensation level, 
and when the noise was adjusted such that a 30-dB shift in the detection threshold of the signal 
was produced. The lowest value was about 10ps, when the signal SPL was higher in the range:
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generally 40dB or above.
Mossop and Culling (1998), in an attempt to investigate human ability to perceive and 
interpret larger ITDs, also measured the ITD JNDs for a range of reference ITD values. The 
reference in their experiments ranged from Ops to 3000ps, part of which is above the maximum 
natural ITD (about 600ps) that can be experienced due to the average size of human head. 
Instead of tones, Gaussian noise was used as the source. The JND they found for 0 reference 
ITD ranged from 12.3ps to 62.2ps. As the reference ITD increased up to 700ps, the JNDs were 
found to increase gradually, but “usually below lOOps.” Above the 700-ps reference, the JNDs 
firstly increased sharply but fluctuated afterwards. The exact values were not reported however, 
although the results and trends were summarised by means of plots. They also introduced 
another work by Kohenke et al. in 1995, in which the ITD JNDs for 1/3-octave bandpass noise 
centred at 500Hz and 4000Hz were examined, with three reference ITD values -  0, 300, and 
600ps. For the source centred at 500Hz, the JND was found between 20 and 40ps for references 
0 and 300ps, and around 70ps for 600ps reference. For the 4000Hz-centred noise, the JND was 
around 60ps for the 0- and 300-ps references, and near 250ps for the 600-ps reference.
Bernstein et al. (2001) used a similar specification of the stimuli to that of (Cohen et al. 
1985) -  signal with background noise, but here the signal itself was a short burst of noise termed 
“probe”, of various duration. The averages of measured JNDs of ITD and IID, with the 
background noise 100ms long, were as follows: around 23 ps and 1.3dB when the length of the 
probe was the same as that of the background noise, around 45 ps and 1.6dB when the 
background noise was diotic and the probe was 64ms long, and about 181ps and 4.6dB when 
the background noise was uncorrelated and the probe was 64ms long. They observed an overall 
decreasing tendency of the threshold as the length of the probe increased.
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In the work of Hartmann and Constan (2002), three sets of experiments were introduced 
in which the ILD thresholds were measured with white noise and low pass filtered (at 1kHz) 
noise as the stimuli. The first experiment used white noise with the standard listening level of 
60dB SPL. The average ILD threshold was found to be 0.55dB. The second experiment used the 
low pass filtered noise, at the same listening level. The threshold in this case increased to 
0.82dB. In the last experiment, the low pass filtered noise was used again, but the listening level 
was randomised. The threshold in this case was found to be 0.89dB. The ILD in this study, 
unlike in others, was specified as the amount to be added to the signal at one ear and to be 
subtracted from that at the other ear at the same time. Therefore, as pointed out in a later study 
of Francart and Wouters (2007), the values should be doubled for proper comparison to other 
experimental findings.
In the work of Francart and Wouters (2007), a unique combination of uncorrelated noise 
of 1/3 octave bandwidth was used for the investigation of ILD JND. The centre frequencies 
were set to 250, 500, 1000, or 4000Hz at one ear, and at the other ear the frequency was shifted 
by 0, 1/6, 1/3, or 1 octave. The overall level was adjusted such that the 1000-Hz frequency band 
had RMS 65dB SPL. When the noises were uncorrelated and unshifted, the JNDs were found to 
be 2.6, 2.6, 2.5, and 1.4dB respectively for the four centre frequencies. These values increased 
by 0.5, 0.9, 1.5dB on the average for the 1/6, 1/3, and 1-octave frequency shift respectively.
3 . 2 . 3  P r e v i o u s  s t u d i e s  o n  I A C C  J N D s
Just as in the case of the JNDs of ITD and ILD, investigations of IACC JNDs have been 
conducted by various researchers, who introduced different sound sources and methods in 
different experimental environments. Consequently, the results in general differed from each
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other, though overlaps could sometimes be found.
Pollack and Trittipoe (1959) investigated the effects of source level, duration, frequency, 
and the reference value of interaural correlation on the correlation JND. They used Gaussian 
noise with frequencies ranging from 100 to 6800Hz, sound pressure levels from 50 to 90dB, and 
durations from 10 to 1000ms. The reference values were also varied between 1 and 0. They 
found that the JND of squared interaural correlation was around 0.04 when the reference was 1, 
and increased to about 0.44 as the reference decreased to 0.
Gabriel and Colburn (1981), also using Gaussian noise as the source, examined the effect 
of the bandwidth of a source as well as the sound level. The source was centred at 500Hz, with 
the bandwidth varying from 3Hz to 4.5kHz. The sound pressure levels of the source used for 
their experiments were 75 and 39 dB. The results showed that, when the reference IACC was 1, 
the JND increased as the bandwidth increased, from 0.004 to 0.04, but was constant for 
bandwidths narrower than 115Hz. When the reference was 0, the JND decreased from 0.7 to 
0.35 as the bandwidth increased, but was constant for bandwidths larger than 115Hz. It was also 
found that the decrease in spectral level from 75 to 39dB caused an increase of JND for IACC 
reference 1 -  0.004 to 0.01 for 3Hz bandwidth, and 0.008 to 0.013 for 115Hz bandwidth for 
example.
Cox et al. (1993), differently from the above, used music as the source signal. For their 
experiments anechoic recordings of music were played back through loudspeakers simulating 
concert halls with a combination of direct sound, early reflections, and reverberation. They 
investigated the “difference limen of spatial impression” as the level of the first lateral reflection 
was varied. IACC was one of the parameters they introduced as the various measures of spatial 
impression. Their finding of IACC JND, averaged over 4 octave bands from 250Hz to 2kHz,
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was around 0.075 with the reference of 0.33.
Morimoto and Iida (1995) investigated the variation of IACC JND caused by the change 
in the reference value, in their research of relating IACC to ASW as a measurement tool. They 
used the same experimental method as used in (Barron and Marshall 1981), that is, controlling 
the sound pressure levels or incidence angles of simulated discrete lateral reflections in the 
presence of a frontal direct sound, in an anechoic chamber (See Section 1.2.1.1). They 
compared the results of subjective tests of ASW evaluation to various versions of IACC 
measured with the KEMAR dummy head. Initially, they found that a specific version of IACC, 
measured without ear simulators and without A-weighting applied, matched best with the 
subjective evaluation results of ASW. This was named DICC in distinction from the other 
versions, though what “D” represents was not explained. Their subjective tests with three 
reference DICC values 0.5, 0.7, and 0.9 gave the largest JND value of 0.12 (for the reference of 
0.5), and the smallest being 0.03 (for the reference of 0.9). From the results they also suggested 
that the relation between the reference values of DICC and the DICC values corresponding to 
the ASW JND approximately follow Weber’s law, which describes systematically the decrease 
of JND values as the reference value increases. They expressed this relationship with the 
following equation:
ADICCK  = ------------------, (3.2.1)
(1 -  DICC)
where K  denotes Weber’s ratio, DICC is the reference value and ADICC is the JND. 
Specifically, they suggested that K  “can be considered to be almost constant” from 0.2 to 0.3 for 
the reference values between 0.5 and 0.9.
Okano (2002) also used anechoic music recording to investigate JNDs of IACC,
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particularly in the form of 1-IACCE3 (E denotes “early” -  from 0 to 80ms from the direct sound, 
and 3 denotes three octave bands -  5 00-, 1000-, and 2000Hz-centred). The direct sound, early 
reflections and reverberation were simulated through a number of loudspeakers, where the level 
of early reflections was varied in the experiments. With the reference values from 0 to 0.8 
approximately, he found that the JNDs were around the value of 0.065+0.015.
3 . 2 . 4  E f f e c t  o f  I A C C  o n  I T D  J N D
Previous research has shown that the degree of interaural correlation of a binaural signal 
affects how precisely a listener can locate the sound source. Jefffess et al. (1962), in particular, 
investigated the ability of listeners to centre noise signals having various levels of correlation. In 
the subjective tests, the listeners were asked to centre the noise reproduced through headphones 
by adjusting ITD. For various values of correlation, the accuracy of centring the noise was 
measured in the form of the standard deviation of ITD values given from the subjects. It was 
found that in general the standard deviation increased as the correlation decreased. That is, the 
accuracy in centring the noise was reduced as the binaural signals became less coherent. Their 
experimental result is reproduced in Figure 3-1. The circled points indicate the measured 
standard deviation of ITD. The solid curve indicates the result of fourth-order polynomial fitting 
to estimate a continuous relationship between the ITD standard deviation and IACC. This 
relationship can be expressed as Eq. (3.2.2). p denotes the IACC and crITD the ITD standard 
deviation.
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Precision of centring binaural noise source for varying correlation
Correlation coefficient p
Figure 3-1. Precision of centring binaural noise for varying correlation, measured in the form of 
standard deviation of ITD adjusted by listeners (reproduced from (Jeffress et al. 1962)). The 
circled points indicate the measured standard deviation of ITD, and the solid curve indicates the 
result of fourth-order polynomial fitting to estimate a continuous relationship between the ITD 
standard deviation and IACC. When the correlation is low, the ITD for perceptually centred 
binaural noise lies in a wider range; in other words the localisation blur in terms of ITD 
perception is bigger.
ct,td=(1.556x 1 0 ' V 4 - ( 4 .0 1 5 3 x l ( T V 3
+(3.6501 x 10"3)p 2 -  (1.4042 x 10"3) /? +(2 .5839 x 10"4)
( o i t d  is in seconds).
This result indicates that, since this standard deviation of ITD can be regarded as 
localisation blur (Blauert 1997), the JND of ITD can also be affected by the IACC value, as well 
as by the reference ITD. This additional relationship can be applied to the derivation of ITD 
measurement tolerance, in the form of IACC-dependent weighting factor. The weighting factor
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can be calculated by dividing the IACC-dependent ITD SD values by the smallest one found 
(when IACC is 1 in this case). It is expected that for the IACC values lower than about 0.2, the 
ITD JND will increase abruptly as IACC decreases. On the other hand, for the IACC values 
closer to 1, the increase of ITD JND with decreasing IACC will be slower.
3 . 2 . 5  S u m m a r y  a n d  D i s c u s s i o n
The JND values found in the previous studies introduced above are listed again, with 
summarised experimental conditions, in Table 3-1 to Table 3-3 for clearer comparison. It can be 
seen that specifying single values of IACC, ITD and ILD JNDs is not easy since they differed 
according to the source characteristics, the experimental environments, and so on. Particularly, 
it seems that the reference values need to be considered when specifying the JNDs.
Firstly, to establish a relationship between the ITD JNDs and the references, the ITD 
JNDs are plotted against various reference values on Figure 3-2. Each of the marked points is 
either the actual value found in the corresponding study, or an average of multiple values, 
sometimes approximated. Some of the data were discarded, due to their excessive variation or 
extreme values.
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P re v io u s
s tu d ie s S o u rc e  c h a ra c te r is tic s
In v e s tig a te d
fa c to rs
R e fe re n c e
te s te d
R e s u lts  (J N D  o r  its  ra n g e ) R e m a rk s
K lum pp & 
Eady, 1956
Band limited random  
noise (1 5 0 -1 7 0 0 H z ), 
1kH z tone, and 1ms  
click
IT D  thresholds
0  (overall) 
4 30 p s /79 0 p s  
(for noise  
only)
•  9 ms (no ise), 1 1 ms (tone), 
28MS(click) for 0  reference
•  2 9 ms (4 3 0 ms ref) and 5 0 ms
(7 9 0 ms ref) for noise
17ps, for 
5 0 0 H z  tone at 
6 5d B  S P L  with 
zero  ITD  
reference
Mills, 
1958  ; 
1960
Pure tones /  dichotic  
tone pulses (0 .2 5 -1 0  
kH z)
IT D  thresholds  
from m inim um  
audible angle
0° to 90° 
source angle
1 0 ms
Hershkow itz  
& Durlach, 
1969
5 0 0 H z  tone burst, 
300m s duration
IT D  J N D s  against 
diotic am plitude, 
IT D , and ILD
0, 2 0 0 , 4 0 0  
MS (IT D )
1 1 .7 ms and higher, not 
exceeding 2 0 ms (IT D )
Dom nitz,
1973
5 0 0 H z  tone burst, 
3 00m s duration
IT D  J N D  as a 
function of 
reference IT D  and  
ILD
0, 2 00 , 4 00 , 
7 0 0  ps at 0 
reference  
ILD
9 ms (0, 2 00 , 4 0 0  ms ref) and 
2 6 ms (7 0 0 ms ref)
N eed  to be  
doubled for 
proper J N D  
com parison  
(d ifference in 
nom enclature)
D om nitz & 
Colburn, 
1977
5 0 0 H z  tone burst, 
300 m s  duration
IT D  J N D  as a 
function o f 
reference ITD  and  
ILD
0, 4 00 , 700 , 
1 00 0  ms at 0 
reference  
ILD
9 ,1 2 ,  22  and 6 2 ms for each  
reference value
N eed  to be  
doubled for 
proper J N D  
com parison  
(d ifference in 
nom enclature)
C ohen et 
al., 1985
Tone burst (250 , 5 00  or 
100 0 H z) with 
background noise, 10, 
20 , 30  or 40d B  SL
IT D  J N D
w ith/w ithout noise, 
contribution of 
signal level
0
•  1 0 ms (the lowest) w hen the
signal S P L  w as  4 0d B  or 
above
•  2 9 6 ms (the highest) for
5 0 0 H z  tone burst o f 10dB  
with the noise adjusted to 
produce a 30 -d B  shift of 
detection threshold
M ossop & 
Culling, 
1998
G auss ian  noise
ITD  JN D  for a w ide  
range o f reference  
values, above  
physiological limit
0 to 3 0 0 0 ms
•  12 .3  to 6 2 .2 p s  for zero
reference
•  G radually  increase to
approx. 127 .5p s  up to 7 0 0 -  
ps reference
•  Fluctuate for higher
reference values
K ohenke et 
al, 1995, 
cited in 
M ossop & 
Culling 
1998
1/3 -oc tave  bandpass  
noise centred at 5 0 0 H z  
and 4 0 0 0 H z
Effects of 
reference IT D  on 
IT D  JN D
0, 300 , 
6 0 0 ms
•  5 00 H z-b a n d  noise: betw een
2 0  and 4 0p s  for 0  and 3 0 0 -  
ps references /  about 70ps  
for 6 0 0 ms reference
•  4 00 0 H z-b a n d  noise: 6 0 ms for
0 and 3 0 0 - ms references / 
2 5 0 ms for 6 0 0 ms reference
Bernstein,
2001
Short burst of noise  
("probe", 2  to 100m s  
long) with background  
noise (100m s long)
IT D  JN D s 0
•  2 3 ms (probe only)
•  4 5p s  (diotic
background+64m s long 
probe)
•  181 ps (uncorrelated  
background+64m s long 
probe)
O nly  results  
for m ore  
relevant stimuli 
settings shown
Table 3-1. Summary of previous studies related to the JNDs of ITD.
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140
120 -
100 -
ITD JNDs (or averages) against various reference ITD values, 
based on previous studies
V)
Oz
Q 60
X Klumpp & Eady 1956
o Mills 1958
+- Hershkowitz & Durlach 1969
+ Dominitz 1973
A Dominitz & Colburn 1977
□ Mossop & Culling 1998
0 Kohenke et al. 1995(bandpass noise around 500Hz)
V Bernstein 2001 0
□
4(b
<>
100 200
0
300 400 500 600 700
Reference ITD ffis]
800 900 1000
Figure 3-2. ITD JNDs found from previous studies, against various reference ITD values. The 
solid curve shows the result of second order polynomial fitting of the data points.
The solid curve shows the result of second order polynomial fitting that approximates the 
relationship between the ITD JND and the reference value. This curve is expressed as follows:
Ano =  126.92 • Ri t d 2 - 0.023089 ■ RITD +1.8694x10“s , (3.2.3)
where /^ ud is the reference ITD (in seconds) and AiTd is the resulting ITD JND (in seconds). It 
can be seen that the JND increases as the reference value increases.
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P re v io u s
s tu d ie s
S o u rc e  c h a ra c te ris tic s In v e s tig a te d
fa c to rs
R e fe re n c e
te s te d
R e s u lts  (J N D  o r  its  ran g e ) R e m a rk s
Mills,
1 9 5 8 ;
1960
Pure tones /  dichotic 
tone pulses (0 .2 5 -  
10kH z) at 50dB  
SL(S ensation  Level)
1) IID  thresholds  
from  m inim um  
audible angle
2) ILD  threshold  
from  direct 
m easurem ent
0° to 90°
source
angle
1) 0 .5dB
2) 1 dB at 1 kH z  /  0 .5dB  for higher 
freq.
Hershkow itz  
& Durlach, 
1969
5 0 0 H z  tone burst, 
300m s duration
ILD  J N D s  against 
diotic am plitude, 
ITD , and ILD
0, 10, 20, 
30, 55dB  
SL (ILD )
•  0 .88d B  (ILD ), a lm ost constant 
over all reference values
Bernstein,
2001
Short burst of noise  
("probe", 2 to 100m s  
long) with background  
noise (100m s long)
IID  JN D s 0
•  1.3dB  (probe only)
•  1 .6dB  (diotic 
background+64m s long 
probe)
•  4 .6d B  (uncorrelated
background+64m s long 
probe)
O nly  results for 
m ore relevant 
stimuli settings  
shown
H artm ann & 
C onstan, 
2 0 0 2
W hite  noise /  low pass  
filtered noise at 1kH z ILD  thresholds 0
•  0 .55dB  (white noise, 60dB  
standard listening level)
•  0 .82d B  (LP F  noise, 60dB )
•  0 .89d B  (LP F  noise,
random ised listening level)
N eed  to be  
doubled for 
proper J N D  
com parison  
(d ifference in 
nom enclature)
F rancart & 
W outers, 
2 0 0 7
U ncorrelated noise of 
1/3  oct-band width; 
2 5 0 -4 0 0 0 H z  at one ear, 
up to 1 octave  
frequency shift at the  
other ear; 0 .5s  long; 
65dB  S P L  at 1kH z
ILD  J N D 0
2 .6 , 2 .6 , 2 .5 , and 1 .4 d B fo r  
uncorrelated and unshifted 
noises /  increase by 0 .5 , 0 .9 , and  
1.5dB  for 1 /6 ,1 /3  and 1 octave  
shift
Table 3-2. Summary of previous studies related to the JN D s of ILD (or IID).
In the case of ILD or IID JNDs, it is firstly seen that the previous studies introduced 
above used a single value of reference in general (OdB). Only the work of Hershkowitz and 
Durlach (1969) introduces multiple reference values, in which case the resultant ILD JND did 
not vary widely. Secondly, two types of source signals were used in general -  tone and noise. 
The JND values for tonal signals are consistently lower (below ldB) than those measured with 
noise sources, which is not the case for ITD JNDs. Therefore, it seems plausible to consider the 
JNDs for noise sources separately from those for tones, to derive the measurement tolerance, for 
proper determination of whether a certain ILD difference would be perceiveable or not. From 
(Bernstein et al. 2001), an average value of 2.5dB is calculated. In (Hartmann and Constan 
2002), the average of the results from the three experiments is 0.75dB. To compensate the
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difference in their definition of ILD from other works, this needs to be doubled to 1.5dB. Lastly, 
(Francart and Wouters 2007), for the uncorrelated and unshifted noises, gives an average of 
2.3dB. Averaging these three values again gives 2.1dB, which can be used as the measurement 
tolerance for this research.
P re v io u s
s tu d ie s
S o u rc e  ty p e
F re q . 
ra n g e  o f  
in te re s t
S o u n d
le v e l
S o u rc e
d u ra tio n
In v e s tig a te d
fa c to rs
R e fe re n c e
R e s u lts  (J N D  
o r  its  ra n g e )
R e m a rk s
Pollack & 
Trittipoe  
1959
G aussian
noise
1 00 -
6 8 0 0 H z
50  to 
90d B  
S P L
10 to 
1000m s
effects  o f source  
level, duration, 
frequency and  
"starting 
point(reference  
correlation)"
O to  1
0 .0 4 (re f 1) to 
0 .4 4 (re f 0)
S quared  
interaural 
correlation  
values /
J N D  increased  
as reference  
d ecreased
G abriel & 
Colburn  
1981
5 0 0 H z -
centered
G aussian
noise
3 -H z  to 
4 .5 -k H z  
bandwidth
75dB
and
39dB
S P L
300m s
"the ability of 
listeners to 
discrim inate  
correlation, as a 
function o f stimulus  
bandwidth"
1 /  0
0 .0 0 4  
(B W <;115H z) to 
0 .0 4  
(B W >  115H z)  
for ref 1
0 .3 5  
(B W > 1 1 5 H z )  
to 0 .7  
(B W ^ 1 1 5 H z)  
for ref 0
J N D  increased  
as level 
decreased , 
only for 1 
reference
C ox et 
al. 1993
A nechoic  
m usic in 
concert hall 
simulation  
using
loudspeakers
IA C C
averaged
over
2 5 0 H z  to 
2 kH z  oct. 
bands
7 9d B A 5s or 8s
"difference limen of 
spatial impression 
as the level of the  
1st lateral reflection 
w as  varied"
0 .33 0 .0 7 5 ± 0 .0 0 8
M orim oto  
and iida 
1 995
A nechoic
music,
sim ulation
using
loudspeakers
10 0 H z  to 
10kH z
7 0d B A 6s
“J N D  of interaural 
cross correlation as 
a physical m easure  
for A S W "
0 .5 , 0 .7  
and 0 .9
0 .1 0  to 0 .1 2 , 
0 .0 6  to 0 .09 , 
and  
0 .0 3  
respectively
W e b e r’s law  
suggested: 
W e b e r’s ratio 
ranging from  
0 .2  to 0 .3
O kano
2 0 0 2
A nechoic
m usic,
simulation
using
loudspeakers
500/1 k/2k  
H z oct. 
bands
8 0m s  
(early  
sound +  
reflection)
JN D s  o f [1 -IA C C ]e3
0 to 0 .8  
approx. 
« 1 -  
IA C C ]E3)
0 .0 6 5 ± 0 .0 1 5
Table 3-3. Summary of previous studies related to the JN D s of IACC.
For IACC, it is consistently observed that the JND decreased as the reference value 
increased, although the results seem to have been affected by various factors such as the source 
type, sound level and duration. The range of variation in the resultant JND values, compared to 
the whole possible range of IACC values, is too big for a single average JND to be specified.
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However, by adopting and slightly modifying the Weber’s law suggested in (Morimoto and Iida 
1995), and by attempting to incorporate the other findings, particularly for the two extreme 
reference values 0 and 1, an approximation could be made of the relationship between the JND 
and the reference. More specifically, the smallest IACC JND value was firstly set to 0.04 
(discarding the much smaller JND for bandwidths smaller than 115Hz), supposedly for the 
largest reference value of 1. In order to make the Weber’s ratio of Eq. (3.2.1) valid in this case, 
a slightly adjusted equation for the ratio was introduced:
K =  ±*£2---- , (3.2.4)
(1 .1 3 3  —. R ^ )
where the IACC JND is denoted by A IACc, and the reference IACC by R\acc, with the value of K 
set to 0.3. Using this equation with the reference value of 0 gives the JND value of 0.34, which 
is close to the finding of (Gabriel and Colburn 1981) (0.35) for the same reference with the 
larger bandwidth (over 115Hz). This relationship thus seems to be applicable in determination 
of the measurement tolerance of IACC.
An additional finding from previous research to take into consideration was the effect of 
IACC on the ITD JND. It has been found that decreasing IACC affects localisation blur based 
on ITD, and that this increase is more abrupt for IACC values lower than about 0.2. Therefore it 
was decided that the IACC dependency should also be applied in the derivation of ITD 
measurement tolerance which is already dependent upon the reference ITD, in the form of a 
multiplicative weighting factor. The weighting factor can be calculated by dividing the IACC- 
dependent ITD standard deviation values found in (Jeffress et al. 1962) by the smallest one 
found for the IACC p - 1. Applying the fourth-order polynomial fitting to these values gives the 
following relationship, equivalent to Eq. (3.2.2) but now expressed as a ratio Wnr>:
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w'itdCp) =  34.424p4 -8 8 .8 3 3 p 3 +80.754/?2 -31 .067 /9  +  5.7167. (3.2.5)
Since the resultant ratio named WiTD(p) indicates the relative amount of increase in the 
ITD JND for a given IACC value, it can be multiplied by the already-derived ITD JND 
corresponding to the IACC measured for the same binaural signals.
The JNDs of the three parameters ITD, ILD and IACC discussed so far will be used as 
the tolerances to determine the perceptual negligibility of differences between the two suggested 
binaural signal capture techniques incorporating head movement: rotating a dummy head and 
using a simplified sphere with multiple microphones.
3 .3  D e r iv a t io n  o f  s p a t ia l re s o lu t io n  o f  
m ic ro p h o n e s  fo r  m u lt ip le -m ic ro p h o n e  s ig n a l 
c a p tu re  te c h n iq u e
In order to use a sphere containing multiple microphones instead of rotating a dummy 
head with two microphones, it is necessary to determine the number of microphones that would 
enable extraction of the binaural signals at any possible head orientation. It is desirable to use as 
few microphones as possible, provided that the binaural signals could be interpolated correctly 
at all intermediate orientations. Starting from sampling theorem as a basis, this section discusses 
various ideas to reduce the number of microphones, whilst maintaining the performance of the 
capture model.
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3 . 3 . 1  U s e  o f  s a m p l i n g  t h e o r e m
Ajdler et al. (2008) described methods to analyse a sound field particularly along a circle. 
Specifically, they discussed the technique to sample and to reconstruct the sound field using 
microphones placed on a circular array. The angular sampling theorem was developed, which 
indicated the spacing between microphones that would enable reconstruction of the sound field 
with the smallest possible error. It was revealed that, although perfect reconstruction is not 
possible unless the sound field is analysed along a linear array, the so-called “half-wavelength 
rule” can give reliable results with negligible aliasing error. The half-wavelength rule is 
analogous to the temporal sampling theorem, which states that at least 2 sampling intervals are 
necessary per a period, for reconstruction of the signal. In the spatial domain, this can be stated 
otherwise as that the spacing between two adjacent samples should be smaller than half the 
minimum wavelength of the signal to be sampled. If the frequency range of the source signal to 
be used is 0 to /,lax, the minimum wavelength 2min becomes
(33.1)
J max
where c is the speed of sound in air. Then the space between microphones D along the circle 
should be:
D  < —-   (3.3.2)
2 fJ max
For c — 340m/s and/nax = 20kHz, this spacing becomes as small as 8.5mm.
From the experiment of Chapter 2, the averaged boundary angles of azimuth rotation 
were found to range from -45.7° to 58.8° (the smallest and the largest average values -  see
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Table 2-4 to Table 2-7 in Section 2.2.5.1). If, for example, the microphones were placed only 
over the corresponding area, the number of microphones can be determined from fmax and the 
radius of sphere. The sphere radius used by (Algazi et al. 2004) was 8.75cm, but in (Burkhard 
and Sachs 1975) the average human “head breadth” (equivalent to diameter without the ears) 
was 15.1cm. The latter seems slightly more affordable, in that the area over which the 
microphones should be placed can be made smaller. From the above azimuth rotation 
boundaries, the averaged range of ear orientation is calculated to be -135.7°<0<-31.2° for the 
left ear, and 44.3°<#<148.8° for the right ear. If the binaural model is to be made symmetric in 
terms of the ear coverage, a larger range should be applied to both sides using the smallest and 
the largest absolute values, resulting in an approximated range of (30°<|#j<150°). The length of 
the circumferential area covered by both ears in this case can be calculated as:
; r x l 5 . 1 x 2 4 0 y /  ^  3 1 .6 c m .
If this area is to be covered (assuming coverage in only the horizontal plane), the number of 
microphones required becomes 31.6/0.85 ~ 37. Using 2X8.75=17.5cm (Algazi et al. 2004) as 
the diameter instead gives 44 microphones to be used over the area. If the frequency range of 
interest could be reduced, the number of microphones would also be reduced. For example, if 
/max = 10kHz, the number of microphones can be reduced by half.
3 . 3 . 2  U s e  o f  m i n i m u m  a u d i b l e  a n g l e s
It is also possible to refer to previous discussions on the minimum audible angle (MAA) 
or the minimum audible movement angle (MAMA) of static or moving sound source, to help 
determine the spatial resolution. The study of Grantham et al (2003) reviewed previous 
findings and introduced their own detailed investigation of the MAAs and MAMAs for various
Sound capture technique for the analysis of spatial impression considering head movement
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sources and for various movement directions. The smallest value of MAA found previously on 
the horizontal plane was about 1°, when the source, either broadband or low-frequency, is 
presented in front of the listener (Litovsky and Macmillan 1994; Mills 1958). The MAMA on 
the horizontal plane, on the other hand, has been known to be slightly larger than MAA. In 
(Grantham 1986), it was found to be around 2° to 5° when the source (broadband or low- 
frequency) is moving in front at the speed of less than 20°/s. In the experiments of Perrott and 
Tucker (1988), the MAMA was found around 3° to 7° when the source was moving at between 
8°/s and 16°/s. The MAA and MAMA on the vertical plane have been known to increase in the 
same conditions -  around 4° (Perrott and Saberi 1990) and 7° (Saberi and Perrott 1990) 
respectively. In (Grantham et al. 2003), the results were found to be slightly larger in general: 
for example, the horizontal MAA and MAMA values for wideband Gaussian noise were 1.6° 
and 4.2° on the average. The vertical MAA and MAMA values were found to be 6.5° and 15.3°, 
although they deliberately excluded some of the subjective results with even larger discrepant 
vertical MAAs, which they believed was due to the use of dummy head recording for the 
listening tests, rather than direct listening of the subjects as introduced in the two previous 
works (Perrott and Saberi 1990; Saberi and Perrott 1990).
The smallest detectable angle difference of 1°, if the head diameter is assumed to be 
15.1cm, corresponds to 0.13cm circumferential difference of ear position on the head. Using 
17.5cm as the diameter instead gives 0.15cm corresponding to 1° difference. It is not necessary 
or practical to determine the microphone spacing solely from the MAA or MAMA, since these 
values are even smaller than what is required by the sampling theorem for total reconstruction 
of the sound field. However, these findings could allow for additionally applicable microphone 
spacing, with perceptually negligible error in estimating the source direction.
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3 . 3 . 3  C a lc u la t i o n  o f  d e t e c t a b l e  c h a n g e  o f  s o u r c e  
d i r e c t i o n  f r o m  J N D s
If the differences of source direction equivalent to the JNDs introduced in Section 3.2.1 
could be found, they could also indicate the minimum audible angle indirectly. This would also 
help adjust the spacing between microphones. ITD and ILD, for example, are related to source 
direction in azimuth. The formulae to compute ITD and ILD from the lateral angle of the sound 
source are summarised in (Algazi et al. 2004). Firstly, ITD is expressed approximately as 
follows, particularly for frequencies below 1.5kHz:
ITD(below600Hz) «  3 sin 0 , and (3.3.3)
2 a6
(above600Hz) ^  > (3.3.4)
where 0  is the lateral angle of the source (in radian) measured on the horizontal plane from the 
front, and a is the radius of the head. Since sin 6  «  0 for small values of 0, these expressions 
can be further approximated as
ri-p-pv 3 a6ITD(beiow600Hz) ~ » all<^ (3.3.5)
T r j—I .—.  2  a6
ITD(above 600Hz) ~ • (3 -3 -6)
Rewriting these such that the difference of 6  can be expressed in terms of the equivalent ITD 
JND gives
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A 0 «  — A  
3a ITD(belo\v 600Hz)» an8
(3.3.7)
' ITD (above600Hz) * (3.3.8)
Using the smallest ITD JND value of about 19(is determined in Section 3.2.5 (See Eq. 
(3.2.3)) results in the equivalent difference of lateral angle of 1.4° (below 600Hz) and 2.1° 
(above 600Hz) for o=8.75cm, and 1.6° (below 600Hz) and 2.5° (above 600Hz) for a=7.55cm. 
These values are between the MAA and MAMA described in Section 3.3.2, also too small to be 
solely applied to the adjustment of microphone spacing.
The derivation was rather straightforward in the case of ITD, since its relationship with 0 
was almost independent of other parameters, such as frequency. However, the relationship 
between ILD and the lateral angle is known to depend strongly on the frequency and the 
distance of the source (Duda and Martens 1998). This can be theoretically investigated using the 
expression for HRTF from an infinitely distant source to a point around a rigid sphere. It is 
derived from Lord Rayleigh’s solution for a diffracting sound wave in the presence of a rigid 
sphere as follows (Algazi et al. 2004; Duda and Martens 1998):
where co is the angular frequency, a is the observation angle from the source direction, and the
spherical Hankel function of the first kind, of order m. p is expressed as coalc, where a is the
(3.3.9)
functions Pm and h denote the Legendre polynomial of degree m and the derivative of the
radius of the sphere and c is the speed of sound. For a simplified spherical head model with the
two ears located at the opposite ends of a diameter, the ILD can be expressed as
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ILD(<y, 6 ) - 20 log10— ^— - ------ J [dBj5
H\  <w,- + 6ML 2 J
(3.3.10)
where 0 is the lateral angle of the sound source from the median plane. Figure 3-3 describes the
definitions of a, 0  and a for this simplified model.
sound source
V 9\ / ear position
Figure 3-3. (after (Algazi et al. 2004)) Description of the lateral angle of sound source 0, the 
observation angle a used for ILD derivation for a simplified spherical head model of radius a.
From this, the relation between ILD and the lateral source angle can be drawn for 
different frequencies. Figure 3-4 shows some examples, for which cr=87.5mm was used. It is 
seen that the ILD value changes more abruptly as the frequency increases.
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Figure 3-4. (after (Algazi et al. 2004)) Angular dependence of ILD derived for a 8.75-cm-radius 
sphere. The shape of the curve changes depending on the signal frequency.
The difference in the lateral source angle (A #) corresponding to the change o f  ILD  
(A ILD ) could be found by taking the derivatives o f  the curves. Considering only the values o f  0  
close to the median plane (0 °), it is possible to draw A IL D /A 0 or its reciprocal against frequency. 
Figure 3-5 shows A 0/A IL D  against frequency, from about 500H z to 15kHz, for 0=0.
(Th is space in ten tiona lly  le ft b lank)
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Frequency [Hz]
Figure 3-5. Plot of A0/AILD against frequency, from about 500Hz to 15kHz, for 0=0. This 
corresponds to the change of lateral angle equivalent to 1dB change in ILD for a given 
frequency.
The ILD tolerance determined from the JND in Section 3.2.5 was 2.1dB. The 
corresponding change of lateral source angle can then be approximately found by multiplying 
the points on the plot by two. It is seen that even for a reference source direction at 0°, the 
change of angle corresponding to the ILD tolerance will vary from about 6° to 24° theoretically, 
depending on the frequency. If the frequency range of interest were specifically chosen -  above 
about 1.5kHz where ILD (or IID) cues start to become predominant in sound source localisation, 
the angle change per 2dB change in ILD would now vary in a smaller range, from 6° to about 
15°. However, this improvement in theoretical result will still be different depending on the 
initial lateral angle of the source. In Figure 3-4, the gradient of the plot changes more abruptly 
along with frequency, as the source becomes more lateral. Therefore, determining a certain 
value of angle difference corresponding to the ILD JND seems impractical, unless the frequency 
range of interest, as well as the reference source direction is specified clearly.
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3 . 3 . 4  U s e  o f  a p p r o x i m a t i n g  i n t e r p o l a t i o n  o f  M o t i o n -  
T r a c k e d  B in a u r a l  s o u n d  c a p t u r e  s y s t e m
An approximating interpolation method could be considered as well, such as exemplified 
in (Algazi et al. 2004). Various sampling and interpolation methods were introduced in this 
study, in order to reduce the number of microphones required for the MTB sound capture 
system. A two-band interpolation method, as briefly described above in Section 3.1.6, was 
found to approximate the signal actually captured at the ear position with the smallest error. 
More specifically, at lower frequencies the signal at the ear x(f) could be estimated by x(t) , 
which is calculated as
x(t) = (1 -  w)x„(0  + wxm (0  , (3 .3 .1 1 )
where xn(t) denotes the signal captured at the nearest microphone to the virtual ear position, and 
xun(t) denotes the signal at the next nearest microphone. The interpolation coefficient w could be 
calculated from two angles: If N  microphones were used for the capturing system, the angle 
between two adjacent microphones could be expressed as 2n/N. If the angle between the ear 
and the nearest microphone were denoted by /?, w could be expressed as /?//iN. Figure 3-6 
visually describes the definitions of the angles. The filled circles represent the microphones, and 
the open circle corresponds to the virtual ear position. The angle between the source and the 
closer ear is denoted by a.
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Sound
source Nearest
Figure 3-6. (after (Algazi et al. 2004)) Definitions of various angles between the source direction, 
the ear and microphones, used for calculation of the weighting coefficient w. The filled circles 
represent the microphones, and the open circle corresponds to an ear. (3N denotes the angle 
between two adjacent microphones when N microphones are used (8 in the case of the figure).
The upper boundary of this frequency range, above which the interpolation in the time 
domain would produce significant errors in approximation, was found to be
/m» = 7 = — . (3.3.12)
^  max
where Tmax is the maximum time delay between the signals captured at the nearest and the next 
nearest microphones. Since the time delay is at a maximum when the sound wave propagates 
along the surface of the sphere, TmaK is expressed as
„  2na
max ~  ~~\T ’  ( 3 -3 > 1 3 )Nc
where a denotes the radius of the sphere, and c is the speed of sound. Thus the boundary
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frequency of Eq. (3.3.12) can be expressed differently as
Nc
/ » » =  —  ■ (3-3.14)
8 na
For higher frequencies, a spectral interpolation method was shown through measurements 
to have the best performance. Approximation of the signal at the ear is carried out in the 
frequency domain, by linearly interpolating the short-time Fourier transformed versions of xn(t) 
and *„„(/), which are denoted by Mix{a>) and Mmx(co), as shown in the equation
K  ft) =  ( ! - {(D) + wMnn {(D), (3.3.15)
where Mfco) could be inversely transformed to the time domain to complement the signal 
calculated above for the lower frequency range. Comparison of the spectra for the exact HRTF, 
calculated by using the spherical head model of 17.5-cm diameter, and the interpolated HRTF, 
calculated by the technique introduced above, showed that using 32 microphones horizontally 
around the sphere kept the approximation error within 3dB for virtually all azimuth observation 
angles. Using even fewer microphones, as few as 16, showed acceptable performance for music, 
according to their argument. Considering only the horizontal ranges over which the ears would 
stay on the average (approximately 30°<|#|<150° - See Section 3.3.1), the number of 
microphones can be reduced to 32X(240°/360°)=21.33, and 16X(2407360o)=10.67. In other 
words, at least 11 microphones would be required allowing for acceptable error defined as 
acceptable by Algazi et al., and 22 for the error to be within 3dB.
It should be noted, however, this simulation was carried out for frequencies only up to 
10kHz. Considering this upper frequency limit, the number of microphones calculated from the 
sampling theorem in Section 3.3.1 above also becomes 22. Thus it does not seem beneficial at
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first sight to use this approximating interpolation, unless fewer microphones could be used in 
the measurement model as well, without causing significant degradation of the performance. 
Algazi and his colleagues seem to have opted for this method, nevertheless, since they did not 
actually compare the number of microphones for their technique (32 for frequencies up to 
10kHz) to the theoretical value from the sampling theorem (64 for frequencies up to 20kHz, 
thus 32 for frequencies up to 10kHz). Instead, they used the number of microphones that would 
enable linear interpolation in the time domain for the maximum frequency of interest. In other 
words, they used the condition explained above in Eq. (3.3.12) to Eq. (3.3.14), for the frequency 
range where interpolation error is not significant:
1 NcJ ^  J max
^nax
For/nax = 20kHz and <r=8.75mm, it turned out that iV>128. Therefore they used a value of 128 
for the comparison. They mentioned that the exact reconstruction following the sampling 
theorem “would require interpolation involving more microphones and a more sophisticated 
interpolation procedure.” However, the spectral interpolation which they suggested as a solution 
for higher frequency also had problems to be solved (Horn et al. 2006). For example, Fourier 
transformation carried out in short time segments causes discrepancies at the edges of the 
dynamically reconstructed waveform. Moreover, the real-time processing in the frequency 
domain requires a large amount of computing power. It would be desirable to be able to 
compare the two methods -  reconstruction through the sampling theorem and the two-band 
interpolation, in terms of complexity and performance.
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3 .3 .5  S u m m a r y  a n d  d is c u s s io n
Various m ethods have been introduced that could help determ ine the num ber o f  
m icrophones and the resolution o f  their distribution for the m ultiple-m icrophone capture m od el. 
T h e sam pling theorem  w as considered fundam entally, which led to a m icrophone spacing o f  
8 .5 m m  for frequencies up to 20 k H z. T h e M A A  (m inim um  audible angle) w as also considered. 
T he range o f  M A A  found in previous studies w as from  1° to 7 ° . The corresponding distance on 
the head w as even less than 8m m .
T h e possibility o f  calculating the change in source direction w as also presented, 
corresponding to the J N D s (just noticeable differences) o f  IT D  or IL D  that were introduced in 
Section 3 .2 .1  (sum m arised in Section 3 .2 .5 ) . For IT D , a corresponding change in lateral source  
angle to the JN D  could be derived without too m uch variation due to frequency. H ow ever, the 
value w as around 1° again, sim ilar to the M A A  found from  previous studies. In the case o f  IL D , 
it w as seen that the dependency o f  the relationship between IL D  change and the change in 
lateral source angle, on frequency and the lateral angle itself, m ade it difficult to specify  a 
certain value equivalent to 2 .1 -d B  change in IL D . In a limited case w here the reference source 
direction is 0 °  azimuth and the frequency range is above 1 .5k H z, the change o f  IL D  by 2 .1  dB  
w as calculated theoretically to be equivalent to about 6 °  to 15 ° change in lateral angle.
Lastly, an interpolation technique w as introduced, to approxim ate the sound field over the 
head m odel with a lim ited num ber o f  m icrophones. D epending on the am ount o f  error allow ed  
for in the approxim ation, it w as possible to reduce the num ber o f  m icrophones dow n to 11, over  
the specific area o f  interest to place them  (3 0 °< [# | < 1 5 0 °). H ow ever, only  frequencies up to 
10k H z w ere considered in this suggestion, and the number had to increase to ensure that the 
errors were within 3d B . T his figure w as found to be the sam e as the num ber o f  required
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m icrophones calculated from  the sam pling theorem , for the frequency range up to 10kH z, w hich  
w ou ld give no error in theory.
Consequently, the discussed ideas do not seem  to help efficiently  reduce the num ber o f  
m icrophones from  what has been derived from  the sam pling theorem , unless som e am ount o f  
error is introduced. Considering these lim itations described so far, it seem s desirable to  
introduce som e basic conditions related to the perform ance and practicality o f  the m ultiple- 
m icrophone m easurem ent m od el to be developed and tested.
Firstly, the upper frequency lim it can be reduced from  2 0 k H z  to 10kH z, to enable few er  
m icrophones to be used to satisfy the sam pling theorem . In Chapter 1 introducing previous 
studies regarding the ability o f  IA C C  to indicate spatial im pression, it has been seen that IA C C  
is effective especially in low er frequency ranges. M ore specifically, the term I A C C E3 often used 
in com parison to subjective evaluation o f  A S W  (H idaka et al. 1 9 9 5 ; M orim oto  and M aek aw a  
1 9 8 8 ) included only  three octave bands o f  5 0 0 , 1000 , and 2 0 0 0 H z  centre frequencies (S ee  
Section 1 .2 .2 .7 ) . hi the investigation o f  B radley and Soulodre (1 9 9 5 b ) regarding the relation 
between IA C C  and L E V , the six octave bands w ith the centre frequencies from  125 to 4 0 0 0 H z  
w ere found to be important (S ee Section 1 .2 .2 .8 ) . Therefore, it can be expected that reducing  
the upper frequency lim it to 10kH z for practicality w ould not degrade the perform ance o f  the 
m easurem ent m odel very m uch, to evaluate spatial im pression with IA C C .
Secondly, it is also possible to consider sim ply using the binaural signals m easured with  
the m ultiple m icrophones at certain discrete spots, without concerning about the sound field  
between the m icrophones, provided that these restricted m easurem ents could successfully  be 
m atched with the subjective evaluations. I f  it w ere possible to draw enough inform ation from  
the m ultiple-m icrophone capture m od el, with larger m icrophone spacing than what is needed
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according to the above discussions, to relate the objective parameters to the perceived spatial 
im pression, it w ould not be necessary to introduce m ore m icrophones for accurate sound field  
reconstruction betw een the m icrophones. Since it is not reasonable to introduce arbitrary 
num ber o f  m icrophones for this purpose beforehand, this possibility could be checked once the 
actual m odel is developed, through actual com parison o f  objective m easurem ents to subjective  
test results.
3 . 4  S u m m a r y  a n d  c o n s i d e r a t i o n  f o r  f u t u r e  
w o r k
This chapter has attempted to provide relevant background studies that can help the 
design o f  a signal capture m odel to be used for objective evaluation system  o f  spatial im pression, 
especially  taking head m ovem ents into consideration. It has also been attempted to reach and 
suggest a guideline o f  evaluating and m aintaining the accuracy o f  m easurem ent w hen head  
m ovem ents are actually considered, w hilst also maintaining the practicality.
Previous research w ork and findings, related to binaural sound capturing, have been  
discussed. Especially , the attempts to incorporate head m ovem ents in the binaural m od els, as 
one o f  the solutions to overcom e its lim itations, have been focused on, for the scope o f  this 
research. A s  a result, tw o fundam ental techniques have been introduced -  rotating a head and 
torso sim ulator (H A T S ) and using a spherical head m odel with m ultiple m icrophones, w hich  
w ill be com pared through forthcom ing experim ents. The merits and dem erits o f  each technique, 
discussed in the previous w orks, have also been introduced. It has been revealed that the 
rotating H A T S  has the m erit o f  being accurate, but im poses problem s such as long m easurem ent 
tim e and a restriction o f  only  being able to m easure tim e invariant system s. The sphere m odel
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with m ultiple m icrophones can resolve the tim e related issues, but introduces problem s in 
accuracy, m ainly by sim plifying the shape o f  the head.
Thus the issues o f  im plem enting the sphere m odel have been introduced in turn, from  
previous research, to enhance its accuracy without losing the practicality, and to com pare it to 
the rotating H A T S . Firstly, as the objective tools o f  com parison, the ju st noticeable differences  
(J N D s) have been derived for three parameters indicating spatial im pression -  IT D , IL D  and 
IA C C . In general these JN D  values have been found to be dependent upon source characteristics 
or m easurem ent conditions, including the reference values. Particularly in the case o f  IT D , it has 
been additionally found that the JN D  is also dependent upon the IA C C  value. Then the ideas 
towards efficient m icrophone spacing for the sphere m odel have been introduced. It has been  
found that the sam pling theorem  could be the fundam ental starting point, and that it is difficult 
to devise a w ay  to reduce the num ber o f  m icrophones necessary for com plete m easurem ent o f  
the sound field  all over the sphere. Som e conditions therefore have been suggested for practical 
com parison o f  the tw o capture techniques, such as lim iting the high frequency boundary, 
allow ing for a certain am ount o f  error, and disregarding the sound field  that cannot be calculated  
or approxim ated through interpolation, i f  possible through “ a posteriori”  com parison o f  
m easurem ents to the subjective test results.
B ased on these findings, the forthcom ing experim ents w ill be designed to com pare the 
tw o capture techniques in the long run -  rotating a H A T S  and using a sim plified sphere with 
m ultiple m icrophones.
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C h a p t e r  4  I n i t i a l  i n v e s t i g a t i o n  o f  
s i g n a l  c a p t u r e  t e c h n i q u e s  t o w a r d s  
o b j e c t i v e  m e a s u r e m e n t  o f  s p a t i a l  
i m p r e s s i o n  c o n s i d e r i n g  h e a d  
m o v e m e n t
In the previous chapter, tw o signal capture techniques were introduced w hich could  
potentially be used in the objective m easurem ent o f  spatial im pression, particularly considering  
head m ovem ent. O ne o f  them  w as to use a rotating head and torso sim ulator (H A T S ) , w hich  
w ould possibly  give m ore accuracy in that it resem bles actual human shape, how ever this is less 
practical as it requires a sequence o f  m easurem ents, and therefore is not suitable for the 
m easurem ent o f  tim e-varying system s. The other w as to use a sphere with m ultiple m icrophones, 
w hich w ould be better in terms o f  practicality due to the ability to capture m ultiple positions at 
once, but w orse in terms o f  accuracy o f  m easurem ent due to sim plifying  the shapes o f  the 
hum an body.
In this chapter, their perform ance w ill be com pared by m easuring the parameters 
calculated from  the binaural signals -  IT D , IL D  and IA C C  as introduced in Section 1 .2 .2 . A s  the 
initial stage, the spherical m odel w ill include a m icrophone at each ear position and w ill be 
com pared to the H A T S . V arious m odified  spheres w ill also be used so that the influence o f  
shape difference (such as the absence o f  pinnae and torso) on the m easurem ent results can be
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investigated. Furthermore, the perceptual significance o f  the difference in the m easured  
parameters can be discussed, in com parison with the tolerances determ ined from  their ju st- 
noticeable differences (J N D s) sum m arised in Section 3 .2 .5 . It can then be determined whether 
the spherical m odel can sim ply be extended to include m ore m icrophones corresponding to 
different head orientations, 01* whether it should first be adjusted so that its perform ance with  
ju st tw o m icrophones is nearer to that o f  the H A T S .
4 . 1  E x p e r i m e n t  d e s i g n  a n d  p r o c e d u r e
T his section describes the details o f  the experim ent, including the design, environm ent, 
and m easurem ent procedure.
4 .1 .1  D e s ig n  o f  e x p e r im e n t
T he experim ent w as designed such that, for each m odel, the binaural responses from  
arbitrary sources could be obtained at a num ber o f  different head orientation angles in azim uth, 
and such that the IT D , IL D  and IA C C  could be m easured from  these responses. Then the 
differences in these parameters betw een the tw o m odels could be com pared to their perceptual 
m easurem ent tolerances.
4.1.1.1 Specification of stimuli
In Section 3 .2 .5 , it has been m entioned that the JN D s o f  IA C C , IT D  and IL D  are affected  
by the stim ulus characteristics. Therefore it m ay be useful to include various types o f  stim ulus 
and to m ake com parisons by stim ulus type i f  possible. A n  efficient w ay  to incorporate various 
types o f  stim ulus without repeated m easurem ents is to collect binaural im pulse responses at all
Initial investigation of signal capture techniques towards objective measurement of spatial impression
considering head movement
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possible head orientation angles and to obtain sim ulated responses for other types o f  stim ulus by  
m eans o f  convolution afterwards.
W hite noise w as used as the signal for the convolution, since noise w as often used in the 
previous studies introduced in Section 3 .2 . Stim uli with various spatial characteristics were 
simuluated in the fo llow in g  w ays. Firstly, in order to vary IT D  and IL D  w hich are known as 
source localisation cues, a point noise source with varying lateral angle (from  0 °  to 3 6 0 °  
azim uth) with respect to head orientation w as sim ulated. For IA C C  com parison, a varying  
num ber o f  sources around the frontal direction were simulated (with the intention o f  generating  
different levels o f  source width or envelopm ent). Specifically , the narrowest o f  them w as a 
single point source at 0 ° , and pairs o f  decorrelated copies o f  that frontal source were added to 
the left and right at 2 0 °  intervals until 3 6 0 °  azimuth w as covered. Figure 4-1 and Figure 4 -2  
describe som e o f  the source specifications introduced for this experim ent as an exam ple. In 
order to m ake the m easurem ents sim ple, and considering that the parameters to be measured are 
m ostly  affected by lateral changes o f  the source direction, the sources were initially designed to 
be distributed only  in azimuth.
Figure 4 -1 . Exam ples of devised point so u rces for ILD and ITD com parisons used in the 
experiment.
2.5^
O o o
(a) (b) (c)
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Figure 4 -2 . Exam ples of devised spanned so u rces for IACC com parison. Additional pairs of 
sou rces at each  step emit decorrelated versions of the signal at 0 °.
4.1.1.2 Specification of capturing models
The H A T S  used for this study is C ortex M anikin M K 2 , with M icrotech G efell M K 2 3 1  
m icrophones at the tw o ears. Its dim ensions conform  to international standard IEC T R  6 0 9 5 9 ,  
which is based on the m easurem ents introduced in (Burkhard and Sachs 19 75 ).
The diameter o f  the spherical m odel used in (A lg azi et al. 2 0 0 4 )  for M T B  recording  
technique w as 17 .5cm . O n the other hand, the K E M A R  m odel (Burkhard and Sachs 1 9 7 5 ) had a 
“ width (betw een the tw o ears)”  o f  15 .1cm  and a “ length (from  front to back)”  o f  18 .8cm . The  
average o f  the length and the width o f  the K E M A R  head is 16 .95cm , and the average o f  17.5  
and 16 .95  is 17 .23 . Based on this, the sphere m odel w as produced with a plastic sphere o f  
17 .2cm  diameter. T w o  om ni-directional m icrophones (Countrym an B 3 ) were placed on the 
surface o f  the sphere through sm all holes, 180 degrees apart from  each other. The m icrophone  
was selected because o f  its sm all size, low  self-n oise without any input, and flat frequency  
response from  2 0 H z  to 20 k H z.
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4.1.1.3 Measurement settings
For optim al controllability it w ould  be desirable to conduct the experim ent in an anechoic  
cham ber. T o  obtain equivalent m easurem ent results without one, an alternative w as introduced -  
using a large reverberant room  instead o f  anechoic cham ber. This m easurem ent technique, 
som etim es called quasi-anechoic m easurem ent (B enjam in  2 0 0 4 ) , involves rem oval o f  the 
reverberant part from  the captured signals with a tim e w indow . This w ay, it w ould be possible  
to obtain the responses as i f  they w ere m easured in an anechoic environm ent (N iedrist 19 9 3 ; 
Struck and T em m e 19 9 4 ). Considering this, m easurements o f  im pulse responses w ere m ade in 
the largest studio in the Institute o f  Sound R ecording, w hich has a dim ension o f  17m  (w idth) x 
14m  (depth) x 7m  (height), and a reverberation tim e o f  1.1 to 1.5 seconds. T his is because the 
larger the room  for the m easurem ent is, the easier it is to separate the direct and reverberant 
parts o f  the captured signals, provided that the distance from  the loudspeakers to the capturing 
m icrophones is sm aller than that from  the loudspeakers to the w alls. The playback and capturing  
apparatus should be placed at a sufficient height, so that the reflections from  the floor arrive at 
the receiver a reasonable period after the direct sound.
A s  the source, a loudspeaker (G en elec  8 0 2 0 A )  w as placed on a stand at a height o f  2 .3 m . 
T h e capturing m odel, either a H A T S  or the sphere, w as then placed on a rotating table (O utline  
E T 2 -S T 2 ) , with the ears or the m icrophones at the sam e height as the centre o f  the loudspeaker 
(specified by the manufacturer). T h e distance from  the loudspeaker and the centre o f  the 
rotating table w as set to 2m . Instead o f  using m ultiple loudspeakers around the listening position, 
the rotating table w as used to obtain equivalent binaural signals. For instance, the response from  
the loudspeaker at 45  degrees is equivalent to the response from  the frontal loudspeaker with the 
ears rotated to -4 5  degrees (in an anechoic environm ent). Thus the m easurem ents w ere m ade at 
all head orientations with the m axim um  possible angular resolution supported by the rotating
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table.
T h e source (loudspeaker) and the receiver (the tw o m icrophones) w ere connected to a PC  
w ith an external audio playback/capturing interface R M E  M ultiface. For the m easurem ents with  
the sphere m odel, where the Countrym an m icrophones did not have any dedicated pream p as 
the m icrophones on the H A T S  do , a Presonus preamp w as used betw een the m icrophone  
outputs and the audio interface inputs to provide adjustable gain and phantom  pow er. A d o b e ™  
C oolE d it software running on the P C , with A U R O R A  plugin, enabled binaural im pulse  
response m easurem ents and automatic control o f  the rotating table, by m eans o f  sine sw eep  
technique (Farina 2 0 0 7 )  and the use o f  control pulses through an additional output channel to 
the E T 2 -S T 2 .
4 .1 .2  M e a s u r e m e n t  p r o c e d u r e s
This section describes the detailed procedures for the acquisition o f  binaural im pulse  
responses, and the processes to generate the quasi-anechoic versions o f  binaural responses from  
the source signal.
4.1.2.1 Quasi-anechoic measurements of impulse responses
Firstly, the im pulse responses w ere m easured with the H A T S  on the rotating table using  
the sine sw eep m ethod, from  0  to 3 6 0  degrees azimuth in 2 .5 -d eg ree  intervals. Then the H A T S  
w as replaced with the sphere. T h e stim ulus level w as left unchanged. T h e preamp gains w ere  
adjusted such that the levels o f  the im pulse responses at 0 degrees for both the m icrophones  
were as close as possible to those calculated with H A T S  at the sam e angle. The im pulse  
responses for all the head orientation were then m easured in the sam e m anner. Throughout the
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m easurem ents, the sam pling rate w as set to 4 8 0 0 0 H z  and the sam pling resolution to 16 bits.
Som e variations were m ade on the sphere m odel by using a torso, a pair o f  pinnae, and a 
nose. This w as to investigate the effects o f  these body parts on the differences o f  the measured  
parameters. The m easurem ents were repeated with each o f  the variations -  sphere on a torso, 
sphere on the torso with a pair o f  pinnae, sphere on the torso with a nose, and sphere on the 
torso with the nose deliberately placed o f f  centre by about 4 3 °  to the right. The last variation  
w as specifically devised to exam ine the possible effects, i f  any, o f  adding m ultiple m icrophones 
to the sphere in the future, som e o f  which will inevitably be located o f f  the ear axis. The torso  
and the pinnae were taken from  a K E M A R  dum m y head, and thus had the sam e dim ensions as 
those on the H A T S . The nose w as not so strictly specified, but m odifications could be m ade 
afterwards i f  necessary, depending on the results. Figure 4 -3  show s the H A T S  and som e  
exam ples o f  the various spherical m odels.
(a) (b) (c)
Figure 4 -3 . Binaural signal capture m od els used in the experim ent, (a) H ATS, (b) sphere on a 
KEM AR torso with a n ose , and (c) sphere with a pair of pinnae.
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A fter the initial m easurem ents, the im pulse responses were m ade ‘ quasi-anechoic ’ by  
finding and rem oving the reflections in the w aveform . Theoretically, the experim ental setting 
gives a path difference o f  about 3 .1 m  between the direct sound and the reflection by floor, as 
seen in Figure 4 -4 . This is equivalent to 9 .1 m s  o f  difference o f  arrival tim e. A s  expected, the 
first reflection in the w aveform  o f  each im pulse response could be found about 9  to 10m s after 
the onset o f  direct sound. From this point on the amplitude w as replaced with zeros. This is 
equivalent to applying a rectangular tim e w indow .
§ * - 2ra-  ^
T i /  ji ' /
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Figure 4 -4 . The path difference betw een the direct sound and the floor reflection in the 
experimental setting. This path difference of 3 .1 m  corresponds to 9 .1 m s  arrival time gap.
O ne problem  caused by this procedure is that the resultant w aveform  does not perfectly  
represent the anechoic im pulse response, because the low  frequency inform ation is lost by  
suppressing the later parts o f  direct sound along with the reverberant parts. The length o f  the 
tim e w indow , calculated from  the onset o f  the direct sound, determ ines the lowest frequency  
limit o f  validity o f  the frequency response. Thus the length o f  the w indow  w as adjusted to 
include as m uch a part o f  the direct sound as possible, so that a certain value o f  low  frequency  
limit w as ensured. This limit, after truncating the reflections from  each w aveform , w as found to 
be in the range o f  9 8  to 109H z. This is c lose to 10 9 .9H z , which corresponds to the w indow  
length o f  9 .1 m s, the theoretical value o f  the arrival tim e difference described above. These
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frequency values w ill be considered w hen the low  frequency lim it is specified to display the 
m easurem ent results.
4.1.2.2 Generation of binaural responses
T o  generate the final binaural responses through convolution, a m ono signal o f  1 second  
duration w as created using w hite G aussian noise. A s  the responses from  the point sources for  
IT D  and IL D  com parison, this noise w as convolved with the quasi-anechoic binaural im pulse  
responses for each head orientation angle. T h is is equivalent to having a single source at a range 
o f  static positions around the head, from  0 °  to 3 6 0 °  at 2 .5 °  intervals. A s  the spanned sources for  
IA C C  com parison, the binaural im pulse responses from  an increasing num ber o f  pairs o f  
sources, spanning from  the frontal one in 2 0 °  intervals, were con volved  with decorrelated noise  
signals and added for each ear to create the final binaural signals, until the sources surrounded 
the head. A s  a result, ten different spanned sources w ere created, from  a single point source at 
0 ° , to a total o f  18 decorrelated point sources distributed over 3 6 0 °  around the head in 2 0 °  
intervals.
4 . 2  R e s u l t s  a n d  a n a l y s e s
From  the convolved binaural responses created as above, the three parameters were  
calculated -  IT D , IL D  and IA C C . T h e difference between the tw o capturing m odels in the 
measured parameters w as calculated in turn. T h e results w ere com pared to their J N D s  
determ ined previously in Section 3 .2 .5  as the m easurem ent tolerances.
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4 .2 .1  M e th o d s  o f  a n a ly s e s
This section describes h ow  the parameters w ere calculated and com pared.
4.2.1.1 Calculation of parameters
The three parameters w ere calculated in a num ber o f  different frequency bands. This w as  
m ade possible by firstly passing the binaural signals through a gam m atone filterbank (S lan ey  
19 93 ). This w as to take account o f  a previous finding o f  the dependency o f  the relationship  
between IA C C  and the perceived width on the frequency, and to a llow  for a m ore detailed  
observation o f  the results.
Calculation o f  the IA C C  starts from  the fo llow in g  cross-correlation coefficient function  
using the binaural signals:
j ' 2 f i  (O fr (t + T)dt
■ ' - ....... , (4 -2 .1 )
f , 2 (O d tj'*  f 2 (t)d t
where f(t)  and f {t )  are the signals at the left and the right ears, t\ and /2 define the period o f  
m easurem ent, and x is the offset between f(t)  and f.(f). IA C C  is determ ined from  the m axim um  
value o f  C (t)  over the range o f  | x |<lm s. This range o f  x is specified such that the m axim um  
possible IT D  (w hen the tw o ears are in line with the path o f  sound propagation) can be included. 
From  this procedure the IT D  can also be found: it is the value o f  x at w hich C (r) is m axim um  
(M ason  et al. 2 0 0 4 ) . T h e IL D  can be sim ply  calculated from  subtracting the m ean sound  
pressure level (S P L ) o f  the signal at the left ear from  that at the right ear. In all cases, a single  
m easurem ent w as m ade over the 1 .0 6 7  second duration o f  the white noise stimulus (i.e . t\ to t2
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w as 1 .0 6 7  seconds).
In the analyses, the low  frequency lim it was determined from  that caused by the use o f  
quasi-anechoic im pulse responses. T h e high frequency lim it, on the other hand, w as set to 
10kH z, the high frequency lim it o f  the response o f  the m icrophones used for the H A T S  m od el.
4.2.1.2 Application of low pass filtering in finding ITD from 
cross-correlation in finding ITD
In (M aso n  et al. 2 0 0 5 b ) , it w as discussed that the breakdown o f  phase locking in the 
human auditory system  at high frequencies causes the loss o f  tem poral details in the audio  
signals. It w as found from  subjective tests that this characteristic o f  the auditory system  affects  
h ow  the IA C C  relates to the perceived source w idth -  at high frequencies the perceived source 
width w as dependent upon the IA C C  o f  the signal envelope instead o f  the signal itself. 
Therefore, it w as suggested that the signal in each filterband should be rectified and low -pass  
filtered in order to m ake the IA C C  calculation procedure m ore perceptually relevant. A  half­
w ave rectifier and a 6 th-order low -pass Butterworth filter with a c u to ff frequency o f  1kH z were 
introduced as the corresponding m odules o f  the process.
H ow ever, an unexpected tendency w as found when this m ethod w as applied initially in 
the derivation o f  IT D  from  C (t ) in Eq. (4 .2 .1 )  above, with m easurem ents m ade using a point 
source, that the IT D  exceeded 0  even for the source directions o f  0 °  and 1 8 0 ° . T h e tendency w as  
m ore conspicuous at high frequencies. Figure 4 -5  show s som e exam ples -  IT D -again st- 
frequency plots for the H A T S  for the point source at 0 °  and 1 8 0 ° , calculated from  the cross- 
correlation with the low -pass filtering applied to the signals as described above. This resulted in 
IT D  differences even larger than the m easurem ent tolerance, even though the IT D  for both head
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m odels should be 0  and thus the difference should not exist.
„n-5 ITD for H A TS at 0 °  and 1 8 0 °  point source directionsx 10 r
Frequency [Hz]
Figure 4 -5 . ITD calculated for H A TS against frequency, for source directions of 0 ° and 1 8 0 °. ITD 
values are not 0  for all frequencies.
There are a num ber o f  possible causes for the measured non-zero IT D  at 0 °  and 18 0°. 
Firstly, it is possible that it could be due to errors in placing the head m odels exactly facing 0 °  -  
for instance, an error o f  1mm results in approxim ately 3p s difference. H ow ever, it is expected  
that positioning errors w ould result in consistent errors across frequency.
Secondly, the IT D  m easurem ent m ethod w as found to affect the measured result. A s  
explained above in Section 4 .2 .1 .1 , IT D  is determined as the value o f  x for which the cross­
correlation is at m axim um . A  closer exam ination show ed that the low -pass filtering applied to 
the binaural signals to sm ooth the fluctuation o f  the cross-correlation som etim es alters the peak 
values, resulting in nonzero IT D  values even for the point source at 0 °  and 1 8 0°. This can be
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seen from  the exam ple plots o f  Figure 4 -6  and Figure 4 -7  -  the cross-correlation function C (t) 
for a specific gam m atone filterbank centred at 8 1 1 2 .7 H z  with and without filtering respectively. 
W h en  the cross-correlation is calculated from  the filtered signals, as seen in Figure 4 -6 , the IT D  
found at the peak o f  the curve is 45  ps for the frontal point source, and 6p s for the source at the 
rear. H ow ever, these unexpected shifts o f  peaks are not observed on the plots in Figure 4 -7 , the 
cross-correlation function in the sam e condition except for the low -pass filtering.
It seem s that w hilst this low -pass filtering m akes the IA C C  derivation m ore perceptually  
relevant, it also gives rise to slight errors in IT D  calculation. Therefore, for the experim ental 
results, the IT D  w as calculated without the low -pass filtering.
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Cross-correlation vs t - HATS, 
G am m atone filterbank centre = 8 1 1 2 .7  Hz, 
Source incidence angle = 0 .0 °
(a)
Cross-correlation vs t - HATS, 
Gam m atone filterbank centre = 8 1 1 2 .7  Hz, 
Source incidence angle = 1 8 0 .0 °
(b)
Figure 4 -6 . Cross-correlation against t to find ITD and IACC, with low -p ass filtering applied to 
binaural signals to sim ulate the breakdown of ph ase locking ability of the auditory system  at 
high frequencies, for H A TS with 0 ° and 1 8 0 ° point source directions at 8 1 1 2 .7 H z . T he valu es of 
ITD at which the cross-correlation is at m axim um  and thus at which IACC is determ ined are not 
exactly zero.
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C ross-correlation vs x - H ATS, 
G am m aton e filterbank centre = 8 1 1 2 .7  Hz, 
S o u rce  incidence angle = 0 .0 °
(a)
C ross-correlation vs x -  H ATS, 
G am m aton e filterbank centre = 8 1 1 2 .7  Hz, 
S o u rce  incidence angle = 1 8 0 .0 °
(b)
Figure 4 -7 . Cross-correlation, without low -p ass filtering applied to the binaural signals, against t 
to find ITD and IACC, for H ATS with 0 ° and 1 8 0 ° point source directions at 8 1 1 2 .7 H z . The  
peaks now occur at r=0.
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4.2.1.3 Measurement tolerances
In Section 3 .2 , the previous studies regarding JN D s o f  IT D , IL D  and I A C C  w ere  
introduced. The findings w ere sum m arised and arranged into sim pler relationships betw een the 
JN D  and the reference, or a single averaged value, in Section 3 .2 .5  as fo llow s:
A 1TD =  1 2 6 .9 2  • RlTD2 -  0 .0 2 3 0 8 9  • RlTD + 1 .8 6 9 4  x 1(T5, (4.2.2)
Aild = 2.1dB, and
0 .3  = --------------------  ( 4 2 3 )
(1.133-7?iacc)
where A  and R fo llow ed  by the subscripts IT D , IL D  or IA C C  denote the JN D  and reference o f  
the indicated parameters respectively. It w as noted in Section 3 .2 .4  that the IA C C  affects the 
IT D  J N D . M o re  specifically, from  the experim ental result o f  (Jeffress et al. 1 9 6 2 ), w hich w as 
show n previously in Figure 3 -1 , a relative “ w eighting factor”  w as calculated for each IA C C  
value. This w as done in the fo llow in g  procedure. Firstly, the IA C C -d ep en d en t IT D  standard 
deviation (<TiTd) values w ere converted to ratios indicating the relative change to be applied to  
the IT D  J N D , by dividing criTD by the sm allest value found for the IA C C  value o f  1. A n  
approxim ate relationship betw een the ratio and IA C C  w as derived through fourth-order 
polynom ial fitting. This ratio or the w eighting factor m yd, as a function o f  IA C C  p, is presented  
b elow  as Figure 4 -8  and as E q . (4 .2 .4 ) .
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Precision of centring binaural noise source for varying correlation
Figure 4 -8 . Precision of centring binaural noise for varying correlation, converted to the ratio of 
increase to be applied to ITD JND depending on IACC (after (Jeffress et al. 19 62 )). The solid 
curve indicates the result of fourth-order polynomial fitting to find a continuous relationship.
m'itd(P) = 34.42V4 - 88.833/03 + 80.754,o2 - 31.067p + 5.7167 (4.2.4)
Then this weighting factor w as applied to the IT D  JN D  calculated from  Eq. (4 .2 .2 )  above for 
each head orientation angle and frequency. The fo llow in g show s the resultant com bined  
expression (A wITD denotes the IT D  JN D  with both the dependencies applied):
Awitd = (l26.92 • RnD2 - 0.023089 • RlTD +1.8694 x 10“5) •
, (4-2.5)
(34.424 *^ IACC4 -88.833 -RlACC3 + 80.754 ■ RXACC2 -31.067 -RlACC +5.7167)
The measurement results obtained with the H A T S  were used as the reference IT D  and 
IA C C  values. The IT D , IL D  and IA C C  differences between the tw o capturing m odels were 
com pared to these m easurement tolerances.
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4 .2 . 2  R e s u lts  o f  c o m p a r is o n  o f  t w o  c a p tu r in g  m o d e ls
This section show s the results o f  m easurem ents and com parisons. Firstly the measured  
parameter itse lf is displayed, and then the difference in that parameter betw een each o f  the 
varied sphere m odels (w ith torso, pinnae or n ose) and the H A T S  is show n in turn. Then this 
difference is com pared to the m easurem ent tolerance. I f  the difference between any pair is 
found to be sm aller than the tolerance, the tw o m odels could be considered as potentially  
interchangeable for the m easurem ent o f  spatial im pression.
4.2.2.1 Point sources
The parameters m easured w ith the H A T S  and the sphere m od el with various additional 
parts (toso, pinnae or nose), from  the sim ulated point source, and their differences, are show n  
here.
•  ITD
Figure 4 -9  show s the IT D  values calculated from  the con volved binaural responses o f  the 
capture m odels, for the case o f  a point source at a range o f  azimuth positions around the receiver. 
Each point on the disc corresponds to a frequency band (the centre frequency o f  the gam m atone  
filter) and an incidence angle clockw ise from  the front. The centre o f  the disc corresponds to the 
low est frequency band, centred at 10 0H z, and the outm ost points along the boundary o f  the disc 
correspond to the highest, centred at approxim ately 10.1 kH z. T h e IT D  at each point is 
represented in terms o f  the gradation as show n on the right hand side o f  the im age. N ote  that the 
shaded area outside the disc does not represent any m easurem ent results and thus should be 
disregarded.
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Figure 4 -1 0  show s the differences o f  IT D  between each variation o f  the sphere and the 
H A T S . The scale o f  gradation has n ow  changed, to display the IT D  difference as clearly as 
possible. It is not easy to see w hich variation o f  the sphere m odel resulted in the sm allest overall 
IT D  difference from  the H A T S . Therefore, Figure 4 -1 1  is additionally drawn to sh ow  at w hich  
frequencies and for w hich point source directions the IT D  differences exceeded or rem ained  
under the m easurem ent tolerance (that varies along with the reference, and also along with the 
IA C C  value found for each com bination o f  source direction angle and frequency, as explained  
in Section 4 .2 .1 .3 ) .
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ITD against source direction and frequency: 
sphere only, point source (no LPF applied)
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(a) sphere only (b) sphere with torso
ITD against source direction and frequency: 
sphere with torso, point source (no LPF applied)
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(c) sphere with torso and pinnae (d) sphere with torso and centred n ose
ITD against source direction and frequency (no LPF applied): 
sphere with torso and centred nose, point source
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ITD against source direction and frequency (no LPF applied): 
sphere with torso and right-skewed nose, point source
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Figure 4 -9 . ITD plots against point source direction and frequency for various head m odels. The  
frequency increases outward from 10 0H z at the centre of the disc up to 10 .1kH z at the ed ge . 
The angles indicate the source direction.
ITD against source direction and frequency: 
HATS, point source (no LPF applied)
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ITD value differences 
between HATS and sphere 
(point source), no LPF applied in finding ITD
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(a)
ITD value differences between HATS and 
sphere with torso and ears 
(point source), no LPF applied in finding ITD
7260 2320 639 100 1258 414010119
(C)
ITD value differences between HATS and 
sphere with torso and right-skewed nose 
(point source), no LPF applied In finding ITD
ITD value differences between HATS and 
sphere with torso 
(point source), no LPF applied In finding ITD
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(b)
ITD value differences between HATS and 
sphere with torso and centred nose 
(point source), no LPF applied in finding ITD
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(d)
Figure 4 -1 0 . ITD differences against point source direction and frequency betw een variations of 
sphere m odel and H ATS. It is difficult to s e e  which variation of the sphere m odel resulted in the 
sm allest overall ITD difference from the H A TS
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ITD value differences over varying tolerance 
between HATS and sphere (point source), 
no LPF applied in finding ITD
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ITD difference over varying tolerance between 
HATS and sphere with torso 
(point source), no LPF applied in finding ITD
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ITD difference over varying tolerance between HATS and 
sphere with torso and centred nose 
(point source), no LPF applied In finding ITD
and
(e)
Figure 4 -1 1 . Plots of ITD differences exceeding the tolerance that varies along with the 
reference specified by the ITD m easured with the H ATS. T h e bright area inside the disc  
indicates that the difference e x c e e d s  the m easurem ent tolerance, and the dark area indicates 
that the difference is within the m easurem ent tolerance.
ITD difference over varying tolerance between HATS 
sphere with torso and ears 
(point source), no LPF applied in finding ITD
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ITDdifference over varying tolerance between HATS 
sphere with torso and right-skewed nose 
(point source), no LPF applied In finding ITD
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A m o n g st the plots o f  Figure 4 -1 1 , plot (b ) firstly show s that attaching the torso under the 
sphere has lessened the IT D  differences particularly at source directions around 0 °  and 1 8 0 ° . 
H ow ever, unfortunately, adding the pinnae seem s to have m ade the result w orse in general 
except at the low est frequency region approxim ately b elow  6 0 0 H z  -  the area with differences  
b elow  the tolerance is clearly narrower in Figure 4 - 11(c) than in the others. C om parison  o f  
Figure 4 - 1 1(d) and (e ) to Figure 4 - 1 1(b) show s that the effect o f  adding the nose on the result 
w as not very noticeable.
• ILD
N o w  the IL D s o f  all the m od els, against the source direction and frequency, are show n in 
Figure 4 -1 2 . Figure 4 -1 3  show s the IL D  differences sim ilarly to Figure 4 -1 0 , and Figure 4 -1 4  
show s the IL D  differences com pared to the m easurem ent tolerance in a sim ilar w ay to Figure 
4 -1 1 .
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ILD against source direction and frequency: 
sphere only, point source
1-10
1-20
1-30
(a) sphere only
(c) sphere with torso and pinnae (d) sphere with torso and centred n ose
(b) sphere with torso
ILD against source direction and frequency: 
sphere with torso and centred nose, point source
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Q
ILD against source direction and frequency: 
sphere with torso, point source
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ILD against source direction and frequency: 
sphere with torso and ears, point source
7260 2320 639 100 1258 414010119
ILD against source direction and frequency: 
HATS, point source
7260 2320 639 100 1258 4140 10119
(f) H ATS(e) sphere with torso and n o se  off centre
ILD against source direction and frequency: 
sphere with torso and right-skewed nose, point source
7260 2320 639 100 1258 4140 10119
Figure 4 -1 2 . ILD plots against point source direction and frequency for various head m odels. 
T h e H A TS s e e m s  to have the w idest range of ILD.
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ILD value differences between HATS and sphere ILD value differences between HATS and
(point source) sphere with torso (point source)
(a) (b)
ILD value differences between HATS and 
sphere with torso and centred nose(polnt source)
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(C)
ILD value differences between HATS and 
sphere with torso and ears(poin) source)
19
ILD value differences between HATS and 
sphere with torso and right-skewed nose(point source)
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(e)
Figure 4 -1 3 . ILD difference against source direction and frequency betw een variations of sphere  
m odel and H ATS.
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ILD difference over measurement lolerance 
between HATS and sphere(polnt source) ILD difference over measurement tolerance between HATS sphere with torso (point source)
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and
HATSILD difference over measurement tolerance between 
sphere with torso and ears(point source)
and
(C) (d)
ILD difference over measurement tolerance between HATS and 
sphere with torso and centred nose(polnt source)
7260 2320 639 100 1258 414010119
ILD difference over measurement tolerance between HATS and 
sphere with torso and right-skewed nose(point source)
(e)
Figure 4 -1 4 . Plots of ILD differences exceeding 2 .1 -d B  tolerance. The bright area inside the disc  
indicates that the difference e x c e e d s  the m easurem ent tolerance, and the dark area indicates 
that the difference is within the m easu rem en t tolerance.
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It is not clearly seen whether any im provem ent has been m ade b y  attaching the torso, 
pinnae or nose. H ow ever, com paring Figure 4 -1 4 (b )  to Figure 4 -1 4 (a )  show s that the arch­
shaped bright areas on the left and right hand side at frequencies b elo w  about 6 4 0 H z  on plot (a) 
becam e narrower on plot (b ), w hilst the overall pattern rem ained sim ilar. This is observed  
throughout plots (b ) to (e ), im plying that the tw o blobs over the tolerance in Figure 4 - 14(a ) are 
indeed m ainly due to the absence o f  the torso on the sphere m od el. It is also seen from  
com paring Figure 4 - 14 (c ) to the rest that attaching the pinnae has caused m ore noticeable  
change than the nose in the IL D  difference pattern, giving a slightly better result at high  
frequencies. Still, the overall perform ance o f  the m odel does not seem  to be greatly enhanced, 
since the difference in the m id-frequency range n ow  exceeds the tolerance over a w ider area.
• IACC
Figure 4 -1 5  show s the I A C C  patterns against source direction and frequency for each  
capture m odel. The difference patterns and com parison to the m easurem ent tolerance also  
fo llo w  in Figure 4 -1 6  and Figure 4 -1 7 . N otab le dips o f  IA C C  values are found on Figure 4 -1 5 (f )  
o f  the H A T S , around 4 5 °  and 13 5 ° at frequencies around 10kH z, and around 1 1 0 ° to 1 2 0 ° at 
frequencies slightly above 2 .3 k H z . T h ese are the primary cause o f  the patterns found in Figure 
4 -1 6 . C om paring the plots o f  Figure 4 -1 7  show s that attaching the pinnae slightly broadened the 
IA C C  difference area under tolerance, but that the perform ance at the highest frequency range 
becam e poorer. H ow ever, the overall patterns indicate the IA C C  differences are m ostly  under 
the m easurem ent tolerance. E specially  for low er frequencies approxim ately b elo w  4k H z, it can  
be said that the difference o f  IA C C  m easured with the tw o m odels is not perceivable.
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IACC against source direction and frequency: 
sphere only, point source IACC against source direction and frequency: sphere with torso, point source
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IACC against source direction and frequency: 
sphere with torso and centred nose, point source
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IACC against source direction and frequency: 
sphere with torso and right-skewed nose, point source
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Figure 4 -1 5 . IACC plots against point source direction and frequency for various head m odels.
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IACC difference between HATS and sphere 
(point source)
IACC difference between HATS and 
sphere with torso (point source)
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IACC difference between HATS and 
sphere with torso and right-skewed nose(point source)
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IACC difference between HATS and 
sphere with torso and centred nose(polnt source)
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(e)
Figure 4 -1 6 . IACC difference against source direction and frequency betw een variations of 
sphere m odel and H ATS.
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IACC value differences between HATS and sphere 
(point source), exceeding tolerance 
based on Weber's ratio of 0.30
IACC value differences between HATS and 
sphere-with-torso(point source), exceeding tolerance 
based on Weber's ratio of 0.30
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(a) (b)
IACC value differences between HATS and 
sphere with torso and ears(point source), exceeding tolerance 
based on Weber's ratio of 0.30
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IACC value differences between HATS and sphere wtth 
torso and centred nose(point source), exceeding tolerance 
based on Webers ratio of 0.30
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(d)
IACC value differences between HATS and sphere with 
torso and right-skewed nose(point source), exceeding tolerance 
based on Weber's ratio of 0.30
(C)
Figure 4 -1 7 . Plots of IACC differences exceeding the varying tolerance according to W e b e r ’s  
ratio of 0 .3 . The bright area inside the disc indicates that the difference e x c e e d s  the 
m easurem ent tolerance, and the dark area indicates that the difference is within the tolerance.
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The results o f  IT D  and IL D  com parisons so far have show n that the differences between  
the sphere m odel and the H A T S , regardless o f  the variation applied onto the sphere, could be 
m ore perceivable than not for the tested ranges o f  source direction and frequency. H ow ever, this 
finding does not exactly indicate whether the horizontal sound source localisation -  for w hich  
the IT D  and IL D  cues are effective -  w ou ld  be reliable or not using the m easurem ents m ade 
with the sphere m odel. I f  the IT D  and IL D  values measured with the sphere m odel could still be 
used to predict horizontal source location, it w ou ld  be possible to keep the sphere m odel for the 
final system  to be developed, since the IA C C  m easurem ent results for all o f  the sphere m odels  
are m ostly  sim ilar to those obtained with the H A T S  as seen from  above. T o  clarify this, a 
separate set o f  tests w as designed.
From  the m easured IT D  and IL D  values for various source directions in azim uth, it is 
possible to create a database, with w hich one can find a source direction corresponding to a 
given set o f  IT D  and IL D , as Supper (2 0 0 5 )  did in his developm ent o f  a source localisation  
system  from  binaural stim uli. Firstly, from  the m easured IT D  and IL D  data using the H A T S  and 
the sphere with torso, IT D  and IL D  databases were created in the form  o f  “ lookup tables”  (the 
torso w as included in the consideration o f  the sphere m odel, since it has been found effective in 
reducing som e IT D  and IL D  differences). Secondly, each o f  these tables w as tested using  
different sets o f  IT D  and IL D  values for som e intended source directions. These test sets were  
generated by m eans o f  averaging tw o adjacent values for a single intended source direction. For  
exam ple, the IT D  values for the intended source direction o f  2 .5 °  azimuth (for  all the introduced 
frequency bands from  100 to 1 0 1 19H z) w ere created by averaging those m easured at 2 .5 °  and at 
5 °. This w ay, a test set w as created for the intended source directions o f  -1 7 7 .5 °  to 1 7 2 .5 °  in 
intervals o f  1 2 .5 ° , per each o f  the tw o parameters (IT D  and IL D ), and per each o f  the m odels  
(H A T S  and sphere with torso).
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W ith  the IT D  and IL D  test data for each o f  the intended source directions, the lookup  
tables were used to derive the actual direction that the H A T S  or the sphere with torso w ould  
predict. M ore specifically, for each o f  the test IT D  or IL D  data, the lookup tables w ere  
converted to lists o f  probability, indicating h ow  close the lookup values are to the given test 
value. Then the “ predicted”  source direction w as found, for w hich the sum  o f  probabilities for  
IT D  and IL D , averaged over all the introduced frequency bands, w as the largest. T h e results o f  
com parisons o f  the predicted source directions to the intended ones are show n in Figure 4 -1 8 .  
T h e plots o f  Figure 4 -1 8 (b ) and Figure 4 - 18 (c) are the results o f  “ incorrect com parison”  m ade  
on purpose -  prediction o f  source direction from  the test set for the sphere with torso m odel 
using the lookup table m ade from  H A T S  m easurem ent, and vice versa.
It is seen that, in the cases o f  incorrect com parisons, som e front-back confusions are 
found, w hich seem s due to the front-back sym m etry o f  the sphere com pared to the H A T S . 
W h e n  correct com parisons are m ade, i.e ., the H A T S  lookup table is used for the H A T S  test data 
and the sphere lookup table is used for the sphere test data, the prediction is alm ost alw ays  
accurate as seen from  Figure 4 -1 8(a ) and Figure 4 - 18(d ), except for only  one case o f  suspected  
front-back confusion in Figure 4 - 18(d ). This seem s to be because the front-back discrimination  
had already been m ade in the m easurem ents. In other w ords, despite the sym m etry o f  the sphere  
m od el, the IT D  and IL D  differences at the sym m etric orientation angles about the ± 1 8 0 °  axis 
w ere such that these angles can be discriminated w ell enough with the introduced range o f  
frequencies considered. This is possibly  due to the experim ental settings such as the asym m etry  
o f  the attached torso, causing the front-back difference.
These findings indicate that although the IT D  and IL D  m easured with the sphere with  
torso were not close enough to those m easured with the H A T S  for the differences to be totally  
perceptually negligible, the sphere m odel can still predict horizontal source direction reliably.
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Since the IA C C  difference between the tw o m odels w as m ostly perceptually negligible as seen 
from  Figure 4 -1 7 , it seem s that the sphere m odel (with torso) is still valid for the m easurement 
system  to be developed.
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Figure 4 -1 8 . R esults of horizontal source angle prediction from test ITD and ILD sets  using 
lookup tables created with actual H A TS and sphere-w ith-torso m easu rem en ts, (a) prediction 
from H ATS test data with H A TS lookup table, (b) from sphere (with torso) test data with H A TS  
lookup table, (c) from H ATS test data with sphere (with torso) lookup table, and (d) from sphere  
(with torso) test data with sphere (with torso) lookup table.
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4.2.2.2 Spanned sources -  comparison of IACC
Figure 4 -1 9  show s the IA C C  values calculated from  the binaural signals o f  the head 
m od els, against the frequency and the span angles o f  the farthest point sources. Since the 
num ber o f  decorrelated point sources increased from  one b y  tw o sym m etrically at each step, at 
2 0 °  intervals, the span angle betw een the farthest sources increases b y  4 0 ° .  Thus the plots 
hereafter are drawn with the frequency on the horizontal axis and with these discrete span  
angles on the vertical axis. Figure 4 -2 0  and Figure 4 -2 1  show  the difference patterns between  
the H A T S  and the variations o f  sphere m odel.
In the case o f  decorrelated and spanned sources, attaching the torso, pinnae or nose on the 
sphere seem s to have w orsened the IA C C  difference pattern, as seen from  Figure 4 - 2 1(b) to (e ) 
in com parison to Figure 4 -2  fra). H ow ever, the low -frequency perform ance, especially b elo w  
7 3 7 H z , is alw ays reliable, regardless o f  the variation o f  the sphere m odel.
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IACC against source span angle and frequency: 
sphere only IACC against source span angle and frequency: sphere with torso
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Figure 4 -1 9 . IACC plots against span angle of decorrelated multiple so u rces and frequency for 
various head m odels.
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Difference in IACC values between HATS and sphere 
(spanned source) Difference in IACC values between HATS and sphere with torso(spanned source)
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Figure 4 -2 0 . IACC difference, betw een variations of sphere m odel and H ATS, against frequency  
and span angle of decorrelated multiple sources.
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IACC value differences between HATS and sphere (spanned source), exceeding tolerance based on Weber's ratio of 0.30
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Figure 4 -2 1 . Plots of IACC differences for the spanned sources exceedin g the varying tolerance  
according to W e b e r ’s  ratio of 0 .3 . The bright area indicates that the difference e x c e e d s  the 
m easurem ent tolerance, and the dark area indicates that the difference is within the tolerance.
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4 . 3  S u m m a r y  a n d  d i s c u s s i o n
A n  experim ent has been conducted to com pare the difference in m easurem ent 
perform ance between tw o binaural capture m odels -  a H A T S  and a sphere with a m icrophone  
on either side -  in terms o f  physical parameters related to spatial im pression (IT D , IL D  and 
IA C C ). T h is w as m ainly to investigate the possibility o f  replacing the H A T S  with the sphere in 
the developm ent o f  an objective evaluation m odel o f  spatial im pression w hich could take into 
account the head m ovem ents w hich have been found to be important to its perception. Since it 
has been found that using the sphere with m ultiple m icrophones w ould be m ore practical than 
rotating H A T S  at m easurem ent tim e, potentially at the cost o f  reduced accuracy, the am ount o f  
accuracy reduction has been investigated. In addition, to exam ine h ow  m uch the sphere’ s 
m easurem ent accuracy can be im proved, i f  at all, by attaching the m issing b od y parts, variations 
o f  the sphere m odel have been introduced using the torso, pinnae, or nose. T h ese variations have 
also been com pared to the H A T S .
For each m odel, the binaural im pulse responses have been m easured in a pseudo-anechoic  
manner with a range o f  positions o f  source azim uth. This w as to enable the introduction o f  any  
arbitrary type o f  stim ulus and the sim ulation o f  arbitrary stim ulus direction. T h e binaural test 
stim uli, covering various source directions and intended levels o f  source width or envelopm ent, 
have been created by con volving  G aussian white noise with the appropriate im pulse responses.
T o  m ake the com parison perceptually valid , the tolerances o f  m easurem ent have been  
specified from  the JN D s o f  the three parameters sum m arised in Section 3 .2 .5 . In the case o f  IL D , 
the tolerance w as a single averaged value. The IT D  and IA C C  m easurem ent tolerances were set 
to vary according to the reference values. A ddition ally , as IT D  w as found to be affected b y  the 
cross-correlation o f  the signal, an IA C C -d ep en d en t w eighting factor w as calculated using this
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dependency and w as applied to the IT D  m easurem ent tolerance. T he differences o f  IT D , IL D  
and IA C C  m easured from  the above binaural signals, between the H A T S  and each o f  the 
variations o f  sphere m odel, have been com pared to these m easurem ent tolerances with the 
parameters o f  the H A T S  being the references.
C om parisons o f  the IT D  and IL D  differences to the tolerances for the point source  
show ed that the degradation caused b y  using a sphere instead o f  a H A T S  cannot be totally  
ignored. Attaching the torso, pinnae or nose w as not effective enough to reduce the overall 
differences to a negligible am ount. H ow ever, the torso seem ed to slightly enhance the 
perform ance o f  the sphere m od el. A lth ough  this w as the case, a separate set o f  horizontal source  
localisation tests using the IT D  and IL D  data measured with the sphere with torso as lookup  
tables show ed that the localisation is still reliable for arbitrary IT D  and IL D  test data sets 
created by interpolating the m easured values.
In the case o f  IA C C , for both the point sources and the spanned sources, it w as found that 
the differences were b elow  the tolerance for the m ajority o f  stimuli and frequency bands. 
H ow ever, the effects o f  the torso, pinnae, or nose were either unclear or even w orse (in the case  
o f  spanned sources) than having the sphere only. Still, in low  frequency bands a large portion o f  
the differences were consistently within the tolerance, regardless o f  the variation. T h ese findings  
indicate that som e versions o f  IA C C , especially  those specified only for low  frequencies, can be 
m easured with the sphere m odel instead o f  the H A T S  without m uch m odification. L A C C E3 is a 
good exam ple, w hich w as introduced previously in Section 1 .2 .2 .7 , specified as the average o f  
IA C C s  in three octave bands o f  5 0 0 , 1 0 0 0  and 2 0 0 0 H z  centre frequencies, and was found to be 
related to the subjective evaluation results o f  A S W . M oreover, since the sphere m odel with  
torso was found to be reliable in terms o f  predicting horizontal source direction from  IT D  and 
IL D  m easurem ents, the validity o f  the sphere m odel with torso in the evaluation system  o f
Initial investigation of signal capture techniques towards objective measurement of spatial impression
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spatial im pression to be developed w as supported, w hich w ill m ake use o f  IA C C  as the  
parameter to predict perceived source w idth or envelopm ent, and IT D  and IL D  as those to  
predict perceived source direction.
A s  m entioned earlier in this section, the experim ent in this chapter has been using the 
sphere m odel with only tw o m icrophones as the initial stage o f  developm ent, for the purpose o f  
exam ining how  different its perform ance w ou ld  be com pared to using the H A T S , and h ow  this 
difference could be m inim ised before attaching m ultiple m icrophones. T h e overall results im ply  
that attaching the torso w ould be m ore beneficial than pinnae or nose in terms o f  im proving the 
perform ance o f  the tw o-m icrophone sphere to be nearer to that o f  the H A T S . A s  the next stage, 
it is necessary to determine the actual distribution and number o f  the m icrophones for the final 
m easurem ent system . In the fo llow in g  chapter, the various ideas related to this issue, introduced 
in Section 3 .3 , w ill be tested through further experim ents.
2 2 0
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C h a p t e r  5  I n v e s t i g a t i o n  o f  
m i c r o p h o n e  s p a c i n g  a n d  
i n t e r p o l a t i o n  t e c h n i q u e s  f o r  
d e v e l o p m e n t  o f  m u l t i p l e -  
m i c r o p h o n e  s p h e r e  m o d e l
In Chapter 4, a sphere with tw o m icrophones corresponding to the ears w as developed  
and evaluated in terms o f  the error in m easuring three parameters related to perceived spatial 
im pression (IT D , IL D  and IA C C ), in com parison to a head and torso sim ulator (H A T S ). This  
w as an initial stage before considering head m ovem ent, w hich w as existent in listeners’ 
listening activities to evaluate spatial im pression as seen in Chapter 2 . In order to develop the 
final capture m odel for the m easurem ent system , b y  attaching m ore m icrophones corresponding  
to various ear positions, the specific distribution o f  the m icrophones needs to be determ ined. 
This chapter attempts to derive a practical solution to this issue, through experim ents using the 
m easurements m ade in Chapter 4  and the discussions on spatial resolution o f  m icrophone  
placing w hich was introduced in Section 3 .3 .
5 . 1  M o t i v a t i o n  a n d  b a c k g r o u n d  o f  e x p e r i m e n t
This section introduces the m otivation and aim  o f  the experim ent in this chapter, briefly
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sum m arises the previous related w orks and findings discussed in Section 3 .3 , and provides  
further background to help design the experim ent.
5 .1 .1  M o tiv a tio n  a n d  a im  o f  e x p e r im e n t
In Section 3 .3 , various ideas w ere introduced regarding the spatial resolution o f  signal 
capturing. Firstly, the angular sam pling theorem  w as considered w hich led to the fundam ental 
spacing requirement that w ou ld  enable the m ost accurate reconstruction o f  binaural signals at 
any point. Then attempts w ere m ade to find larger but perceptually allow able m icrophone  
spacing, from  previous studies o f  the m inim um  audible angles or ju st noticeable differences. 
T h e M T B  (M otion -T racked  Binaural) capturing technique w as also introduced for w hich a 
unique interpolation m ethod w as used, com bining linear interpolation in the tim e dom ain at low  
frequencies and short-tim e spectral interpolation in the frequency dom ain at high frequencies, to 
enable larger spacing with an acceptable am ount o f  error in the reproduction o f  spatial sound. 
Th e amount o f  spacing equivalent to these additional findings seem ed too sm all to be 
im plem ented in itself, or hardly beneficial in terms o f  reducing the num ber o f  m icrophones at 
the cost o f  increased errors in the reconstruction o f  the sound field. H ow ever, it is still possible  
to com bine som e o f  these findings with the angular sam pling theorem  to a llow  for larger 
m icrophone spacing with perceptually n egligible errors. For instance, the difference in head 
orientation angle corresponding to a ju st noticeable difference (J N D ) can be thought as 
providing a margin in addition to the basic spacing determined from  the sam pling theorem , 
since the errors caused by differences in ear positions sm aller than this m arginal angle should  
not be perceivable.
Therefore, in this experim ental study, the three parameters IT D , IL D  and I A C C  at a 
single spot w ill be m easured or estim ated in different w ays and com pared -  using a single
Investigation of microphone spacing and interpolation techniques for development of multiple-microphone
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m icrophone at the sam e spot, or using pairs o f  m icrophones around the spot fo llow in g  various 
spacing schem es based on the sam pling theorem  com bined with discussions on additional 
perceptually allow able m argins. T his can help determine the m axim um  spacing allow able for 
practical m easurem ent o f  parameters with m ultiple m icrophones.
5 .1 .2  S u m m a r is a tio n  o f  p r e v io u s  fin d in g s  r e g a rd in g  
v a r io u s  m e t h o d s  t o  d e te r m in e  m ic r o p h o n e  sp a c in g
Som e o f  the previous w orks introduced in Section 3 .3 , as principal tools to determine 
relevant m icrophone spacing for the m ultipie-m icrophone sphere m od el, are recapitulated in this 
section. The discussions on the m inim um  audible angles ( M A A s )  and on the m icrophone  
spacing used for the m otion-tracked binaural (M T B ) technique were excluded, since the M A A ,  
the sm allest o f  which w as 1°, w as too sm all to be practically im plem ented, and the spacing  
strategy from  the M T B  technique w as found not to be superior to that from  the sam pling  
theorem  in terms o f  accuracy or practicality.
5.1.2.1 Microphone spacing based on angular sampling theorem
A ccord in g to the angular sam pling theorem  introduced in Section 3 .3 .1 , the distance 
between m icrophones needs to m eet the fo llow in g  condition for m inim al aliasing error:
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D < — —^ , (5 .1 .1)
2 /J  max
where c is the speed o f  sound and f max denotes the high frequency lim it o f  the m easurem ent 
system . For c = 3 4 0 m /s  and f mnx =  10k H z, D is 1 .7cm . For a sphere with 17 .2cm  diam eter,
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1.7cm  is equivalent to 1 1 .3 ° .
5.1.2.2 Angular changes corresponding to ITD and ILD JND 
values
In Section 3 .3 .3 , the changes in source direction corresponding to IT D  and IL D  JN D  
values w ere discussed. Firstly, the relationship between IT D  and lateral sound source angle gave  
the relationship between IT D  difference and the corresponding change o f  lateral source angle as 
fo llow s:
E 0  *  ' A I T D (be]ow 600Hz), and (5 .1 .2)
E 0 *  ' AITD(above 600Hz). (5.1.3)
T h e speed o f  sound c is 3 4 0 m /s , and the head radius a w as 8 .6cm  in the experim ent o f  Chapter 4  
(S ee  Section 4 .1 .1 .2 ) . U sin g  E q. (5 .1 .2 )  and E q . (5 .1 .3 )  with these parameters and the sm allest 
IT D  JN D  19ps found in Section 3 .2 .5  (S ee E q. (3 .2 .3 ) )  gave corresponding A 9 values o f  1 .4 °  
and 2 .2 °  for frequencies b elow  and above 6 0 0 H z .
Secondly, from  the relationship betw een IL D  and the lateral source angle, the ratio 
A 0 /A IL D  w as derived, w hich varied with frequency and the reference source direction itself. 
The IL D  as a function o f  source direction for a range o f  frequencies, and A 0 /A IL D  against
frequency for the source at 0 °  azim uth are drawn b elow  in Figure 5 -1  and Figure 5 -2  as in
Figure 3 -4  and Figure 3 -5  again but with the head radius being 8 .6 c m . It w as not possible to  
determine a single relationship without considering the reference source direction and frequency. 
T he sm allest angle change about the centre, corresponding to an IL D  change o f  about 2d B  w as
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found to be around 5 .8 ° .
ILD against source direction for various frequencies, head radius = 8.6cm
Lateral angle of sound source tffrom the median plane [degrees]
Figure 5 -1 . Angular d ep en d en ce of ILD derived for a 8 .6 -cm -radiu s sphere. The sh ap e of the 
curve ch an g es depending on the signal frequency.
Change in lateral source angle about 0° azimuth corresponding to ILD change of 1dB
Frequency [Hz]
Figure 5 -2 . Plot of A0/AILD  against frequency, from about 5 0 0 H z to 15kH z, for 0 = 0 . This 
corresponds to the ch an ge of lateral angle equivalent to 1dB ch an ge in ILD for a given  
frequency.
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5 .1 .3  M in im u m  A u d ib le  (a z im u th  r o ta t io n ) A n g le  o f  
IA C C  c h a n g e
The previous studies introduced so far, which investigated the orientation changes 
corresponding to the J N D s or the M A A s , were primarily related to those o f  IT D  or ILD . It 
w ould thus be helpful to obtain sim ilar inform ation related to IA C C , i f  possible, that can be 
used for the experim ent as an additional clue to determine effective m icrophone spacing for the 
sphere m odel. This section investigates what degree o f  azimuth head rotation w ould m ake a 
perceivable IA C C  change, based on the data from  the previous experim ent o f  Chapter 4 .
T w o  particular simulated white G aussian noise source specifications were introduced -  
single point source in the front and a pair o f  uncorrelated point sources from  the left and the 
right. These tw o specifications, as described in Figure 5 -3 , correspond to the highest and low est 
expected degrees o f  interaural correlation.
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/ -90° .  90°
m O
(a) (b)
Figure 5 -3 . Source specifications used to derive minimum azimuth orientation ch an ge  
corresponding to a perceivable IACC change: (a) a point source in front, and (b) a pair of point 
sou rces at ± 9 0 °  azimuth.
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T he binaural responses w ere obtained using the quasi-anechoic im pulse responses  
m easured with the H A T S  in the previous experim ent (S ee Section 4 .1 .2  regarding the 
m easurem ent procedure): the source signals were convolved with the im pulse responses  
corresponding to the specified source settings for azimuth head orientation angles from  0 °  to  
3 5 7 .5 °  in 2 .5 °  intervals. The IA C C  value w as then calculated from  the binaural responses as 
described in Section 4 .2 .1 .1 .
T o  derive the difference in IA C C  caused by head rotation, sets o f  IA C C  values w ere  
obtained with various degrees o f  o ffsets from  the frontal direction applied to the initial head  
orientation: from  2 .5 °  to 2 0 °  azim uth in 2 .5 °  intervals. Then the IA C C  values m easured with 0 °  
initial head orientation w ere subtracted from  each o f  those sets calculated for the o ffset  
orientation angles. I f  for any specific  head orientation offset the difference becam e larger than 
the m easurem ent tolerance, it could be said that this is the am ount o f  azim uth head rotation 
required to m ake a perceptible change in IA C C . T his can help design the m ultiple-m icrophone  
sphere m odel with low er m icrophone spacing resolution. The reference-dependent m easurem ent 
tolerance w as derived using the relationship specified previously through W e b e r ’ s law  in 
Section 3 .2 .5  and Section 4 .2 .1 .3 , w hich is introduced again below :
0.3 = --------------  . (5,1.4)
( 1 .1 3 3 - ^ cc)
In this case, the m easurem ents o f  the H A T S  w ith 0 °  initial orientation offset were used as the 
reference values.
Firstly, the I A C C  differences for a point source at 0 °  betw een tw o different head 
orientations (w ith angular offsets o f  2 .5 ° ,  5 ° , 7 .5 ° ,  10 °, 1 2 .5 ° , 1 5 °, 1 7 .5 °  and 2 0 ° )  are com pared  
to the m easurem ent tolerance in Figure 5 -4 . T h e source is assum ed to be placed at 0 °  azimuth.
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The angles on the plots now  indicate the head orientation with no initial offset.
IACC difference between two head orientations 5° apart, 
compared to measurement tolerance, against frequency 
dark:difference<=tolerance. bright:difference>tolerance
(a) angular offset of 2 .5 °  (b) angular offset of 5 C
4140
7260 2320 639 100 1258 414010
IACC difference between two head orientations 2.5° apart, 
compared to measurement tolerance, against frequency 
dark:difference<=tolerance. bright:difference>tolerance
IACC difference between two head orientations 7.5° apart, 
compared to measurement tolerance, against frequency 
dark:difference<=tolerance, bright:difference>tolerance
197260 2320 639 100 1258 4140101
IACC difference between two head orientations 10° apart, 
compared to measurement tolerance, against frequency 
dark:difference<=tolerance, bright:difference>tolerance
7260 2320 639 100 1258 414010119# ►
(c) angular offset of 7 .5 ° (d) angular offset of 10°
IACC difference between two head orientations 12.5° apart 
compared to measurement tolerance, against frequency 
dark:difference<=tolerance. bright:difference>tolerance
4
*101197260 2320 639 100 1258 414010119
IACC difference between two head orientations 15° apart, 
compared to measurement tolerance, against frequency 
dark:difference<=tolerance. bright:difference>tolerance
7260 2320 639 100 1258 414010119
(e) angular offset of 1 2 .5 °  (f) angular offset of 15°
(Figure continued on the next page)
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IACC difference between two head orientations 17.5° apart 
compared to measurement tolerance, against frequency 
dark:difference<=tolerance. bright :difference>tolerance
7260 2320 639 100 1258 414010119 7260 2320 639 100 1258 414010119
IACC difference between two head orientations 20° apart, 
compared to measurement tolerance, against frequency 
dark:difference<=tolerance. bright:difference>tolerance
(g) angular offset of 1 7 .5 °  (h) angular offset of 2 0 °
Figure 5 -4 . IACC differences for point source at 0 ° between two different head orientations with 
various offsets, com pared to m easu rem en t tolerance.
The dark area indicates that the IA C C  difference between the original and offset head 
orientation angles does not exceed the m easurem ent tolerance. The bright area indicates that the 
difference is larger than the tolerance. It is not easy to find a single threshold angular offset that 
gives a prominent IA C C  change. This seem s due to the fact that the tolerance varies according  
to the reference IA C C  w hich varies without any consistency, and that in general the IA C C  
variations caused by the angular offset are sm all, especially at low  frequencies.
Secondly, the IA C C  differences are calculated for tw o separate white Gaussian noise  
sources at ± 9 0 °  azimuth, and com pared to the measurement tolerance. Sim ilarly to the above, 
the plots o f  Figure 5 -5  show  the results, for a range o f  angular offsets (2 .5 °  to 2 0 ° )  o f  head 
orientation in azimuth. The dark area indicates that the IA C C  difference between the original 
and offset head orientation angles does not exceed the measurement tolerance. The bright area 
indicates that the difference is larger than the tolerance. It is seen that the bigger the angle  
between tw o head orientations, the larger the area in which the IA C C  difference exceeds the 
tolerance. In other w ords, as one rotates the head to a larger extent, the IA C C  difference
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becom es m ore easily perceived.
7260 2320 639 100 1258 414010119
IACC difference between two head orientations 2.5° apart, 
compared to measurement tolerance, against frequency 
dark:difference<=tolerance. bright:difference>tolerance
IACC difference between two head orientations 5° apart, 
compared to measurement tolerance, against frequency 
dark:dlfference<=tolerance. bright:difference>tolerance
4140
7260 2320 639 100 1258 414010119
(a) angular offset of 2 .5 ° (b) angular offset of 5°
IACC difference between two head orientations 7.5° apart, 
compared to measurement tolerance, against frequency 
dark:dlfference<=tolerance, bright:difference>tolerance
7260 2320 639 100 1258 414010119
IACC difference between two head orientations 10° apart, 
compared to measurement tolerance, against frequency 
dark:difference<=tolerance. bright:dlfference>tolerance
4140
kl 01197260 2320 639 1258 414010119
(c) angular offset of 7 .5 °  (d) angular offset of 10°
(Figure continued on the next page)
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IACC difference between two head orientations 12.5° apart 
compared to measurement tolerance, against frequency 
dark:difference<=tolerance, bright:dlfference>tolerance
7260 2320 639 100 1258 414010119
IACC difference between two head orientations 15° apart, 
compared to measurement tolerance, against frequency 
dark:difference<=tolerance. bright:dlfference>tolerance
7260 2320 639 100 1258 414010119
(e) angular offset of 1 2 .5 ° (f) angular offset of 15°
IACC difference between two head orientations 17.5° apart 
compared to measurement tolerance, against frequency 
dark:d!fference<=tolerance, bright:difference>tolerance
7260 2320 639 100 1258 414010119 7260 2320 639 100 1258 414010119
IACC difference between two head orientations 20° apart, 
compared to measurement tolerance, against frequency 
dark:dlfference<=tolerance, bright:difference>tolerance
(g) angular offset of 1 7 .5 °  (h) angular offset of 2 0 °
Figure 5 -5 . IACC differences for point so u rces at ± 9 0 °  betw een the original and offset head  
orientations, com pared to m easurem ent tolerance.
W hereas in the case o f  single point source the IA C C  change seem s perceptually  
negligible up to 1 .2kH z even for 2 0 °  offset, in the case o f  tw o uncorrelated sources the angular 
offset seem s to strongly affect the frequency range over which the IA C C  change is within the 
tolerance. The perceptually allow able spacing for tw o IA C C  m easurem ent positions w ould thus 
depend on the m axim um  frequency o f  interest. For accurate results below  approxim ately 2 kH z, 
an angular offset o f  2 .5 °  or less is required. For accurate results above this frequency, a sm aller
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angular offset is required.
5 . 2  E x p e r i m e n t a l  d e s i g n
This section describes h ow  the experim ent w as designed, at various specific stages, to  
com pare various m icrophone spacing schem es and to determine a suitable one for the m ultipie- 
m icrophone sphere m odel that captures the binaural signals considering head m ovem ent.
5 .2 .1  S u m m a r y  o f  c o n s id e r e d  m ic r o p h o n e  s p a c in g  
in te r v a ls
Th e m icrophone spacing intervals calculated from  the discussions in Section 5 .1 .2  and 
Section 5 .1 .3  are sum m arised as fo llow s:
• Spacing based on sam pling theorem  (for  frequencies up to 10k H z): 1 1 .3 °
• Spacing based on sam pling theorem  and (the sm aller) additional angle corresponding to  
IT D  J N D : 1 1 .3 ° +  1 .4 ° =  1 2 .7 °
• Spacing based on sam pling theorem  and additional angle corresponding to IL D  J N D :
1 1 .3 ° +  5 .8 °  =  1 7 .1 ° .
• Spacing based on sam pling theorem  and additional angle equivalent to the M A A  o f  
IA C C  change: 1 1 .3 °  for full frequency range, 1 3 .8 °  ( 1 1 .3 °+ 2 .5 ° )  for frequencies b elo w  
2k H z.
In order to test the m easurem ent accuracy o f  these different spacing schem es, 
com parisons w ere m ade betw een the parameters measured with one single m icrophone and the 
parameters estim ated from  the m easurem ents at tw o m icrophones about the single spot, spaced
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by various angles using the data from  the previous experim ent.
5 .2 .2  S e le c tio n  o f  m ic r o p h o n e  sp a c in g  in te r v a ls  t o  b e  
t e s t e d
Since the previous m easurem ents were m ade using quasi-anechoic binaural im pulse  
responses in 2 .5 °  intervals o f  orientation, on ly  m ultiples o f  2 .5 °  w ere used as the tested gaps 
between the positions o f  m icrophone pairs, so that the previous im pulse response m easurem ent 
data could be used to generate the binaural signals and to derive the results. C onsequently, the 
fo llow in g  m icrophone positions were tested, for w hich the binaural signals and the three 
parameters (IT D , IL D  and IA C C ) w ere m easured and calculated:
1) Target position ( o f  the single pair o f  m icrophones)
2 ) ± 5 °  from  the target position (sim ilar to the spacing based on the sam pling theorem )
3 ) + 7 .5 °  and -5 °  from  the target position (sim ilar to the spacing based on the sam pling  
theorem  and additional angle corresponding to IT D  JN D )
4 )  ± 7 .5 °  from  the target position (sim ilar to the spacing based on the sam pling theorem  
and additional angle corresponding to IL D  J N D )
5) + 1 2 .5 °  and -1 0 °  from  the target position (sim ilar to the spacing based on the sam pling  
theorem  and additional angle corresponding to doubled IL D  J N D  -  i.e ., applied on both  
sides).
Th e spacing based on sam pling theorem  com bined with the M A A  o f  IA C C  change w as  
not considered separately, since it lies within the range o f  the second to the fourth spacing  
schem es above.
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5 .2 .3  S o u r c e  s ig n a ls  a n d  c a p tu r e  m o d e l
Three source types w ere used for the m easurem ents:
• Single point white Gaussian noise source at 0 °  azimuth
• T w o  separate w hite Gaussian noise sources positioned at + 9 0 °  and -9 0 °
• Spanned m ultiple uncorrelated white G aussian noise sources, from  0 °  to all around the 
head, distributed at 2 0 °  intervals on each side.
For the first tw o source settings, the m easurem ents were taken for the azimuth head 
orientation angles from  0 °  to 3 5 7 .5 °  at intervals o f  2 .5 ° . In the case o f  spanned m ultiple sources, 
the head was fixed facing 0 °  azimuth.
The sphere w as used as the capturing m od el, without any additional parts such as the 
torso or pinnae. The torso w as not included for m easurement in this experim ent, considering  
that the m easurem ent data from  the previous experim ent with the torso attached w ere obtained  
w ith the torso rotating as w ell, whereas it is m ore likely in norm al listening situations that on ly  
the head rotates with the torso fixed .
5 .2 .4  C a lc u la tio n  a n d  c o m p a r is o n  p r o c e s s e s
This section describes various processes introduced specifically  for this experim ent to 
calculate the parameters to be com pared, and to enable perceptually relevant com parison. For  
this purpose, tw o different interpolation m ethods were introduced at tw o different stages, and 
tw o derivation m ethods o f  IT D  from  the interaural cross-correlation, with and without low -pass  
filtering that accounts for the behaviour o f  the hum an auditory system , w ere tested.
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5.2.4.1 Interpolation methods
T w o  interpolation m ethods were used for this experim ent to approxim ate the parameter 
values or binaural signals at the target m icrophone positions from  those acquired at the adjacent 
m icrophone pairs -  linear interpolation and interpolation using the sine function. W h ilst the 
form er is sim pler, the latter, based on the sam pling theorem , can derive m ore accurate results.
The M T B  recording technique (A lg a zi et al. 2 0 0 4 )  used linear interpolation at low  
frequencies, to calculate the intermediate signals from  the recorded ones at discrete positions. 
The same method can be applied to calculate the parameter values or audio signals at the ear 
position from  the m easurements at tw o adjacent positions. Figure 5 -6  show s an exam ple o f  this 
procedure, assum ing that the parameter value at 0 °  (the ear position) is to be interpolated from  
the measured values o f  0 .3  at -5 °  and 0 .7  at 7 .5 ° .
Approximation of the target value using linear interpolation
Figure 5 -6 . Exam ple of calculating the binaural param eters or audio signals at the ear position 
(indicated a s  0 °) from the m easu rem en ts at two adjacent m icrophone positions -5 °  and 7 .5 °  
apart from the target position. The circled points indicate the m easured values, and the asterisk  
the result of linear interpolation.
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O n the other hand, in (A jd ler  et al. 2 0 0 8 ) , the sam pling theorem  for the sound field along  
a circle was introduced. This specified the required m icrophone spacing for the spatial angular 
sam pling o f  a sound field with a given bandwidth. For frequencies within this bandwidth, it is 
possible to reconstruct the intermediate sound field between the sam pled points using sine 
interpolation. Therefore this interpolation m ethod was used to test the m easurem ents with 
various m icrophone spacing. M ore specifically , the continuous sound field w as constructed by  
sum m ing sine functions centred at the azimuth angles o f  the discrete m easurem ent positions, 
with the amplitude multiplied by the corresponding measured values. Then the results to be 
estimated were found at the target azimuth angles. Figure 5 -7  show s an exam ple o f  using this 
m ethod to calculate the value at the ear positions from  those at the adjacent m icrophone  
positions, assum ing the same measured values and m icrophone spots as used in Figure 5 -6 .
Approximation of the target value using sine function
Figure 5 -7 . Exam ple of calculating the binaural param eters or audio signals at the ear position 
(indicated a s  0°) from the m easu rem en ts at two adjacent m icrophone positions -5 °  and 7 .5 °  
apart from the target position, using the sine function. The circled points indicate the m easured  
values, the dashed  and dash-dotted lines indicate the sine functions applied, and the solid line 
indicate the result of interpolation with the asterisk being the approxim ated value.
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It should be noted that the above exam ple o f  interpolation with sine function used only  
tw o points. In fact spatial sam pling requires m ore than tw o points for the reconstruction o f  the 
sam pled field. M o re  specifically, the interpolation m ust be done using m ore sam pled points 
farther around the target point with sine function applied to each sam pled value. Even the 
angular sam pling theorem  introduced in (A jd ler  et al. 2 0 0 8 ) , for w hich the sound field is 
periodical along a circle, requires m ultiple equally-spaced points all around the circular area for  
the interpolation. H ow ever, the need to interpolate across a w ide range o f  points increases the 
num ber o f  m icrophones required, and this conflicts with the direction o f  developm ent o f  the 
signal capturing m odel for this research -  to use as few  m icrophones as possible for practicality, 
considering the m ulti-dim ensionality o f  the ear coverage corresponding to head m ovem ent. 
Therefore, for this experim ent, com parison o f  the interpolation m ethods w ill use an 
approxim ation, and w ill be m ade using tw o m ost adjacent points o f  m easurem ent.
5.2.4.2 Stages of interpolation
From  the m easured responses at the adjacent pairs o f  m icrophone positions, the IT D , IL D  
or IA C C  values at the target position w ere derived in tw o different w ays, depending on at w hich  
stage the interpolation w as applied: firstly, they w ere calculated directly from  the binaural audio 
signals m easured at the approxim ating pairs and then the m easured parameter values w ere  
linearly interpolated to a single value to be com pared to the parameter values m easured at the 
target position. O r secondly, the binaural audio signals w ere interpolated before calculating the 
parameter values. Figure 5 -8  show s h ow  these tw o m ethods differ from  each other: in terms o f  
whether the interpolation is done to the parameters IT D , IL D  and IA C C  or onto the binaural 
signals.
Investigation of microphone spacing and interpolation techniques for development of multiple-microphone
sphere model
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Source
Audio signals Audio signals
□
Audio signals
Target 
microphone pair
Microphone pair at 
approximating positions 1
Microphone pair at 
approximating positions 2
(Captured) i i (Captured)
I audio signals j i audio signals
apparatuses
(Captured) processes
(flow of) 
audio signals
low of) 
parameters
alculated parameters
(a) Com parison of directly m easured and approxim ated param eters: linear interpolation is done  
after calculating the ITD, ILD and IACC valu es for two m icrophone pairs.
Source
Audio signals Audio signals
□
Audio signals
Microphone pair at 
approximating positions 1
(Captured) 
audio signals
Microphone pair at 
approximating positions 2
! (Captured) 
audio signals
(interpolated) audio signals
Calculated parameters
apparatuses
processes
(flow of) 
audio signals
'low of) 
parameters
(b) Com parison of directly m easured and approxim ated param eters: linear interpolation is done  
with the binaural signals m easured for two m icrophone pairs before calculating the param eters.
Figure 5 -8 . Two m ethods to calculate binaural param eters at approximating ear positions and to 
com pare them to those directly m easured at target position. Interpolation is applied to the 
param eters or the audio signals at different stages.
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5.2.4.3 Implementation of the b r e a k d o w n  of phase locking in 
the auditory system for I T D  derivation from cross-correlation
In the previous experiment, the effect of half-wave rectifying and low pass filtering the 
binaural signals before performing the cross-correlation calculation when finding ITD was 
explained (See Section 4.2.1.2). Although this procedure was found to be more perceptually 
relevant, corresponding to the loss of temporal detail in the audio signals at high frequencies due 
to the breakdown of phase locking in the human auditory system (Mason et al. 2005b), it caused 
alteration of peak cross-correlation values and the related ITD values. This in turn resulted in 
non-zero ITD values at high frequencies even when the source was located at 0° or 180°. 
Therefore in the experiment of Chapter 4 the results were presented without the low pass 
filtering applied. For this experiment, the results with and without the low pass filtering applied 
in finding ITD will both be presented and compared.
5.2.4.4 C o m p a r i s o n  of parameter differences to m e a s u r e m e n t  
tolerances
The three parameters ITD, ILD and IACC at the ear position were compared to those 
approximated from the measurements at the adjacent microphone pairs distributed apart by 
various angles specified above in Section 5.2.2. The comparison, similarly to that in the 
experiment of Chapter 4, was made by firstly calculating the differences of the three parameters, 
and then by comparing them to the measurement tolerances determined in Section 4.2.1.3. The 
JNDs are firstly listed again below:
A itd =  126 .9 2 * i?1TD2 - 0 .0 2 3 0 8 9  *i?1TD+ 1 .8 6 9 4  x 10~5 , (5.2.1)
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Aild = 2.1dB, and
0.3 = -------------  , (5.2.2)
( 1 . 1 3 3 - ^ c c )
with R iTD and R ia c c  meaning the reference values as measured with the sphere at the target 
positions. For ITD measurement tolerance, in addition to the reference dependency as in Eq. 
(5.2.1), the IACC dependency of JND was also considered, which was described in Section 
3.2.4 and used in the analyses of experimental results in Chapter 4. The IACC-dependent 
weighting factor was derived in Section 4.2.1.3 from previous experimental findings of (Jeffress 
et al. 1962), as listed again below as Eq.(5.2.3).
WhdG0 ) =  3 4 -4 2 4 /24 -8 8 .8 3 3 /0 3 +  8 0 .7 5 4 /9 2 - 3 1 .0 6 7 /9  +  5 .7 1 6 7  , (5 .2 .3 )
where % D indicates the ratio of increase to be applied to the ITD JND Arm of Eq. (5.2.1) in the 
calculation of ITD measurement tolerance. The ratio was calculated from IACC obtained for 
each head orientation and frequency, and multiplied by the corresponding ITD JND value. The 
expression for ITD JND with this ratio applied was as follows:
a „ itd =  (1 2 6 .9 2 -i?1TD2 - 0 . 0 2 3 0 8 9 - ^ +  1 .8 6 9 4 x l0 “5) -
(3 4 .4 2 4  • R ^  -  8 8 .8 3 3  • R ^  +  8 0 .7 5 4  • R^cc2 - 3 1 . 0 6 7  • > ACC +  5 .7 1 6 7 )  '4)
For ILD and IACC, the JND values were used themselves as the tolerances.
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5 .3  M e a s u re m e n t a n d  c o m p a r is o n  re s u lts
This section shows and compares the results of measurements made with various 
microphone spacing schemes, for each of the source settings. Table 5-1 summarises the 
variations in the calculation process, introduced above in Section 5.2.4.
Considered  
process or 
procedure
Interpolation
method
Interpolation stage
LPF in finding ITD from cross­
correlation
Variations
Linear or 
sine
interpolation
Interpolation of ITD/ILD/IACC (after 
calculation) or interpolation of audio 
signals (before parameter calculation)
Not applied (to prevent possible 
erratic ITD determination), or 
applied (perceptually relevant)
Table 5-1. List of the variations in the measurement / calculation process for the comparison of 
different microphone spacing to approximate ITD, ILD, and IACC measured at the ear position.
5.3.1 Sing l e  p o i n t  s o u r c e  -  I T D  a n d  I T D  differences
Figure 5-9 shows the ITD values calculated for single point source at 0° with various 
head orientations, without low pass filtering of the cross-correlation. Each plot indicates the ITD 
at the target ear position or the result of linear interpolation made from the ITDs at various 
adjacent microphone pairs. It is seen that the overall patterns are similar, but that the linearly 
interpolated versions are slightly different from the measurement at the target positions. Figure 
5-10 then displays the same ITD plots, but now calculated from the already-interpolated 
binaural signals using those measured at the adjacent microphone pairs. (Note that Figure 5-9(a) 
and Figure 5-10(a) are thus the same.) Figure 5-11 and Figure 5-12 show the differences 
between the measurements approximated from the adjacent microphones and those measured at 
the target positions.
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ITD values calculated for single source at 0°, 
and for various head orientation, 
measurement at target microphone position
7260 2320 639 100 1258 414010119
ITD values calculated for single source at 0°. 
and for various head orientation, 
lineraly interpolated from measurements at +7.5° and -7.5°
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-200
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-400
-600
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(e) 
Figure 5-9. ITD values calculated (without low-pass filtering) and linearly interpolated for single 
point source at 0° with various head orientation, from measurements with various microphone 
spacing schemes (interpolation after ITD calculation).
ITD values calculated for single source at 0°. 
and for various head orientation, 
lineraly Interpolated from measurements at +5° and -5°
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ITD values calculated for single source at 0°, 
and for various head orientation, 
lineraly Interpolated from measurements at +7.5° and -5°
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ITD values calculated for single source at 0°, 
and for various head orientation, 
lineraly interpolated from measurements at +12.5° and
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7260 2320 639 100 1258 414010119
ITD values calculated for single source at 0°, 
and for various head orientation, 
measurement at target microphone position
ITD values calculated for single source at 0°. 
and for various head orientation, 
from linearly interpolated binaural signals at ±7.5°
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Figure 5-10. ITD values calculated (without low-pass filtering) for single point source at 0°, from 
direct measurements or from linearly interpolated binaural signals with various microphone 
spacing schemes (interpolation before ITD calculation).
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ITD values calculated for single source at 0°. 
and for various head orientation, 
from linearly interpolated binaural signals at ±5°
ITD values calculated for single source at 0°, 
and for various head orientation, 
from linearly interpolated binaural signals at +7.5° and -5°
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ITD values calculated for single source at 0°, 
and for various head orientation, 
from linearly interpolated binaural signals at +12.5° and
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Difference in ITD values for single source at 0°, 
between measurement at target(ear) position and 
linear Interpolation of ITDs measured at +5° and -5°
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Difference in ITD values for single source at 0°, 
between measurement at target(ear) position and 
linear Interpolation of ITDs measured at +7.5° and -7.5°
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Difference In ITD values for single source at 0°, 
between measurement at target(ear) position and 
linear Interpolation of ITDs measured at +7.5° and -5°
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(b)
Difference in ITD values calculated for single source at 0°.
between measurement at target(ear) position and 
linear interpolation of ITDs measured at +12.5° and -10°
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Figure 5-11. ITD differences for single point source, between the measurement at the target ear 
position and each version of the ITDs linearly interpolated from those measured at the adjacent 
microphone pairs (no low-pass filtering applied, interpolation after ITD calculation).
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Difference in ITD values for single source at 0°. 
between measurement at target(ear) position and 
calculation from lin. Interpolation of signals at ±5°
Difference in ITD values for single source at 0°, 
between measurement at target(ear) position and 
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Figure 5-12. ITD differences for single point source, between the measurement at the target ear 
position and each version of the ITDs calculated from the linearly interpolated binaural signals 
measured at the adjacent microphone pairs {no low-pass filtering applied, interpolation before 
ITD calculation).
At low frequencies the differences generally seem small. However, as the frequency 
increases the differences also increase. In order to clearly observe whether these differences 
would be perceivable or not, they are compared to the measurement tolerance. As mentioned 
above in Section 5.2.4.4, the ITD measurement tolerance depends on the reference ITD and on
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the IACC variation which could be found from the measurements made with the HATS. Figure 
5-13 and Figure 5-14 show the results of these comparisons. The dark area in each plot indicates 
where the ITD differences are perceptually negligible.
ITD difference over tolerance, calculated for single source at 0°. 
between measurements at target ear positions and 
lin. interpolation of ITDs at ±5° (Interpolation after calculation)
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ITD difference over tolerance, calculated ror single source at 0°. 
between measurements at target ear positions and 
lin. interpolation of ITDs at +7.5°/-5<> (interpolation after calculation)
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ITO difference over tolerance, calculated for single source at 0°, 
between measurements at target ear positions and 
lin. Interpolation of ITDs at ±7.5° (Interpolation after calculation)
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ITD difference over tolerance, calculated for single source at 0°, 
between measurements at target ear positions and 
lin. interpolation of ITDs at +12.5°/-10° (Interpolation after calc.)
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Figure 5-13. ITD differences for single point source, compared to the ITD measurement 
tolerance, between the measurement at the target ear position and each version of the ITDs 
linearly interpolated from those at the adjacent microphone pairs (no low-pass filtering, 
interpolation after ITD calculation). The dark areas indicate that the differences are perceptually 
negligible, and the bright areas indicate that they are not.
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ITD difference over tolerance, calculated for single source at 0°.
between measurements at target ear positions and 
from Interpolated signals at ±5° (Interpolation before calculation)
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ITD difference over tolerance, calculated for single source at 0°.
between measurements at target ear positions and 
from Interpolated signals at +7.5%5° (Interpolation before calc.)
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from interpolated signals at +12.5°/-10° (Interpolation before calc.)
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Figure 5-14. ITD differences for single point source, compared to the ITD measurement 
tolerance, between the measurement at the target ear position and each version of the ITDs 
calculated from the linearly interpolated binaural signals at the adjacent microphone pairs {no 
low-pass filtering, interpolation before ITD calculation). The dark areas indicate that the 
differences are perceptually negligible, and the bright areas indicate that they are not.
It is seen in general that the differences from the ITDs at the target positions are 
perceptually negligible at low frequencies, except for the frontal and rear regions when the 
binaural signals were interpolated. As the microphone pairs used for the interpolation become 
further apart, the ranges of frequency and head orientation angle with perceivable errors also
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become larger.
Figure 5-9 to Figure 5-14 have shown the results without low-pass filtering the audio 
signal before calculating the cross-correlation to find the ITD. The results of the ITD 
comparison with the low-pass filtering applied are shown in Figure 5-15 and Figure 5-16. Only 
the plots equivalent to Figure 5-13 and Figure 5-14 are shown for comparison. Comparing the 
plots of Figure 5-13 and Figure 5-14 to the corresponding ones of Figure 5-15 and Figure 5-16 
shows that when low-pass filtering is applied when calculating the ITD from the cross­
correlation, the results of linear interpolation are slightly better, i.e., wider areas are under the 
tolerance, for closely spaced microphone pairs approximately up to +7.5° and -5°. As discussed 
earlier in Section 5.2.4.3 (See Section 4.2.1.2 for more detailed discussion), this difference 
seems to be because the filtering affects the peak positions of the cross-correlation measurement. 
If the peaks found from the cross-correlation with and without the low-pass filtering applied to 
the binaural signals were different, the ITD value corresponding to those binaural signals would 
change as a result. This change in the ITD value for each of the compared microphone seems to 
have resulted in reduction of ITD differences in some cases.
( T h i s  s p a c e  i n t e n t i o n a l l y  left b l a n k )
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ITD difference over tolerance, calculated for single source at 0°. 
between measurements at target ear positions and 
lin. interpolation of ITDs at ±5° (Interpolation after calculation)
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ITD difference over tolerance, calculated for single source at 0°, 
between measurements at target ear positions and 
lin. Interpolation of ITDs at ±7.5° (Interpolation after calculation)
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Figure 5-15. ITD differences for single point source, compared to the ITD measurement 
tolerance, between the measurement at the target ear position and each version of the ITDs 
linearly interpolated from those at the adjacent microphone pairs (low-pass filtering applied to 
binaural signals in finding ITD, interpolation after ITD calculation). The dark areas indicate that 
the differences are perceptually negligible, and the bright areas indicate that they are not.
ITD difference over tolerance, calculated for single source al 0°. 
between measurements at target ear positions and 
lin. Interpolation of ITDs at +7.5°/-5° (Interpolation after calculation)
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ITD difference over tolerance, calculated for single source at 0°, 
between measurements at target ear positions and 
from interpolated signals at ±5° (Interpolation before calculation)
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ITD difference over tolerance, calculated for single source at 0°.
between measurements at target ear positions and 
from Interpolated signals at +7.57-5° (interpolation before calc.)
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ITD difference over tolerance, calculated for single source at 0°. 
between measurements at target ear positions and 
from Interpolated signals at ±7.5° (Interpolation before calc.)
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from Interpolated signals at +12.57-10° (Interpolation before calc.)
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Figure 5-16. ITD differences for single point source, compared to the ITD measurement 
tolerance, between the measurement at the target ear position and each version of the ITDs 
calculated from the linearly interpolated binaural signals at the adjacent microphone pairs (low- 
pass filtering applied to binaural signals in finding ITD, interpolation before ITD calculation). The 
dark areas indicate that the differences are perceptually negligible, and the bright areas indicate 
that they are not.
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The comparison results for when the data are interpolated using the sine function are 
shown in Figure 5-17 to Figure 5-20: no low-pass filtering and interpolation after ITD 
calculation; no low-pass filtering and interpolation before ITD calculation; low-pass filtering 
applied and interpolation after ITD calculation; and low-pass filtering applied and interpolation 
before ITD calculation, respectively. The results seem much worse in the case of ITD 
interpolation after calculation, even for the smallest microphone spacing. This is due to the fact 
that only two adjacent points were used for the interpolation; more measurement points along 
the circle traversing the ear position and the interpolating points were required for more accurate 
result. Particularly when the two measured ITD values are close in magnitude to each other, 
interpolation using the sine function will result in larger value at the target point than both the 
measured ones. This seems to have increased the interpolated ITD and thus made the 
approximating performance worse. When the binaural audio signals were interpolated before 
calculating ITD, however, this tendency is not noticed, since the amplitudes of binaural signals 
do not directly affect the ITD values.
( T h i s  s p a c e  i n t e n t i o n a l l y  left b l a n k )
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ITD difference over tolerance, calculated for single source at 0°. 
between measurements at target ear positions and 
sine interpolation of ITDs at +7.5°/-5° (Interpolation after calculation]
(a) (b)
ITD difference over tolerance, calculated for single source at 0°, 
between measurements at target ear positions and
ITD difference over tolerance, calculated for single source at 0°. 
between measurements at target ear positions and
sine interpolation of ITDs at ±7.5° (interpolation after calculation) sine interpolation of ITDs at +12.5°/-10° (Interpolation after calc.)
(C )
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Figure 5-17. ITD differences for single point source, compared to the ITD measurement 
tolerance, between the measurement at the target ear position and each version of the ITDs 
interpolated using the sine function from those at the adjacent microphone pairs (no low-pass 
filtering, interpolation after ITD calculation). The dark areas indicate that the differences are 
perceptually negligible, and the bright areas indicate that they are not.
ITD difference over tolerance, calculated for single source at 0°.
between measurements at target ear positions and 
sine interpolation of ITDs at ±5° (interpolation after calculation)
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ITD difference over tolerance, calculated for single source at 0°, 
between measurements at target ear positions and 
from Interpolated signals at ±5° (Interpolation before calculation)
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ITD difference over tolerance, calculated for single source at 0°.
between measurements at target ear positions and 
from Interpolated signals at +7.57-5° (interpolation before calc.)
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ITD difference over tolerance, calculated for single source at 0°. 
between measurements at target ear positions and 
from interpolated signals at ±7.5° (Interpolation before calc.)
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ITD difference over tolerance, calculated for single source at 0°.
between measurements at target ear positions and 
from Interpolated signals at +12.57-10° (interpolation before calc.)
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Figure 5-18. ITD differences for single point source, compared to the ITD measurement 
tolerance, between the measurement at the target ear position and each version of the ITDs 
calculated from the interpolated binaural signals at the adjacent microphone pairs using the sine 
function {no low-pass filtering, interpolation before ITD calculation). The dark areas indicate that 
the differences are perceptually negligible, and the bright areas indicate that they are not.
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ITD difference over tolerance, calculated for single source at 0°.
between measurements at target ear positions and 
sine Interpolation of ITDs at ±5° (interpolation after calculation)
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ITD difference over tolerance, calculated for single source at 0°. 
between measurements at target ear positions and 
sine Interpolation of ITDs at +7.57-5° (Interpolation after calculation)
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ITD difference over tolerance, calculated for single source at 0°, 
between measurements at target ear positions and 
sine interpolation of ITDs at ±7.5° (Interpolation after calculation)
ITD difference over tolerance, calculated for single source at 0°.
between measurements at target ear positions and 
sine interpolation of ITDs at +12.57-10° (Interpolation after calc.)
(c) (d)
Figure 5-19. ITD differences for single point source, compared to the ITD measurement 
tolerance, between the measurement at the target ear position and each version of the ITDs 
interpolated using the sine function from those at the adjacent microphone pairs (low-pass 
filtering applied to binaural signals in finding ITD, interpolation after ITD calculation). The dark 
areas indicate that the differences are perceptually negligible, and the bright areas indicate that 
they are not.
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ITD difference over tolerance, calculated for single source at 0°, 
between measurements at target ear positions and 
from interpolated signals at ±5° (interpolation before calculation)
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ITD difference over tolerance, calculated for single source at 0°.
between measurements at target ear positions and 
from interpolated signals at +7.5°/-5° (interpolation before calc.)
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ITD difference over tolerance, calculated for single source at 0°. 
between measurements at target ear positions and 
from Interpolated signals at ±7.5° (interpolation before calc.)
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from Interpolated signals at +12.5°/-10° (Interpolation before calc.)
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Figure 5-20. ITD differences for single point source, compared to the ITD measurement 
tolerance, between the measurement at the target ear position and each version of the ITDs 
calculated from the interpolated binaural signals at the adjacent microphone pairs using the sine 
function (low-pass filtering applied to binaural signals in finding ITD, interpolation before ITD 
calculation). The dark areas indicate that the differences are perceptually negligible, and the 
bright areas indicate that they are not.
The key findings from the ITD comparison for the single point source can be summarised 
as follows. Firstly, increasing the microphone spacing generally decreases the frequency above 
which the ITD differences are above the tolerance, and thus enlarges the frequency and head
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orientation angle ranges of perceivable ITD errors (i.e., degrades the measurement performance). 
Secondly, application of low-pass filtering to the binaural signals to calculate the ITD from the 
cross-correlation (corresponding to the breakdown of phase-locking ability of the auditory 
system) slightly enhances the performance, particularly for smaller microphone spacing. Thirdly, 
use of the sine function for the interpolation does not improve the result, since only a limited 
number of adjacent measurements need to be used to maintain practicality of the developed 
system. Fourthly, interpolation of the measured ITD values gives better results than 
interpolation of binaural signals before ITD calculation.
( T h i s  s p a c e  i n t e n t i o n a l l y  left b l a n k )
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5.3.2 Single p o i n t  s o u r c e  -  I L D  differences
Figure 5-21 and Figure 5-22 show the ILD differences plotted in the same way as Figure 
5-11 and Figure 5-12, with linear interpolation conducted after and before ILD calculation 
respectively. Then these are compared to the tolerance of 2.1dB in Figure 5-23 and Figure 5-24.
Difference in ILD values calculated for single source at 0° 
between measurement at target(ear) position and 
linear interpolation of ILDs measured at +5° and -5°
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Difference in ILD values calculated for single source at 0° 
between measurement at target(ear) position and 
linear interpolation of ILDs measured at +12.5° and -10°
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Figure 5-21. ILD differences for single point source between the measurement at the target ear 
position and each version of the ILDs linearly interpolated from those measured at the adjacent 
microphone pairs (interpolation after ILD calculation).
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Difference in ILD values for single source at 0°, Difference in ILD values for single source at 0°.
between measurement at target(ear) position and between measurement at target(ear) position and
calculation from lin. Interpolation of signals at ±5° calculation from lin. interpolation of signals at +7.5° and -5°
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Difference in ILD values for single source at 0°. 
between measurement at target(ear) position and 
calculation from lin. interpolation of signals at ±7.5°
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between measurement at target(ear) position and 
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Figure 5-22. ILD differences for single point source between the measurement at the target ear 
position and each version of the ILDs calculated from linearly interpolated binaural signals 
measured at the adjacent microphone pairs (interpolation before ILD calculation).
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ILD difference over tolerance, calculated for single source at 0°, 
between measurements at target ear positions and 
lin. interpolation of ILDs at ±5° (Interpolation after calculation)
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ILD difference over tolerance, calculated for single source at 0°. 
between measurements at target ear positions and 
lin. Interpolation of ILDs at +7.57-5° (interpolation after calculation)
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ILD difference over tolerance, calculated for single source at 0°.
between measurements at target ear positions and 
lin. Interpolation of ILDs at +12.57-10° (Interpolation after calc.)
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Figure 5-23. ILD differences for single point source, compared to the measurement tolerance 
(2.1dB), between the measurement at the target ear position and each version of the ILDs 
linearly interpolated from those at the adjacent microphone pairs (interpolation after ILD 
calculation). The dark areas indicate that the differences are perceptually negligible, and the 
bright areas indicate that they are not.
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ILD difference over tolerance, calculated for single source at 0°.
between measurements at target ear positions and 
from Interpolated signals at ±5° (Interpolation before calculation)
ILD difference over tolerance, calculated for single source at 0°.
between measurements at target ear positions and 
from Interpolated signals at +7.5°/-5° (Interpolation before calc.)
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ILD difference over tolerance, calculated for single source at 0°. 
between measurements at target ear positions and 
from interpolated signals at ±7.5° (interpolation before calc.)
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Figure 5-24. ILD differences for single point source, compared to the measurement tolerance 
(2.1dB), between the measurement at the target ear position and each version of the ILDs 
calculated from linearly interpolated binaural signals at the adjacent microphone pairs 
(interpolation before ILD calculation). The dark areas indicate that the differences are 
perceptually negligible, and the bright areas indicate that they are not.
Similar to the case of ITD, there is a tendency that as farther microphone pairs are used 
the ILD differences are greater, and therefore exceed the tolerance over a wider area (i.e. less 
negligible). When the ILD values are interpolated after calculation, the resultant values are 
generally close to those measured at the target position except when the head model is oriented
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to the sides, as seen from Figure 5-23. When the binaural signals are interpolated before ILD 
calculation, the result seems to be slightly worse: ILD difference from the target measurement is 
seen over the tolerance for a wider range of head orientation as frequency increases. Still, in 
both cases, it is seen that the difference is perceptually negligible in general for frequencies up 
to about 2.3kHz, even for the farthest microphone pair.
Figure 5-25 and Figure 5-26 now show the results of ILD difference comparison to the 
tolerance, with the sine function used for the interpolation. Again, comparison of Figure 5-25 to 
Figure 5-23 shows that the sine interpolation using only two points does not improve the result, 
due to the increase of magnitude at the target point when the values used for the interpolation 
are close. When carried out with the binaural audio signals, before ILD calculation, the two 
interpolation methods give similar results, as seen from Figure 5-24 and Figure 5-26.
( T h i s  s p a c e  i n t e n t i o n a l l y  left b l a n k )
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ILD difference over tolerance, calculated for single source at 0°, 
between measurements at target ear positions and 
sine interpolation of ILDs at ±5° (Interpolation after calculation)
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ILD difference over tolerance, calculated for single source at 0°. 
between measurements at target ear positions and 
sine Interpolation of ILDs at +7.57-5° (Interpolation after calculation)
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ILD difference over tolerance, calculated for single source at 0°, 
between measurements at target ear positions and 
sine Interpolation of ILDs at ±7.5° (Interpolation after calculation)
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Figure 5-25. ILD differences for single point source, compared to the measurement tolerance 
(2.1dB), between the measurement at the target ear position and each version of the ILDs 
interpolated from those at the adjacent microphone pairs using the sine function (interpolation 
after ILD calculation). The dark areas indicate that the differences are perceptually negligible, 
and the bright areas indicate that they are not.
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ILD difference over tolerance, calculated for single source at 0°.
between measurements at target ear positions and 
from Interpolated signals at ±5° (Interpolation before calculation)
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ILD difference over tolerance, calculated for single source at 0°, 
between measurements at target ear positions and 
from Interpolated signals at +7.5°/-5° (Interpolation before calc.)
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ILD difference over tolerance, calculated for single source at 0°, ILD difference over tolerance, calculated for single source at 0°, 
between measurements at target ear positions and between measurements at target ear positions and
from Interpolated signals at ±7.5° (Interpolation before calc.) from interpolated signals at +12.5°/-10° (interpolation before calc.)
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Figure 5-26. ILD differences for single point source, compared to the measurement tolerance 
(2.1dB), between the measurement at the target ear position and each version of the ILDs 
calculated from interpolated binaural signals at the adjacent microphone pairs using the sine 
function (interpolation before ILD calculation). The dark areas indicate that the differences are 
perceptually negligible, and the bright areas indicate that they are not.
The key findings from the ILD comparison for the single point source can be summarised 
as follows. Firstly, increasing the microphone spacing generally decreases the frequency above 
which the difference becomes larger than the tolerance and enlarges the ranges of frequency and
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head orientation angle with perceivable errors. Secondly, using the sine function did not 
im prove the results, due to the limited number o f  adjacent points for the interpolation. Thirdly, 
interpolation o f  ILD  values after the calculation shows better approximation results than 
interpolation o f  the binaural signals.
Investigation of microphone spacing and interpolation techniques for development of multiple-microphone
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5.3.3 Single p o i n t  s o u r c e  -  I A C C  differences
Similarly, the IACC differences can be compared to each other in Figure 5-27 and Figure 
5-28, and to the varying measurement tolerance in Figure 5-29 and Figure 5-30. The results for 
linear interpolation are shown first.
Difference in IACC values calculated for single source at 0°, 
between measurement at target(ear) position and 
linear Interpolation of IACCs measured at +5° and -5°
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Difference in IACC values calculated for single source at 0°, 
between measurement at target(ear) position and 
linear interpolation of IACCs measured at +12.5° and -10°
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Figure 5-27. IACC differences for single point source between the measurement at the target 
ear position and each version of the IA CCs linearly interpolated from those measured at the 
adjacent microphone pairs (interpolation after IACC calculation).
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Difference In IACC values for single source at 0°, 
between measurement at target(ear) position and 
calculation from lin. interpolation of signals at ±5°
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Figure 5-28. IACC differences for single point source between the measurement at the target 
ear position and each version of the IA CCs calculated from linearly interpolated binaural signals 
measured at the adjacent microphone pairs (interpolation before IACC calculation).
It is seen that in most cases the difference in IACC between the measurement at the actual 
ear positions and the approximation through linear interpolation at either stage (before or after 
acquiring IACC) is perceptually negligible, up to about 4kHz even for the farthest microphone 
pair with the binaural signals interpolated.
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IACC difference over tolerance, calculated for single source at 0°, IACC difference over tolerance, calculated for single source at 0°. 
between measurements at target ear positions and between measurements at target ear positions and
lin. Interpolation of IACCs at ±5° (Interpolation after calculation) lin. Interpolation of IACCs at +7.57-5° (Interpolation after calc.)
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Figure 5-29. IACC differences for single point source, compared to the varying measurement 
tolerance (according to Weber’s law), between the measurement at the target ear position and 
each version of the IA CCs linearly interpolated from those at the adjacent microphone pairs 
(interpolation after IACC calculation). The dark areas indicate that the differences are 
perceptually negligible, and the bright areas indicate that they are not.
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lin. interpolation of IACCs at +12.57-10° (Interpolation after calc.)
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IACC difference over tolerance, calculated for single source at 0°.
between measurements at target ear positions and 
from interpolated signals at ±5° (Interpolation before calculation)
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IACC difference over tolerance, calculated for single source at 0°.
between measurements at target ear positions and 
from interpolated signals at +7.57-5° (interpolation before calc.)
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between measurements at target ear positions and 
from Interpolated signals at ±7.5° (interpolation before calc.)
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Figure 5-30. IACC differences for single point source, compared to the varying measurement 
tolerance (according to Weber’s law), between the measurement at the target ear position and 
each version of the IA CCs calculated from linearly interpolated binaural signals at the adjacent 
microphone pairs (interpolation before IACC calculation). The dark areas indicate that the 
differences are perceptually negligible, and the bright areas indicate that they are not.
In the case of IACC measurement, interpolation after calculation using the sine function 
resulted in invalid resultant IACC values (greater than 1). Therefore this process was discarded 
and only the results of sine interpolation of binaural signals before IACC calculation are shown 
in Figure 5-31. The two interpolation methods (linear interpolation and sine interpolation) seem
IACC difference over tolerance, calculated for single source at 0°.
between measurements at target ear positions and 
from Interpolated signals at +12.57-10° (Interpolation before calc.)
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to give similar results.
IACC difference over tolerance, calculated for single source at 0°.
between measurements at target ear positions and 
from interpolated signals at ±5° (Interpolation before calculation)
IACC difference over tolerance, calculated for single source at 0°, 
between measurements at target ear positions and 
from interpolated signals at +7.5°/-5° (Interpolation before calc.)
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between measurements at target ear positions and 
from Interpolated signals at ±7.5° (Interpolation before calc.)
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Figure 5-31. IACC differences for single point source, compared to the varying measurement 
tolerance (according to Weber’s law), between the measurement at the target ear position and 
each version of the IA CCs calculated from interpolated binaural signals at the adjacent 
microphone pairs using the sine function (interpolation before IACC calculation). The dark areas 
indicate that the differences are perceptually negligible, and the bright areas indicate that they 
are not.
The key findings from the IACC comparison for the single point source can be
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summarised as follows. Firstly, increasing the microphone spacing degrades the approximation 
performance, by enlarging the frequency and head orientation angle ranges with perceivable 
IACC measurement errors. Secondly, introducing the sine function for the interpolation, in 
some cases, results in invalid approximated IACC values (over 1), due to the limited number of 
adjacent points used. However, the overall performance is not degraded by using the sine 
function as much as in the cases of ITD and ILD comparison. Thirdly, interpolation of the 
calculated IACC values gives better results (when valid, i.e., linear interpolation is used) than 
interpolation of the binaural signals before IACC calculation.
5.3.4 O p p o s i t e  pair of p o i n t  s o u r c e s  -  I T D  differences
Analysis was then conducted for the point source pair at ±90° azimuth. Figure 5-32 and 
Figure 5-33 firstly show the ITD differences between the measurements at the target position 
and those made at the adjacent microphone pairs, when linear interpolation was used and no 
low-pass filtering was applied to find ITD. Figure 5-34 and Figure 5-35 then show whether 
these differences exceed the measurement tolerance or not.
It can be expected that the ITD values for head orientations of ±90° should ideally be zero, 
since the head would be facing either one of the point sources. This indeed seems to be reflected 
in the plots of ITD difference, which is close to zero for those head orientations. However, 
comparison to the measurement tolerance shows that the ITD differences are generally too big 
to be neglected, making it difficult to determine adequate microphone spacing for reliable ITD 
measurements. The performance becomes worse as the spacing between microphones increases.
Investigation of microphone spacing and interpolation techniques for development of multiple-microphone
sphere model
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Difference in ITD values calculated for opposite sources at ±90°, 
between measurement at target(ear) position and 
linear interpolation of ITDs measured at +5%5°
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Difference in ITD values calculated for opposite sources at 
between measurement at target(ear) position and 
linear Interpolation of ITDs measured at +7.5°/-5°
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Figure 5-32. ITD differences for opposite uncorrelated point source pair, between the 
measurement at the target ear position and each version of the ITDs linearly interpolated from 
those measured at the adjacent microphone pairs {no low-pass filtering, interpolation after ITD 
calculation).
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Difference in ITD values calculated for opposite sources at ±90°. 
between measurement at target(ear) position and 
calculation from lin. interpolation of signals at ±5°■ 2000 
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Figure 5-33. ITD differences for opposite uncorrelated point source pair, between the 
measurement at the target ear position and each version of the ITDs calculated from linearly 
interpolated binaural signals measured at the adjacent microphone pairs {no low-pass filtering, 
interpolation before ITD calculation).
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ITD difference over tolerance, calculated for opposite sources at ±90' 
between measurements at target ear positions and 
lin. Interpolation of ITDs at ±5° (Interpolation after calculation)
ITD difference over tolerance, calculated for opposite sources at ±90' 
between measurements at target ear positions and 
lin. interpolation of ITDs at +7.57-5° (interpolation after calculation)
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ITD difference over tolerance, calculated for opposite sources at ±90c 
between measurements at target ear positions and 
lin. Interpolation of ITDs at +12.57-10° (Interpolation after calc.)
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Figure 5-34. ITD differences for opposite uncorrelated point source pair, compared to the 
varying ITD measurement tolerance, between the measurement at the target ear position and 
each version of the ITDs linearly interpolated from those at the adjacent microphone pairs {no 
low-pass filtering, interpolation after ITD calculation). The dark areas indicate that the 
differences are perceptually negligible, and the bright areas indicate that they are not.
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lin. interpolation of ITDs at ±7.5° (Interpolation after calculation)
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ITD difference over tolerance, calculated for opposite sources at ±90* 
between measurements at target ear positions and 
from Interpolated signals at ±5° (interpolation before calculation)
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ITD difference over tolerance, calculated for opposite sources at ±90* 
between measurements at target ear positions and 
from interpolated signals at +7.57-5° (Interpolation before calc.)
(a) (b)
ITD difference over tolerance, calculated for opposite sources at ±90* 
between measurements at target ear positions and 
from interpolated signals at ±7.5° (interpolation before calc.)
19
(C) (d)
Figure 5-35. ITD differences for opposite uncorrelated point source pair, compared to the 
varying ITD measurement tolerance, between the measurement at the target ear position and 
each version of the ITDs calculated from linearly interpolated binaural signals at the adjacent 
microphone pairs {no low-pass filtering, interpolation before ITD calculation). The dark areas 
indicate that the differences are perceptually negligible, and the bright areas indicate that they 
are not.
Figure 5-36 and Figure 5-37 show the comparison results for linear interpolation with 
low-pass filtering applied to the binaural signals in finding ITD (interpolation after and before 
ITD calculation respectively). The results do not seem to be improved by changing the
7260 2320 639 100 1258 4140101
ITD difference over tolerance, calculated for opposite sources at ±90* 
between measurements at target ear positions and 
from interpolated signals at +12.57-10° (Interpolation before calc.)
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interpolation method.
ITD difference over tolerance, calculated for opposite sources at ±90c ITD difference over tolerance, calculated for opposite sources at ±90' 
between measurements at target ear positions and between measurements at target ear positions and
lin. interpolation of ITDs at ±5° (interpolation after calculation) lin. interpolation of ITDs at +7.5°A5° (Interpolation after calculation)
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(b)
ITD difference over tolerance, calculated for opposite sources at ±90' ITD difference over tolerance, calculated for opposite sources at ±90' 
between measurements at target ear positions and between measurements at target ear positions and
lin. Interpolation of ITDs at ±7.5° (Interpolation after calculation) lin. Interpolation of ITDs at +12.5%10° (interpolation after calc.)
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Figure 5-36. ITD differences for opposite uncorrelated point source pair, compared to the 
varying ITD measurement tolerance, between the measurement at the target ear position and 
each version of the ITDs linearly interpolated from those at the adjacent microphone pairs {low- 
pass filtering applied to binaural signals in finding ITD, interpolation after ITD calculation). The 
dark areas indicate that the differences are perceptually negligible, and the bright areas indicate 
that they are not.
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ITD difference over tolerance, calculated for opposite sources at ±90' 
between measurements at target ear positions and 
from interpolated signals at ±5° (Interpolation before calculation)
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ITD difference over tolerance, calculated for opposite sources at ±90' 
between measurements at target ear positions and 
from Interpolated signqjs at +7.57-5° (interpolation before calc.)
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(a) (b)
ITD difference over tolerance, calculated for opposite sources at ±90' ITD difference over tolerance, calculated for opposite sources at ±90' 
between measurements at target ear positions and between measurements at target ear positions and
from Interpolated signals at ±7.5° (Interpolation before calc.) from interpolated signals at +12.57-10° (interpolation before calc.)
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Figure 5-37. ITD differences for opposite uncorrelated point source pair, compared to the 
varying ITD measurement tolerance, between the measurement at the target ear position and 
each version of the ITDs calculated from linearly interpolated binaural signals at the adjacent 
microphone pairs (low-pass filtering applied to binaural signals in finding ITD, interpolation 
before ITD calculation). The dark areas indicate that the differences are perceptually negligible, 
and the bright areas indicate that they are not.
Figure 5-38 to Figure 5-41 now show the equivalent results to Figure 5-34 to Figure 5-37, 
but with the interpolation carried out using the sine function. Once again, the use of the sine 
function for the interpolation does not seem to improve the results, which indicates the
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limitation of using only two point measurements for interpolation.
ITD difference over tolerance, calculated for opposite sources at ±90* 
between measurements at target ear positions and 
sine Interpolation of ITDs at +7.57-5° (interpolation after calculation)
(a)
ITD difference over tolerance, calculated for opposite sources at ±90* 
between measurements at target ear positions and 
sine interpolation of ITDs at +12.57-10° (interpolation after calc.)
(c) (d)
Figure 5-38. ITD differences for opposite uncorrelated point source pair, compared to the 
varying ITD measurement tolerance, between the measurement at the target ear position and 
each version of the ITDs interpolated from those at the adjacent microphone pairs using the sine 
function {no low-pass filtering, interpolation after ITD calculation). The dark areas indicate that 
the differences are perceptually negligible, and the bright areas indicate that they are not.
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ITD difference over tolerance, calculated for opposite sources at ±90* 
between measurements at target ear positions and 
sine Interpolation of ITDs at ±5° (interpolation after calculation)
ITD difference over tolerance, calculated for opposite sources at ±90* 
between measurements at target ear positions and 
sine Interpolation of ITDs at ±7.5° (interpolation after calculation)
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ITD difference over tolerance, calculated for opposite sources at ±90' 
between measurements at target ear positions and 
from interpolated signals at ±5° (Interpolation before calculation)
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ITD difference over tolerance, calculated for opposite sources at ±90' 
between measurements at target ear positions and 
from Interpolated signals at +7.57-5° (Interpolation before calc.)
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(a) (b)
ITD difference over tolerance, calculated for opposite sources at ±90' ITD difference over tolerance, calculated for opposite sources at ±90' 
between measurements at target ear positions and between measurements at target ear positions and
from Interpolated signals at ±7.5° (Interpolation before calc.) from Interpolated signals at +12.57-10° (Interpolation before calc.)
(c) (d)
Figure 5-39. ITD differences for opposite uncorrelated point source pair, compared to the 
varying ITD measurement tolerance, between the measurement at the target ear position and 
each version of the ITDs calculated from interpolated binaural signals at the adjacent 
microphone pairs using the sine function {no low-pass filtering, interpolation before ITD 
calculation). The dark areas indicate that the differences are perceptually negligible, and the 
bright areas indicate that they are not.
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ITD difference over tolerance, calculated for opposite sources at ±90* 
between measurements at target ear positions and 
sine interpolation of ITDs at ±5° (Interpolation after calculation)
ITD difference over tolerance, calculated for opposite sources at ±90* 
between measurements at target ear positions and 
sine interpolation of ITDs at +7.57-5° (Interpolation after calculation)
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(a) (b)
ITD difference over tolerance, calculated for opposite sources at ±90' ITD difference over tolerance, calculated for opposite sources at ±90*
between measurements at target ear positions and 
sine interpolation of ITDs at ±7.5° (Interpolation after calculation)
between measurements at target ear positions and 
sine interpolation of ITDs at +12.57-10° (Interpolation after calc.)
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Figure 5-40. ITD differences for opposite uncorrelated point source pair, compared to the 
varying ITD measurement tolerance, between the measurement at the target ear position and 
each version of the ITDs interpolated from those at the adjacent microphone pairs using the sine 
function (low-pass filtering applied to binaural signals in finding ITD, interpolation after ITD 
calculation). The dark areas indicate that the differences are perceptually negligible, and the 
bright areas indicate that they are not.
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7260 2320 639 100 1258 4140101
ITD difference over tolerance, calculated for opposite sources at ±90' 
between measurements at target ear positions and 
from Interpolated signals at ±5° (interpolation before calculation)
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ITD difference over tolerance, calculated for opposite sources at ±90' 
between measurements at target ear positions and 
from Interpolated signals at +7.57-5° (Interpolation before calc.)
(b)
ITD difference over tolerance, calculated for opposite sources at ±90' 
between measurements at target ear positions and 
from Interpolated signals at ±7.5° (interpolation before calc.)
(c) (d)
Figure 5-41. ITD differences for opposite uncorrelated point source pair, compared to the 
varying ITD measurement tolerance, between the measurement at the target ear position and 
each version of the ITDs calculated from interpolated binaural signals at the adjacent 
microphone pairs using the sine function (low-pass filtering applied to binaural signals in finding 
ITD, interpolation before ITD calculation). The dark areas indicate that the differences are 
perceptually negligible, and the bright areas indicate that they are not.
The key findings from the ITD comparison for the opposite pair of uncorrelated point 
sources can be summarised as follows. Firstly, the ITD differences are in most cases not 
perceptually negligible, although increasing the microphone spacing or interpolating the
ITD difference over tolerance, calculated for opposite sources at ±90' 
between measurements at target ear positions and 
from interpolated signals at +12.57-10° (interpolation before calc.)
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binaural signals rather than the calculated ITD values seems to have a slight effect of degrading 
the approximation performance. Secondly, introducing the sine function or the low-pass 
filtering makes little difference in the results.
5.3.5 O p p o s i t e  pair o f  p o i n t  s o u r c e s  -  I L D  differences
Figure 5-42 and Figure 5-43 show the differences in ILD between the measurements at 
the target positions and those at various adjacent microphone pairs, using linear interpolation. 
These differences are again compared to the DLD measurement tolerance of 2.1dB in Figure 
5-44 and Figure 5-45.
Investigation of microphone spacing and interpolation techniques for development of multipie-microphone
sphere model
( T h i s  s p a c e  i n t e n t i o n a l l y  left b l a n k )
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Difference in ILD values calculated for opposite sources at ±90°, Difference in ILD values calculated for opposite sources at ±90°, 
between measurement at target(ear) position and between measurement at target(ear) position and
linear interpolation of ILDs measured at +57-5° linear Interpolation of ILDs measured at +7.57-5°
7260 2320 639 100 1258 414010119 7260 2320 639 100 1258 414010119
(a) (b)
Difference In ILD values calculated for opposite sources at ±90°, Difference in ILD values calculated for opposite sources at ±90°. 
between measurement at target(ear) position and between measurement at target(ear) position and
linear Interpolation of ILDs measured at +7.57-7.5° linear Interpolation of ILDs measured at +12.57-10°
(c) (d)
Figure 5-42. ILD differences for opposite uncorrelated point source pair, between the 
measurement at the target ear position and each version of the ILDs linearly interpolated from 
those measured at the adjacent microphone pairs (interpolation after ILD calculation).
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Difference in ILD values calculated for opposite sources at ±90°. 
between measurement at target(ear) position and 
calculation from lin. interpolation of signals at +7.57-5°
(a) (b)
Difference In ILD values calculated for opposite sources at ±90°. Difference in ILD values calculated for opposite sources at ±90°, 
between measurement at target(ear) position and between measurement at target(ear) position and
calculation from lin. Interpolation of signals at ±7.5° calculation from lin. Interpolation of signals at +12.57-10°
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Figure 5-43. ILD differences for opposite uncorrelated point source pair, between the 
measurement at the target ear position and each version of the ILDs calculated from linearly 
interpolated binaural signals measured at the adjacent microphone pairs (interpolation before 
ILD calculation).
Difference in ILD values calculated for opposite sources at ±90°. 
between measurement at target(ear) position and 
calculation from lin. Interpolation of signals at ±5°
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ILD difference over tolerance, calculated for opposite sources at ±90° ILD difference over tolerance, calculated for opposite sources at ±90°
between measurements at target ear positions and 
lin. Interpolation of ILDs at ±5° (Interpolation after calculation)
between measurements at target ear positions and 
lin. Interpolation of ILDs at +7.57-5° (Interpolation after calculation)
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(a) (b)
ILD difference over tolerance, calculated for opposite sources at ±90° 
between measurements at target ear positions and 
lin. interpolation of ILDs at ±7.5° (interpolation after calculation)
ILD difference over tolerance, calculated for opposite sources at ±90° 
between measurements at target ear positions and 
Un. Interpolation of ILDs at +12.57-10° (Interpolation after calc.)
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Figure 5-44. ILD differences for opposite uncorrelated point source pair, compared to the 
measurement tolerance (2.1dB), between the measurement at the target ear position and each 
version of the ILDs linearly interpolated from those at the adjacent microphone pairs 
(interpolation after ILD calculation). The dark areas indicate that the differences are perceptually 
negligible, and the bright areas indicate that they are not.
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ILD difference over tolerance, calculated for opposite sources at ±90° ILD difference over tolerance, calculated for opposite sources at ±90° 
between measurements at target ear positions and between measurements at target ear positions and
from interpolated signals at ±5° (interpolation before calculation) from interpolated signals at +7.57-5° (interpolation before calc.)
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(a) (b)
ILD difference over tolerance, calculated for opposite sources at ±90° ILD difference over tolerance, calculated for opposite sources at ±90°
between measurements at target ear positions and 
from Interpolated signals at ±7.5° (interpolation before calc.)
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between measurements at target ear positions and 
from Interpolated signals at +12.57-10° (Interpolation before calc.)
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Figure 5-45. ILD differences for opposite uncorrelated point source pair, compared to the 
measurement tolerance (2.1dB), between the measurement at the target ear position and each 
version of the ILDs calculated from linearly interpolated binaural signals at the adjacent 
microphone pairs (interpolation before ILD calculation). The dark areas indicate that the 
differences are perceptually negligible, and the bright areas indicate that they are not.
Unlike ITD, ILD differences seem perceptually negligible for the majority of head 
orientations and frequencies. It is again at high frequencies above about 2kHz that the 
measurement error due to interpolation becomes larger than the tolerance. 
Figure 5-46 and Figure 5-47 show the results when the sine function was used for
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interpolation. No noticeable improvement by the use of sine function is seen in the results.
ILD difference over tolerance, calculated for opposite sources at ±90° ILD difference over tolerance, calculated for opposite sources at ±90° 
between measurements at target ear positions and between measurements at target ear positions and
sine interpolation of ILDs at ±5° (Interpolation after calculation) sine interpolation of ILDs at +7.57-5° (interpolation after calculation)
(a)
ILD difference over tolerance, calculated for opposite sources at ±90° 
between measurements at target ear positions and 
sine interpolation of ILDs at ±7.5° (Interpolation after calculation)
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(b)
ILD difference over tolerance, calculated for opposite sources at ±90° 
between measurements at target ear positions and 
sine Interpolation of ILDs at +12.57-10° (Interpolation after calc.)
(c) (d)
Figure 5-46. ILD differences for opposite uncorrelated point source pair, compared to the 
measurement tolerance (2.1dB), between the measurement at the target ear position and each 
version of the ILDs interpolated from those at the adjacent microphone pairs using the sine 
function (interpolation after ILD calculation). The dark areas indicate that the differences are 
perceptually negligible, and the bright areas indicate that they are not.
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ILD difference over tolerance, calculated for opposite sources at ±90° 
between measurements at target ear positions and 
from interpolated signals at ±5° (interpolation before calc.)
ILD difference over tolerance, calculated for opposite sources at ±90° 
between measurements at target ear positions and 
from Interpolated signals at +7.57-5° (Interpolation before calc.)
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(a) (b)
ILD difference over tolerance, calculated for opposite sources at ±90° ILD difference over tolerance, calculated for opposite sources at ±90° 
between measurements at target ear positions and between measurements at target ear positions and
from interpolated signals at ±7.5° (interpolation before calc.) from Interpolated signals at +12.57-10° (interpolation before calc.)
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Figure 5-47. ILD differences for opposite uncorrelated point source pair, compared to the 
measurement tolerance (2.1dB), between the measurement at the target ear position and each 
version of the ILDs calculated from interpolated binaural signals at the adjacent microphone 
pairs using the sine function (interpolation before ILD calculation). The dark areas indicate that 
the differences are perceptually negligible, and the bright areas indicate that they are not.
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The key findings from the ILD comparison for the opposite pair of uncorrelated point 
sources can be summarised as follows. Firstly, increasing the microphone spacing does not 
change the results very much. Secondly, using the sine function does not improve or degrade the 
performance noticeably. Thirdly, interpolation of the calculated ILD values gives slightly better
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results than interpolation of the binaural signals.
5.3.6 O p p o s i t e  pair of  p o i n t  s o u r c e s  -  I A C C  differences
Similarly to Figure 5-27 to Figure 5-30, the IACC differences are shown and compared to 
the tolerance in Figure 5-48 to Figure 5-51. Figure 5-48 and Figure 5-49 show the IACC 
differences, between the measurements at the target positions and at approximating pairs of 
positions using linear interpolation. Figure 5-50 and Figure 5-51 then compares them to the 
varying measurement tolerance, determined from the Weber’s law and the uninterpolated sphere 
measurement.
( T h i s  s p a c e  i n t e n t i o n a l l y  left b l a n k )
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Difference in IACC values calculated for opposite sources at ±90°, 
between measurement at target(ear) position and 
linear interpolation of IACCs measured at +5%5°
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Difference in IACC values calculated for opposite sources at ±90° 
between measurement at target(ear) position and 
linear interpolation of IACCs measured at +7.57-5°
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Difference in IACC values calculated for opposite sources at ±90°. Difference in IACC values calculated for opposite sources at ±90°,
between measurement at target(ear) position and 
linear interpolation of IACCs measured at +7.57-7.5°
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Figure 5-48. IACC differences for opposite uncorrelated point source pair, between the 
measurement at the target ear position and each version of the IA CCs linearly interpolated from 
those measured at the adjacent microphone pairs (interpolation after IACC calculation).
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Difference in IACC values calculated for opposite sources at ±90°, 
between measurement at target(ear) position and 
calculation from lin. Interpolation of signals at ±5°
Difference in IACC values calculated for opposite sources at ±90° 
between measurement at target(ear) position and 
calculation from lin. interpolation of signals at +7.5°/-5°
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Difference in IACC values calculated for opposite sources at ±90°, 
between measurement at target(ear) position and 
calculation from lin. Interpolation of signals at ±7.5°
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Figure 5-49. IACC differences for opposite uncorrelated point source pair, between the 
measurement at the target ear position and each version of the IA CCs calculated from linearly 
interpolated binaural signals measured at the adjacent microphone pairs (interpolation before 
IACC calculation).
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IACC difference over tolerance, calculated for opp. sources at ±90°. 
between measurements at target ear positions and 
lin. Interpolation of IACCs at ±5° (interpolation after calculation)
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IACC difference over tolerance, calculated for opp. sources at ±90°. 
between measurements at target ear positions and 
lin. interpolation of IACCs at +7.5%5° (Interpolation after calc.)
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(a) (b)
IACC difference over tolerance, calculated for opp. sources at ±90°, 
between measurements at target ear positions and 
lin. Interpolation of IACCs at ±7.5° (Interpolation after calc.)
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IACC difference over tolerance, calculated for opp. sources at ±90°. 
between measurements at target ear positions and 
lin. Interpolation of IACCs at +12.5%10° (Interpolation after calc.)
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Figure 5-50. IACC differences for opposite uncorrelated point source pair, compared to the 
varying measurement tolerance, between the measurement at the target ear position and each 
version of the IA CCs linearly interpolated from those at the adjacent microphone pairs 
(interpolation after IACC calculation). The dark areas indicate that the differences are 
perceptually negligible, and the bright areas indicate that they are not.
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IACC difference over tolerance, calculated for opp. sources at ±90°, 
between measurements at target ear positions and 
from Interpolated signals at ±5° (Interpolation before calculation)
IACC difference over tolerance, calculated for opp. sources at ±90°. 
between measurements at target ear positions and 
from interpolated signals at +7.5%5° (Interpolation before calc.)
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IACC difference over tolerance, calculated for opp. sources at ±90°, 
between measurements at target ear positions and 
from interpolated signals at ±7.5° (Interpolation before calc.)
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IACC difference over tolerance, calculated for opp. sources at ±90°.
between measurements at target ear positions and 
from Interpolated signals at +12.5%10° (Interpolation before calc.)
(c) (d)
Figure 5-51. IACC differences for opposite uncorrelated point source pair, compared to the 
varying measurement tolerance, between the measurement at the target ear position and each 
version of the IACCs calculated from linearly interpolated binaural signals at the adjacent 
microphone pairs (interpolation before IACC calculation). The dark areas indicate that the 
differences are perceptually negligible, and the bright areas indicate that they are not.
For head orientations around ±90°, the IACC differences or measurement errors caused 
by approximation become perceivable at high frequencies. The boundary frequency above 
which the error starts to exceed the tolerance decreases as the spacing between microphone pair 
increases. As in Figure 5-31, the comparison results between IACC measurement error and
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tolerance when sine function was used for interpolation are shown in Figure 5-52. Again the 
results only for interpolation of binaural audio signals are displayed, since sine interpolation of 
IACCs using two adjacent points made the resultant values invalid. The use of sine function 
does not seem to help improve the approximation.
IACC difference over tolerance, calculated for opp. sources at ±90c 
between measurements at target ear positions and 
from Interpolated signals at ±5° (Interpolation before calculation)
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IACC difference over tolerance, calculated for opp. sources at ±90c 
between measurements at target ear positions and 
from Interpolated signals at +7.5°/-5° (Interpolation before calc.)
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(b)
IACC difference over tolerance, calculated for opp. sources at ±90° 
between measurements at target ear positions and 
from Interpolated signals at ±7.5° (Interpolation before calc.)
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Figure 5-52. IACC differences for opposite uncorrelated point source pair, compared to the 
varying measurement tolerance, between the measurement at the target ear position and each 
version of the IACCs calculated from interpolated binaural signals at the adjacent microphone 
pairs using the sine function (interpolation before IACC calculation). The dark areas indicate that 
the differences are perceptually negligible, and the bright areas indicate that they are not.
IACC difference over tolerance, calculated for opp. sources at ±90° 
between measurements at target ear positions and 
from Interpolated signals at +12.57-10° (interpolation before calc.)
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The key findings from the IACC comparison for the opposite pair of uncorrelated point 
sources can be summarised as follows. Firstly, increasing the microphone spacing results in 
degraded approximation performance, i.e., wider ranges of frequency and head orientation angle 
with perceivable errors. Secondly, interpolation of the binaural signals in this case gives slightly 
better results than interpolation of the calculated IACC values. Thirdly, using the sine function 
for the interpolation sometimes causes invalid results (IACC values larger than 1), and does not 
show any noticeable improvement over the linear interpolation when valid.
5.3.7 S p a n n e d  s o u r c e s  -  I A C C  differences
For the spanned multiple sources with varying number and span angle, the IACC 
differences were derived and compared. Figure 5-53 and Figure 5-54 firstly show the IACC 
differences between the measurements at target positions and from the approximating 
microphone pairs, using linear interpolation.
( T h i s  s p a c e  i n t e n t i o n a l l y  left b l a n k )
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Difference in IACC values calculated for spanned sources, 
between measurement at target(ear) position and 
linear interpolation of IACCs measured at +57-5°
Difference in IACC values calculated for spanned sources, 
between measurement at target(ear) position and 
linear interpolation of IACCs measured at +7.57-5°
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Figure 5-53. IACC differences for multiple uncorrelated sources spanned symmetrically around 
the listening position with varying number and span angle, between the measurement at the 
target ear position and each version of the IA CCs linearly interpolated from those measured at 
the adjacent microphone pairs (interpolation after IACC calculation).
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Difference in IACC values calculated for spanned sources, 
between measurement at target(ear) position and 
calculation from linear interpolation of measurements at +57-5°
Difference in IACC values calculated for spanned sources, 
between measurement at target(ear) position and 
calculation from linear interpolation of measurements at +7.57-5°
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calculation from linear interpolation of measurements at +12.57-10°
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Figure 5-54. IACC differences for multiple uncorrelated sources spanned symmetrically around 
the listening position with varying number and span angle, between the measurement at the 
target ear position and each version of the IA CCs calculated from linearly interpolated binaural 
signals measured at the adjacent microphone pairs (interpolation before IACC calculation).
Figure 5-55 and Figure 5-56 show the results of comparison of IACC differences to the 
measurement tolerance, which varies according to the reference IACC values (of un interpolated 
sphere measurement).
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IACC difference over tolerance, calculated for spanned sources, 
between measurements at target ear positions and 
lin. interpolation of IACCs at ±5° (interpolation after calculation)
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between measurements at target ear positions and 
lin. interpolation of IACCs at ±7.5° (interpolation after calc.)
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between measurements at target ear positions and 
lin. interpolation of IACCs at +12.57-10° (interpolation after calc.)
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Figure 5-55. IACC differences for multiple uncorrelated sources spanned symmetrically around 
the listening position, compared to the varying measurement tolerance, between the 
measurement at the target ear position and each version of the IA CCs linearly interpolated from 
those at the adjacent microphone pairs (interpolation after IACC calculation). The dark areas 
indicate that the differences are perceptually negligible, and the bright areas indicate that they 
are not.
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IACC difference over tolerance, calculated for spanned sources, 
between measurements at target ear positions and 
from (lin.interpolated signals at ±5° (interpolation before calc.)
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Figure 5-56. IACC differences for multiple uncorrelated sources spanned symmetrically around 
the listening position, compared to the varying measurement tolerance, between the 
measurement at the target ear position and each version of the IA CCs calculated from linearly 
interpolated binaural signals at the adjacent microphone pairs (interpolation before IACC  
calculation). The dark areas indicate that the differences are perceptually negligible, and the 
bright areas indicate that they are not.
When the IACC values are interpolated after measurement the difference is almost 
perceptually negligible regardless of the microphone spacing used. When the binaural signals 
are interpolated before IACC calculation, the performance is slightly worse. However, the
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majority of differences are still below the measurement tolerance. Lastly, the results of using the 
sine function for interpolation of the binaural audio signals before IACC calculation are shown 
in Figure 5-57, which are almost the same as when linear interpolation was used.
IACC difference over tolerance, calculated for spanned sources, 
between measurements at target ear positions and 
from (sinc)interpolated signals at ±5° (interpolation before calc.)
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Figure 5-57. IACC differences for multiple uncorrelated sources spanned symmetrically around 
the listening position, compared to the varying measurement tolerance, between the 
measurement at the target ear position and each version of the IA CCs calculated from 
interpolated binaural signals at the adjacent microphone pairs using the sine function 
(interpolation before IACC calculation). The dark areas indicate that the differences are 
perceptually negligible, and the bright areas indicate that they are not.
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The key findings from the IACC comparison for the spanned multiple uncorrelated 
sources can be summarised as follows. Firstly, increasing the microphone spacing generally 
degrades the performance, showing larger areas of frequency and source span angle with 
perceivable errors. Secondly, using the sine function for the interpolation, when valid (i.e., the 
interpolated values do not exceed 1) shows almost the same results as using linear interpolation. 
Thirdly, interpolation of the calculated IACC values (when linear interpolation is used) gives 
slightly better results in general than interpolation of the binaural signals before IACC 
calculation.
5 .4  S u m m a ry  a n d  C o n c lu s io n
The performance of the binaural signal capture model, using a sphere and pairs of 
microphones placed at various distances adjacent to the ear positions, has been evaluated in 
terms of the accuracy of approximating ITD, ILD or IACC at the ears from the captured 
binaural signals. This was to help determine appropriate spacing of multiple microphones that 
should be attached on the sphere to correspond to head movement. It was intended through this 
experiment to develop an objective measurement and evaluation system of spatial impression 
that mimics human listening behaviour, without having to rotate the head model itself which 
would be time-consuming and impractical for measurements in time-varying systems.
Three different source types have been introduced to be able test a wide range of 
measured ITD, ILD and IACC: single point source in front emitting white Gaussian noise, two 
opposite point sources at both sides emitting uncorrelated white Gaussian noise, and multiple 
decorrelated white Gaussian noise sources spanned in front around the centre varying in number 
and the span angle. Variations in measurement and calculation processes have also been 
introduced which could affect the quality of compared output. Two different interpolation
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methods (linear interpolation and interpolation using the sine function), and two different 
interpolation stages (interpolation of the parameters after calculation and interpolation of 
binaural audio signals before parameter calculation) have been applied in combination to the 
overall measurement process. Additionally, for the ITD calculation, the results with and without 
low-pass filtering applied prior to calculating the cross-correlation to find the ITD have been 
examined and compared. The former method is known to be perceptually relevant but is likely 
to cause alteration of the peak cross-correlation position which does not happen with the latter 
method.
The following subsections summarises the findings from the comparison of ITD, ILD 
and/or IACC approximated from the measurements at the microphone pairs (of various spacing 
schemes) to those actually measured at the target ear positions, for a range of head orientation 
angle.
5 . 4 . 1  P o in t  s o u r c e
In the case of the frontal point source, the ITD approximation was the best amongst those 
tested when low-pass filtering was applied prior to the cross-correlation, and when the ITD 
values were linearly interpolated after calculation from the captured signals. When linear 
interpolation was used, the results were slightly better for interpolation of ITDs (after 
calculation) than for interpolation of audio signals (before ITD calculation). However, when the 
sine function was used for the interpolation, interpolation of ITDs after calculation showed the 
worst approximating performance. The results of interpolation of audio signals before the ITD 
calculation using the sine function were not as bad, but still slightly worse than those derived 
using linear interpolation with other settings fixed.
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For ILD, the best approximation was seen when the ILD values were linearly interpolated 
after calculation. Interpolation using the sine function in the same condition showed better 
results particularly for head orientations around 0° and 180° than interpolation of audio signals 
before calculation (linear or using the sine function), unlike the case of ITD in which 
interpolation after ITD calculation using the sine function gave the worst approximation results.
For IACC, again the best approximation was made when the IACC values were linearly 
interpolated after calculation. Interpolation of IACCs after calculation using the sine function, 
however, was found irrelevant since interpolation of values close to 1 and to each other 
sometimes resulted in approximated values greater than 1. When the audio signals were 
interpolated before IACC calculation, no big difference was found between linear interpolation 
and interpolation using the sine function.
5 . 4 . 2  O p p o s i t e  p a ir  o f  u n c o r r e l a t e d  p o i n t  s o u r c e s
In this rather unusual source setting, the results did not show consistency regarding which 
condition gave the best approximation of parameters. For the ITD, interpolation of binaural 
audio signals before the ITD calculation resulted in relatively better approximation, though the 
overall approximating performance was poor. The application of a low-pass filter or the use of 
the sine function did not result in a noticeable difference in the result, with the other conditions 
fixed.
On the other hand, the ILD approximation was better when the ILDs rather than the audio 
signals were interpolated. With little difference, linear interpolation seemed to give slightly 
better results than interpolation using the sine function. Although the overall ITD approximation
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was poor, the overall ILD approximation was relatively good in all cases.
Lastly, the IACC was best approximated by linear interpolation of audio signals before 
IACC calculation. Again the results for the interpolation of IACC values after calculation using 
the sine function were discarded due to some approximated IACC values exceeding 1. The use 
of sine function, however, did not show any improvement in the approximation, even when the 
interpolation was done with the audio signals before IACC calculation.
5 . 4 . 3  D e c o r r e l a t e d  s p a n n e d  s o u r c e s
Only the IACC was compared, of which the overall approximation was good, particularly 
at low frequencies. Linear interpolation of IACC values after calculation showed the best result. 
Interpolation using the sine function of IACC values after calculation also caused some 
approximated values to exceed 1, and was thus discarded. As was the case with the opposite 
sources, the use of the sine function in the interpolation of audio signals did not improve the 
approximation performance.
5 . 4 . 4  G e n e r a l  o b s e r v a t i o n s  a n d  c o n c l u s i o n
The clearest tendency noticeable in the results is that the bigger the spacing between the 
microphone pair becomes, the worse the approximation becomes. More specifically, the 
frequency range over which the approximation error is below the measurement tolerance 
becomes narrower, and that in general, increasing the spacing decreases the frequency above 
which there are substantial errors. Therefore, a trade-off can be made between the frequency 
range of interest and the appropriate microphone spacing. For example, in the case of point 
source, the ILD errors found for the ±5° microphone spacing become perceivable from
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approximately 4kHz (linear interpolation after ILD calculation -  see Figure 5-23), but become 
perceivable from about 2.3kHz for the +12.57-10° spacing.
Interpolation using the sine function did not improve the result very much. This seems to 
be because only two adjacent points were used to restore the target value. The accuracy would 
be improved if more points further apart along the same contour were used for the interpolation. 
However, this would increase the number of microphones required for the measurement system 
and thus would make it more complex. For the limited measurement conditions introduced in 
this experiment, the sine function offers no advantage for interpolation.
As for whether the interpolation is employed on the binaural signals or the measured 
results, interpolation of binaural audio signals before parameter calculation only seems to have 
had positive effects over interpolation of the parameters after calculation for the stimuli with 
opposite sources. For the point source and the spanned sources, the best results were seen when 
the parameter values themselves were interpolated after calculation. Although the tendency is 
not consistent, considering that the case of uncorrelated opposite sources (at the sides of the 
listener) is less likely to happen in reality than those of a point source in front and of multiple 
sources spanned around the frontal direction (or a diffuse field), it seems more relevant to carry 
out the interpolation after calculating the parameters.
In the particular case of ITD measurement, the application of a low-pass filter before 
calculation of the cross-correlation when finding the ITD values does not seem to have resulted 
in a noticeable change in the approximation performance for the opposite sources. However, it 
was seen that for the point source the approximation results were slightly better with the low- 
pass filter applied. Therefore, for ITD measurement, it seems relevant to introduce low-pass 
filtering before calculation o f the cross-correlation.
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Based on these findings, a prototype measurement system will be proposed using a sphere 
with multiple microphones. The binaural signals will be captured simultaneously at multiple ear 
positions that correspond to the range of head movements in listening activities. The discrete 
microphone positions will be specified to cover the “tilted” areas of the ears caused by the 
characteristics of head movements, and at the same time to enable perceptually acceptable 
approximation of ITD, ILD and IACC values at intermediate points between the microphone 
spots using linear interpolation. The microphone spacing interval will be determined 
considering the trade-off between the interval and the frequency range of reliable measurement. 
In the conditions described above (linear interpolation after parameter calculation, low-pass 
filtering of binaural signal in the derivation of ITD), the trade-off is such that for example ±5° 
spacing gives reliable overall results up to about 2kHz, whereas ±7.5° spacing gives reliable 
results up to about 1,2kHz (the ITD comparison results for the opposite uncorrelated sources - 
Figure 5-36 - are not considered in this reasoning, due to being perceivably erratic in general but 
the case being less natural). This overall performance is in fact worse than what was expected 
from the discussion of the sampling theorem in Section 3.3.1 (negligible errors up to 10kHz), 
although the ±5° spacing is based on the sampling theorem itself. This seems primarily due to 
the fact that linear interpolation had to be used with the calculated parameters only at the 
adjacent pair of spots, differently from the actual signal reconstruction process specified from 
the sampling theorem (the sine interpolation of binaural signals using a number of adjacent 
measurement spots). Still, with suitable settings it will be possible to obtain the low-frequency 
specific parameters such as IACCE3 reliably. Also, the use of the ITD/ILD lookup tables, 
described at the end of Section 4.2.2.1, will complement the derivation of ITD and ILD towards 
the prediction of source direction.
Investigation of microphone spacing and interpolation techniques for development of multiple-microphone
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Summary and conclusions
C h a p t e r  6  S u m m a r y  a n d  
c o n c l u s i o n s
This chapter summarises the work and findings in the previous chapters and draws 
conclusions. The motivation and aim of the research will firstly be recapitulated, followed by 
the summary of each chapter. Then the final conclusion including suggestion of a prototype 
measurement model will be made, consolidating all the key findings. The publications derived 
from this research will also be listed. Possibilities for further derivative research are then sought 
after and introduced lastly.
6.0 Motivation and aim  o f the research
This research is fundamentally motivated by the intention of developing a practical 
objective measurement tool of spatial impression which can replace the need for subjective 
listening tests. This involves acquiring relevant acoustical parameters that can be successfully 
matched with the perceived attributes. Particularly, the attempts to design the measurement 
model such that it mimics human listening mechanisms or behaviours have called attention to 
the consideration of head movement. This is because it has been found that humans naturally 
make head movements whilst listening, and that making head movement helps listeners localise 
the sound source. However, none of the previous studies that investigated the measures of 
spatial impression and developed binaural hearing models have incorporated head movement.
Therefore, the aim of this research was set to the investigation of the nature of head 
movement in listeners’ activities to evaluate spatial impression, and further to the development
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of a practical system to measure, in a perceptually appropriate and accurate manner (including 
consideration of head movement), the key acoustic parameters contributing to spatial impression, 
with the ultimate aim of being able to replace human listeners.
6.1 The nature and effects of head m ovem ent 
and the concept o f spatial im pression
Previous research into the nature and effects of head movement was firstly introduced in 
Chapter 1. The majority of work showed that head movement could reduce front-back confusion 
and thus helped source localisation, especially in the horizontal plane. Three types of rotational 
head movement were generally defined in previous experiments to find their patterns: rotation 
in azimuth, in elevation, and in roll angle. Amongst these, rotation in azimuth was found to be 
the most effective for localisation. However, more investigation seemed to be required to extract 
more details of head movement patterns such as the ranges of movements in various directions. 
Additionally, it was found that whether the same conclusion can be drawn for other listening 
activities than source localisation (especially for the evaluation of spatial impression) was not 
yet clear. Therefore, these issues were suggested as the questions to be answered through 
forthcoming experiments.
Secondly, the concept of spatial impression and the physical parameters that are related to 
its perception were introduced from previous studies. It was found that the two distinct terms 
apparent source width (ASW) and listener envelopment (LEV) were most generally used as the 
concepts of spatial impression. As the binaural parameters that can be used to represent the 
subjective evaluation of spatial impression, interaural time difference (ITD) and interaural level 
difference (ILD) were firstly introduced, as the cues to detect the source direction which also
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helps describe the perceived spatial impression. Interaural cross-correlation coefficient (IACC) 
was then introduced as the most widely used binaural indicator of spatial impression. It was 
found that IACC, with some variations in terms of the calculation method, the measurement 
time or the frequency range, can successfully be matched to the perceived spatial impression. 
The fluctuations of ITD and ILD were also introduced as the potential indicators of spatial 
impression, and were in fact found to be related to IACC. These findings provided a guideline 
that the three parameters ITD, ILD and IACC should be used as the measured ones to use in the 
objective evaluation system of spatial impression.
6.2 Investigation into head m ovem ents in 
various listening activities
The first experiment in Chapter 2 investigated the nature of head movements in various 
listening activities -  not only in localising the sound source which is already well known to be 
supported by head movement, but also in judging source width, envelopment, and timbre. 
Subjective tests were conducted, in which a number of stimuli were introduced and played back 
to the listeners, simulating various expected perceived levels of the four parameters, and during 
which the listeners’ head movements were tracked and their subjective judgements were 
recorded in addition. Firstly, it was seen that the ranges of movements were focused around the 
frontal area and did not exceed certain areas around the initial position and orientation, although 
a tendency was found to move towards the source direction. Secondly, the averaged ranges of 
head movements were derived. This was to practically confine the area that the measurement 
model to be developed has to cover in terms of binaural signal capturing. Examination of the ear 
range corresponding to the head orientation by means of spherical histograms showed that it
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was not only confined but also sloped higher towards the rear and lower towards the front. This 
result suggested the relevant shape of the area to be covered by the microphones for the 
measurement model to be developed. Thirdly, the statistical analyses of the subjective 
judgements showed that the answers were in general distributed towards the intended levels of 
attributes, and additionally implied that the characteristics of stimuli -  such as the duration and 
timbre -  could affect the subjective judgements of perceived source direction or spatial 
impression. Lastly, examination of the effects of various controlling factors on the head 
movement data showed that the amount of movement is indeed larger in the judgments of 
source width and envelopment than in the other two activities (judgments of source location and 
timbre). This implied the need to consider the potential effects of head movement in the 
enhancement of objective measurement model o f spatial impression.
6.3 Sound capture technique for the analysis 
of spatial im pression considering head 
m ovem ent
In Chapter 3, previous studies were firstly introduced that relate to binaural capture 
techniques, in the expectation of adopting them in the measurement model to objectively 
evaluate spatial impression. Specifically, two advanced techniques that take head movement 
into consideration were described, starting from the basic mechanism: using a rotating head and 
torso simulator (HATS) and using a spherical head model with multiple microphones. The 
rotating HATS was known to be more accurate, but also imposed problems such as long 
measurement time, and a restriction of only being able to measure time invariant systems. On 
the other hand, the sphere model with multiple microphones was known to resolve the time
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related issues, but to introduce problems in accuracy, mainly by simplifying the shape of the 
head.
Then the issues of designing the sphere model to enhance its accuracy of measurement 
without losing the practicality were discussed secondly, in comparison to the rotating HATS. As 
the tools to relate the measurement accuracy of the capture models to perception, the just 
noticeable differences (JNDs) of the three parameters ITD, ILD and IACC were found and 
consolidated from the previous related studies. The dependency of the JNDs upon the reference 
values (ITD and IACC) or other parameter (ITD, upon IACC) was additionally observed. This 
was followed by the discussion of efficient microphone quantity and distribution for the sphere 
model, to enable complete acquisition of binaural signals corresponding to head movements, 
considering the findings of head movement range from Chapter 2. It was suggested that some 
conditions should be met to allow for a practical number of microphones around the sphere 
model, for example limiting the high frequency boundary, allowing for a certain amount of error 
of approximating interpolation, or simply considering the discrete points of measurement only.
6.4 Initial com parison o f two binaural signal 
capture m odels
In Chapter 4, the two types of binaural signal capture models introduced in Chapter 3 -  
the HATS and the sphere -  were compared through an actual experiment. Before introducing 
multiple microphones for the sphere model, the HATS was compared to the sphere with only 
two microphones as an initial step. The three parameters related to horizontal source direction, 
width or envelopment -  ITD, ILD and IACC -  were calculated from the binaural signals 
generated for both models from a number of simulated point sources or spanned decorrelated
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sources. The differences of these three parameters between the HATS and various versions of 
the sphere model, with the addition of body parts such as the torso, pinnae and nose, were then 
compared to the measurement tolerances which had been determined from the JND studies 
introduced in Chapter 3.
The differences between the ITD and ILD measured from the two models (HATS and 
sphere) were found to be perceptually significant, although attaching the torso to the sphere 
model slightly reduced the differences further such that a greater range of frequencies and 
angles had perceptually negligible differences. However, it was found that the sphere-with-torso 
model could still produce meaningful localisation results if the binaural hearing model was 
trained suitably through the use of a lookup table method, even though the ITD and ILD values 
did not accurately match the HATS. Furthermore, in the case of IACC, the difference was 
generally smaller than the tolerance, especially in the lower frequency region. Therefore it was 
proposed that the two capture models could be used interchangeably for the measurement of 
IACC specified in low to mid frequency ranges, such as IACCE3 which had previously been 
found useful as an indicator of ASW. It was overall determined that the final system to be 
developed will have the form of the sphere with torso, and will measure ITD and ILD to predict 
the source direction and IACC to predict the spatial impression.
6.5 Investigation o f m icrophone spacing and 
interpolation techniques for the multiple- 
m icrophone sphere model
As the next step, to determine the appropriate number and layout of microphones to be
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used on the sphere model, various microphone spacing schemes and interpolation methods to 
acquire the binaural parameters were tested in Chapter 5. The test was conducted by evaluating 
the approximation of ITD, ILD and IACC at a number of target ear positions from the pairs of 
microphones spaced around at various intervals. The experimental results (the impulse 
responses measured for various head orientations in azimuth) from Chapter 4, together with the 
findings from the discussions in Chapter 3 of the previous studies which introduced multiple 
microphone spacing techniques and the JNDs, were used to design the experiment. A range of 
different microphone spacing intervals were selected based on the sampling theorem combined 
with additional azimuth angles based on the JNDs. Wide ranges of intended ITD, ILD and 
IACC values were introduced by means of three different source settings — single point source 
in front, two opposite uncorrelated point sources at both sides, and multiple decorrelated sources 
spanned around the front with various number and span angle. Two interpolation methods 
(linear interpolation and interpolation using the sine function) were tested at two stages of the 
measurement process (applied onto the binaural signals before calculating the parameters, and 
applied onto the parameters after calculation). In addition, the effect of low-pass filtering the 
binaural signals before the cross-correlation calculation, corresponding to the breakdown of 
phase-locking ability in the auditory system at high frequencies, when calculating the ITD was 
examined.
It was firstly found from the results that as the microphone interval becomes wider, the 
approximation becomes worse, in that the frequency above which perceivable errors are found 
decreases. Secondly, using the sine function in the interpolation was not found to be beneficial 
over the linear interpolation, due to the fact only a limited number of adjacent measurements 
needed to be used to maintain practicality o f the developed capture model. Thirdly, it was found 
better in general to employ the interpolation on the ITD, ILD and IACC after calculation from 
the binaural signals. Although an exception was found in the tendency for the case of opposite
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uncorrelated pair of point sources, this was not considered in the choice of interpolation stage, 
as this signal type is less likely to result from natural sound fields. Lastly, the low-pass filtering 
of captured binaural signals in the derivation of ITD from the cross-correlation was found to 
slightly improve the approximation performance in the case of single point source, and thus 
relevant for the final measurement system.
6.6 Suggested prototype m easurem ent model
Based on the findings so far, it is possible to devise a prototype measurement model that 
can be used for the prediction of spatial impression incorporating head movements.
Firstly, the model will have the shape of a sphere with 17.2-cm diameter (Section 4.1.1.2) 
on a torso whose dimension is based on KEMAR (Section 4.1.2.1).
Secondly, it will have multiple identical omni-directional microphones positioned in 
accordance with the rage of ear positions identified in the subjective listening tests tracking head 
movements in listening tasks. The area over which the microphones need to be placed will be 
determined by area of the ear-orientation spherical histogram exceeding 3% of the peak number 
of occurrences (Section 2.2.5).
Thirdly, it will capture a number of binaural signals corresponding to various head 
orientations, and will calculate three parameters related to spatial impression -  ITD and ILD, 
particularly to predict the perceived horizontal source direction, and IACC to predict the 
perceived source width or envelopment (Section 1.2.2 and Section 4.3). ITD calculation will 
involve low-pass filtering of the binaural signals, to mimic the loss of phase-locking ability in 
the human auditory system at high frequencies (Section 4.2.1.2, Section 5.2.4.3 and Section
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5.4.4).
Fourthly, the microphones will be placed at intervals of 10°, to enable perceptually 
accurate measurement or interpolation of ITD, ILD and IACC for frequencies up to 
approximately 2kHz. The difference between this frequency limit and the theoretically expected 
one (approximately 10kHz from spatial sampling theorem) has been mentioned due to the limits 
of the microphone quantity towards practicality. Figure 6-1 displays the suggested layout of 
microphones, marked with white circles, over the spherical angular histogram showing the right 
ear traces. Note that the ear position for 0° head orientation is at 0° roll and ±90° azimuth on the 
sphere and that microphone spots need to have 1-dimensional symmetry about this point, i.e. 
taking this point as the origin, if there is a microphone with polar coordinates (r , 0) then there 
must also be one at (r, Q+n). This is because when a right ear spot is selected, the corresponding 
left ear spot also has to be selected symmetrically on the opposite side. It is assumed that the 
ears are located at 0° roll and ±90° azimuth on the sphere for 0° orientation. The number of 
microphones required is 21 per side of head. The parameters on intermediate spots will be 
linearly interpolated from those measured on the nearest microphone pair (Section 5.4.4). The
small spot towards the back of the sphere, and some points near the leftmost boundary of the
f
main ear coverage area on the histogram were excluded in the consideration for the purpose of 
practicality. Although it would have been desirable to place microphones to account for these 
areas, the additional number of microphones would have been doubled due to the symmetry of 
geometry. Furthermore, the numbers of occurrences on these excluded points are found still 
very close to the threshold of the histogram, i.e., still under 4% of the peak. Therefore, they can 
be considered to be of relatively less importance than the other covered spots. If necessary, it 
may be possible to estimate the parameters at these spots by extrapolating from those measured 
nearby.
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Microphone spots suggested for the prototype measurement system of spatial impression, 
over the spherical histogram of right ear orientation data exceeding a threshold of 3%  of peak
Azmiuth angle clockw ise from  front [degrees]
Figure 6-1. Suggested layout of microphones for the prototype measurement model of spatial 
impression incorporating head movements, drawn over the spherical histogram of right ear 
orientation exceeding 3% of peak seen from right. The white circular marks indicate the 
suggested microphone spots.
6.7 Overall conclusion
This research has been focusing on investigating the nature of head movement in the 
evaluation of spatial impression, and on designing a practical objective model incorporating it to 
be used in place of human subjects. The findings throughout the previous chapters lead to the 
following overall conclusions.
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• Head movements do occur in the evaluation of spatial impression, and thus can be useful to 
incorporate in the development of an objective measurement and evaluation model to 
replace human listeners as subjects.
• The objective model has the form of a sphere attached on a torso, whose sizes are based 
upon the average sizes of human head and torso, with multiple microphones which 
correspond to the varying ear positions caused by head movement. It will measure ITD and 
ILD to predict the source direction, and IACC to predict the perceived spatial impression.
• The area to be covered with the microphones on each side is confined around the initial ear 
position and tilted higher towards the rear and lower towards the front, as found from the 
averaged range of head movements made by actual human listeners. The number and layout 
of the microphones to be placed over the sphere will depend on the frequency range of 
interest. Amongst those tested, the smallest number allowable is found around 21 on each 
side, if an interval of 10° is used, for generally reliable interpolation of ITD, ILD and IACC 
up to approximately 2kHz.
6.8 Contributions to knowledge
The contributions of this research to the field of psychoacoustics can be described as
follows:
• Previous investigations into head movement have focused on head movements during
&
source localisation tasks; head movements relating to assessment of spatial impression have 
not previously been studied.
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• Head movements do happen in listeners’ evaluation of spatial impression as well as in 
source localisation. Furthermore, the range of head movement is larger in the evaluation of 
spatial impression than in source localisation. It is therefore necessary to consider head 
movement in the development of an objective measurement and evaluation model of spatial 
impression mimicking human behaviour.
• The range of ear positions during spatial impression assessment covers a sloped area. 
Previous works investigating objective signal capture models to mimic head movement 
considered tracing the ear orientation only in the horizontal plane.
• A sphere-and-torso approximation of a more typical binaural dummy head, with 21 omni­
directional microphones positioned on either side, allows perceptually-accurate 
simultaneous measurement of ITD, ILD and IACC at the ear positions most likely to occur 
during localisation and spatial impression assessment activities.
6.9 List of publications resulting from  this 
research
The work documented in this thesis has led to a number of publications. The 
investigation into head movements in the evaluation of spatial impression, as well as other 
acoustical attributes, was described specifically in (Kim et al. 2007). The initial examination of 
the performance of the sphere model in measuring ITD, ILD and IACC, in comparison to the 
FLATS, was introduced in (Kim et al. 2008b). Attempts to minimise the differences in the 
measured parameters between the sphere and the HATS, and to enhance the sphere model such 
that it takes the sloped ear coverage area into account with multiple microphones, were
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described in (Kim et al. 2008a). Another derivative research work of (Mason et al. 2009) 
investigated the effects of head-position-dependent variations in IACC of sound sources on the 
listener’ s perception of spatial attributes. Additionally, the overall experiments and observations 
regarding the nature of head movement and its application towards objective measurement of 
spatial attributes were summarised and presented in (Mason et al. 2008), (Kim et al. 2009b), and 
(Kim et al. 2009a).
6.10 Further suggested research
This section suggests further, possible derivative research work through research 
questions that arise from this research and its findings.
6 . 1 0 . 1  H o w  c a n  t h e  p a r a m e t e r s  m e a s u r e d  f r o m  t h e
e n h a n c e d  m o d e l  b e  c o n s o l i d a t e d  a s  a  s i m p l e  m e a s u r e  
o f  s p a t i a l  i m p r e s s i o n ?
This question is related to developing a method to interpret the measured results. The 
final form of output from the system should be comprehensible to the user. For example, one 
could simply use the polar image plots showing the ITD, ELD and IACC values over the whole 
frequency and head orientation angle, similar to those seen from the results in Chapter 4 and 
Chapter 5. The output could be in the form of the discrete values of the parameters measured at 
certain corresponding head orientations, or the (interpolated) continuous variation of the 
parameters over the specified capturing area. However, it is more desirable that the output is 
simple and intuitive, rather than displaying a number of plots that might have to be additionally 
interpreted by the users. A good way to achieve this, or at least to investigate its possibility, is to
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conduct actual subjective tests, derive the listeners’ evaluation, and compare the results to the 
outputs of the developed objective measurement system in the same circumstances, which will 
be introduced in the following section.
6 . 1 0 . 2  H o w  c l o s e l y  c a n  t h e  o b j e c t i v e  m e a s u r e m e n t  
r e s e m b l e  t h e  r e s u l t  o f  s u b j e c t i v e  e v a l u a t i o n  in  v a r i o u s  
s i t u a t i o n s ?
Actual subjective tests are necessary for evaluating the performance of the objective 
measurement system, as well as for devising a consolidated output that is intuitive to the users. 
For the objective measurement system to be considered as reliable, it needs to represent the 
subjective spatial impression in as wide a range of listening situation as possible. Therefore, 
subjective tests need to be conducted accordingly, and the results need to be compared to the 
objective measurement results. The subjective tests can be conducted either in a simulated 
environment introducing a number of different levels of spatial impression, or in more realistic 
situations involving various levels of perceived spatial impression, for instance in conceit halls, 
in a typical listening room in a house, or inside a car. Another derivative work which could 
complement the findings of this research arises here, from this consideration of more realistic 
listening activities. This is because the objective measurement model designed in this research is 
based on the nature of head movements in rather simulated listening environment, as seen in the 
experiments of Chapter 2.
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6 . 1 0 . 3  W h a t  is  t h e  n a t u r e  o f  h e a d  m o v e m e n t s  in  m o r e  
r e a l i s t i c  l i s t e n i n g  a c t i v i t i e s ?
In the experiments of Chapter 2, the subjects were asked to “judge” various attributes of 
sound. Though efforts had been made not to bias the free head movements, it might be 
interesting to additionally observe the behaviours of listeners in more “natural” situations where 
there is no task given to the listener. Some conceivable examples are attending a concert, or 
watching a movie or a TV programme. The head movements in these cases might be more 
spread over wider ranges, considering the freedom of not having to focus on judgments, 
especially for the sound coming from lateral directions. On the other hand, if focusing on the 
judgments had resulted in deliberate movements, the extents of movements might become 
smaller when no task is given. To find out which would be the case, the head movements in 
these activities can be captured and compared to the results from the experiments of Chapter 2.
6.11 Possibilities o f application 1
/
The measurement model developed from this research can be used in various applications. 
Some conceivable examples are listed below:
• Acoustic evaluation of a given enclosed space -  the developed model can be used in a 
number of places such as conceit halls, listening rooms and cars, where the spatial 
impression would otherwise need to be evaluated through subjective listening tests.
• Evaluation of a multichannel reproduction system or process -  as well as the acoustical 
quality of a listening space, the quality of the reproduction system or process can also be 
evaluated using this model. For instance, the change in perceived spatial impression caused
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by a given processing method applied to a source material, or by employing a different type 
of reproduction system (in terms of loudspeaker layout or distribution of channels) can be 
predicted.
• Acoustical systems involving the prediction of source direction -  since this model can 
measure ITD and ILD as well as IACC, it can also be used when the source direction is to 
be estimated. For example, similarly to the application of MTB technique (Algazi et al. 
2004), it is possible to deliver the spatial contents of a sound field such as perceived source 
direction to a remote listener by measuring the parameters and implementing the 
corresponding effects on the listener’s side.
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A p p e n d i x  A  Lists of c o m b i n e d  
attributes o f  stimuli u s e d  in t h e  
e x p e r i m e n t  o f  C h a p t e r  2
The tables listed here show how the various attributes were combined to be used as the 
stimuli in the experiment of Chapter 2 (See Section 2.1.2 for detailed description of the stimuli). 
Each table describes the attributes used for each of the four listening tasks -  source localisation, 
source width judgment, envelopment judgment, and timbre judgment. In each table RR stands 
for Rear Right and RL for Rear Left in azimuth. HPF and LPF denote High-Pass Filtered and 
Low-Pass Filtered respectively. Note that the total number of combinations of attributes was set 
to 96 for each listening task.
( T h i s  s p a c e  i n t e n t i o n a l l y  l e f t  b l a n k )
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# Source Location W idth Env. T im b re (F iltering) # Source Location W idth Env. T im bre (F iltering)
1 Unfiltered 40 Unfiltered
2 Narrow Low HPF 50 Narrow Low HPF
3 Front LPF 51 Front LPF
4 Unfiltered 52 Unfiltered
5 Wide High HPF 53 Wide High HPF
6 LPF 54 LPF
7 Unfiltered 55 Unfiltered
8 Narrow Low HPF 56 Narrow Low HPF
9 Right(90°) LPF 57 Right(90°) LPF10 Unfiltered 58 Unfiltered
11 Wide High HPF 59
Percussive
(short)
Wide High HPF
12 Speech LPF 60 LPF
13 Unfiltered 61 Unfiltered
14 Narrow Low HPF 62 Narrow Low HPF
15 RR(135°) LPF 63 RR(135°) LPF16 Unfiltered 64 Unfiltered
17 Wide High HPF 65 Wide High HPF
18 LPF 66 LPF
19 Unfiltered 67 Unfiltered
20 Narrow Low HPF 68 Narrow Low HPF
21 RL(-135°) LPF 69 RL(-135°) LPF22 Unfiltered 70 Unfiltered
23 Wide High HPF 71 Wide High HPF
24 LPF 72 LPF
25 Unfiltered 73 Unfiltered
26 Narrow Low HPF 74 Narrow Low HPF
27 . Front LPF 75 Front LPF28 Unfiltered 76 Unfiltered
29 Wide High HPF 77 Wide High HPF
30 LPF 78 LPF
31 Unfiltered 79 Unfiltered
32 Narrow Low HPF ! 80 Narrow Low HPF
33 Right(90°) LPF 81 Right(90°) LPF34 Unfiltered 82 Unfiltered
35
Music
(guitar)
Wide High HPF 83
Percussive
(long)
Wide High HPF
36 LPF 84 LPF
37 Unfiltered 85 Unfiltered
38 Narrow Low HPF 86 Narrow Low HPF
39 RR(135°) LPF 87 RR(135°) LPF40 Unfiltered 88 Unfiltered
41 Wide High HPF 89 Wide High HPF
42 LPF 90 LPF
43 Unfiltered 91 Unfiltered
44 Narrow Low HPF 92 Narrow Low HPF
45 RL(-135°) LPF 93 RL(-135°) LPF
46 Unfiltered 94 Unfiltered
47 Wide High HPF 95 Wide High HPF
48 LPF 96 LPF
Table B-1. List of combined attributes of stimuli used for source localisation in the experiment of 
Chapter 2.
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# Source W idth Location Env. T im bre
(F ilterinq)
# Source W idth Location Env. T im bre
(F ilterinq)
1 Front H i® 6 Unfiltered 4: RL/-13R1 Hinh Unfiitered2 High Unfiltered 50 Music Wide Unfiitered3 Unfiltered 51 (guitar) RR(135) High LPF
4
Right
Low LPF 52 HPF
5 HPF 53 Front 1 nw Unfiitered6 Narrow High Unfiltered 54 High Unfiitered
7 Unfiltered 55
Right Low Unfiitered8
RL(-135)
Low LPF 56 Narrow High Unfiitered9 HPF 57
RL(-135) Low Unfiitered10 High Unfiltered 58 Hiqh Unfiitered
11
RR(135) Low Unfiltered 59 RR(135) Low Unfiitered12 Speech High Unfiltered 60 Percussive High Unfiitered
13 Front High Unfiitered 61 (short) Front High Unfiitered
14
Medium Right High Unfiltered 62 Medium Riqht High Unfiitered15 RL(-135) High Unfiltered 63 RL(-135) Hiqh Unfiitered
16 RR(135) High Unfiltered 64 RR(135) High Unfiitered
17 Front High Unfiltered 65 Front Hiqh Unfiitered
18 Unfiltered 66 Wide Right High Unfiitered19 Right High LPF 67 RL{-135) High Unfiitered
20 Wide HPF 68 RR(135) High Unfiitered
21 Unfiltered 69 Unfiitered
22 RL(-135) High LPF I 70
Front
Low LPF
23 HPF 71 HPF
24 RR(135) High Unfiltered 72 High Unfiitered
2" .. Unfiitered 73 Unfiltpred
26
Front Low LPF 74 Right Low LPF27 HPF 75
Narrow HPF28 High Unfiitered 76 High Unfiitered
29 Unfiltered 77 Unfiitered
30
Right Low LPF 78 RL(-135)
Low LPF
31 Narrow HPF 79 HPF
32 High Unfiitered 80 High Unfiitered
33 RL(-135) Low Unfiitered 81 RR(135) Low Unfiitered34 High Unfiitered 82 Percussive High Unfiitered
35 Unfiitered 83 (long) Front High Unfiitered
36 Music
RR(135) Low LPF 84 Medium Right Hiqh Unfiitered37 (guitar) HPF 85 RL(-135) Hiqh Unfiitered
38 High Unfiitered 86 RR(135) Hiqh Unfiitered
39 Front High Unfiitered 87 Unfiitered
40
Medium Right High Unfiitered 88 Front High LPF
41 R Lt135) High Unfiitered 89 HPF
42 RR(135) High Unfiitered 90 Unfiitered
43 Unfiitered 91 Wide Right High LPF44 Front High LPF 92 HPF
45
Wide HPF 93 Unfiitered
46 Unfiitered 94 RL(-135) High LPF
47 Right High LPF 95 HPF
48 HPF 96 RR(135) High Unfiitered
Table B-2. List of combined attributes of stimuli used for source width judgment in the
experiment of Chapter 2.
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# Source Env. Location W idth Tim bre
(F iltering) # Source Env. Location W idth
Tim bre
(F iltering)
1 Front Nf;< / 40 Front Narrow
2 Wide 50 Wide
3 Right Narrow 51 Right Narrow
4 Low Wide 52 Low Wide
5 RL(-135) Narrow 53 RL(-135) Narrow
6 Wide 54 Wide
7 RR(135) Narrow 55 RR(135) Narrow
8 Wide 56 Wide
9 Front Narrow 57 Front Narrow
10 Wide 58 Wide
11 Right Narrow 59 Right Narrow
12 Speech Mid Wide Unfiltered 60 Percussive Mid Wide Unfiltered
13 RL(-135) Narrow 61
(short)
RL(-135) Narrow
14 Wide 62 Wide
15 RR(135) Narrow 63 RR(135) Narrow
16 Wide 64 Wide
17 Front Narrow 65 Front Narrow
18 Wide 66 Wide
19 Right Narrow 67 Right Narrow
20 High Wide 68 High Wide
21 RL(-135) Narrow 69 RL(-135) Narrow
22 Wide 70 Wide
23 RR(135) Narrow 71 RR(135) Narrow
24 Wide 72 Wide
25 Front Narrow 73 Front Narrow
26 Wide 74 Wide
27 Right Narrow 75 Right Narrow
28 Low Wide 76 Low Wide
29 RL(-135) Narrow 77 RL(-135) Narrow
30 Wide 78 Wide
31 RR(135) Narrow 79 RR(135) Narrow
32 Wide 80 Wide
33 Front Narrow 81 Front Narrow
34 Wide 82 Wide
35 Right Narrow 83 Right Narrow
36 Music Mid Wide Unfiltered 84 Percussive Mid Wide Unfiltered
37 (guitar) RL(-135) Narrow 85
(long)
RL(-135) Narrow
38 Wide 86 Wide
39 RR(135) Narrow 87 RR(135) Narrow
40 Wide 88 Wide
41 Front Narrow 89 Front Narrow
42 Wide 90 Wide
43 Right Narrow 91 Right Narrow
44 High Wide 92 High Wide
45 RL(-135) Narrow 93 RL(-135) Narrow
46 Wide 94 Wide
47 RR(135) Narrow 95 RR(135) Narrow
48 Wide 96 Wide
Table B-3. List of combined attributes of stimuli used for envelopment judgment in the 
experiment of Chapter 2.
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# Source Tim bre(F iltering) Location W idth Env. # Source
Tim bre
(Filtering) Location W idth Env.
f Front Narrows Low 49 Front Narrow low2 Wide High 50 Wide High
3 Right Narrow Low 51 Right Narrow Low4 Unfiltered Wide High 52 Unfiltered Wide High5 RL(-135) Narrow Low 53 RL(-135) Narrow Low
6 Wide High 54 Wide High
7
RR(135) Narrow Low 55 RR(135) Narrow Low8 Wide High 56 Wide High
9
Front Narrow Lew 57 Front Narrow Low10 Wide High 58 Wide High
11
Right Narrow Low 59 Right Narrow Low12 Speech LPF Wide High 60 Percussive LPF Wide High13
RL(-135) Narrow Low 61
(short)
RL(-135) Narrow Low14 Wide High 62 Wide High
15 RR(135) Narrow Low 63 RR(135) Narrow Low16 Wide High 64 Wide High
17 Front Narrow Low 65 Front Narrow Low18 Wide High 66 Wide High
19
Right Narrow Low 67 Right Narrow Low20 HPF Wide High 68 HPF Wide High21 RL(-135) Narrow Low 69 RL(-135) Narrow Low22 Wide High 70 Wide High
23
RR(135) Narrow Low 71 RR(135) Narrow Low24 Wide High 72 Wide High
25 Front Narrow Low 73 Front Narrow Low26 Wide High 74 Wide High
27 Right Narrow Low 75 Right Narrow Low28 Unfiltered Wide High 76 Unfiltered Wide High29
RL(-135) Narrow Low 77 RL(-135) Narrow Low30 Wide High 78 Wide High
31
RR(135) Narrow Low 79 RR(135) Narrow Low32 Wide High 80 Wide High
33
Front Narrow Low 81 Front Narrow Low34 Wide High 82 Wide High
35
Right Narrow Low 83 Right Narrow Low36 Music (guitar) LPF Wide High 84 Percussive LPF Wide High37
RL(-135) Narrow Low 85
(long)
RL(-135) Narrow Low38 Wide High 86 Wide High
39 RR(135) Narrow Low 87 RR(135) Narrow Low40 Wide High 88 Wide High
41
Front Narrow Low 89 Front Narrow Low42 Wide High 90 Wide High
43 Right Narrow Low 91 Right Narrow Low44 HPF Wide High 92 HPF Wide High45
RL(-135) Narrow Low 93 RL(-135) Narrow Low46 Wide High 94 Wide High
47 RR(135) Narrow Low 95 RR(135) Narrow Low48 Wide High 96 Wide High
Table B-4. List of combined attributes of stimuli used for timbre judgment in the experiment of 
Chapter 2.
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A p p e n d i x  B  I n s t r u c t i o n s  to listeners
for s u b j e c t i v e  tests i n t r o d u c e d  in
C h a p t e r  2
The following articles are the instructions given to the subjects who undertook the 
listening tests described in Chapter 2. Detailed explanation of the test procedure and the user 
interface is given in Section 2.1.3.
School of Performing Arts
D e p a r t m e n t  o f  S o u n d  R e c o r d i n g  
I n s t r u c t i o n s  to  L i s t e n e r s :  L o c a l i s a t i o n
During this test, you will be judging the locations of sound sources. A  total o f 48 short 
stimuli will be presented in each session. Specifically, your task is to do your best to 
locate the sound source during the playback o f each stimulus, and indicate your 
judgement on the GUI on the monitor afterwards.
You are allowed to move freely for the accuracy of your judgement. Head tracking 
will be additionally carried out with a small device that will be attached on your head.
The listening space is surrounded with acoustically transparent curtains to hide the 
loudspeaker locations. Therefore it is recommended to try not to look around whilst 
entering the listening room towards the seat in the middle.
You will be provided with an LCD monitor and a mouse. The interface is designed so 
that you can listen to the stimuli and indicate the direction of [the centre of] sound in 
both horizontally and vertically. However, you are not allowed to make judgements
UniS
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until each stimulus stops after a repetition. Once you enter your name and initialise the 
head tracker, you will be able to play the stimulus. Each stimulus will play twice 
automatically with a 4-second break in between. There is a 4-second gap before the first 
playback as well. The screen will turn into blank, allowing you to concentrate on 
localisation task.
S a v e
a n s w e r
Horizontal line (0 deg)
Figure 1. Interface forevaluation
90 deg 
below
-  localisation task
Evaluation: Where do you think the sound was coming from?
Horizontal Vertical angle |0
90 deg above
Once a stimulus plays twice and finishes, the evaluation page will appear on the screen, 
on which you can adjust an arrow and a slider to indicate the direction of the sound 
horizontally and vertically. Once you make your decision and click ‘ Save’ , the interface 
will lead you to the next stimulus and follow the same procedure until all the stimuli are 
played. When all 48 stimuli are played, a screen will show up to indicate the end.
Please do feel free to move yourself around whilst listening, but make sure the head 
tracker is attached tight on the head. In case of any problems during the test, please walk 
outside of the listening area carefully and consult the conductor.
Thank you very much for taking part in this experiment.
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School of Performing Arts
D e p a r t m e n t  o f  S o u n d  R e c o r d i n g  
I n s t r u c t i o n s  to  L i s t e n e r s :  S o u r c e  W i d t h  E v a l u a t i o n
During this test, you will be judging the width of sound sources. A  total o f 48 short 
stimuli will be presented in each session. Specifically, your task is to do your best to 
judge the source width during the playback of each stimulus, and indicate your 
judgement on the GUI on the monitor afterwards. Figure 1 shows a simplified 
conventional concept of source width (sometimes abbreviated as A SW : Apparent 
Source Width).
m m m m m
IIIIiBllllt
Listener .
Figure 1. Simplified example o f  the concepts o f  source width and envelopment (after (M orim oto et al. 
2001)).
You are allowed to move freely for the accuracy of your judgement. Head tracking 
will be additionally carried out with a small device that will be attached on your head.
The listening space is surrounded with acoustically transparent curtains to hide the 
loudspeaker locations. Therefore it is recommended to try not to look around whilst 
entering the listening room towards the seat in the middle.
You will be provided with an LCD monitor and a mouse. The interface is designed so 
that you can listen to the stimuli and indicate the width of perceived sound. However, 
you are not allowed to make judgements until each stimulus stops after a repetition. 
Once you enter your name and initialise the head tracker, you will be able to play the 
stimulus. Each stimulus will play twice automatically with a 4-second break in between. 
There is a 4-second gap before the first playback as well. The screen will turn into blank, 
allowing you to concentrate on the judgement.
Once a stimulus plays twice and finishes, the evaluation page will appear on the screen, 
on which you can place and adjust arrows on a horizontal plane to indicate the angular 
width of the sound. Once you make your decision and click ‘ Save’ , the interface will
UniS
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lead you to the next stimulus and follow the same procedure until all the stimuli are 
played. When all the 48 stimuli are played, a screen will show up to indicate the end.
■ Sax | f f val uailo nPap.c] j ......
|| [ Eto Ed* View object Font Options trace Extras W idow  tjelp
Edge (49 
1
Edge 163
2
Evaluation: How wide do you think the sound was?
Click inside the circle to draw a boundary arrow, then add 
another arrow to indicate your perception of the source width.
Figure 2. Interface for source width evaluation.
Please do feel free to move yourself around whilst listening, but make sure the head 
tracker is attached tight on the head. In case of any problems during the test, please walk 
outside of the listening area carefully and consult the conductor.
Thank you very much for taking part in this experiment.
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School of Performing Arts
D e p a r t m e n t  o f  S o u n d  R e c o r d i n g
I n s t r u c t i o n s  to  L i s t e n e r s :  E n v e l o p m e n t  E v a l u a t io n
During this test, you will be judging an attribute of sound called “envelopment” . The 
following figure is one of the common and simplified specification of envelopment, 
which is sometimes also called LEV(Listener Envelopment). The word envelopment is 
defined in dictionary as:
1. The act of enveloping or wrapping; an enclosing or covering on all sides.
2. That which envelops or surrounds; an envelope.
LEV
i i i i i B i i i i i
Listener. .
Figure 1. Simplified example o f  the concepts o f  source width and envelopment (after (M orim oto et al. 
2001)).
A  total of 48 short stimuli will be presented in each session. Specifically, your task is to 
do your best to judge envelopment during the playback of each stimulus, and
indicate your judgement on the GUI on the monitor afterwards.
You are allowed to move freely for the accuracy of your judgement. Head tracking 
will be additionally carried out with a small device that will be attached on your head.
The listening space is surrounded with acoustically transparent curtains to hide the 
loudspeaker locations. Therefore it is recommended to try not to look around whilst 
entering the listening room towards the seat in the middle.
You will be provided with an LCD monitor and a mouse. The interface is designed so 
that you can listen to the stimuli and indicate how “enveloped” you felt by them. 
However, you are not allowed to make judgements until each stimulus stops after a 
repetition. Once you enter your name and initialise the head tracker, you will be able to 
play the stimulus. Each stimulus will play twice automatically with a 4-second break in 
between. There is a 4-second gap before the first playback as well. The screen will turn 
into blank, allowing you to concentrate on the judgement.
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Once a stimulus plays twice and finishes, the evaluation page will appear on the screen, 
on which you can move a slider to indicate your perception of envelopment. Score 1 on 
the scale should mean you didn’ t feel enveloped by the sound at all, and score 100 
should mean you felt totally enveloped, in other words, you felt the sound coming from 
all around yourself.
Me Ed* jflew Object Foot Options Irece Extras Window yelp _  f l  X
Evaluation: How "enveloping" do you think the sound was?
Use the slider below to indicate perceived envelopment.
Score 100: corresponds to 
"sound coming from all around"
Please note that the figure DOES NOT 
mean the sound is always coming from 
the front. This just shows the amount 
of envelopment corresponding to your 
score.
Score 1: corresponds to "no 
feeling of envelopment"
Save
answer
Figure 2. The interface for envelopment evaluation
Once you make your decision and click ‘ Save’ , the interface will lead you to the next 
stimulus and follow the same procedure until all the stimuli are played. When all the 48 
stimuli are played, a screen will show up to indicate the end.
Please do feel free to move yourself around whilst listening, but make sure the head 
tracker is attached tight on the head. In case of any problems during the test, please walk 
outside of the listening area carefully and consult the conductor.
Thank you very much for taking part in this experiment.
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D e p a r t m e n t  o f  S o u n d  R e c o r d i n g
I n s t r u c t i o n s  t o  L i s t e n e r s :  T i m b r e  ( B r i g h t n e s s )
During this test, you will be judging one of the timbral aspects of sound sources. A  total 
of 48 short stimuli will be presented in each session. Specifically, your task is to do 
your best to judge the timbre of the sound source during the playback of each 
stimulus, and indicate your judgement on the GUI on the monitor afterwards.
You are allowed to move freely for the accuracy of your judgement. Head tracking 
will be additionally carried out with a small device that will be attached on your head.
The listening space is surrounded with acoustically transparent curtains to hide the 
loudspeaker locations. Therefore it is recommended to try not to look around whilst 
entering the listening room towards the seat in the middle.
You will be provided with an LCD monitor and a mouse. The interface is designed so 
that you can listen to the stimuli and indicate your judgement o f timbre, in terms of  
“brightness” . However, you are not allowed to make judgements until each stimulus 
stops after a repetition. Once you enter your name and initialise the head tracker, you 
will be able to play the stimulus. Each stimulus will play twice automatically with a 4- 
second break in between. There is a 4-second gap before the first playback as well. The 
screen will turn into blank, allowing you to concentrate on the task without being 
distracted.
Once a stimulus plays twice and finishes, the evaluation page will appear on the screen, 
on which you can adjust a simple slider to indicate the brightness o f the stimulus. Once 
you make your decision and click ‘ Save’ , the interface will lead you to the next stimulus 
and follow the same procedure until all the stimuli are played. When all the 48 stimuli 
are played, a screen will show up to indicate the end.
Please do feel free to move yourself around whilst listening, but make sure the head 
tracker is attached tight on the head. In case of any problems during the test, please walk 
outside of the listening area carefully and consult the conductor.
Thank you very much for taking part in this experiment.
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A p p e n d i x  C  D e r i v a t i o n  of c e n t r e  o f  
t h e  h e a d  f r o m  h e a d  t r a c k e r  d a t a
It should be noted that during the experiments in Chapter 2 the receiver of the head 
tracker Patriot was attached on top of the head. This means that the captured tracker data might 
not exactly represent the movement of the head, because of the distance between the top of the 
head and the centre of the head (which is considered here to be equivalent to the mid-point 
between the two ears). This possible discrepancy can be seen in Figure C-l. The figure shows a 
vertically sliced plane (y = y0) with reference to Patriot’ s transmitter coordinate system. It 
assumes that the receiver has moved from point A to B, with the orientation at the two positions 
changing from (0° azimuth, 0° elevation, 0° roll) to (0° azimuth, 0  elevation, 0° roll), as 
indicated by vectors OA and OB. The centre of the head, consequently, can be seen to have 
moved from point CA to CB, at a distance r from the receiver.
( T h i s  s p a c e  i n t e n t i o n a l l y  l e f t  b l a n k )
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-z (upward)A
rcosG
(y=y0 plane)
-xAsin0
O XACOS0 b-<A
,C b
(xAcos0+rsin0, y0, -xAsin0+rcos0)
-►
+x (forward)
r
C a A (* a ,  yo, r)
Figure C-1. Example of elevation change on a vertical plane y=y0. It is assumed that the 
receiver has moved from point A to B, with the position and orientation indicated by vectors OA 
and OB. It is also assumed the receiver’s orientation in azimuth and roll has remained the same 
during the movement. The centre of the head is indicated by points CA and CB. r denotes the 
distance from the top of the head to the centre of the head.
It is seen that whilst the displacement of the top of the head in x, y, and z directions is 
(xrAcos6  - xA, 0, -xAsin<9), that of the centre of the head is (xAcos0  + rsinO - xA, 0, -xAsin0 + rcosO 
- r). Since these are not equal, it might not always be relevant to describe the movement of the 
head by means of the top of the head where the receiver was attached. To examine how much 
the head actually moved in x, y, and z directions, the position of the centre of the head should be 
calculated, though the orientation data would not be affected, since the receiver was facing the 
same direction as the head. The following describes the procedure to calculate the position of 
the centre of the head from the captured tracker data and the initial position and orientation data.
The orientation of the receiver with regard to the reference (the transmitter) at each 
captured data frame is defined for Patriot in the following order: rotation about z axis (azimuth),
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rotation about y axis (elevation), and then rotation about x axis (roll). Figure C-2 shows the 
sequence of the three types of rotation with respect to a reference coordinate frame, reproduced 
from the user manual (Polhemus 2005).
Z
Figure C-2. The three types of rotational movement defined for Patriot tracking system 
(reproduced from (Polhemus 2005)).The coordinate system defined by XYZ axes is the 
reference, and that defined by xyz axes corresponds to the orientation of the receiver. Firstly, 
azimuth rotation by angle ifj defines an intermediate coordinate system consisting of X’, Y’, and 
Z axes. Then elevation by angle 6 around Y’ axis defines another intermediate coordinate 
system of x, Y\ and Z’ axes. Finally, roll rotation by angle (p around x axis defines the resultant 
xyz coordinate system. Here the signs of azimuth, elevation, and roll rotations described by the 
arrows are +, -, and + respectively.
Since these are rotations of the coordinate system, a point in the reference coordinate 
system (Xt, Yh Z,) can be expressed in the new coordinate system (defined by the receiver) after 
the rotations, by means of rotation matrices as follows:
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where
"*r"
yr = R g( 0 ) - Rf ( 0 ) - R » - Y,
Jr. _z,_
1 0  0
0 cos^ sin^ 
0 -s in ^  cos^
R SW  =
cos6  0 -s in #  
0 1 0 
sin# 0 cos#
, and
i M r )  =
cosy/ siny/ 0
-s i n ^  cos(// 0
0 0 1
(C.l)
which indicate roll rotation, elevation rotation, and azimuth rotation of the coordinate system by 
angles of <p, 0, and y/ respectively. Inversely, a point (jc,., yr, z,) with reference to the rotated 
coordinate system can be expressed with reference to the original coordinate system as follows:
' K V
Y, =  [R b(?>)-R£W - R , ( ^ ) ] - 1- y. =  r /1W ' - r £(0 )-i -r ,(« - ‘ . y.
_z,_ Jr. Jr.
. (C.2)
This inverse rotation matrix [RsO)-Rc(<9)-Rfr(i/)]' is called attitude matrix (Polhemus 2005) or 
Direction Cosine Matrix. It can be calculated as
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D CM  (y/iO,(f)) =
cos y/ cos 0 cos y/ sin 6 sin (f>- sin y/ cos (f> cos(f/sin#cos^ + sini//'sin^ 
sin y/ cos 6  cos y/cos ^  +sin y/" sin# sin sin y/ sin 6  cos (j>- cos yr sin f
—sin# cos# sin f cos# cos f
If there has been a translational shift of the coordinate system by (Xn Ys, Zs) from the 
reference to the rotated system as well, the relationship specified by Eq. C.2 can be extended to 
take this translation into account as follows:
' 
1
JN 
-N 
^
!
=  T  {XsJs,Zs,¥iO,(j>y
V
yr
Zr
_ 1 _ 1
(C.3)
where
t  (x„Ys,zs,v,e,4’) =
DCMn d c m 12 d c m 13 X,
d c m 21 d c m 22 d c m 23 Ys
d c m 31 d c m 32 d c m 33 Zs
0 0 0 1
with DCM/, denoting the elements of DCM(i//, <9, (p) at the /th row andy'th column. To summarise, 
when the position and orientation of the receiver is captured as (Xs, Ys, Zs, y, 6 , (p) with reference 
to the transmitter, a point in space which is expressed as (xr, yr, z,) in the receiver’s coordinate 
system can be expressed as (Xh Yt, Z,) in the transmitter’ s coordinate system, calculated by 
means of the transformation matrix T. Figure C-3 describes the two different ways to indicate a 
point with respect to two coordinate systems specified by the receiver and the transmitter -  (x,., 
yr, zr) and (Xh Yh Z,).
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Figure C-3. Vector representation of a point in two coordinate systems. A point (xr, yr, zr) in the 
transformed system, which is shifted from the reference by (Xs, Ys, Zs) and rotated by (<//, 0, </?), 
can be expressed as (Xf, Yt, Zt) in the reference coordinate system. The relationship between 
(xr, yr, zr) and (Xf, Yt, Zf) is specified as Eq. C.3.
Now if we assume that the receiver was attached on the top of the head, the centre of the 
head can be expressed as (0, 0, r) in the receiver’s coordinate system, where r denotes the radius 
of the head, since positive z direction is defined as downwards by default (Polhemus 2005). 
Then at each captured frame, the position of the centre of the head with reference to the 
transmitter’s coordinate system can be calculated using Eq. C.3. In other words, for a captured 
frame (Xc, Yc, Zc, Ac, Ec, Rt), the centre of the head (Xh, Yh, Zh) can be calculated from the 
following relationship:
~X„~ 'o '
Y, 0h
zh
= T (Xc,YciZc,Ac,EciRcy
r
_ 1 1
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Figure C-4 graphically shows how the centre of the head at each captured position and 
orientation frame can be recognised in the transmitter’s reference coordinate system.
Orientation: (Ac, Ec, Rc)
+X Receiver (exaggerated for clarity)
Transmitter
Centre of the head
Figure C-4. Vector representation of the centre of the listener’s head (facing +x direction) in two 
coordinate systems: transformed system (receiver captured as (Xc, Yc, Zc, Ac, Ec, Rc)) and the 
transmitter’s reference system. The centre of the head is always (0, 0, r) in the receiver’s 
coordinate system, but becomes (Xh, Yh, Zh) in the reference coordinate system.
Therefore, by replacing (Xc, Yc, Zc, Ac, Ec, Rc) at every captured frame with (Xh, Yh, Zh, Ac, 
Ec, Rj), it is possible to calculate the movement of the centre of the head, instead of the tip of the 
head, by subtracting the initially captured values from the captured frames during the playback 
of the stimuli.
The validity of this procedure was tested by taking two position and orientation frames as 
examples in a controlled manner, as illustrated in Figure C-l: if (20, 10, 0, 0, 0, 0) were the 
initial frame, the frame after rotation by 60 degrees would be (10, 10, -17.32, 0, 60, 0). The first 
three numbers indicate the position in x, y, and z direction in centimetres, and the rest indicate
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the orientation in degrees. An approximate frame of (10, 10, -19, 0, 60, 0) could be actually 
captured using the tracker, by rotating the receiver initially at (20, 10, 0, 0, 0, 0) by 30 degrees 
in elevation as in Figure C-l. The distance r was considered as the sum of the following: the 
average “head height” from the top of the head to the centre of the two ears (13cm), 
consolidated and published in (Burkhard and Sachs 1975), the thickness of the headband used 
for the experiment (0.5cm), and the distance between the bottom and the electrical centre of the 
receiver (0.795cm). The resultant value was approximately 14cm. Substituting the values into 
corresponding variables on Figure C-l gives the following positions of the centre of the head: 
(20, 10, 14) to (22.12, 10, -10.17). These position data can also be calculated using Eq. C.4. 
Firstly, substituting the initial frame gives the transformation matrix T(20, 10, 0, 0, 0, 0) as 
follows:
T (2 0 ,l 0 ,0 ,0 ,0 ,0 )
cos0° 0 sin0° 20
0 1 0 10
-sin 0° 0 cos0° 0
0 0 0 1
Then the initial head centre position can be calculated from
cos0° 0 sin0° 20
0 1 0 10
-s in 0 °  0 cos0° 0
0 0 0 1
0 20
0 10
14 14
1 1
the first three values of which show the x, y, and z coordinates.
Then substituting the second frame gives
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T (10,10, -2 0  cos 60°, 0 ,60 ,0)
cos 60° 0 sin 60° 10
0 1 0  10
-sin 60° 0 cos 60° -17 .32
0 0 0 1
The head centre position after the rotation is then calculated as follows:
cos 60° 0 sin 60° 10 " 0 “ " 22 . 12 "
0 1 0  10 0 10
-s in  60° 0 cos 60° -17 .32 14 -10 .32
0 0 0 1 1 1
which shows the same result as calculated above using the expression on Figure C-l.
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A p p e n d i x  D  O n e - w a y  M A N O V A  result
ta b l e s  for S e c t i o n  2.2.2
The following tables are the results of MANOVA (Multivariate Anaysis Of Variance) test 
performed as described in Section 2.2.2 to find the effects of individual independent variables 
on the characteristics of head movement (See Table 2-1 and Table 2-2 for the lists and 
description of independent and dependent variables used for the experiment).
Multivariate Tests(c)
Effect Value F Hypothesis df Error df Sig.
Partial Eta 
Squared
Intercept Pillai’s Trace .525 281.315(a) 30.000 7625.000 .000 .525
Wilks' Lambda .475 281.315(a) 30.000 7625.000 .000 .525
Hotelling's Trace 1.107 281.315(a) 30.000 7625.000 .000 .525
Roy's Largest Root 1.107 281.315(a) 30.000 7625.000 .000 .525
SubjNo Pillai’s Trace 1.288 42.484 270.000 68697.000 .000 .143
Wilks' Lambda .226 45.851 270.000 65918.734 .000 .152
Hotelling's Trace 1.746 49.300 270.000 68609.000 .000 .162
Roy's Largest Root .646 164.490(b) 30.000 7633.000 .000 .393
Task Pillai's Trace .374 36.227 90.000 22881.000 .000 .125
Wilks' Lambda .659 37.873 90.000 22819.588 .000 .130
Hotelling's Trace .467 39.571 90.000 22871.000 .000 .135
Roy's Largest Root .329 83.699(b) 30.000 7627.000 .000 .248
ExtractNo Pillai's Trace .437 43.390 90.000 22881.000 .000 .146
Wilks' Lambda .569 52.652 90.000 22819.588 .000 .172
Hotelling's Trace .748 63.401 90.000 22871.000 .000 .200
Roy's Largest Root .734 186.720(b) 30.000 7627.000 .000 .423
SrcLoc Pillai's Trace .272 25.303 90.000 22881.000 .000 .091
Wilks' Lambda .743 26.485 90.000 22819.588 .000 .094
Hotelling's Trace .327 27.715 90.000 22871.000 .000 .098
Roy's Largest Root .258 65.650(b) 30.000 7627.000 .000 .205
SrcWid Pillai's Trace .031 3.994 60.000 15252.000 .000 .015
Wilks' Lambda .969 4.009(a) 60.000 15250.000 .000 .016
Hotelling's Trace .032 4.025 60.000 15248.000 .000 .016
Roy's Largest Root .027 6.886(b) 30.000 7626.000 .000 .026
Env Pillai's Trace .016 2.059 60.000 15252.000 .000 .008
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Wilks' Lambda .984 2.062(a) 60.000 15250.000 .000 .008
Hotelling's Trace .016 2.065 60.000 15248.000 .000 .008
Roy's Largest Root .013 3.333(b) 30.000 7626.000 .000 .013
Timbre Pillai's Trace .015 1.869 60.000 15252.000 .000 .007
Wilks' Lambda .985 1.870(a) 60.000 15250.000 .000 .007
Hotelling's Trace .015 1.871 60.000 15248.000 .000 .007
Roy's Largest Root .010 2.597(b) 30.000 7626.000 .000 .010
RunNo Pillai's Trace .027 7.057(a) 30.000 7625.000 .000 .027
Wilks’ Lambda .973 7.057(a) 30.000 7625.000 .000 .027
Hotelling's Trace .028 7.057(a) 30.000 7625.000 .000 .027
Roy's Largest Root .028 7.057(a) 30.000 7625.000 .000 .027
a Exact statistic
b The statistic is an upper bound on F that yields a lower bound on the significance level, 
c Design: Intercept+SubjNo+Task+ExtractNo+SrcLoc+SrcWid+Env+Timbre+RunNo
Table D-1. Result of one-way MANOVA test for Section 2 .2 .2  (Multivariate tests). The 
highlighted parts indicate the independent variables with relatively higher effect sizes.
Tests of Between-Subjects Effects
Statistics
Source Dependent Variable
Type III Sum of 
Squares df Mean Square F Sig.
Partial
Eta
Squared
Corrected
Model
Max. range: Forward- 
Backward [cm] 548153.391(a) 25 21926.136 132.643 .000 .302
Max. range: Right-Left [cm] 465853.130(b) 25 18634.125 116.858 .000 .276
Max. range: Downward- 
Upward [cm] 123400.960(c) 25 4936.038 94.921 .000 .237
Max. range: Azimuth [degrees] 15617007.694(d) 25 624680.308 192.872 .000 .386
Max. range: Elevation 
[degrees] 1198091.738(e) 25 47923.670 156.001 .000 .338
Max. range: Roll [degrees] 1968617.139(f) 25 78744.686 71.745 .000 .190
Mean position: Front-Back 
(positive Forward) [cm] 142220.439(g) 25 5688.818 61.486 .000 .167
Mean position: Right-Left 
(positive Right) [cm] 19681.749(h) 25 787.270 21.437 .000 .065
Mean position: Down-Up 
(positive Downward) [cm] 37200.426(i) 25 1488.017 63.315 .000 .171
Mean position: Azimuth 
(positive Clockwise) [degrees] 31 5 0 6 5 0 .7 7 9 0 25 126026.031 76.505 .000 .200
Mean position: Elevation 
(positive Upward) [degrees] 716623.780(k) 25 28664.951 145.788 .000 .323
Mean position: Roll (positive 
Right) [degrees] 151641.534(1) 25 6065.661 16.809 .000 .052
Max. speed: Front-Back [cm/s] 982293.033(m ) 25 39291.721 130.393 .000 .299
Max. speed: Right-Left [cm/s] 2 7 8 923 5 .8 560 ) 25 111569.434 4.254 .000 .014
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Statistics
Source Dependent Variable
Type III Sum of 
Squares df Mean Square F Sig.
Partial
Eta
Squared
Max. speed: Down-Up [cm/s] 1223965.764(0) 25 48958.631 7.276 .000 .023
Max. speed: Azimuth [deg/s] 124685829.856(p) 25 4987433.194 15.881 .000 .049
Max. speed: Elevation [deg/s] 4799634.943(q) 25 191985.398 123.807 .000 .288
Max. speed: Roll [deg/s] 73157312.303(r) 25 2926292.492 9.279 .000 .029
Mean speed: Front-Back [cm/s] 35017.576(s) 25 1400.703 114.911 .000 .273
Mean speed: Right-Left [cm/s] 31563.275(t) 25 1262.531 118.229 .000 .279
Mean speed: Down-Up [cm/s] 14639.595(u) 25 585.584 112.092 .000 .268
Mean speed: Azimuth [deg/s] 1010107.940(v) 25 40404.318 137.186 .000 .309
Mean speed: Elevation [deg/s] 95088.825(w) 25 3803.553 116.486 .000 .276
Mean speed: Roll [deg/s] 153518.154(x) 25 6140.726 67.994 .000 .182
Mode position: Front-Back [cm] 144641.177(y) 25 5785.647 51.315 .000 .144
Mode position: Right-Left [cm] 22997.746(z) 25 919.910 17.816 .000 .055
Mode position: Down-Up [cm] 40933.439(aa) 25 1637.338 54.311 .000 .151
Mode position: Azimuth [deg] 3034465.235(bb) 25 121378.609 50.470 .000 .142
Mode position: Elevation [deg] 751007.339(s) 25 30040.294 115.251 .000 .273
Mode position: Roll [deg] 141760.840(cc) 25 5670.434 13.355 .000 .042
Intercept Max. range: Forward- 
Backward [cm] 211948.309 1 211948.309 1282.185 .000 .143
Max. range: Right-Left [cm] 155547.934 1 155547.934 975.471 .000 .113
Max. range: Downward- 
Upward [cm] 53228.780 1 53228.780 1023.597 .000 .118
Max. range: Azimuth [degrees] 7090276.961 1 7090276.961 2189.146 .000 .222
Max. range: Elevation 
[degrees] 796014.239 1 796014.239 2591.181 .000 .253
Max. range: Roll [degrees] 977607.559 1 977607.559 890.703 .000 .104
Mean position: Front-Back 
(positive Forward) [cm] 3033.764 1 3033.764 32.789 .000 .004
Mean position: Right-Left 
(positive Right) [cm] 22.347 1 22.347 .608 .435 .000
Mean position: Down-Up 
(positive Downward) [cm] 13635.441 1 13635.441 580.189 .000 .070
Mean position: Azimuth 
(positive Clockwise) [degrees] 114791.640 1 114791.640 69.685 .000 .009
Mean position: Elevation 
(positive Upward) [degrees] 7458.850 1 7458.850 37.935 .000 .005
Mean position: Roll (positive 
Right) [degrees] 4202.116 1 4202.116 11.645 .001 .002
Max. speed: Front-Back [cm/s] 835546.496 1 835546.496 2772.828 .000 .266
Max. speed: Right-Left [cm/s] 1158433.663 1 1158433.663 44.173 .000 .006
Max. speed: Down-Up [cm/s] 921375.298 1 921375.298 136.938 .000 .018
Max. speed: Azimuth [deg/s] 50335637.618 1 50335637.618 160.280 .000 .021
Max. speed: Elevation [deg/s] 5312551.594 1 5312551.594 3425.956 .000 .309
Max. speed: Roll [deg/s] 16265280.821 1 16265280.821 51.577 .000 .007
Mean speed: Front-Back [cm/s] 23329.724 1 23329.724 1913.933 .000 .200
Mean speed: Right-Left [cm/s] 21243.115 1 21243.115 1989.292 .000 .206
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Statistics
Source Dependent Variable
Type III Sum of 
Squares df Mean Square F Sig.
Partial
Eta
Squared
Mean speed: Down-Up [cm/s] 16381.361 1 16381.361 3135.706 .000 .291
Mean speed: Azimuth [deg/s] 642112.153 1 642112.153 2180.183 .000 .222
Mean speed: Elevation [deg/s] 106316.677 1 106316.677 3256.006 .000 .298
Mean speed: Roll [deg/s] 140150.449 1 140150.449 1551.845 .000 .169
Mode position: Front-Back [cm] 3835.119 1 3835.119 34.015 .000 .004
Mode position: Right-Left [cm] 2.901 1 2.901 .056 .813 .000
Mode position: Down-Up [cm] 11540.519 1 11540.519 382.806 .000 .048
Mode position: Azimuth [deg] 89402.151 1 89402.151 37.174 .000 .005
Mode position: Elevation [deg] 7580.920 1 7580.920 29.084 .000 .004
Mode position: Roll [deg] 5942.742 1 5942.742 13.996 .000 .002
SubjNo Max. range: Forward- 
Backward [cm] 225799.926 9 25088.881 151.776 .000 .151
Max. range: Right-Left [cm] 195421.197 9 21713.466 136.169 .000 .138
Max, range: Downward- 
Upward [cm] 60876.503 9 6764.056 130.074 .000 .133
Max. range: Azimuth [degrees] 5599939.949 9 622215.550 192.111 .000 .184
Max. range: Elevation 
[degrees] 554078.309 9 61564.257 200.404 .000 .191
Max. range: Roll [degrees] 1094594.820 9 121621.647 110.810 .000 .115
, Mean position: Front-Back 
(positive Forward) [cm] 116741.119 9 12971.235 140.195 .000 .142
Mean position: Right-Left 
(positive Right) [cm] 13079.445 9 1453.272 39.571 .000 .044
Mean position: Down-Up 
(positive Downward) [cm] 17892.504 9 1988.056 84.592 .000 .090
Mean position: Azimuth 
(positive Clockwise) [degrees] 280059.819 9 31117.758 18.890 .000 .022
Mean position: Elevation 
(positive Upward) [degrees] 486425.707 9 54047.301 274.880 .000 .244
Mean position: Roll (positive 
Right) [degrees] 74212.216 9 8245.802 22.850 .000 .026
Max. speed: Front-Back [cm/s] 407583.545 9 45287.061 150.289 .000 .150
Max. speed: Right-Left [cm/s] 1582770.732 9 175863.415 6.706 .000 .008
Max. speed: Down-Up [cm/s] 706163.854 9 78462.650 11.661 .000 .014
Max. speed: Azimuth [deg/s] 76473778.851 9 8497086.539 27.057 .000 .031
Max. speed: Elevation [deg/s] 2466528.456 9 274058.717 176.735 .000 .172
Max. speed: Roll [deg/s] 54335466.710 9 6037274.079 19.144 .000 .022
Mean speed: Front-Back [cm/s] 18895.052 9 2099.450 172.236 .000 .168
Mean speed: Right-Left [cm/s] 18203.053 9 2022.561 189.401 .000 .182
Mean speed: Down-Up [cm/s] 9702.664 9 1078.074 206.364 .000 .195
Mean speed: Azimuth [deg/s] 579166.357 9 64351.817 218.496 .000 .204
Mean speed: Elevation [deg/s] 66134.908 9 7348.323 225.046 .000 .209
Mean speed: Roll [deg/s] 119546.500 9 13282.944 147.078 .000 .147
Mode position: Front-Back [cm] 118784.538 9 13198.282 117.060 .000 .121
Mode position: Right-Left [cm] 15545.199 9 1727.244 33.452 .000 .038
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Statistics
Source Dependent Variable
Type III Sum of 
Squares df Mean Square F Sig.
Partial
Eta
Squared
Mode position: Down-Up [cm] 19700.213 9 2188.913 72.608 .000 .079
Mode position: Azimuth [deg] 301067.863 9 33451.985 13.910 .000 .016
Mode position: Elevation [deg] 517365.063 9 57485.007 220.543 .000 .206
Mode position: Roll [deg] 65493.181 9 7277.020 17.139 .000 .020
Task Max. range: Forward- 
Backward [cm] 112889.405 3 37629.802 227.642 .000 .082
Max. range: Right-Left [cm] 98375.220 3 32791.740 205,643 .000 .075
Max. range: Downward- 
Upward [cm] 17485.720 3 5828.573 112.084 .000 .042
Max. range: Azimuth [degrees] 3608419.160 3 1202806.387 371.370 .000 .127
Max. range: Elevation 
[degrees] 110804.096 3 36934.699 120.230 .000 .045
Max. range: Roll [degrees] 111167.885 3 37055.962 33.762 .000 .013
Mean position: Front-Back 
(positive Forward) [cm] 12594.314 3 4198.105 45.374 .000 .017
Mean position: Right-Left 
(positive Right) [cm] 1814.056 3 604.685 16.465 .000 .006
Mean position: Down-Up 
(positive Downward) [cm] 17653.382 3 5884.461 250.384 .000 .089
Mean position: Azimuth 
(positive Clockwise) [degrees] 37788.824 3 12596.275 7.647 .000 .003
Mean position: Elevation 
(positive Upward) [degrees] 172333.475 3 57444.492 292.158 .000 .103
Mean position: Roll (positive 
Right) [degrees] 5577.655 3 1859.218 5.152 .001 .002
Max. speed: Front-Back [cm/s] 204927.863 3 68309.288 226.690 .000 .082
Max. speed: Right-Left [cm/s] 447993.587 3 149331.196 5.694 .001 .002
Max. speed: Down-Up [cm/s] 158909.723 3 52969.908 7.873 .000 .003
Max. speed: Azimuth [deg/s] 11191729.362 3 3730576.454 11.879 .000 .005
Max. speed: Elevation [deg/s] 564285.174 3 188095.058 121.299 .000 .045
Max. speed: Roll [deg/s] 2407667.986 3 802555.995 2.545 .054 .001
Mean speed: Front-Back [cm/s] 9695.911 3 3231.970 265.146 .000 .094
Mean speed: Right-Left [cm/s] 7697.037 3 2565.679 240.261 .000 .086
Mean speed: Down-Up [cm/s] 3095.746 3 1031.915 197.528 .000 .072
Mean speed: Azimuth [deg/s] 269675.952 3 89891.984 305.213 .000 .107
Mean speed: Elevation [deg/s] 17991.534 3 5997.178 183.667 .000 .067
Mean speed: Roll [deg/s] 16900.860 3 5633.620 62.379 .000 .024
Mode position: Front-Back [cm] 14790.815 3 4930.272 43.728 .000 .017
Mode position: Right-Left [cm] 2260.435 3 753.478 14.593 .000 .006
Mode position: Down-Up [cm] 19235.639 3 6411.880 212.686 .000 .077
Mode position: Azimuth [deg] 36968.951 3 12322.984 5.124 .002 .002
Mode position: Elevation [deg] 175263.241 3 58421.080 224.135 .000 .081
Mode position: Roll [deg] 7272.136 3 2424.045 5.709 .001 .002
ExtractNo Max. range: Forward- 
Backward [cm] 129343.246 3 43114.415 260.821 .000 .093
Max. range: Right-Left [cm] 106087.138 3 35362.379 221.764 .000 .080
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Max. range: Downward- 
Upward [cm] 32955.046 3 10985.015 211.243 .000 .076
Max. range: Azimuth [degrees] 3591042.345 3 1197014.115 369.582 .000 .127
Max. range: Elevation 
[degrees] 432316.262 3 144105.421 469.091 .000 .155
Max. range: Roll [degrees] 625213.124 3 208404.375 189.878 .000 .069
Mean position: Front-Back 
(positive Forward) [cm] 36.299 3 12.100 .131 .942 .000
Mean position: Right-Left 
(positive Right) [cm] 457.709 3 152.570 4.154 .006 .002
Mean position: Down-Up 
(positive Downward) [cm] 381.897 3 127.299 5.417 .001 .002
Mean position: Azimuth 
(positive Clockwise) [degrees] 9175.795 3 3058.598 1.857 .135 .001
Mean position: Elevation 
(positive Upward) [degrees] 2825.349 3 941.783 4.790 .002 .002
Mean position: Roll (positive 
Right) [degrees] 8115.663 3 2705.221 7.496 .000 .003
Max. speed: Front-Back [cm/s] 224158.190 3 74719.397 247.962 .000 .089
Max. speed: Right-Left [cm/s] 475123.939 3 158374.646 6.039 .000 .002
Max. speed: Down-Up [cm/s] 275983.945 3 91994.648 13.673 .000 .005
Max. speed: Azimuth [deg/s] 23877903.523 3 7959301.174 25.344 .000 .010
Max. speed: Elevation [deg/s] 1322138.117 3 440712.706 284.207 .000 .100
Max. speed: Roll [deg/s] 11890438.550 3 3963479.517 12.568 .000 .005
Mean speed: Front-Back [cm/s] 975.407 3 325.136 26.674 .000 .010
Mean speed: Right-Left [cm/s] 1219.856 3 406.619 38.077 .000 .015
Mean speed: Down-Up [cm/s] 390.236 3 130.079 24.900 .000 .010
Mean speed: Azimuth [deg/s] 1281.183 3 427.061 1.450 .226 .001
Mean speed: Elevation [deg/s] 982.530 3 327.510 10.030 .000 .004
Mean speed: Roll [deg/s] 4555.437 3 1518.479 16.814 .000 .007
Mode position: Front-Back [cm] 93.879 3 31.293 .278 .842 .000
Mode position: Right-Left [cm] 617.837 3 205.946 3.989 .008 .002
Mode position: Down-Up [cm] 663.171 3 221.057 7.333 .000 .003
Mode position: Azimuth [deg] 11687.901 3 3895.967 1.620 .182 .001
Mode position: Elevation [deg] 2450.147 3 816.716 3.133 .024 .001
Mode position: Roll [deg] 5303.056 3 1767.685 4.163 .006 .002
SrcLoc Max, range: Forward- 
Backward [cm] 2511.278 3 837.093 5.064 .002 .002
Max. range: Right-Left [cm] 6133.729 3 2044.576 12.822 .000 .005
Max. range: Downward- 
Upward [cm] 810.603 3 270.201 5.196 .001 .002
Max. range: Azimuth [degrees] 447672.267 3 149224.089 46.073 .000 .018
Max. range: Elevation 
[degrees] 17929.556 3 5976.519 19.455 .000 .008
Max. range: Roll [degrees] 18139.168 3 6046.389 5.509 .001 .002
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Mean position: Front-Back 
(positive Forward) [cm] 3397.519 3 1132.506 12.240 .000 .005
Mean position: Right-Left 
(positive Right) [cm] 1979.790 3 659.930 17.969 .000 .007
Mean position: Down-Up 
(positive Downward) [cm] 661.012 3 220.337 9.375 .000 .004
Mean position: Azimuth 
(positive Clockwise) [degrees] 2783964.399 3 927988.133 563.342 .000 .181
Mean position: Elevation 
(positive Upward) [degrees] 11932.906 3 3977.635 20.230 .000 .008
Mean position: Roll (positive 
Right) [degrees] 60242.715 3 20080.905 55.646 .000 .021
Max. speed: Front-Back [cm/s] 8082.959 3 2694.320 8.941 .000 .003
Max. speed: Right-Left [cm/s] 133292.167 3 44430.722 1.694 .166 .001
Max. speed: Down-Up [cm/s] 14619.152 3 4873.051 .724 .537 .000
Max. speed: Azimuth [deg/s] 1615294.472 3 538431.491 1.714 .162 .001
Max. speed: Elevation [deg/s] 120032.663 3 40010.888 25.802 .000 .010
Max. speed: Roll [deg/s] 297447.506 3 99149.169 .314 .815 .000
Mean speed: Front-Back [cm/s] 229.919 3 76.640 6.287 .000 .002
Mean speed: Right-Left [cm/s] 326.879 3 108.960 10.203 .000 .004
Mean speed: Down-Up [cm/s] 82.683 3 27.561 5.276 .001 .002
Mean speed: Azimuth [deg/s] 30930.725 3 10310.242 35.007 .000 .014
Mean speed: Elevation [deg/s] 1596.636 3 532.212 16.299 .000 .006
Mean speed: Roll [deg/s] 2104.859 3 701.620 7.769 .000 .003
Mode position: Front-Back [cm] 2884.239 3 961.413 8.527 .000 .003
Mode position: Right-Left [cm] 1989.658 3 663.219 12.845 .000 .005
Mode position: Down-Up [cm] 505.303 3 168.434 5.587 .001 .002
Mode position: Azimuth [deg] 2637309.007 3 879103.002 365.537 .000 .125
Mode position: Elevation [deg] 11909.586 3 3969.862 15.231 .000 .006
Mode position: Roll [deg] 57009.352 3 19003.117 44.756 .000 .017
SrcWid Max. range: Forward- 
Backward [cm] 9079.005 2 4539.503 27.462 .000 .007
Max. range: Right-Left [cm] 7633.391 2 3816.696 23.935 .000 .006
Max. range: Downward- 
Upward [cm] 1233.206 2 616.603 11.857 .000 .003
Max. range: Azimuth [degrees] 244279.042 2 122139.521 37.711 .000 .010
Max. range: Elevation 
[degrees] 14491.056 2 7245.528 23.586 .000 .006
Max. range: Roll [degrees] 939.670 2 469.835 .428 .652 .000
Mean position: Front-Back 
(positive Forward) [cm] 43.208 2 21.604 .233 .792 .000
Mean position: Right-Left 
(positive Right) [cm] 311.253 2 155.626 4.238 .014 .001
Mean position: Down-Up 
(positive Downward) [cm] 222.125 2 111.063 4.726 .009 .001
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Mean position: Azimuth 
(positive Clockwise) [degrees] 14264.135 2 7132.068 4.330 .013 .001
Mean position: Elevation 
(positive Upward) [degrees] 1724.536 2 862.268 4.385 .012 .001
Mean position: Roll (positive 
Right) [degrees] 311.387 2 155.693 .431 .650 .000
Max. speed: Front-Back [cm/s] 11213.160 2 5606.580 18.606 .000 .005
Max. speed: Right-Left [cm/s] 11236.759 2 5618.379 .214 .807 .000
Max. speed: Down-Up [cm/s] 7844.908 2 3922.454 .583 .558 .000
Max. speed: Azimuth [deg/s] 179135.909 2 89567.955 .285 .752 .000
Max. speed: Elevation [deg/s] 20152.953 2 10076.477 6.498 .002 .002
Max. speed: Roll [deg/s] 3168.673 2 1584.337 .005 .995 .000
Mean speed: Front-Back [cm/s] 669.427 2 334.713 27.459 .000 .007
Mean speed: Right-Left [cm/s] 594.801 2 297.401 27.850 .000 .007
Mean speed: Down-Up [cm/s] 150.616 2 75.308 14.415 .000 .004
Mean speed: Azimuth [deg/s] 18622.405 2 9311.202 31.615 .000 .008
Mean speed: Elevation [deg/s] 1697.053 2 848.527 25.987 .000 .007
Mean speed: Roll [deg/s] 475.891 2 237.946 2.635 .072 .001
Mode position: Front-Back [cm] 74.617 2 37.309 .331 .718 .000
Mode position: Right-Left [cm] 530.990 2 265.495 5.142 .006 .001
Mode position: Down-Up [cm] 380.632 2 190.316 6.313 .002 .002
Mode position: Azimuth [deg] 22853.126 2 11426.563 4.751 .009 .001
Mode position: Elevation [deg] 1822.643 2 911.322 3.496 .030 .001
Mode position: Roll [deg] 725.126 2 362.563 .854 .426 .000
Env Max. range: Forward- 
Backward [cm] 63.133 2 31.567 .191 .826 .000
Max. range: Right-Left [cm] 105.968 2 52.984 .332 .717 .000
Max. range: Downward- 
Upward [cm] 4.029 2 2.014 .039 .962 .000
Max. range: Azimuth [degrees] 11419.750 2 5709.875 1.763 .172 .000
Max. range: Elevation 
[degrees] 36,808 2 18.404 .060 .942 .000
Max. range: Roll [degrees] 952.110 2 476.055 .434 .648 .000
Mean position: Front-Back 
(positive Forward) [cm] .830 2 .415 .004 .996 .000
Mean position: Right-Left 
(positive Right) [cm] 372.050 2 186.025 5.065 .006 .001
Mean position: Down-Up 
(positive Downward) [cm] 27.477 2 13.738 .585 .557 .000
Mean position: Azimuth 
(positive Clockwise) [degrees] 5738.874 2 2869.437 1.742 .175 .000
Mean position: Elevation 
(positive Upward) [degrees] 7558.249 2 3779.124 19.220 .000 .005
Mean position: Roll (positive 
Right) [degrees] 575.391 2 287.695 .797 .451 .000
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Max. speed: Front-Back [cm/s] 644.884 2 322.442 1.070 .343 .000
Max. speed: Right-Left [cm/s] 1974.035 2 987.017 .038 .963 .000
Max. speed: Down-Up [cm/s] 1670.150 2 835.075 .124 .883 .000
Max. speed: Azimuth [deg/s] 64155.825 2 32077.913 .102 .903 .000
Max. speed: Elevation [deg/s] 4304.083 2 2152.041 1.388 .250 .000
Max. speed: Roll [deg/s] 56952.642 2 28476.321 .090 .914 .000
Mean speed: Front-Back [cm/s] 17.263 2 8.632 .708 .493 .000
Mean speed: Right-Left [cm/s] 2.975 2 1.488 .139 .870 .000
Mean speed: Down-Up [cm/s] 4.686 2 2.343 .449 .639 .000
Mean speed: Azimuth [deg/s] 660.544 2 330.272 1.121 .326 .000
Mean speed: Elevation [deg/s] 26.077 2 13.038 .399 .671 .000
Mean speed: Roll [deg/s] 27.635 2 13.818 .153 .858 .000
Mode position: Front-Back [cm] 22.371 2 11.185 .099 .906 .000
Mode position: Right-Left [cm] 377.059 2 188.529 3.651 .026 .001
Mode position: Down-Up [cm] 48.861 2 24.430 .810 .445 .000
Mode position: Azimuth [deg] 9447.282 2 4723.641 1.964 .140 .001
Mode position: Elevation [deg] 5633.054 2 2816.527 10.806 .000 .003
Mode position: Roll [deg] 1678.431 2 839.216 1.977 .139 .001
Timbre Max. range: Forward- 
Backward [cm] 2263.520 2 1131.760 6.847 .001 .002
Max. range: Right-Left [cm] 780.619 2 390.310 2.448 .087 .001
Max. range: Downward- 
Upward [cm] 139.202 2 69.601 1.338 .262 .000
Max. range: Azimuth [degrees] 39743.617 2 19871.808 6.135 .002 .002
Max. range: Elevation 
[degrees] 22.151 2 11.075 .036 .965 .000
Max. range: Roll [degrees] 583.231 2 291.616 .266 .767 .000
Mean position: Front-Back 
(positive Forward) [cm] 13.656 2 6.828 .074 .929 .000
Mean position: Right-Left 
(positive Right) [cm] 664.976 2 332.488 9.053 .000 .002
Mean position: Down-Up 
(positive Downward) [cm] 46.850 2 23.425 .997 .369 .000
Mean position: Azimuth 
(positive Clockwise) [degrees] 7024.941 2 3512.470 2.132 .119 .001
Mean position: Elevation 
(positive Upward) [degrees] 893.931 2 446.965 2.273 .103 .001
Mean position: Roll (positive 
Right) [degrees] 282.205 2 141.102 .391 .676 .000
Max. speed: Front-Back [cm/s] 3025.674 2 1512.837 5.020 .007 .001
Max. speed: Right-Left [cm/s] 95046.082 2 47523.041 1.812 .163 .000
Max. speed: Down-Up [cm/s] 8052.924 2 4026.462 .598 .550 .000
Max. speed: Azimuth [deg/s] 306300.384 2 153150.192 .488 .614 .000
Max. speed: Elevation [deg/s] 863.378 2 431.689 .278 .757 .000
Max. speed: Roll [deg/s] 445322.060 2 222661.030 .706 .494 .000
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Mean speed: Front-Back [cm/s] 84.756 2 42.378 3.477 .031 .001
Mean speed: Right-Left [cm/s] 34.062 2 17.031 1.595 .203 .000
Mean speed: Down-Up [cm/s] .949 2 .474 .091 .913 .000
Mean speed: Azimuth [deg/s] 1271.320 2 635.660 2.158 .116 .001
Mean speed: Elevation [deg/s] .343 2 .171 .005 .995 .000
Mean speed: Roll [deg/s] 13.605 2 6.802 .075 .927 .000
Mode position: Front-Back [cm] 10.269 2 5.134 .046 .955 .000
Mode position: Right-Left [cm] 819.616 2 409.808 7.937 .000 .002
Mode position: Down-Up [cm] 85.034 2 42.517 1,410 .244 .000
Mode position: Azimuth [deg] 7917.869 2 3958.934 1.646 .193 .000
Mode position: Elevation [deg] 689.909 2 344.954 1.323 .266 .000
Mode position: Roll [deg] 564.094 2 282.047 .664 .515 .000
RunNo Max. range: Forward- 
Backward [cm] 9750.998 1 9750.998 58.989 .000 .008
Max. range: Right-Left [cm] 5958.193 1 5958.193 37.365 .000 .005
Max. range: Downward- 
Upward [cm] 1179.989 1 1179.989 22.691 .000 .003
Max. range: Azimuth [degrees] 225682.833 1 225682.833 69.680 .000 .009
Max. range: Elevation 
[degrees] 9767.364 1 9767.364 31.795 .000 .004
Max. range: Roll [degrees] 1923.898 1 1923.898 1.753 .186 .000
Mean position: Front-Back 
(positive Forward) [cm] 520.771 1 520.771 5.629 .018 .001
Mean position: Right-Left 
(positive Right) [cm] 2.453 1 2.453 .067 .796 .000
Mean position: Down-Up 
(positive Downward) [cm] 88.027 1 88.027 3.746 .053 .000
Mean position: Azimuth 
(positive Clockwise) [degrees] 3111.627 1 3111.627 1.889 .169 .000
Mean position: Elevation 
(positive Upward) [degrees] 122.655 1 122.655 .624 .430 .000
Mean position: Roll (positive 
Right) [degrees] 965.196 1 965.196 2.675 .102 .000
Max. speed: Front-Back [cm/s] 19142.776 1 19142.776 63.527 .000 .008
Max. speed: Right-Left [cm/s] 73.781 1 73.781 .003 .958 .000
Max. speed: Down-Up [cm/s] 202.617 1 202.617 .030 .862 .000
Max. speed: Azimuth [deg/s] 255779.492 1 255779.492 .814 .367 .000
Max. speed: Elevation [deg/s] 49241.678 1 49241.678 31.755 .000 .004
Max. speed: Roll [deg/s] 28110.483 1 28110.483 .089 .765 .000
Mean speed: Front-Back [cm/s] 1121.011 1 1121.011 91.966 .000 .012
Mean speed: Right-Left [cm/s] 659.441 1 659.441 61.753 .000 .008
Mean speed: Down-Up [cm/s] 173.776 1 173.776 33.264 .000 .004
Mean speed: Azimuth [deg/s] 16429.149 1 16429.149 55.782 .000 .007
Mean speed: Elevation [deg/s] 1886.666 1 1886.666 57.780 .000 .007
Mean speed: Roll [deg/s] 1034.204 1 1034.204 11.451 .001 .001
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Mode position: Front-Back [cm] 396.942 1 396.942 3.521 .061 .000
Mode position: Right-Left [cm] .219 1 .219 .004 .948 .000
Mode position: Down-Up [cm] 167.442 1 167.442 5.554 .018 .001
Mode position: Azimuth [deg] 2515.107 1 2515.107 1.046 .307 .000
Mode position: Elevation [deg] 116.279 1 116.279 .446 .504 .000
Mode position: Roll [deg] 2435.628 1 2435.628 5.736 .017 .001
Error Max. range: Forward- 
Backward [cm] 1265224.910 7654 165.302
Max. range: Right-Left [cm] 1220500.952 7654 159.459
Max. range: Downward- 
Upward [cm] 398021.168 7654 52.002
Max. range: Azimuth [degrees] 24790022.677 7654 3238.832
Max. range: Elevation 
[degrees] 2351318.520 7654 307.201
Max. range: Roll [degrees] 8400785.007 7654 1097.568
Mean position: Front-Back 
(positive Forward) [cm] 708169.008 7654 92.523
Mean position: Right-Left 
(positive Right) [cm] 281095.237 7654 36.725
Mean position: Down-Up 
(positive Downward) [cm] 179882.167 7654 23.502
Mean position: Azimuth 
(positive Clockwise) [degrees] 12608367.693 7654 1647.291
Mean position: Elevation 
(positive Upward) [degrees] 1504938.159 7654 196.621
Mean position: Roll (positive 
Right) [degrees] 2762071.886 7654 360.866
Max. speed: Front-Back [cm/s] 2306407.664 7654 301.334
Max. speed: Right-Left [cm/s] 200727289.998 7654 26225.149
Max. speed: Down-Up [cm/s] 51499292.651 7654 6728.416
Max. speed: Azimuth [deg/s] 2403719780.267 7654 314047.528
Max. speed: Elevation [deg/s] 11868883.391 7654 1550.677
Max. speed: Roll [deg/s] 2413762521.912 7654 315359.619
Mean speed: Front-Back [cm/s] 93297.791 7654 12.189
Mean speed: Right-Left [cm/s] 81735.000 7654 10.679
Mean speed: Down-Up [cm/s] 39985.550 7654 5.224
Mean speed: Azimuth [deg/s] 2254272.764 7654 294.522
Mean speed: Elevation [deg/s] 249922.134 7654 32.652
Mean speed: Roll [deg/s] 691249.360 7654 90.312
Mode position: Front-Back [cm] 862971.748 7654 112.748
Mode position: Right-Left [cm] 395202.888 7654 51.634
Mode position: Down-Up [cm] 230746.411 7654 30.147
Mode position: Azimuth [deg] 18407592.548 7654 2404.964
Mode position: Elevation [deg] 1995028.829 7654 260.652
Mode position: Roll [deg] 3249847.204 7654 424.595
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Total Max. range: Forward- 
Backward [cm] 2887157.646 7680
Max. range: Right-Left [cm] 2511879.996 7680
Max. range: Downward- 
Upward [cm] 797609.837 7680
Max. range: Azimuth [degrees] 78282047.182 7680
Max. range: Elevation 
[degrees] 7893218.672 7680
Max. range: Roll [degrees] 15832281.936 7680
Mean position: Front-Back 
(positive Forward) [cm] 870841.031 7680
Mean position: Right-Left 
(positive Right) [cm] 302562.451 7680
Mean position: Down-Up 
(positive Downward) [cm] 297975.414 7680
Mean position: Azimuth 
(positive Clockwise) [degrees] 16169577.272 7680
Mean position: Elevation 
(positive Upward) [degrees] 2287756.173 7680
Mean position: Roll (positive 
Right) [degrees] 2923887.042 7680
Max. speed: Front-Back [cm/s] 7650899.065 7680
Max. speed: Right-Left [cm/s] 209270575.067 7680
Max. speed: Down-Up [cm/s] 57627239.324 7680
Max. speed: Azimuth [deg/s] 2813172711.948 7680
Max. speed: Elevation [deg/s] 45841057.912 7680
Max. speed: Roll [deg/s] 2585456262.756 7680
Mean speed: Front-Back [cm/s] 244516.063 7680
Mean speed: Right-Left [cm/s] 225596.551 7680
Mean speed: Down-Up [cm/s] 142099.489 7680
Mean speed: Azimuth [deg/s] 6541447.962 7680
Mean speed: Elevation [deg/s] 909056.307 7680
Mean speed: Roll [deg/s] 1612785.575 7680
Mode position: Front-Back [cm] 1032756.000 7680
Mode position: Right-Left [cm] 419923.000 7680
Mode position: Down-Up [cm] 345274.000 7680
Mode position: Azimuth [deg] 21782525.000 7680
Mode position: Elevation [deg] 2798825.000 7680
Mode position: Roil [deg] 3400225.000 7680
Corrected
Total
Max. range: Forward- 
Backward [cm] 1813378.300 7679
Max. range: Right-Left [cm] 1686354.081 7679
Max. range: Downward- 
Upward [cm] 521422.127 7679
Max. range: Azimuth [degrees] 40407030.370 7679
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Max. range: Elevation 
[degrees] 3549410.259 7679
Max. range: Roll [degrees] 10369402.146 7679
Mean position: Front-Back 
(positive Forward) [cm] 850389.446 7679
Mean position: Right-Left 
{positive Right) [cm] 300776.986 7679
Mean position: Down-Up 
(positive Downward) [cm] 217082.592 7679
Mean position: Azimuth 
(positive Clockwise) [degrees] 15759018.473 7679
Mean position: Elevation 
(positive Upward) [degrees] 2221561.939 7679
Mean position: Roll (positive 
Right) [degrees] 2913713.420 7679
Max. speed: Front-Back [cm/s] 3288700.697 7679
Max. speed: Right-Left [cm/s] 203516525.854 7679
Max. speed: Down-Up [cm/s] 52723258.416 7679
Max. speed: Azimuth [deg/s] 2528405610.123 7679
Max. speed: Elevation [deg/s] 16668518.334 7679
Max. speed: Roll [deg/s] 2486919834.214 7679
Mean speed: Front-Back [cm/s] 128315.367 7679
Mean speed: Right-Left [cm/s] 113298.275 7679
Mean speed: Down-Up [cm/s] 54625.146 7679
Mean speed: Azimuth [deg/s] 3264380.704 7679
Mean speed: Elevation [deg/s] 345010.959 7679
Mean speed: Roll [deg/s] 844767.515 7679
Mode position: Front-Back [cm] 1007612.925 7679
Mode position: Right-Left [cm] 418200.634 7679
Mode position: Down-Up [cm] 271679.849 7679
Mode position: Azimuth [deg] 21442057.783 7679
Mode position: Elevation [deg] 2746036.169 7679
Mode position: Roll [deg] 3391608.044 7679
a R Squared = .302 (Adjusted R Squared = .300)
b R Squared = .276 (Adjusted R Squared = .274)
c R Squared = .237 (Adjusted R Squared = .234)
d R Squared = .386 (Adjusted R Squared = .384)
e R Squared = .338 (Adjusted R Squared = .335)
f R Squared = .190 (Adjusted R Squared = .187) 
g R Squared = .167 (Adjusted R Squared = .165)
h R Squared = .065 (Adjusted R Squared = .062)
i R Squared = .171 (Adjusted R Squared = .169) 
j R Squared = .200 (Adjusted R Squared = .197) 
k R Squared = .323 (Adjusted R Squared = .320)
I R Squared = .052 (Adjusted R Squared = .049) 
m R Squared = .299 (Adjusted R Squared = .296) 
n R Squared = .014 (Adjusted R Squared = .010)
o R Squared = .023 (Adjusted R Squared = .020)
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p R Squared = .049 (Adjusted R Squared = .046) 
q R Squared = .288 (Adjusted R Squared = .286) 
r R Squared = .029 (Adjusted R Squared = .026) 
s R Squared = .273 (Adjusted R Squared = .271) 
t R Squared = .279 (Adjusted R Squared = .276) 
u R Squared = .268 (Adjusted R Squared = .266) 
v R Squared = .309 (Adjusted R Squared = .307) 
w R Squared = .276 (Adjusted R Squared = .273) 
x R Squared = .182 (Adjusted R Squared = .179) 
y R Squared = .144 (Adjusted R Squared = .141) 
z R Squared = .055 (Adjusted R Squared = .052) 
aa R Squared = .151 (Adjusted R Squared = .148) 
bb R Squared = .142 (Adjusted R Squared = .139) 
cc R Squared = .042 (Adjusted R Squared = .039)
Table D-2. Result of one-way MANOVA test for Section 2.2.2 (tests of between-subjects effects).
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